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PREFACE.

A BRIEF outline of ~he principal part of the
following Work was sketched out several years
ago for the private use of some young friends;
and from that MS. chiefly, the Article ~'R~eto

ric" in the Encyclopredia Metropolitana was af
terwards drawn up. I was indu~ed to 'believe
that it might be more useful if published in k

separate form; and I have accordingly, with the
assistance of some friends, revised the treatise,
and made a few additions and other alterations
which suggested themselves; beside~ dividing
it in a manner more convenient for reference.

The titl~ of" Rhetoric," I have thought-it best'
on the whole to retain, as being that by which
the Article in the Encyclopredia is designated;
though it is in Some respects open to objection.

. Besides that it is rather the mo~e commonly
employ'ed in refer,mce to public Speaking alone,
it is also apt to suggest to many minds an asso
c~ted idea of empty declamation, or of dishon-
est artifice. '



IV PREFA.CE.

The subject indeed stands perhaps but a few
degrees above Logic in popular estimation; the
'one being generally regarded by the vulgar as
the Art of /bewildering the learned by frivolous
subtleties; the other, &. ofdeluding the multi
tude by specious falsehood. i\nd if a treatise on
Composition be itself more favourably received
than the \\ ork of a Logician, the Author of it must
yet labour onder still greater disadvantages. He
may:b,e th ought to challenge criticism; and his
own perre nnances may be condemned by a ref
erence to his own precepts; or, on the other
hand, 'his precepts· may be undel·valued, through
his own failures in their application. Should this
take place in the present instance, I 'have only to
urge, with Horace in his Art of Poetry, that a
whetstone, though itself incapable of cutting, is
yet useful in sharpening steel. :N0 system of in
struction will completely equalize natural PO\v-

.ers; and yet it may 'be of service towards their
improvement. The youthful Achilles acquired .

.skill in hurling the javelin under the instruction
of Chiron, though the master could not compete
with the pupil in vigor of arm.

tit may perhaps be hardly ,necessary to observe,
tbatthe following pages are designed principally
for the instruction of tI/nlpract.ised writers. -Of
such as have long been in the habit ofwriting lor

\ . I



, PUFACE.

~peaking, th~se whose procedure has been con-.
formable to the rules I have laid down, will of
cou~se have anticipated most ofmy observations: ,
and those again who have proceeded on opposite
principles, will be more likely to censure, as it
were in self-defence, than laboriously to unlearn" ,
what they have perhaps laborioqsly acquired,
and to ~et out afresh on a new system." 'But I am
encouraged, partly by the result of experiments,
~o entertain a hope that the pre~ent System may
prove useful to such as have their method of com
position, and their style of writing and ofdelivery
to acquire,. And an author ought to be content
if a work be found in some instances not unprof
itable, which cannot, from 1ts nature', be expected
to pass completely unce~sured.

Whoever indeed, in treating of any subject,
recommends (whether on good or 'bad grounds)
a departure from established practice, must ex
pect to encounter opPC!sition. This opposition
does"not indeed imply t~at his precepts are right;
but neither does it prove them wrong; it only
implies that they are new; since few will readily
acknowledge the plans on which they have long
been proceeding, to be mliJtaken. If a treatise
therefore on: the prese,Jlt subject were received
with immediate, unjversal, and unqualified appro..
bation, this circumstance would not indeed p!Oye

a-



it to be erroneow, (since it is conceivable that
theme~scommonly pursued may be altogeth
er right,) but would afford. a presumption that
there was not much to be learnt from it.

On the other hand, the more deep-rooted and
generally prevalent any ~rror may be, the less
fa."ourably, at first, will its refutation (though
proportionably the more ,important) be for the
most part receiv~.

With respect to :what are commonly called
Rhetorical Artifices-contrivances for" making
the worse appear the better reason,"- it would
have savoured ofpedantic morality to give solemn
admonitions against employing them, or to enter
a formal disclaimer of dishonest intention; since,
after all, the generality will, according to their
respectiv~ characters, make what. use of a book.
they think fit, without waiting for the Author's'
permission: but what I have endeavoUred to do,
is, clearly to set fOf1,h, as far as I could, (as Ba
con does in his Essay 01) Cunning,) these sophis
tieal tricks of the Art; and as far as I may have
8u~eeded in this, I shall have been providing the
only effectual check to the employment of them.
The adulterators of food or of drugs, and the
ooiaers of base money, keep their processes a
MClet, and dread DO one so much as him who
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detects, describes, and proclaims their eontriv8Il
cel,.and thus puts.me~ on their guard; for "eve.
ry one that doeth evil ha~eth the light, neither
cometh to the light, lest his deeds should be
made manifest."

To the prevailing association of the term
"Rhetoric," with the. idea of these delusive con...
trivances, may be traced the opinion (which I
believe is als,o common) that the power of elo-
quenee is lost on those who themselves possess
it; or at least that a eritical knowledge o~ the art

,ofComposition fortifies anyone, in, proportion to
his proficiency, against being affected by the
persuasive po~ers of another. This is uDdou~
edly true, as' far as Sophistical, ~kill is concern
ed. The better acquainted one is with any kind
of rhetorical trick, the less liable he is to be mis
led by it. The Artifices, strictly so called, of the
Orator, are,

, like tricks by sleight of hand,
Which te admire, one shonld not unde=atand :

and he who has himself been behind the scenes
ofa puppet-show, and pulled the strings by which
the figures are moved, is not likely to be mu~h

affected by their performance. This is indeed
one great recommendaiion <?f the study of Rhet
oric, that it furnishes the most effectual antidote
against deception of this kiDde But .it is by DO
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means tme .that acquaintance with an' Art-in
the nobler sense of the word,-not as consisting
in juggling tricks,- tends to diminish our sensi
bility to the most excellent productions of Ait.
The greatest proficients in music are usually the
most enthusiastic admirers of good music: the
best Painters and Poets, and such as are best

. versed in the principles of thos~ arts, are in gen~
eral (when rivalry is out of the question) the most
powerfully affected by paintings and by poetry,
of superior excellence. And none I believe are
more open to the impression of sound, honest,

. manly eloquence, than those who display it i~

their own compositions, and are capable of
analyzing critically the mOde in which its ef
fec~s are produced.

A few passages will be faund in the following
pages which presuppose some acquaintap.ce with
Logic; but the greatest part wil), I 'trust, be in
telligible to those who have not Viis knowledge.
At the same time, it is implied by what I have
said of that 'Science, and indeed by the very cir
cumstance of my hay-ing wri~ten on it, that I
cannot but consider him as undertaking a task
of unnecessary difficulty, who endeavours, with
out studying Logic, to become a thoroughly good
argumentative writer.



, Itmay:be thougllt that ,someap~ is;oooes- ..
BaIlY r... frequeatt :refereDOO made :to the tr~
tHe just mentioned, and ooca8~onally, to some
other. works of my own.. It .appeared to me,
boweveor, .t~t either of the ether two altema
tivres would havE} ·been more ,objectionable; ,vi~.

either to omit entirely much that, was needful
for the elucidatiOD of the 8Ubje~ in hand; or, to
repeat, in the same or in other WOlds, what had
been ,already published.

Perhaps some apology may also be tbongBt
necessary for th~ v~rious illu8trat~oos, selected
from several authors, or framed for the occasion,
which occur both in the present treatise, and· in
t~ton Logic; and in which opinions on various .
subjects are incidentally convey~d; in all of
~hich, it cannot be expected that everyone of
my readers "ill concur. And some ,mayaccord
ingly be disposed to ~omplain that they cannot
put these works into the hands of any young
perSOD under their care, without a risk of his inl
bibing notions which they think erroneou~. This
objection, I' have reason to b~lieve"has been es
Jlecially felt, though not always explicitly stated,
by the most decid~dly anti-christian writers m
the present,day. But it should be remembered, .
that ,Logic .and 'Rhetoric having no proper sub
iect~matte-- of ~their own, it was necessary to

•
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resort to other departments of knowledge for ex
emplifications of the principles laid down; and
it wduld have b~en impossible, without confining
myself so the most insipid truisms, to avoid com
pletely all topics on wltich there 'exists any differ
ence ofopinion. If, in the course ofeither work,
I have advgcated,.any erroneous tenet, the obvi
ous remedy is, to refute it. I am utterly uncon
scious of having in any instance resorted to the
employmentoffallacy, or ¥Jbstituteddeclamation
f~r argument; ,but if any such faults exist, it is
easy to expose them. Nor is it necessary that
when any book is put into ,the hands of a young
student, he should understand that he is to adopt
implicitly everydoctrine·contained in jt,or should
not be cautioned against any erroneous principles
which it may inculcate: otherwise, indeed, it
would he impossible to give young men what is
called a classical education, without making them
Pagans. '

That I have avowed an assent to the evidences
of C~ristianity, (tl&at, I believe, is the point OD

which the greatest soreness is felt,) and that this
does incidentally imply some cepsure of those
who reject it, is not to be d~nied. But they
again are at liberty, and they are not back~ard
in using their liberty, to repel the censure, by
refuting, if they can, those evidences. And as

•
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long as they confine themselves to' calm argu
mentation~ and abstain from insult, libellous per
sonality,";md falsific~ti~n of fa~ts"I earnestly hope
no force will ever be employed to silence them,

,except 'force of argument. I am not one of those
jealous lovers of freedom \vho would fain keep

'it all to themselves; nor do I dread 'ultimate
danger to the cause of truth from fair discussion.

I~ may be objected by some, that in the, fore
going words I have put fort4 a challenge which
~nnot be accepted; 'inasmuch as it has been
declared by the highest legal authorities,' that
"Christianity is part of-the Law of the Land;'"
and conseqqently anyone who impugns it, ,
IS liable to prosecution. What is the precise
meaning of the above legal maxim, I do not pro:
fess to determine; havipg never met with any
one who could explain it to me: but' evidently .
~he mere circumstance, that we have ,a ~eligion

by Law established, does not, of itself, imply the
illegality of arguing against that Religio~. The
regulations of Trade and of Navigation, for in
stance, are unque~tionablypart of the Law of the
Land; but the question of their expediency is
freeli discussed, and frequently in no very meas
ured language; nor did I ever hear of anyone's
being menaced with prDsecution for censuring
them.
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I pretl1lDJe not however to.decide wkat s.
migb~ legally, be' takeR; I am IookiDg only to
facti and probabilities; and I feel a confident
trust, ,as well as hope, (and that, founded on

\

experience of the past,) that no legal penalties
.will, in fact, be incurred by temperate, decent,
argumotative maintaiDers even of the most
erroneous. opinions.

I have only to add my ackDowled«ements to
those friends for whose kiDd and judicious sug...
gestions I am so much indebted; and to assure

. them, that whatever may be tlie public reception
of the work, I shall Dever ,cease to feel 1lattered
and obliged by the diligent attention they have
beswwed on It. •
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ELEMENT,S O}' RHETORIC.

INTRODUCTION.

§ 1.

Or Rhetoric various definitions have been given 'by
different writers; who, however, seem not so

h ha eli d· th· .. Varioua."
m~c to ve sagree m eIr conceptions C~0:ri:~

. of the nature of the same thing, as to have had
different things in view while they ~mployed the same
term. Not -only the word Rhetoric itself, but also
those used in defining it, have been taken in various
senses; as may be observed with respect to the word
" Art" in Cic. de Orat. where a discussion -is intro-.
duced as to the applicability of that term to Rhetoric;
manifestly turning on the different senses in which
" Art U may be undersiood.

To enter into an examination or all the definitions
that have been given, would lead to much uninterest
ing and uninstructive verbal controversy. It is suffi
cient. to put- the reader on his gu~d against the com
mon error of supposing that a general temi has some
real object, properly corresponding to it, independent
of our conceptions; --:- that, consequently, some one
eWmtion is. to -be found which will, comprehend every
thing that is rightly designated by that term;-_

~ , .
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that aD others must be erroneous: whereas, in fact,
it will often happen, as in the present instance, that
both the wider, and the moro restricted sense of a
term,' will be alike sanctioned by use, (the only com
petent lJuthoritf,) and that the consequence will be'a
corresponding variation in the definitions employed;
none of which perhaps may be fairly chargeable with
error, though none can be ·framed that will apply to

. every acceptation of the term.
.It is evident that in its primary signification, Rheto

ric had reference to public Speaking alone, as its
etymology implies: but as most of the roles for speak
ing are of course applicable equally to WrIting, an
extension of the term naturally took place; and we #

~d even Aristotle, the earliest systematic writer on
the subject whose works have come dpwn to us, in
cluding in his Treatise rules for such compositions
as were not intended ;to be publicly recited.1= And
even as far as relates to Speeches, properly so called,
he takes, in the: same Treatise, at one time, a wider,
.and at another, a more restricted view of the subject;
including under the term Rhetoric, in the opening of
his work, nothing beyond the finding of topics of Per
SUasIOI1, as far as regards the matter of what is spo
ken; and afterWards embracing the consideration of
Style, Arrangement, and Delivery.

The invention of. Printing,t by extending the

*,~t. R1&et. book iii.
t Or rather of Paper; for the invention of printing is too obvious

1lot to have speedily followed, in a literary nation, the introduction
Qf a paper sufficiently cheap to make the art available. Indeed the
.als of the ancients seem to have been & kind ofstampl, with which

. tlleJ in fact printed their~••



t 1: INTRODUCTION.

Bphere of operation of the Writer, has of course COD

. tribut~d to the extension of those terms which, iIi their
primary sIgnification, had reference to Speaking alone.

- Many objects· ar,e nqw accomplished through the me
dimn of the Press, which formerly' came- under the
exclusive province' of the Orator; and the qualifica
tions requisite for success are so much the same in
both cases, that we' apply the term "Eloquent" as.'
readily tp a Writer as to a Speaker; though, etymo
logically considered, it could only belong to the latter.
Indeed "Eloquence" is often attributed even to such
compositions, e. g. Historical works, as have.~ view
an object entirely different· from any that could be
proposed by an Orator; because 80nl,e pat·t .of the'
roles to be observed in Oratory, or rules analogous
to these, are' applicable to such, compositions. Con
formably to this view therefore, some writers have
spoken of Rhetoric as the Art of Composition, mi
versallr; Of, with the exclusion of Poetry. alone., as
embracing all Prose-composition.

A still wider extension of the province of Rhetoric
has been contended for by som~ of the ancient wri:
ters; who, thinking it necessary to include, as belong;.
ing to the .~, every thing that could conduce to the
attainmen~ of the object proposed, intr-oduc~d' into·
their systems Trea~ises on La\v, Morals, Politics, &'c.
on the ground that a knowledge of these subjects was
requisite to enable a man to speak well on them: and
even insisted on Virtue- as an essential qualification of
• perfect Orator; because a good character, which

• See Quinctilian.
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ceo in DO way be so surely established as by deserv
ing it, h8$ great weight with the audience.

These notions are combated by Aristotle; who at-
I' tributes them either to the ill-cultivated

Aristotle's • ) f ·
••ure orbit understanding (dll'awEvala 0 those who mam
predecel8ors.

.. ttained them, or' to their arrogant and pre-
J tending disposition, dla~JlEla; i. e. a desire to extol
and magnify the Art they professed. In the present
day,:the extravagance ,of such doctrines is so apparent
to most readers, ,that it would not be worth while to
take much pains in refuting them. It is worthy of
remark however, that the very same erroneous view
is, even now, often taken of Logic;:I which has be'en
considered by some as a kina- of system of universal
knowledge, on the ground' that Argument may be em
ployed on all subjects, and that no one can argue well
on a subject \vhich he does not understand; and
which has been complained of by others for Dot sup
plying any such universal instruction as its unskilful
advocates have placed within its province .; such as
in fact no' one Art or System can possibly afford.

The" error is, precisely the same in respect of Rhet
oric BIld of Logic; both being inltrumental arts; and,
as such, applicable to various kinds of subject-matter,
Which do not pr9perly come under them.

So judicious an allthor as Quinctilian would nof have
failed tD perceive, had he not been carried away by
III inordinate veneration for his own Art, that ~ the
possession of building materials is no part of the art of
Architecture, though it is impossible to 'build without
materials, so, the knowledge of "the subjects on which

* Elements ofLogic, Introd•

...
• ~.~ __ r:-,"", ....._". ~ •



IIf'l'aODUCTION. ,
the Orator is to speak, constitutes no part or the art
of Rhetoric, though it be essentill1 to its successful
employment; and that though virtue,' and the good
reputatlon it procures, add materially ,to the Speak
"er's inftuence, they are no more to be, for that reason,
considered as belonging to the Orator, as such, than
wealth, rank, or a' good person, which manifestly have
a tendency to produce the same effect.

In the present day however, the province of Rhet

oric, in the widest acceptation that would Extrem. ba

be reckoned admissible, cOJIlprehends all :roe.aJ~~~~z

. ".Composition in Prose;" in the narrow- ~:8i~:v%ce

est sense, it would be liniited to ",Persuasive orac...

Speaking. "
I propose in the present work to adopt a, middle

course between these nvo extreme points; Object ot tile

d I f.a. ' · c·· prelentTfea.an to treat 0 rgumentat'l,ve ompont'o~, tile.

generally, and exclusively; considering Rhetoric (in
confOtlnity with ~e very just and philosophical view
of Arist.otle) as an off-shoot from Logic.

I remarked in treating of that Science, that Reason- ,
ing may be considered as applicable to two purposes,
which I ventured to designate respectively by the
terms "Inferring," and" Proving ;" i. e. the (IIcer
tainment of the truth by investigation, and the eattJb
liBhment of it to the satisfaction of aMllLer: and I
there remarked, that Bacon, in his OrgaftOf&, has laid
down rules for the conduct of the former of these
processes, and that the latter belongs to the
province of Rhetoric : and it was added, that ::=..
to irifer is to be repded as the proper office oompued.

of the Philosopher, or the Judge j-to proI', 01
1-
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the Advocate. j It is not however \ to be understood
d1a& Philosophical worb are to be emluded from the
elatl to which Rhetorical rules are I applicable ; for the
Philosopher who undertakes, by writing or speaking,
to COPTer his notions to others, assumes, for the time

I beiog, the cbarac~ of Advocate of the doctrines he
8laintains, The process of, iftve,tiKation must be sup
posed cOlJlpleted, and certain conclusions anived at
by that prooess, before he begins to impart his ideas
to others in a treatise or lecture; the object of w~h
must of course be to prine the justness of those con·
elusions.. And in doing this, he will not always find
it expedient to adhere to the same worse of resson
ing by which his O\Vll discoveries were originally
made; other arguments may occur to him· afterwards,
more clear, or more concise, or, bette~ adapted to the
understanding of those' he addresses. In explainin~

t.herefore, and -establishing the truth J he may often
we oeeasion for rules of a different kind from those
employed in its discovery. Accordingly, when I re
marked, in the work above allude~ to, that it is a com
mon fault, for ·those engaged in Philosophical t and
Theological inquiries, to forget their own peculiar
office, and assume that of the Advocate, improperly,
tJiia caution is to be understood 8$ applicable to the
process of foraing their OUR opini6ns ; not, as e:\:clud
iDg.: them from advoeaiing by all fnir ar~ts, the
QODdlusions at· whieh they have arrived 'by eandid in
vestigation. .But· if this eandid investigation do I10t

~~~' plaCe.: liB: the ·first instance,. no PMn9 that they may
beStdvr in ft8robiBg fQr argtlDlents, will have any ten.
_cy, •.',eISP& tDeii attainment or· 'truth.: If a~
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,~ ~
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J Ie DlTJ\O:DVCTIOIl ~, '. '" y ~

begins (as is too plainly a frequent mode of .pt~eed-
QJg) by hastily adopting. or strongly leaning t&'.e
opinion) .whicO suits Dis inclination, lor which is~
Uoned by &Orne authority \hat he blindly vene~~
Uld then $tudies with the utmost diligence, not as, an ~

h~estigator of Truth, but as an Advocate labouring
w prove his point,' his talents and" his researches,
wbate'n)r eifeet they rna, produce in making converts
to his· Dotions, will avail nothing in enligh~nin~ his .
own judgment, and securiDg him froDl error.

Cornporitioo however, of the Argumentative kiDd,
may be COD$idel~ (as has been above stated) as com
ing UDder tQe province of Rhetoric. And this view
of the subj~ct is the less open to objection, inasmuch
as it is DOt likely to lead to discussioos that ~an be
deemed superfluous, even by those who may choose
to consider Rhetoric in the most restricted sense, as
relating only to "Persuasive Speaking;" since it is
evident that Jlrgu'IIU'AI must· be, in most eases at least,
the basis of Petsuasiou.

I propose then to treat, first and principally, of
~ Discovery of Argaments). 'and of their Plan otthe

I pre~ent Trea-
Arrangement~ secondly, to· lay down some tise.-

I Rules respecting the exciteIDellt and management
of the PasSions, with a view w the altainmeDt of
any object. proposed, - priBcipally, Persuasion, in
t1Je strict sense, i. e. the influencing of the WiJI~

thirdly, to offer some' remarks on Style; aod fourthly,
~ treat or Elocution.
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Olcero.

'\

§ 2.
It may be expectW ~t, before I proceed to treat

BlIlory or of' 'the Art in question, I shoqld present the
ahetoric. reader with '8 sketch ~f its history. Little
ho~ever is required to be said OD' this bead, because the
present is not one of those branches of study in which
we can trace with interest a progressive improvement
from age fA> age. It is one, on the contrary, to which
more attention appears to have been paid, and in which
greater proficiency is supposed to have been maae, in
the earliest days of Science and Literature, than at any

,subsequent period. Among the ancients, Aris
Aristotle.

totle, the earliest whose works are "extant, may
safely be pronounced to be also-the best, of the s~

tematic Writers 'on Rhetoric.' Cicero is hardly
to be reckoned among the number; for be

delighted so mu~h more in the practice than' in the the
ory of his art, that he is perpetually drawn off from the
rigid PhilosQphical analysis of its principles, into discur
sive declamations, always eloquent indeed, and often
highly interesting, but adverse to regularity of system,
and frequendy as unsatisfactory ~o the practical student

,'as to the Philosopher. He abounds indeed with excel
lent practical remarks, though the best of them are \scat
tered up and down his works with much irregularity;

, but his 9recepts, though of great weight, as being the
result of experience, are Dot often traced up by him to
first principles; and we are frequently left to guess, not
only on what basis his rules are grounded, but in what
cases they are applicable. or this. latter defect a re-'
markable instance will be hereafter cited.
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Quinetilian it indeed a sys~ writer; but caD
DOt be considered as having much extended
the Philosophical views t;i his predecessors in Qulnct1llu.

this department. He possessed much good sense, but
this was tinctured with pedantry; - with that &lcrt.sls

as .Aristotle calls it, ,,·hich extends to an extravagant
degree the province of the Art ,,·hich he professes. A
great part of his work indeed is a'-Treatise on education '
generally; in the conduct 'Of \vaich he' was no me8ll

proficient; for such was the importance attached to

public speaking, even long after the do\vnfall of the Re-
. public had cut. off the Orator from tbe hopes of attaining,

lhrough the means of this qualification, 'the highest po
litical importance, that he who was nominally a Profes
sor of Rhetoric, had in fact the most iInportant branches
of instruction intnlsted to his care.

Many valuable. ma."<.inls however are to be found in
this author; but he wanted the profundity of thought
and power of anal}'sis which .Aristotle possessed.

The writers on Rhetoric among the· ancients whose
works are lost, seem to have been· DlUllerous; but most .
of them appear to have confined themselves to a very
narrow view of the subject; and to have peen occupied,
as Aristotle complains, with the

c

nlinor details of style
and arrangement, and lvith the sophistical ,tricks and
petty artifices of the Pleader, instead of giving a mas
terly and comprehensive sketc.h of the essentials.

Among the moderns, few writers· of ability have
turned their I thoughts to the. subje'?t; and but little has
been added,:either in respect Of matter, 'or of system,
to what the, ancients have left us. It were

~ · ho 1 · D Campbell.moIL unjust. wever to eave unnouced r.
Campbell's Philo8ophy of Rhetoric: Q' work which
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does~ enjoy indeed so high a degree: of popular favour
as Dr. Blair's, but is incomparably superior to it, not
only in depth of thought and ingenil)US original research,
but also in practical util:ity to the student. The title o~

Dr. Campbell's work has perhaps deterred many read
erS, who have concluded it to be Dlore abstruse and

\ less popular in its character than it really is; Amidst
. much however that is readily understood I by any'

mod'erately intelligent .. reader., there is much also that
calls for some ,exertion of thought, which the indolence
of most readers, refuses to bestow. And it must be
owned ~at he also in some instances perplexes his rea- •
dei'S by being perplexed himself, and bewildered; in the
discussion~ of questions 'through which ~e does not clear
ly see his way. His'great defect, \vffich not only leads
him into occasional errors, but leaves many of his best
ideJ1s but iIltperfectly developed, is his ignorance and

, utter misconception of the nature and object of Logic;
on which some remarks were made in my treatise on that

. Science. Rhetoric being in truth an off-shoot of Logic,
that R~etorician musi labour under grea~ di&advantages
who is not .6nly ill-acqu~ted with that' sy.stem, but

. also utterly unconscious. of his deficiency.

o§ 3.

From a general view of the history o.f Rhetoric, two
questions naturally sugges~ themselves, which on exam
ination will be fo~d very closely. connected togeth~r:

first, what is the caiIse of the careful and extensive
cultivation, among the ancients, of an Art which the
mo~~ms' have comparatively neglected; and secoqdly,

• whether the former or the latter are to' be reped u
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. the, wiser in this respect; - in other .words, whether
Rhetoric be uorth any diligent cultivation.

With regard to the first of these questions, the answer
generally given is, that the nature of the Gov- AssiduOU8

cultivatiOD
ermnent in the ancient democratical States caus- of ~hetoric '
- by tde &0-

ed a demand for public sp~akers, and for such cienta.

speakers as should be able to gain fuBuence not oDly
With educated persons in dispassionate deliberation, but
with ~ promiscuous multitude; and accordingly it is re-:
marked, that the e~ction of liberty brought \vith it, or
at least brought after it, the decline of Eloquence; as.is
justly remarked (though in a courtly form) by the au
thor of th~ dialogue on Oratery, which passes under the
Dame of Tacitus: " Quid enim opus est longis in SeM
t8 lententiis; cum optimi cito cOfI,sentiant'J quid, multiB·
apud populum concio'Aibus, cum de Republica non im-

I' periti et mu~ti deliberent,. sed- sapientissimus, et UDUS?"

.This account of the matter is undoubtedly correct as
far as it goes; but ilie importance of public-speaking is
so great, in our own, and all other countries that are not
under a despotic Government, that the apparent neglect
of the study of Rhetoric seems to require some further
explanatien. Part of this explan~tion may be supplied
by the consideration, that the difference in this respect
,between the ancients and ourselves is not so .
great in reality as in appearance. When the ~::..:~c~~

only way of addressing the public was by ora- :~.han read

tions, and when ~ political measures were de-
bated in· popular assemblies, the characters of Orator,
Author, and ·Politician, almost entirely coin~ided; he

, who ~ould cGmmunicate his ideas to the world, or would
gain political power, and ~arry ,his legislative schemes in-
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to eBeet, was necessarily a Speaker; since, as ~mcI5 is
made to remark by Thucydides, "ODe who fonDS a judi
merit on any point, but cannot explain himself elelrly to

the people, might as well have Dever thought at aD on the
subject. " • The consequence WIS, that almost all who
sought, and all.who professed to give, inslruction, in the
principles of Government, aDd the conduct of jucIiei.I
proceedings, combined these, in their minds aDd in tIIeir

.practice, with the study of Rbetorie, which was necessa
ry ~ give effect to all such attainments; aDd in time the
Rhetorical writers (of whom Aristode makes that COOl

plaint) came to consider the Science of ~islatioD BDd
of Politics in general, as a part of their own Art.
, Much therefore of what was fonnerly studied UDder

the DIIIlle of Rhetoric, is still, under other names, 18 gea
erally and as diligently s~died as ever.

It cannot be denied however that a great difference,
though less, as I have said, than might at fint sight ap
pear, does exist between the ancients and the model'llS
in this point; - that what is strictly and properly ~ed
Rhetoric, is mucwless studied, a~ least less systematically
studied, now, than formerly. Perhaps this also may be in

some measure accounted for from the Circ1llD-
Disavowal of hi' h ha b· · ed Such ·
rhetorical stances w c ve em JUSt not1c. J8
.udie. •• • •
~~~" the the distrust eXCited by any suspICIon of Rhetor-
IIW'IVrn..

ical artifipe, that every speaker' or writer who
is anxious to carry his point, 'endeavours to disown or to

keep out of sight any superiority of skill; and wishes to
be considered as relying rather on the strength of his
cause, and th.e soundness of his views, than on his inge-
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IftIity ami' expertness' as" an advocate. Hence it is, that
eTen these- who have paul me greatest and -the most sue
cessful' attention to the study. of Composition aIJd of EI..
oeutioDc, 'ke s,o far from encouraging ofhers by example .
or lecollllOOndation to engage in the same pursuit, that
tber labour rather to conceal and disavow their own pro
ficiency;- and thus, theoretical mles are decried, even
by those who owe the most to them. '!hereas among
the aneients, the same cause did not, for the reasons
lately mentioned, operate to the same extent; since,
however careful any speaker might be to disown the ar-
~fiees M Rhetorie· properly so· called, he would not be
ashamed to aekdowledge himself, generally, a student, or '
a proficient, in an' krt which was understood to include
the elements of Political ~sdotn.

§ 4.

With regard to the other question proposed, viz.
, conceming the utility of Rhetoric, it is to be Utility or

observ:ed tha~ it divides itself into two; first, Rhetoric.

whether Oratorical skill be, on the whole, a public bene
fit,. or evil; and secondly, whether any artific~ system
of Rules is conduciwe io the attainment of that skill. The
former. of these questions was, eagerly debated among
the aneients; on the latter but little doubt seems to

have existed. With < us, on the contrary, the state of
these questions seems nearly reversed. It seems gen-

. erally admitted that, skill in Composition and in Speak
ing, liable as it ~vjdently is to abuse-, is to be cODsid~red,

on'the whole, as' advantageous to the' public; because
dtat liability to abuse is neither in this, nor in any other .

elSe, to be' considered' as c~clusive against the utility or
2
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any kind of art, faculty, or profession; - because the
evil effects of misdirected power, require that equal pow
ers should be arrayed on the opposite side; - and be
cause truth, having ari intrinsic supe~ority over falsehood,
may be expected tQ prevail when the skill of the COD

tending parties is equal; which will be the more likely
to take place, the more widely such skill is diffused.
But many, perhaps most persons, are inclined to the
opinion that Eloquence, either in writing or speaking, is
either a natural gift; or, at least, is to be acquired by

J mere practice, and is not to be attained or improved by
any system of mles. And this opinion is favoured not
least by those (as has been just observed) whose own
experience would enable them to decide very different
ly; and it certainly seems to be in a great degree prae-

. ticallyadopted. Most persons, if not left entirely to the
disposal of chance in respect of this branch of education,
are at least left to acquire what they can by practice,
such as school or college exercises afford, without much
care being taken to initiate them systematically into the
principles of the Art; and that, frequently, not so much
from negligence in the conductors of education, as from
~eir doubts of the utility of any such regular system.

It certainly must be admitted, that roles not construct
W OIl broad 'Philosophical principles, are more likely to
cramp than to assist the operations of our faculties;
that a pedantic display of technical skill is more I detri·
mental in this than in any other pursuit, since by excit
ing distrust, it counteracts the very purpose of it; - I

that a system of rules imperfectly co)nprehended, or not

familiarized by,.practice, will (while that continues to be I,I

the ease (Pt:Ove rather an impediment than a help; as

~
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indeed will be fotmd in all other. Arts likewise ; - and
that no system can be expected to equalize meil whose
natural powers are different: but none of these conces- .
sions at all infalidnte the positions of Aristotle; that
some succeed better than others in explaining their opin
ions, and bringing over others to them; and that, not
merely by superiority of natural gifts) but by acquired
habit; and' that consequently if we can discover the
causes of this superior. su('cess,-the means by which
the desired end is att:¥ned by all' who do attain it,-we
shall be in possession of rules capable of general applica
tion: 01fEq iUd, says he, TE.l"~; E(>yO)'.- Experience so
plainly evinces, what indeed we 'might naturally be led
antecedently to conjecture, that a right judgtnent on any
subject is not necessariiy accompanied by skill in effect
ing conviction, - nor the ability to discover truth, by a ,
facility in' explaining it, - that" it might be matter of
wonder how any doubt should ever have existed as to

the possibility of devising, and the utility of employing,
a System of Rules for " Argumentative Composition,u
generally, ,distinct from any system conversant about the
subject-matter of each Co~position.

It is probable that the existing prejudices on this sub
ject may be traced in great measme to the imperfect or
incorrect notions of some writers, who have either confin~

ed their attention to trifling minutire of style, or at least
have in some respect failed to take a sufficiently compre
hensive view of the principles of the Art. One distinc
tion especially is to be clearly laid down and carefully
borne in mind by those who would form a correct idea
of those principles; viz. I the distinction already noti~ed

*B1st. book i. ch. 1.
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in the FJemeDfB of Logic, between CIA Art;'and tM Art.
"JlA Art of Reasoning " wquld imply, "a Method or
.Sysam of allies by the observance of which one may

I ReasOD correctly;" "the Art of Reasoning "
~b:I~.. woUld imply a System of Rules to which every
=m~o::enot ODe dou conform (whether kqpwinglyor not)
Datural pow- ho tl d ch· L ·... IV reasons correc y: an· su IS, oglc, con-

sidered as an Art. In like manner "an Art
of Composition" would imply" a System of Rules by
which a good Composition may be produced;" " 1M
.Art of Composition,"-" such roles as every good Com-
position must cODform to," whether the author of it' had
them in his mind or not. Of the former character ap-

I. pear to have beeD (among others) many of the Logical
and Rhetorical Systems of Aristotle's predecessors in
those departments: he himself evidently takes the other
-and more 'Philosophical view of. both branches: as ap
pears (in the case of Rhetoric) both from the plan he sets
out with, that of investigating the causes of the success
of all who do succeed in effecting conviction, and from
several passages occurring in various parts of his Trea~se,

which indicate how sedulously he was on his guard to
confonn to that plan. Those who have not attended to

the important distinction just alluded to, are often dis
posed to feel wonder, if not weariness, at his reiterated
remarks, that "all men effect persuasion either in this
way or in that;" "it is impossible to attain such and
such an 'object in any other way; "&c. which doubtless
were intended to remind his readers of the nature of his
design; viz. not to teach an Art of Rhetoric, but the
Art; -not to instruct them merely how conviction

1might be produced, but h~w it mUlt.
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If this distinction were carefully kept in view by the
~her and by the learner of Rhetoric, we should DO

longer hear complaints of the natural powers being fete
tered by the formalities of a System; since no such com
plaint can lie against a System whose Rules are drawn
from the invariable practice of all who succeed in attain
ing their propos!3d ·object.

No one would expect that the study of Sir Joslma .
Reynolds 's lecture~ would cramp the genius of the pain
ter.. Noone complains of the rules Qf Grammar as fet
tering Language; because it i~ understood that correct
use is not founded on Grammar, but Gramm~ on cor- ?
.reet use. A jusi system of Logic or of Rhetoric is anal
ogous, in this respect, to Grammar.

§ 5.

The chief reason probably for the existing prejudice
against technical systems of Composition, is to

• Exerci881 III
be found m the cramped, meagre, and feeble Compoal-

tion.
character of most of such essays, &c. as are
lJ"o'UJedly composed according to the rules of any such
system. It should be remembered however, in the first
place, that these are almost invariably the productions of
karner,; it being,usual for those who have attained profi
cieocy, either to write without thinking of any rules, or to .
be desiro~, (as has been said,) and by their increased ex
pertness, able, t6 conceal their employment of art. Now
it is not fair to judge of the value of any system of rules,
those of a drawing~master for instance, from the first
awkWard sketches of tPos nl the art.

Still less would it be fair t6 judge of one system, from
the ill-success of.another, whose rules were framed (as

, 2-
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is the case ~tb tHose ordinarily laid down fOr the use
of students in Composition) on Daltt'OW, unphilosophical,
aDd erroneous, prinoiples.
, But the circumstance which has mainly tended to pro

DUliculty'ln duce the complaint alluded to, is, that in this
~n~r=~: case, the reverse takes place of the plan pursu
eYeI. ed in the learning of other arts; in which it is
usual to begin, {or the sake of practice, with what is
etJriest; here, on I the contrary, the tyro has usually ~

luJrder task assigned him, and one in which he is less
likely to succeed, than he will meet twith in the actual
busines! of life. For it is undeniable that it is muoh the'
most difficult to find either propositions to maintain, or
arguments to prove them.,.-to know, in short, what to

say, or how to say it- o,n any subject on which one has
hardly any information, and no interest; about which he
1tDOWS little, and cares still less.

,Now the subjects usually proposed for School or Col..
lege exercises are (to the learners themselves) precisely
of this description. And hence it commonly ooppens,
that an exercise composed with diligent care by a young
student, though it will have,cost him far more pains than
a real letter written by him to his friend~, on subjects
that interest him, will, be very greatly inferior to it. On
the real otcasions of after life, (I m~an, when the object
proposed is, }lot to fill up a sheet, a book, or an hour,
but to communicate his thoughts, to c9nvince, or per
suade,)- on these real occasions, for which 8uch exer
cises were designed to prepare him, he will find that he
writes both better and with more facility, than 00 the
tJrfiflcial oceasion, as it may be called, .of compos;gg a
tt.elamatkm; - that he has been attemptin~ to learn t»
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euier, by practising the harder'. But what is worSe, it
will often happen that mch exercises will have
Corm d babe f e. h 111 etrects re-e a It 0 strmglog toget er empty lultin.I froJR.

pla d ed d 'lama· f exercl&eS.common· ces, an vapl ec. 11ons, - 0
multiplying words and spreading out the matter thin,-of
composing in a ,stiff, artificial, and frigid manner: and that
this habit will nlore or less cling through life to one who
h8s, been thus trained, and will infect all his future com
~itioDS.

So strongly, it should seem, was Milton ~pressed with
a sense of this danger, that he was led to condemn the.8 altogether of exercises in Composition. In this
opinion he stands perhaps alone among all writers on ed
ucation. I should perhaps agree with him, if there were
absolutely no other remedy for the evil' in question j for
I am inclined to think that this part of education, if COD-

.1lucted as it often is, does in general more harm than
good.

But I am convinced, that practice in Composition,
both for boys arid young men, may be so conducted as
to be productive of many and most essenti~ advantages.

The obvious and the only preventive of the evils which
I have been speaking of is, a most scrupulous SelU:IoD of

care in the selectipn of such tubjects for ex- 8ubjecla.

ercises as are likely to be interesting to the student, and
on which he has, or may (with ple~e, and '\\ithout
much toil) acquire, sufficient information. Such subjects
will of course vary, according to the leamer's age aDd ill
tellectual advan~ement; but they had better be rather
below.. thaD much above him; that is, they should never
be such as to n;-duce him to string together vague gener
al expressions,'conveying DO distinct ideu to his ()WD
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mind, and second-hand sentiments which he does not
, feel. He may freely transplant indeed from other writ-

ters such thoughts as will take root in the soil of his own
mind; but he must never be tempted ~ collect dried
specimens. He must also be encouraged to express
himself (in correct language inde~d, but) in a free, natu
ral, and simple style; which of course implies (consid
ering who and what the writer is supposed to be) such a
style as, in itself, would be open to severe criticism, and
certainly .very unfit to appear in a book.

Compositi~:ns on such subjects, and in such a style,
would probably be regarded with a disdaiDful eye, as pue
rile, by those accustomed to the opposite mode of teaching.
But it should be remembered that the composi~ons ofboys
must be puerile, in one way or the other.: and to a per
son of unsophisticated and sound taste, the truly con
temptible kind of puerility would be found in the other,
kind of exercises. Look at the letter of an intelligent

I youth to one of his companions, communicating intelli
gence of such petty matters as are interesting to loth
d~scribing the scenes he has visited, and the recreations
he has enjoyed, ,during a_vacation; and you will see a
picture of 1I)e youth himself-boyish indeed in looks
and in stature-in dress an4 demeanour; but lively,
unfettered, natural, giving a fair promise for manhood,
and, in short, what a boy should be. Look at a theme
composed by the same youth, on "Virtus est medium
vitiorum," or "Natura beatis omnibus esse dedit," and
you will see a picture, of the same boy, dressed up in
the garb, and absurdly aping the demeanour, of an elder
ly man. Our ancestors (and still more recently, I be
lieve, the continental nations) were guilty of the absur-
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dio/ of dresSmg Up children in wigs, swords, huge bu~

Ides, hoops, ruates, and all the elaborate full-dressed finery
of grown up people of that day.· It is surel)"' reasona
ble that the analogous absurdity in .greater matters also,
among the rest in that part of education I am speaking
of, Mould be laid aside; and that we should in all points
consider what is appropriate to each different period
of life.

The subjects for Composition to be selected on the pfiD. .
ciple I am recommending, will generally fall .

• Clasees of
tmder one of three classes: first, subjects drawn suhjects fUr

fro the di th I · ed · exelciseLm stu es e earner IS engag m; re-
lating, for instance, to the characters or incidents of BDY
history he may be rending"; and sometimes, perhaps,
leading him flO forestall by conjecture, something which
he will.hereofter come to, in the book itself: secondly,
subjects drawn from any conve~sation he may have lis
tened to (t.ith interest) fro~ his seniors, whether ad
dressed to himself, or -between each other: or, thirdly,
relating to the amusements, familiar occurrences, and
every-day transactions, \vhich are likely to have formed
the topics of easy con,·ersntion among his familiar friends.
T~e student should not 'be confined too exclusively ~9

anyone of these three classes of subjects. They should
be intermingled in as much variety as 'possible. And
the teacher should frequently recaIJ to his own mind
these two considerations; first, that since the benefit
proposed does not consist in the intrinsic value of the
composition, but in the exercise to- the pupil's mind, it
matters not how insignificant the f subject may be, if it wiD

• See " Sandford and Merton," puaim.
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but interest him, and thereby'afford him such exercise;
secondly, that the younger and backwarder each student
is, the more unfit he will be for abstract speculations;
and the less remote must be the subjects ..proposed from
those individual objects and occurrences which always

. form the first beginnings of the furniture of the youthful
mind.*

, If the system which I I have been recommending be
pursued, with the addition of sedulous care in correctioQ
encouragement from the teacher - and inculcation of
such general rules as each occasion calls for; then, and

'not otherwise, Exercises in Composition will be of the
,most important and lasting advantage, not only in re
spect of the <>.bject immediately proposed, but in produc
ing clearness of thought, and in giving play to all the
faculties. And if this branch of education be thus con
ducted, then" and not otherwise, the greater part of the
present treatise will, it is hoped, be found, not much less
adapted to the use of those who are writing for practice
~ake, than of those engaged in meeting the occasions of
real life.

* For some further observations bearing on the same point, see Part
iT. ch. vi. § 2. See also some valuable remarks on the subject in
Mr. Hill's ingenious work on Public Education.
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PART I.

orTHEIN~ENTION,ARRANGEMENT,ANDINTRODUCTIOK

OF PROPOSITIONS AND ARGUMENTS.

CHAP. I.

Of Propositions.

§ 1.
~

IT was remarked in the Treatise on LOGIC, that in the

process of InvestigatioA properly so called,
• th b hi h d d'· Inquiry afterVIZ. at y w c we en eavour to lSCOVer Truth and

• • after Arcu-
Truth, it must of course be uncertaIn to him who ments distin-

guished.
is entering on that proce~s, what the conclusion
will be, to which his researches will lead; but that in the'
process of conveying truth to others, by reasoning, (i. e.
that which according to the view.. I have at present t.aken
may be termed the,Rhetorical process,) the conclusion or
conclusions which 'are to be established must be present to
the mind of him who is conducting the Argument, and
whose business is to find Proofs of a given proposition.

It is evident therefore, that the first step to be taken
by him is to lay down distinctly in his QWD mind the
proposition or propositions to be proved. I t might in
deed at first sight appear superfluous even to mention
so obvious .a rule; but experience shews that it is by no
mean& uncommon for '& young or ill-instructed writer to

I
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content himself with such a vague and indistinct VIew of
the point he is to aim at, that the whole train of his rea
soning is in consequence affected with a corresponding
perplexity, obscurity, s,nd looseness. It may be worth
while therefore to give some hints for the conduct of this
preliminary process, ....... the eboice of prOpositioDS. N01,
of course, that I am supposing the author to be in doubt
what opinion he shall adopt: the process of Investigation
(which does not fall within the province of Rhetoric)
being supposed to be concluded; but still there wiD
often be room for deliberation as. to. the form in which an
opinion sh8ll be stated, and, when several propositions
are to be maintained, in what order they shall be plac~.

On, this head therefore I shall proceed to propose some
roles; after having premised (in order to antici

Conviction,
and In.true- pate some objections or doubts which mighl
lIOIl.

arise) one remark relative to the object to be
effected. This is, of course, what may be called, in the I

widest sense of the word, Conviction; but under that term
are comprehended, first, what is strictly called Instruc
tion; and, secondly, Conviction in the narrower sense;
i. e. the Conviction of those who are either of a contra
ry opinion to the one maintained, or wbo are in doubt
whether to admit or deny it. By Instruction, on the other
hand, is commonly meant the conviction of those who
have neither formed an opinion on the subject", nor are
deliberating wbether to adopt or reject the proposition in
question, but are me~ely desirous of ascertaining what is
the truth in respect of the case before them. The former
are .supposed to have before their minds the tenns of the
proposition maintained, and are called upon to con
sider 1JJhether that particular proposition be true or false;
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I
dte latter are not supposed to know the terms of the
conelusion, but to be" enquiring what,proposition is to be
received as true. The former may be described in logi
c8I language, as doubting respecting the Copula; the
latter, respecting the Predicate. It is evident that the
speaker or writer is, relatively to' these last, (though Dot
to IiimseIf,) conducting a process of Investigation; as is
plain from what has been said t of that subject, in the
treatise on LOGIC. -

The distinction between these two objects gives rise
in some points to corresponding differences in the mode
of procedure, -which win be noticed hereafter; these
differences however are not sufficient to require that
Rhetoric should on that account be divided into two
distinct branches; .since, generally speaking, though not
universally, the same rules will be serviceable for attain
ing each of these objects.

§ 2.

The first step is, as I have observed, to lay down (in
the aufPor's mind) the proposition or propositions to be
maintnined, ciearly, and in a suitable form..

He who strictly o~serves this ml~, and who is thus
brought to view steadily the point he is aiming at, will ,
be kept 'clear, in a great degree,'of som~ common faults
of young writers; viz. entering on too wide·a field of '
discussion, and introducing many propositions not suffi
ciently connected; an error which destroys the unity of
the composition. T~s la~t error those are One 8ubject

apt to fall into, who place before themselves ~:~~
a Tt'ltm instead of a Proposition; and imag- ~poei&ioL

me that because they are treating of one thing, thev
3
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are tlilcusring one queation. \I~ an Ethical work, Cor
instance, one may' be treating of virtue, while discus
sing all or any of these questions; "Wherein virtue
consists?" "Whence our notions of it arise?" "Whence
it denves its obligation?" &c. ~but if these questions
were confusedly blended together, or if all of them were
:reated of, within a short cOlnpass, the most just remarks
and forcible arguments would lose their interest and their
utility, in so perplexed a composition. .

I . Nearly akin to this fault is the ,other just mentioned,
that of entering on too wide a field for the length of the
work; by which means the writer is confined to barren
and uninteresting generalities; ~ ~. g. general exhor
tations to virtue (conveyed, of course, in very general
terms) in the space of a discourse only of sufficient
length to give a characteristic description of some one
branch of du,ty, or of some one particular nlotive to
Copiousness the practice of it. Unpractised composers
ofmatter fur-
nisbed by a are apt to fancy that thev shall have the
'restricted " •
Yiew. greater abundance of matter, the WIder extent
of subject they comprehend; but e~perience shews that
the reverse is the fact: the more general and exten
sive view will often suggest nothing to the mind but
vague and trite remarks, when, upon narrowing the field

\ of discussion, many interesting questions of detail pre
sent themselv~s. Now a writer who is accustomed to
state to hi~~elf precisely, in the first instance, the conclu
sions to which he .is tending, will be the less likely to

content himself with suc~ as eonsist of very general
statements; and will often be led, even where an exten-
'live view is at first proposed, to distribute it into several
branches, and, waiving the discussion of the rest, to Iim~

I
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himself to the full developement of one or' two; and
thus applying, as it were, a microscope to a small space,
will present to the view much that a wider surve,. would
"not have exhibited. '

§ 3.

It may be useful for one who is abf>ut thUs to lay down'

his propositions, to ask himself these three lnquilf ~fter

questions: first, What is the fact? secondly, propo8JtlODi.

Why (i. e. from what Cause) is it sQ? or, in other
words, I how is it accounted for? and thirdly, What Con-
sequence' results from it? .

The last two of these questions, though they will not
in every case suggest such answers as are strictly to be
called the Cause and the Consequence of the prin,cipal
truth to be maintained, may, at least, often furnish such
propositions as bear a somewhat silnilar relation to it.

It" is to be observed, that in· recommending the writer
to begin by laying do\\'ll in his own mind the proposi
tions to be maintained, it is not meant to be implied that
they are always to be stated first; that will depend
upon the nature of the case; and rules will hereafter be
given on that point.

It is to be observed also, that by the words " Propo
sition" or '~.Assertion," throughout this Treatise, is to
·be understood some conclusion to be established for

I itself; not with n view to an ulterior conclusi~n: those
propositions which are intended to serve 8$ premises,
being called, in allo\vable conformity with popular usage, .
JJ.rguments j it being customary to argue in the enthy
mematic form, and to call, for brevity's sake, the ex
pressed premiss of an enthymeme, the argument by
wbi~b the conclusion of it is proved.
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CHAP. II.

Of .B.rgumeftt,.

PAIlI' L

§ 1.
THE finding of ,suitable arguments to prove a given

Proper prov- point, and the, skilful arrangement of them, may
IDceofllbet- b ·d d th· di '
ode. e CODSl ere as e J1Dme ate and proper
province of Rhetoric, and of that alone. The business . I

of Logic is, as Cicero complains', to judge of arguments,
not to invent them: (" in inveniendis argumentis muta
nimiwn est; in judicandis, nimiwn loqua.~." Cic. de
Orat.) The knowledge again, in E:ach case, of \he sub
ject in hand, is essential; but it is evidently borrowed
fi·om the science or system conversant about tllat sub
ject-matter, whether Polltics, Theology, Law, Ethics,
or any other: 'fhe art of addressing the feelings again,
does not belong exclusively to Rhetoric; since Poetry
has at least as much to do \vith that branch. Nor are
the considerations relative to Style and Elocution con
fined to argumentative and per$uasive compositions.
The art of inventing and arranging .Ilrguments is, as
has been said, the only province that Rhetoric can claim
entirely and exclusively.

Arguments are divided according to several different
. . principles;.i. e. logically speaking, tllere are

, VanOU8 dl- l d· · · f th A d tlviaions of severa lVlSlons 0 em. n lese eros,-
Arguments.

divisions have I proved a source of endless per-
plexity to the Logical and Rhetoric~ student, because the
writers on those subjects have not been aware of them.
Hardly any thing perhaps has contributed so much to
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lessen the interest and the utility of systems of Rhetoric,
as tbe indistinctness hence resulting. When in any sub
ject the members of a division are not opposed, but are
in fact members of different divisIons crossing each oth
er, it is manifestly impossible to obtaip any clear notion I

of the, Species treated of; nor will any labour or inge
nuity bestowed on the subject be of the least avail, till
the original source of perplexity is removed; - till, in
short, the cross-division is detected and explained.

Arguments then rna}" be divided,
First, into Irregular, and' Regular, i. e. Syllogisms;

these last into Categorical and Hypothetical; and the
Categorica], into Syllogisms in ·the first Figure, and in
the other Figures, &c. &c.

'Secondly, They are frequently divided into " Moral,"
(or "Probable, ") and "Demonstrative," (or" Neces- '
sary;") .

Thirdly into" Direct" and " Indirect" (or reduetio, I ,

ad absurdum,) the Deictic and Elenctic of Aristotle.
Fourthly, into Arguments from "Example," from

"Testimony," from "Cause to E~ect," from "Analo
gy," &c. &c.
. It will be perceived, 10n attentive examination,' that

....several of the different species just mentioned will occa
sionally contain each other; e. g. a Probable Argument
may be at the same time a Categorical Argument, a Di
rect Argum~nt, and an Argument from Testimony, &tc.;
this being ~e COTJsequen~e of Arguments having been
divided on several.. different principles; a circumstance so
obvious the moment it is distinctly stated, that I appre
hend such of my readers as have not been conversant in
these studies will hardly be disposed to believe that it

3-
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could have been (as is the fact) generally overlooked,
and that eminent writers should in consequence have
been involved in inextIicable confusion. I need only re
mind them however of the anecdote of Columbus break
ing the egg. That whi~h is perfectly obvi~s to any
man of common sense, as soon as it is m~ntioned, may
nevertheless fail to occur, even to men of considerable
ingenuity· I

It will also be readily perceived, on examining the
Division of principles of these several divisions, that the
Forms of
Ncuments• last of them alone is properly and strictly a ~-
vision of .B.rgument8 as ,uck. The first is evidently a
division of the Form, of 8t4ting tke1n; for every one
would allo~ that the same Argum'ent filay be· either stat
ed as,an enthymeme, or brought into the strict syllogis
tic form; and that, either categorically or hypothetical
ly, &c., e. g. "Whatever hID; a b~gin~ing 'has a cause;
the earth had ;l beginning, the,refore it had a cause;"
or, " If the earth had a beginning, it had a cause: it had
a beginning," &c. everyone would call the same Argu
ment, differe~tly ~tated. This, therefore, evidently is
not a division of Arguments as s'U~h.

The second is plainly a division of Arguments ac-
Suhject.- cording to their subject-matter, whether Neces-
mattt'r of P b hI· · IArguments. , sary or ro a e, certaIn or uncertaIn. n

. Matbematics, e. g. every proposition that can be stated
is either an immutable truth, or an absurdity and self
contradiction; while in hl1man affairs the propositions
which we assume ar~ only true for the most part, and 'as
general rules; and in Physics, though they must be true
as long as· the laws of nature remain undisturbed, the con
tradiction of them does not imply: an absurdity; and the
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cOnclusions of course, in each case, have~~9~ee ·
arid kind of certainty with the premises.,' T " re , ,., )
is properly a division, not of Jlrguments as such, ~ -~~
the Propositions of which they consist. I

The third is a division of Arguments according to
the' purpose for which they are employed; Purposes 01

according t9 the intention of the reaso~er; ,Arguments.

whether that be to establish " directly' , (or "ostensive
ly") the conclusion drawn, or (" indirectly") by means
of an absurd conclusion to disprove one of the premises:
(i. e. to prove ~ i~ contradictory:) since the alternative
proposed in every vali~ Argument is, either to admit the
conclusion, .or to deny one of the premises. Now it may'
so happen that in some cases, one person will choose the
former, and another the latter, of these alternatives. It
is probable, e. g. that many have been ~duced to admit
the doctrine of Transubstantiation, from its' c~ear con
nexion with the infallibility of the Romish Church;
and ,'many others, by the very same Argtunent, have
sWTendered their belief in that infallibility. Again,
Berkeley and Reid seem to ha~e alike admitted that the

t

Don-existence of matter was a necessary, consequence of
Locke's Theory of Ideas: b~t the former was hen~e led,
bona fide, to admit and' advoca~e that non-existence;
while the latter ..was led by the very same Argument to
reject the Ideal,Theory. Thus, we see it is possible for
the very'same Argument to be Direct to ODe person, and
Indirect to an?ther; leading them to different results, ac
cording,as they judge the original conclusion, or the con-'
tradictory' of a premiss, to be the more probable. This,
therefore, is not properly a division of Arguments as such,
but a divisi~n of the purposes for which they are emp'oyed.
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The fourth, which alone is properly a division ot
DYi8lon of Arguments a8 8'f!,Ch, and accordingly will De'
Argumeuts
U lucb. principally treated of, is a division according to
the c'relation of the' subject-matter of the premises to
that of the conelusion." .I say, " of the subject-matter, JJ

because the logical connexion ,between the' premises and
conclusion, is independent 'of the meaning of the terms
employed, and may be exhibited with letters of the al
phabet substituted for the terms; but the relation I am
now speaking of between the premises and conclusion,
(and the varieties of which form the several species of .Ar
guments,) is, in respect of their subject-matter: as e. g.
an "Argument from Cause to Effect" is so called and
considered, in reference to the relation existing) between
the premiss, which is the Cause, and the conclusion, which
is the Effect; and an " Argument from Example," itt like ·

\ manner, from the relation between a known and an un
known instance, bot~ belonging to, the same class. And
it is plain that the present division, though it has a refer
ence to ~e subject-matter of the premises, is yet not a
division of propoSition8 considere4 by themselves, (as in
the case with the division into "probable' J and "demon
strative,") but of Jlrgument8 considered as such; for
w~en we say, e.. g. that the premiss is a Cause, and the
conclusion the Effect, these expressions are evidently
relative, arid have no meaning, except in reference to

each other; and so also when we say that the premiss
and the conclusion are two parallel cases, that very ex
pression denotes their rehcion to each other.
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§ 2.

In distributing, then, 'the, severai kinds of Argmnents,
according to this division, it will be found con-

• Twoel....
vement to lay down first two great classes, un- of Arp-

;I ... . menta.
der one or other of which all can be brought;
viz. first, suc~ Arguments as might have been employed . I

to acc6unf .for the fact or principle maintained, suppos-
ing its truth granted: secondly, such as could not be so '
employed. The fOOner class (to which in this Treatise
the name of "jJ priori-" .~rgument will be confined) is

, manifestly Argument from Cause to Effect; since to ac
eo,,,,t for any thing, signifies, to assign the Cause of it.
The other class, ·of course, comprehends all other ArgU-,
ments; of which there are several kinds, which will be
mentioned hereafter.
T~e two sorts of proof which have been just spoken

of,. Aristotle seems lO have intended to designate by the
titles 8T(. for the latter, and JdH(. for the forluer; but he
bas not been so clear as could be wished in observing the
distinction benveen them. The only decisive test by
which to distinguish the Arguments which belong to the
one and to the other, of these classes, is, to ask the ques
tion, " Supposing the proposition in question to be admit..
ted, would this·Argument serve to account for the· truth,
or not'? " It will then b.e readily referred to the former
or to the latter class, according as the answer is in the af·
finnative or the negative, as, e. g. if amurder were im
puted to anyone on the grounds of his "having a hatred
to the d~eased, and an interest in his death," the' Argu
ment would belong to the former class; because, sup
poring liis guilt to be admitted, and an inquiry to be
made how he came to c.ommit the murder, the circum-
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stances just mentioned would setve to account for it;
but not so, with respect to such an Argument as his
"having blood on his clothes; ,~ which would therefore
be referred to the other class.

And here let it be obsen"ed, once for all, that when I
speak of arguing from Cause to Effect, it is not intended
to maintain the real and proper efficacy of what are call
ed Physical Causes to pro~uce their respective Effects,

I nor to enter into any discussion of the controversies
'which have beeR raised on that point, which would be
foreign from the present purpose. 'fhe word "Cause,"
therefore, is ,to be understood as employed in the popular
sense; as well as the phrase of "accounting for' J any
fact.

As far, then, as any Cause, popularly speaking, has a
tendency to produce a certain Effect, so flu- its

Argument
from cause existence is an Argument for that of the Effect.
&0 e1fect.

If the Cause be fully sufficient, and no iflr .

pediments intervene, the Effect in question (ollows cer
tainly; and the nearer we .approach to this, the stronger
the Argument.

This is the kind of Argument which produces (when
short of absolute certainty) that species of the Prob

able which is usually called the Plausible.
Plausibility. 0 thi b· D C b II h • aln s su ~ect . r. amp e as some v u-
able remarks In his Philosophy of Rhetoric, (bo'ok
i. § 5 ch. vii.) though he has been .led intQ a good

.deal of perplexity, partly· by not having logically ana
lyzed the two species of probabilities he is treating of,
-and partly by departing, unnecessarily, from the ordina
ry use of terms, in treating of the Plausible as something
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distinct from the Probable, instead of regarding it as a
species of Probapility.* \ ,

This is the chief kind of Probability which poets, or
other writers of fiction, aim at; and in such works it is
often designated by the term "natural.,"·t Writers of
~s class, as they aim not at producing belief, are all9w~

ed to take their " Causes" for granted, (i. e. to assume
any hypothesis' they please,) provided they make the
Effects follo\v naturally; represe~ting,' that is, the per
sonages of the fiction as acting, and the events as result
ing, in the same manner as might have been expected,
sUpposing the assumed 'circumstances to have been real.
And hence, the great Father of Criticism establishes his
paradoxical ma..~m, that impossibilities which appear
probable, are to be preferred to possibilities which appear
improbable. For, as he justly ob~erves, the inlpossibili
ty of the hypothesis, as e. g. in Homer, the familiar in
tercourse of gods with ~ortals, is no bar to the kind of
Probability (i. e. Verisimilitude) required, if those mot-

• I do'not mean, however, that tDerytkingto which the term "plau
sible' would apply, would be in strict propriety oalJed " probable;"
u e. g. if we had fully ascertained so~e story that had been told us
to be an impositioo, we might still say, it was a plausible tale;
though, subsequent to the detection, the word " probable" would not
.be 80 properly applied.. But certainly common usage warrants the
WIe of "probable" in many cases, on the gro\lnd of this plausibility
alone; viz. the adequacy of some cause, known, or likely to exist, to
produce the effect in question.

t It is also important for them, though not so essential, to keep
clear of the improbable air produced by the introduction of events,
which, though not unnatural, have a great prt:po'fUleranu oj cuacu
against them. The distinction between these two kinds of fi.u1ta i8
pointed ~ut in a paasage in the Quartet-Iy Review, for which lee A~
pendix, [A.]
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tals are represented as ~t!Pg rn the manner men natunl
t

ly would have done under those cireumstances.
\" The Probability, then, which the writer' of fiction aims

at, bas, for the reason just mentioned, no tendency to

produce a particular, but only a general, belief; i. e.
I not that these particular events actually took place, but
that Iuch are likely, generally, to take place under such
circumstances : * tJ!is kind of belie( (unconsciously enter-

_tained) being necessary, and all that is necessary, to
produce that symlla~etic feeling whic)l is the writer's
object. "In Argumentative Compositions however, 88

the object of course is "to produce conviction'as to the
particular point in question, the C~es from which om
Arguments are drawn must be such as are either admit
ted, or may be proved, to be actually existing,.or likely
to exist.' .

On the appropriate use of this kind of Argument,
(which is probably the ebco; of Aristotle, though

Employment •
or tb!, p~rase unfortunately he has not furnIshed any example
.4,rum. of it,) some Rules .\vill be laid down hereafter;

my object at present having been merely to ascer
tain the nature of itll .l\nd here it may'be worth while
to ~emark, that thoug.h I have applied to this mode of
Reasoning the title of ~' a priori," it is not meant tD

,be maintained that all such Arguments as have been by
other writers so' designated correspond precisely with
what has been just described.t The phrase, "a priori,"

• On which ground Aristotle contends that the end of Fiction i8
more Philosophical than that of HistOry, since it aims at general, ill-

• stead of particular, Truth.
t Some Rlretorical students, accordingly, partly with a view to

keep clear of any ambiguity that might hence arise, and partly for

,
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~ent, is not, indeed: employed by' all in the same
~e;: it wouldl however genenilly be understo'od to,ex
tend to' any argumept draWn fromJan an,'ecedtnt or fore-
,.unner, whether a Cause or not; a. g~ "'the- mercury
sinks, therefore it will rain. U Now this Argwnent being
drawn from a circumstance which, thou'gh an antecedent,

I

is in no sense a Cause, would fall not' under the former,
but the' latter, of the I classes laid down; since when'
rain comeg, np one would account for the pheno~non

by the falling of the m~rcury ;-which' they would call' a
Sign of rain; and yet most, perhaps, would class this
among " a priori" Arguments. In lik~ man~er the ex
pression, "a posteriori" Arguments, would not in its- or
diRary use'coincide precisely, though it would very nearly,
willI the second class of .A.rgUments. The division how
ever' which h.as here been adopted, appears to be both
more philosophieat, and also more precise,. and conse-

~ sake of brevity, have found it useful to adopt, in drawing Up1111l

outline or analysjs of any composition, certain arbitrary symbols, to
denote,r~spectively,each class of Arguments and of PropositioDs; viz.

_A, for the former of the two classes or Aguments just described, (to
deftote " JJ. priori," or " Antecedent," probability,) and!!, for the lat..'
ter, wliich, as consiating of several different lQnds, may be denomi-- .
na~d "the Body o~ evidence." Again, they designate the proposi
tion, which accourds for the principal and original assertion; by a

small l
' a," or Greek a, to denote its identity in $Ub8tanc~ with the

.~pfIUJIUbearing the s~bol"A," though employed for a difterent
purpose; viz. nQt ~ esfabZUh .a fkct th.t is doubtful, but to tJCCOdf'

I",. one that is admitted. The proposition, again, which results &8 •

Consequence or Corollary fr~m the principal one, they desi.nate by
the symbol C~ There seems to be the same convenience in the use
of thf'se symbols as Logiciana have found in the employment of'
A'-IE,. I, ,0, to represent the four kind. of Propoeitiona accordiDa
to qU:U1uty and quality. ~

4'
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quently J110re practically useful, than any other; aine.
there is so easy and decisive a test by which an Argument
may be at once referred to the one or to the other of
the classes described.

§ 3.

The second, then, of these classes, (viz. "Arguments
.which could not be used to account. for the fact in qUe!

, tion, supposing it granted,") may be subdivided into two
kinds; which will be designated by \the terms "Sign"
and U Example. "

By" Sign," (so called from the z'Jp.ero), of Aristotle,)
is meant a species of Argument of which the
analysis is as follows; A!J far as any circum

stance is, what may be called, ~ Condition of the exi&
tence of a certain effect or phenomenon, so far it may be
inferred from the exis~ence of that Effect: if it be a Con
dition absolutely essential, the Argument is, of course,
demonstrative; and the Probability is the ~onger in
proportion as we approach to that case. ~

Of this kind is the Argument i~ the ~tance lately
given: a man is suspected as the perpetrator of the sup
posed murder, from the circumstance of his clothes being,
bloody; the murder being considered as in a certain
degree a. probable condition of that appearance ; i. e.
it is presumed that his clothes would ROt othenDiBe ba\re
been bloody. Again, from the appearance of ice, we
infer, decidedly, the existence of a temperature. not
above freezing point, that temperature being an essen
tial Condition of the crystallization of water.
Proof of a Among" the circunistances which are eon-
--. ditional to any Effect, must evidently come
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the Cause or Caus~s; and if .~here be o~ly one possible
Cause, this being absolutely essential, nlay be demon
stratively proved from the Effect: if the sarne Effect
might result from other Causes, then the Argument is,
at bes.t, but probable. But it is to be observed, that

;' there are also many circumstances which have no ten
dency to produce a certain Effect, though it 'cannot
exist without them, and froln which Effect, consequent
ly, they may be i.nferred, as 'Conditions, though not
Causes; e. g. a man:s "being alive one day," is a cir
cumstance necessary, as a Condition, to his "dying the
next;" but has no tendency to produce it; his having
been alive, therefore, on the former day, may be ,proved
frOID his subsequent death; but not vice versa.-

It is to. be observed therefore, that though it is very
common for the Cause to be proved from its Effect, it
is n~ver so proved, so far forth as [~] it, is a Cause, but
so far for.th as it is a condition, or necessary', circum-

, stance..
A Cause, again, may be employed to prove an Effect,

(this being the first class of Arguments already describe'
ed,) so far as it has a tendency. to produce the Effect,
even though it be not at all necessary to it; .(i. e. when

* It is however very common, in the carelessness of ordinary lan
guage ~ mention, as the Causes of phenomena, circumstances which
every one would allow, on consideration, to pe not Causes, but '
only condition~ of the Effects in question; e. g. it would be said of
a tender plant, that it was destroyed in conseq1J~nce of not being
eovered with a mat; ~ough every one would mean to imply that
the frost destroyed it; this being a Cause too well known to need
being mentioned; and that which is spoken of as the Cause, viI.
the absence ofa cove;ring, being only the Condition, without which
tbe real Cause could ..ot have oPerated.
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other Causes may produce the same Effect;)' and\in
thi$ ,case, ,though the Effect ~y be infelTed fro~ the
Cause, ,/the Cause cannot be illferr~ from the Effect;
e. g. froIll a molltal wound 'you ~y infer death, but not
.t1ice t1ersa.

Lastly, \vllen a Cause is also a necessary or probable
co,ndilion, i. c. when it is the .only possible or only like
ly Cause, then we may argue both way~; e. g. we may.
infer.a Gpneral's success from his known skill, or, his
skill from his ,known success ~ these two Arguments
b~onging, respectively, to the two classes originally laid
... _ . down. And it is to be observed, that, in such
~leAl11nd - ,
physical Be- Ar.guments from Silm as this last, the conclu·quence. 0--

sism' which follows, logically, from ,the pre-
miss, being the Cause from which the premiss follcm.,
physically, (i.. e. as a natural' Effect,) there are in this

. case two differ.ent kinds,of Sequence opposed to each
9~ber; e. g. "With many of them'" God was not well
pleased; for they were overthrown in the wilderness."
In ArgU.Q1ents of the firs~ class, on the contrary, th~se
two kinds of Sequence are combined; i. e. the Conc~

sion which follows logically from the premiss, is ~al,o the
Effect following physically from it as a Cause; a Gen
eral's skill, e. g.. being both the Cause and the Proof of
his being likely to succeed.

It is most important to keep in 11lind the distinction
, between these two kinds of Sequence, ,vhich are, in Ar

gument, sometUnes combirud, and sometimes opp'osed. .
There is DO more fruitful source of confusion of thought
than that ambiguity of the language employed on these
flPbjects, which tends to confOlUld together these 'two
things, so entirely distinct in their. Dature. There is

l \ I
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I hardly' any argumentative Writer on subjects involving a
discussion of the Causes' o~ Effects of any thing, who I

has clearly perceived and steadily kept in view the dis
tinction I have been speaking of, or who has escaped ,
the errors and perplexities thence resulting. 'The wide. .
extent accordingly, and the importance of the mistakes
and difficulties arising out of the ambiguity complained
of, is incalculable. To diiate upon this point as fully
as might be do~e with .. ~dvant~ge, would exceed my
present limits; 'but it will not be irrelevant to offer some I

remarks on the origin of the ambiguity complained. of,
and on the cautionr to be used' in guarding against being
misled by" it.

.The premiss by which any thing is proved, is I not

necessarily the Cau~e ~f the fact's being such Logical se

as it is; but it, is the Cause of our knowing quenC8.

or 'being convinced that it i~ so; e. g. the wetness of the
~ is not the Cause of, rain, but it is the Cause ot our
knowing that it has rained. . These two things, the pre-

. miss which produces our conviction, and the Cause
which produces that of which we are convinced, are
the nlore likely to be confounded together, in the loose
ImSS. of colloquial language, from the circums~ce that
(as .has been a~ove remarked) they frequently coincide;
'as, . e. g. when \ve infer that the ground will be wet,
from the fall of rain which produces that wetness. 'And,
hence it is that the saIlle words.have come t~ be applied,
in· common, to each kind of Sequence; e. g. an Effect
is, said to "follow" from a Cause, and a Conclusion to
"follow" from the PremisM; the wor~ "Cause" and
~' Reason," are each applied indifferently,. both to a
Cause, pr~perly so ealled, and to the premiss of an Ar-

4-
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sument; though "Reason," in strictness of speaking,
A_ltlgultyor should be confined to the latter. "Therefore,II
~ =-n:r~':»"hence," " consequently," &.c., and also,
~. " since," "because," and "why," have like-
1Iise a corresponding ambiguity.

The multitude of the words which bear this double
Ql.eaning (and that, in Ql1 languages) greatly increases
om liability to be misled by it; since thus the very
means men resort to for ascertaining the seDse of any
u;pression, are iufected with the very ~e ambiguity;
e. g. if we enquire what is meant by a "Cause," we
,ball be told that it is that from which something "fol
lows;" or, which is indicated by the words" therefore,"
" consequently," &c. all which expressions are as equiv
ocal and uncertain in their signification as the original
one. It is in vain to attempt ascertaining by the balance
the true amount of any commodity, if faIse weights are
placed in the opposite scale. Hence it is that so many
writers, in investigating the Cause to which any fact or
phenomenon is to be attributed, have assigned that which
is not a Cause, but only a Proof that the fact is so j

QIld have thus been led into an endless train of errors
Uld perplexities.

Several, however, of the words in question, though
e~ployed indiscriminately in both significations, seem
(~.was observed in the case of the word" Reason") in
their primary and strict sense to be confined to one

" 4~," in Greek, and " er~o," * or "itaque," iD. Latin,
s,eem oxiginally ~nd properly to denote th6; Sequence

• Most Logical writers seem not to be aware of this, as they ,ell
era1ly, in Latin Treatises, employ 'f ergo ,. in the other Rille. It i8
hill the Greek 'fr•• i. e. U in fact." ,
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aDd EH:ect f:rom Cause; ~'ll~tx,~'* and " igitur," that qf
conclusion from premise's. The English word "accord
ingly," will generally .be \found to correspond with the
Latin " itaque. "
" The' interrogative "why" is employed to enquire,
either, first, the "Reason," (or "Proof;") Ambigut~or

• "Why"secondly, the " Cause;" or th~dly, the "ob- .
ject proposed," or Final~Cause: e. g. first, Why are
the angles of ,a triangle equal to two right angles? sec
o~dly, Why are the days shorter, in wiriter th~n in sum
~r? thirdly, W)ly are the works of a watch construct~ .
ed as they are '? t t

,It is to be observed that the discovery of Causu
belongs properly to the province of the Philosopher;
t1;Jat of " R-easons," strictly so called, (i. e. Arguments,)
to that of the Rhetorician; and that, though each will
have frequent occasion to assume the character of the
other, it is most inlportant that these two objects should
not be confQWlded together.

§.4.
Of Signs then there are some whiph, from a certain I

Effect or pheno~~on, infer the "Cause" of it; and ,
others ~hich, in like maImer'} infer .some "Condition"
whic4 is Dot the Cause. Of these last, one species is

the, Argumen~ from Testimony; the premiss TeRtimony a.
being the existence of the Testimony,. the kind of sign.

Conclusion, the truth of what is attested; '\vhich is con
sidered as a " Condition" of the Testimony having been,

• >t-Aea having a significati~n of fitnus qr coincidence j whence

ap.
t Sa tile article W BY in tile Appendix to the Treadle on .Legic.
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given; since it is, evident that so far only as this is
allowed, (i. e. so far ",nIy as it is allowed, that the Tes
timony would not have been given, had it not been tIue,)
can this ArgUlDen~ have any force. '

Testimony _is of various kinds; but the distinction
bet\veen them is- so obvious, as well as the varioHS c~
cumstances which add to, or diminish the weight of, any
Testimony, that it is not necessary to enter into any
detailed d.iscus~ion of the subject. Jt may ~ worth ~re
marking, however, that one of ~lle most i¢portant dis~c
b.ons is between ~.~~~JII!ony to n:aatters of Fact., and ~
,D~~trine8 or 9piniona...: in estimating the weight of the
former, we look chiefly to the honesty of the 'vitness,

I and his means of obtaining inforlnation ; in the latter, his
ability to judge is equally to be take~ into consideration.

With respect however to the credibility of ~tnesses,

it is evident that when many coincide in their testimony,
(wliere no previous concert can have taken place~) the
probability resulting from this concurrence does not rest
on the supposed veracity of each considered separately,
but 'on the improbability of such an agreement taking

, Concurrent pla~e by chance-. For though in such a case,
testimony. each of the witnesses should te considered as
unworthy of credit, and even much more likely to speak
falsehood than truth, still the chances might be infinite
against tpeir all agreeing in the 8ame falsehood. '* This

* "It deserves likewise to be attended to on this subject, that in a
number of concurrent testimonies, (in cases wherein there could
have been no previous concert,) there is a probability distinct from
that which ma.y be termed the sum of the probabilities resulting
from the testimonies of the witnesses, a proba.bility which would
remain even though the witnesses were of such a character as to "
merit no faith at all. This probability arises ~urely from the concur·
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mlJ1llk is applie~ by Dr. ·Campbell to th.e Argument
, from Testimony; 'but he might have extended it to oth
,. Arguments also, in which a similar calculation of chan
ces ~illenable us to draw a C'onclusion, sometimes even
.amoWl~g t6 moral ce}1ainty., from ·a combination of. data
whioh :singly would have had little or DO weight; e. g. if .
aDY one out of.a hWldred men throw a stone which strikes
a cenain object,*= there ,is but a slight probability, from j

that fact alone, that he aimed at that object; but if all
the hundred threw stones which struck the 8~me object, '
no one would doubt that they aimed at it. It is from
such ,a combination elf Argument that ,,:e infer the exist
enoe'Df an 'int-ellig~nt-ereator'from the marks of conf!iv- .
8Doe 'Viisible ia the Universe, though many of these are
IRES .as, taken -singly, might well be' cgnceived Unde-, '

signed and accioontal; but that they should all be such, _
is morally .impossible. Great care is requisite in setting
forth clearly., espec.iaUy in any .popular discourse, Argu.
menb of this nature.; 4ihe generality of men being better
cpalified for tmderstaDding (to use Lord Bacon's 'Words)
," partiCulars, one by one," than for ,taking a -comprehen-
sive view of the whole; and therefore in a Galazy of
ewidence, as it may be called, in which the brilliancy of
DO single star can be pointed 6ut, the lustre of the comhi..
'Dation is often lost on them. Hence. it is, as "'~ re-
marked in the Treatise on Fallacies, that the sophism of ,

rence~ itsell: That such a concurrence .bould spring from chance.
is.as one to infinite; that is, in other words, morally impossible. If
therefore coneert be excluded, there remains no other ca.use but the
ma1ity ofthe fae1." eo.pbaU'. Pkilasoply ojRMttwie, c. v. b. i .. Part
3.p..1.. .

*If I recolle9t rightly, theae are the worda ofMr. Dupld Stewart.
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"Composition," ~ it is called, so frequently misleads
men: it is' not improbable, (in th~ above example,) that
each of the stones, considered Beparat.elY, may have been
thrown at random: and therefore the same is concluded
of all, considered in conjunction. Not ·that in such an
instance as this, anyone \\"ould reason so weakly; but
that a still greater absurdity of the very same kind is in-

.volved in the rejection ofthe evidences ofour religion, will
be plain to anyone who considers, not merely the .!Ddi
vidual force, but the n~mber and fJariety of those evi
dences.·

And here it may be observed, that though the easiest
and most popular way of practically refuting

=~tt ':y the Fallacy just mentioned (o~ indeed any
tbe chances
agalnlt allY Fallacy) is, by bringing forward a parallel
supposition.

case, where it leads to a manifest absurdity,
a metaphysical objection may still ~be urged against
many cases.in which we thus reason from calculation of
chances; an objection not often perhaps likely practical
ly to influence anyone, but which may afford ~he Sop~

ist a tri\lmph over those who are unable to find a sO
lution, and which may furnish an excus~ for the rejection
of evidence ,vhich one is previously resolved Dot to ad
mit. If it were answered then to those who" maintain
that the universe, which exhibits so many marks of de
sign might. be the work of non-intelligent causes, that
no one \vo..ud believe it possible for such a work as the
Iliad, e. g. to be produced by a fortuitous shaking to
gether of the letters of the alphabet, the Sophist might

* Mr. DavUJon in the introduction to his work on prophecy state.
strongly th~ cumula.tive force of a multitud~ of .man partieu~

See ch. iiL § 4. of this Trea.tise.
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challenge us to explain why even tIPs last supposition
should be regarded as less probabl~ than any other;
since the letters of which the Iliad is composed, if shaken
together a~ random; must fall in 80me form or other;. and
though the 'chances are millions of millions to one
against that, or any other determinate order,' there art .
precisely as many chances against one, as against anoth,·
er, whether more or less regular: and i~ like manner,
astonished as we shoUld be, and convinced of the interven
tion of artifice, if we saw anyone draw out all the cards
in a pack in regular sequences, it is demon$trable that /

. the chances are not more against that order, than against
_yone determinate order we might choose to fix upon;
ag~t that one, for instance, in which the cards are at
this moment actually lying in any individual pack.
The multi~de of the chances, therefore, he would say)
against any series of events, does not constitute it impro
bable; since the like happens to' every one every day;
e. g. a man walking through' London streets on his
business, meets accidentally htmdreds of others passing
to and fro on theirs; and he would not say at ·the close
of the day that any thing improbable had occurred to
him; yet it would aImost batfte calculatio~ to compute
the Chan,ces against his meeting precisely those very
persons, in the orde.r, and at the times and places of his
meeting each. The paradox thus seemingly established,
though few might be practically misled by it, many would
be at a loss to solve.
, The truth is, that any supposition is justly called im
probable, not from ,the nUDlber ~f chances against it, COD

sidered independently, but from the number of chances
against_it compared with those which lie agamst some
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other supposition~ we call the drawing of a prize in the
lottery improbable, though there be but five to one against
it, because there are mor, ~bances' of a bl~k; on the
other hand, if anyone were cast on a desert is1and-under
circumstances which warranted his believing that the
chances were a hundred to one against anyone's hav
ing been there before' him, yet if he found on th~ sand

.pebbles so QlTanged as to 1Drm distinctly the letters of a
man~~ name, he would not only coBclude it 'probable, but
absolutely certain, that some human being had been
there;. because there would be millions of chances
against _those forms having been produced by the for-
tuitous action of the waves- Yet if again I should find
sonle tree on the island such that the chances appeared
to me five to one against its having grown there spOl!
taneously, still, if, as before, I conceived the chances a

·hundred to one against any man's having planted it
\ there, I should at once reckon this laSt as the more un

likely supposition. So also, in the instance above giveJl;
any unmeaning form into which a number of letters
might fall, would Dot b,e called improbable, countless as
the chances are against that particular order, because
there' are just as many against eafh one of all other
umneaning forms; but if the letters formed a coherent
~m, it would then be called incalculably improbable that
this form should have been fortuitous, though the chan
CeBlagainSt it r.emain the very same; because there must
be much fewer chances against the supposition of its
haYiD~ been the work of d,sign. The probability in
short, of. any suppmition, 'is estimated from a comparilOra
with~ch of its altematives. The inclination of the bal·
'8IlBe~ ',be ascertained from lmowing the weights in
one scale, unless we know what is in the opposite scale.

, ~
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Tl~ foregoing observations howevet, as wil&.~~ ,~'
lllU'ked, 8."e not confined to Argumen~ from ~if~~' ~ . I

ltut apply to all cases in whieb the degree of proli r~
.. estimated from • calculation or chances. . ...

"§ 5.
I

BefOre I &smiss the consideration of Signs, it may be
wortl~ while to notice another case of combined Prollealve

.h§umen1 different from the one lately men- ."r-.c.b.
wiled, yet in some degree resembling it. The. comhi
_Oft jUst spoken of is where several Testimonies or
adler Sip,,· singly perhap90f tittle weight, produce joint
1y, and by their coincidence, a degree of probability far
e~ the 8tIm of their several forces; taken separat~

11; in the case I am now atiout to notice, the combined
fome of the series of Arguments results from the order iu
whioh they are considered, and' from their progreSftfJ8
umcIency to establish a certain conclusion. E. g. on~

pat of the law of Dature called the U visinertim, u is

eslablisbed by the Argument alluded to ; ~iz. that a body
SIfJt. in motion win eternally continue in motion with uni
{om; velocity in a right line, so far as it is not acted·upon
by oy causes which ~tard or stop, accelerate or divert,
itteourse. N~; as in every ~ase which can come un
..OUt observation, some such causes do intervene, the
8UJDed supPosition, is practically impossible, and we
I.e DO opportunity of verifying the law br direct ex
~t; but"we may gradool'y approach indefinitely·
~ to die ease -supposed: and on the resuh of such ex
peliments our conclusion is founded. We find that when

" .... is ptojeeted along a rough surface, its motion is
speedily retarded and soon slopped ; if along a smoother

5
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, surface, it continues longer in motion; if upon ice, long-
er still; and the like with regard to wheels, &te. in pro
portJpn as we gradually lessen the friction of the machin
ery; if we remove the resistance of. the air, by setting a ~

wheel or pendalum in motion under an air-pump, the
I motion is still longer continu~d. Finding then that ~

effect of the original impulse is more and more protracted,
in proportion ~ we more and more remove the impedi
ments' to motion from friction and resistance of the air,
we reasonably conclude that if this could be completel,
done, (which is out of our power,) the motion would

I nevl:)r cease, sincE!' what appear to be the' only c_s or
its cessation, would be absent.*

Again, in arguing for the existence and mo~ attri
butes of the Deity from the authority pf men's opinions,
p:eat use may be made of a like progressive course· of
Argument, though it has been often overlooked. Some
have argued for the being of a 'God from the universal,
or at least, general, consent ofm~d; and some have
appealed to the opinions of the wisest and most cultivat
ed portion, respecting both the existence and the moral
excellence of the Deity. It cannot be denied that there
is ur~s~~~~~ fo.rc~~ in each of ~ese Arguments; but
it may ~e answered that it is conceivable,~ ~p~~n~m

mQn to alm9s~ all the spe~~es, may possibly be an error
resulting from a constitutional infirmity of the human
intellect; th\l if we are to acquiesce in the belief of the
majority, we shall be led to Polytheism; suc~ being the
cr~ed of the greater part: - and that though more

• See the argument in Butler'. Analogy to prove the adftDtIp .
which Vdrtue, ifperfect, micht be expected io ,obtain.
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weight may reasQnably be attached to th~ opinions 'of the
wisest and best-instru~ted, still, as we know that such
men are not exempt from errot, we cannot be perfectly I

safe in adopting the belief they hold, unless we a-e con
vinced that they hold it in conseq'Uen~cof their being the
wisest and best instructed; - 80 far forth, as they are

- such. Now. this is p~ecisely the point which" may be es
tablished by the above-mentioned progre~sive Argument.
Nations of .Atheists, if there are any such, arc confessedly
among the rudest and most ignorant savages: those who
'represent their God or Gods as malevolent, capricious, or
subject to human passions and vices, are invariably to be
fo~d (in the present day at least) among those who are
brutal and uncivilized; and among the most civilized na
tions of the ancients', whb professed a similar creed, th~

-more enlightened members of society seem either to '
have rejected altogether, or' to have explained a\vay, the
popular belief. The' Mahometan nat~ons, again, ef the

. present day, '\vho are certainly more advanced in ci~ili

zation than their Pagan neighbours" maintain the unity
~d the moral excellence of die Deity; but the natiobs ·
of Christebdt)m, whose notions of the Divine gooQlless
are more exalted, are undeniably the most civilized part
of the world, and possess, generally speaking, the most,
cultivated and improved intellectual powerS( Now if we
would ascertain, and ,appeal to, the sentiments of Man as
a rational Being, we must surely look t9 those \vhich
not only prpvail most among the most rational and cUIti-,
vated, but towards which also a ·progressive tenden~y is
found in men in proporti~n to their degrees of rationality
and cultiVation. I t would be Inost extravagant to sup
pOse that mants advance towards a more imprdved and
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exalted state of existence should tend .00 .obliterate true
cu;ld _1 false notions. On the contrary we are auth0
rized ,to conclude, that tqose notions would be most cor-

. reet, which men would entertain, whose knowledge, in-
. ~lligence, an~ intellectl,Jal cultivation sho~d have reach
~ compara\ively the highest pitch of peJ'fection; and
~t those consequently will approach the nearest to the
tlUth whi£~ are entertained more or less, by various na
4ions in proportion as they have advanced towards" this
~ivilized state.

Many other in3tances might be adduced, in which
truths of the highest importance may be elicited by this
prQcess of Argwnelltation; w·hich will enable us to de
cide with sufficient probability what consequence would
~ow from an hypothesis which we' Itave never experi
enced. Itmight, not improperlr, be termed the Argu
ment from Progressive Approach.

§.6.

The third kind of Arguments to. be considered, being
the otller branch of the second of the two

BnmpJe. las · · all I·d d' b d ofc ses oflgm y at own, may e treate .
tmder the ge~efal name of Example, taking t1'at term in
its widest acceptation, so as t~ co~prehend ,the .Argu
ments designated by the vniousDacles of Induction, &111
perience, Analogy) Parity of Reasoning, &c. all of which
are ,essentially the sqm~, as far as regards the fundamen
ud principles] am here treating of; for in all the .Argu
ments designat~q by th~se names, it will be found, that
we consider one .Of more, known, individual objects or
iAstiJDces, Qf.Q. .certain Class, ,as fair specimens, in respee&
~f §OJJle P,QW Of .Q-lher, pC that class; and conscqu~t1~

•
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draw an inference from them respecting either the whole
Class, or oth¢r, less known, individuals of it.

In Arguments of this kind t1le~ it will be found, that,
universally, we assume as a major premiss; that what is
true (in regard to the point in question) of the individt,Jal
or individual~ .which we bring forward and appeal to, is
true of the whole Class to. which they belong; the minor
premiss next asserts something of that individual; and
the same is then inferred respecting the whole Class j'

whether we stop ~t that ~eneral conclusion, 'or descend
iroqi thence to another, unknown, individual; in which
list c;lSe, which is the most usually called the Argument '
from Example, we ge~erally omit,. for the sake of brevi
ty, the' intermediate. step, and pass at once, in. the ex
pression of the Argument) from the known, to the un
known, 'individual. 'fhis ellipsis however does not,.8S
some seem to suppose, make any essential difference in
the mode of Reasoning ; t~le reference to a cOlllIIlon Class
being always, in such a case, understood, though not ex
pressed; for it is evide~t that there c~ be no reasoning
from one. individual to another, unless 'they come under
some COIDIDon genus, and are considered in .that ~oint of
view; e. g. , I

, "Astronomy ~ de-/ Geology is, likely to be '
~ed at its prst introduc- decried, &c. I

tion, as adverse to religion:

~ , ~

~ \..~
~ ~~

~\ r ~

every Science is. likely to be decried at its first introcI..
liOD, as adverse to religion."

5- /
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This kind 'f)f Example, therefore, appears to be,.~
, pound Argument, cODsisUbg of two entb~mes; 8Dd
"lMn (M often happens) we infer from a known E1fect a
~ Ctpse, aDd again, from that Cause, another, ....

, pawn 21fect,. ~e the'l W1i~ in this e~lUIlpI8, the argo.
QleA~ frpm Effect to Cause, and that from Cause to E1fect,
,. g. WQ may from the nUU"ks of 'Divine benevolence iD
~ world ~gue, that "the like will be sl:ewn in the,
~~; "through the intelPlediat8 C8nclusion, that', GGd
Mbenevolen~." This is not indeed always the case;
},Qt there seems to be in every Example, a rej,renc. to

~ Cause? though that Cause may frequently be un.
koown; e!' glt we suppose, in the instance abcwe given,
~t dIere is some Cause, though we may be at a loss tp

.MlYgn it, wID,ch leads men generally to decry a new
$ci,oce.

The term "Induction " is commonly applied to sueh
Argwnents as stop short at the general COJIw

lDdactlon.
1 elusion; and is thus contradistingui9hed, in

CUtmmon. use, from E~ample" There is also this add}.

Uooal ditf6rence, that w~en we ·draw a general concl~

_ipJt. ftom ;e'leifal indi,"idual eases, we use the word Induc
tion in'the singular number; while each one of these
OPQS, if the ~pplicatioo were made to BJlO~el individual,
w~d be called a distiftct I Enmple. This difference,
however, is no~ essential: sinee whether the inference
be made frQm one instance or from several, it is equally ,
called an IQtluction, if a general conclusion be legiti
mately drawn, And this is to be determined by the
nature of the subject-matter. In the investigation of the
1aw8 or nature, a single experiment, fairly and carefully .
Jhade, is usually allowed to be conclusive, because wi.

•
I
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GIJ) then pr~to/ nearly ascertain ~l the 'circumstances
,o~r;ltins: a Chemis~ who had ascertained, in a single
Jpec~ep. of ;oldJ its capability of c'om~~ing with mercu- .
rr1 would pot think it pec,essary to try the same experi-

I JD~t with ~,everal other specimens, but would draw the
~oJ)cl~iou concerning thos~ metals universally, and with
jJenainty, In buman affairs on the contr~Y'J our lJDcer
Amtr re~pecting OWly of the circumstances that may
81fe~t tb' fesult, obliges us to collect many coinciding
iMtances to warrant even a probable conclusion. FrOXP
Q~~ instance, e" g. of the assassination of an Usurper, it
would not be allow~le to infer the certainty, or even the
probability, of a like fate attending all Usurpers.·

.Experience, in i~ original and proper sense, is appli-
# ~ble to the premises from wbic~ we argue, .

I th.WI I: S · tl k ExperleDee.pot to e t'uerence we dl·aw. trlC y spea -
ing, w~ know, by Experience only the past~ and what - ~

has passeQ under our awn observation; thus, we kn~w by
E~perience'that the tides have daily ebbed and Bowed,
dtJring such a time; and ffom the Testimony of others
N to th~ir OWQ EXferience, that they have formerly
done so; anM":..t!'ft).f)l~s Experie~ce,we ~oncluc\e, by 1&0
d~ction) tpat_!.l!~~~~ Phenoplenon will~~~tin~~!.t

The word Analogy again is generally employed in the
case of .'\rguments mwhicb the ~tance adduced is som8'"
what more remote from that to wbich it is applied; 8. g.
a physician would be s1liJ to know by Experience the ..
nQJCious effects of a certain drug on the human CODs,titu
UQP, if h~ had frequentl:y seen men poisoned by i~; but

• 8ee Logie," On the Province of Reasoning."
t See the article" Experience" in the Appendix to tbeTleatiaoa

Lop. .

•
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if he thence.. conjectured that if would b~ noxious to some
other sp3cies of anilnaJ, he would be said to reason from

,.. inalogy; the only difference lleing tnat the
Analogy. •

resemblance IS less, between a man and a brute,
than between one man and another ; and accordingly it
is found that many brutes are not acted upon by some
drugs which are pernicious to man. But more strietly
speaking, .Analogy ought to be distinguished from air",
resemblance, with which it ·is often confounded in the
laDguage even of eminent writers (especially on Chemis
try and Natura! History) in the present day. Analogy
being a "resemblance of ratios," w that shoulJ, strictly be
called an Argument from Analogy, in which the two
things (viz. the one from which, and the '9nO to which,
we argue) are not themselves alike, but stand in similar
rtlalior.s to some other things; or, in other words, that
the common genus, which they both fall under, consists
in a relation. 'rhus an -egg and a seed tie not in them
selves alike, but bear a like re~1tion to the' parent bird
and to her future nestling, on the one hand, and to the
old Md young plant on the other) respectively; this re
lation bEing the genus which both fall under: and many
Arguments migh,t be ~wn from ,this Analogy. Again,
the fact that from birth different persons have different
bodily constitutions, ill respect of complexion, stature,
strength, shape, liability ~o particular disorders, &c.

, ~ which constitutions, however, are capable of being, to a
certain degre~, modified by regimen, medicine, &c.
affords an' analogy by'.which we may form a presumption,
that the like takes place #in respect of mental qualities
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, • j ~ugh it is plain that 'there can be no~ direct re
JeJDbJaoce either between body and mind, or their respee-
uye auributes. . ,

(In this kind of Argument, one errorJ which -is vel,
.comrqOl1, and which is to ~e sedulously avoided, is that of
~cluding the thing' in question to be alilu, because
they are J1na10,oUB;~t~ resemble each other in them
selvei, because there is a resemblanee in the relation

. I

they bear to ~ertain' other things; which is ~ifestly a
- g'OUDdless inference. Another caution is applicable to

the whole class of Arguments from Example; viz. not
tQ consider the ReseJDblance or, ~\na1ogy to extend fur-

. 1her (i.· c. to more particulars) than' it dlles. The fa

semblance of a picture to the object it represents, is di
rect; but it extends no further than the one sense of see-'
ing is ~oncemed. In the Parable of the unjust stewq.rd~

an Argument is drawn from Analogy, to recommend
pruden<;e and foresight to Christians in spiritual concerns ;
but it would ~be absurd to conclude that fraud was rec
ommended to our imitatio~; and yet mistakes very simi
lar to such a perversion of that Argument are by no
weans4 ~e.*

• (( Thus, because,a just Analogy has been discerned between~tbe
metropolis ora country, and the heart of the animal body, it baa been·
JOUletimes contended that ita increased size is a disease,-that it may
impede some of its most important functions, or even be the cause or
its dissolution." See Copleston's lTUJUiry into the Doctri1UJ8 of N.
euftty ad' PrMesti'TUltiHn" note to Dise. iii. q. v. for a very able eli&
llert&ti.on on the .ubjeet of Analogy, in the course of an analysiJJ or
J)r. King's Discourse on P.,edutination. (See Appendix [li.].) III

I the preface to the ~88t edition of that Discourse I have offered lOme
additional remark. on the subject; and I have again adverted to it
(Awl, ~ fepl, to. .. fOP'llar oPjeetiou to Dr. King) in the na.
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Sound judgment and vigilant caution are no where
Important more called for timn in ~bserving what difFeren-
and unhnpor- (h · 1 all) d d h t dtant Resem- ces per aps seemIng y sm 0, an w a 0
blanus and II· r. h al bdifferences not, nu lIy t e an ogy etween two cases.
of cues. And the same may be said in regard to the
applicabiEty of Precedents, or acknowledged Decisiom
of any kind, such as Scripture-precepts, &c.; nIl of which
indeed, arc, in,their essenc~, of the nature of Example:
since every re~orded declaration, _e. g. of admitted au-

. thority or..injunction, may be regarded (in ~onnexion with
the persons to lvhom, and the occasion on which, it was

delivered) as a knOlDn case; from which consequently
we may reaSOll to any other parallel case: and the.
question lvhich we must be careful in deciding will be,
to whom, and to what, it is applicable. For, as I have
said, a seemingly small circumstance will often destroy
the analogy, and make a precedenf - precept, &c.
inapplicable: and often, on the Qther hand, some differ
ence, in itself important) may be pointed out between two

case~, which shall not at 'all ,veaken the analogy in re
spect of the argument in hand. And thus there is a
danger both of being ousled by specious arguments of .
this description) ,vhich have no real force, and also of
being staggered by plausible objections against such ex
amples or appeals to authority, &c. as are perfectly val
id. Hence Aristotle ob~erves) that an opponent, if he'
cannot she~v that the majority of instances is on his side,
or that those adduced by his adversw.y are inapplicable,

~ £ontends that they) at any rate, differ in something from
. the case in queation: btacpoq&JI rA -rf,va 'HXF£.-

eertation on the province Reasoning, lubjoined to the E1ementa 01
I Logic. ·Ch. v. § 1. p. 231.

• Rhet. b. li. ch. gr.
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. Many are misled, in each way, by not estimatiDg
aright the. 4egree, and the kind, Qf'difference between
two cases. E. g. It would be admitted that a ,great and
permanent' di~inution- in the qu~tity of some useful .
ccmmodity, such as com, or coal, or iron, throughout the

\ world, \vould be a,-serious and lasting ~oss; and that if ,.
tb~ fields and mines yielded regularly double quantities,
with the same lab(JlJr, we~should be so much the richer:
henc~ it might be inferred, that if the quantity of gold
and silver in the world were diminished one half, or were

. doubled, like results wquld .follow; the utility of these
IQe,iaIs, for the purposes of coin, b~ing very great.. Now
there are many points of resemblance, and many of
difference, between the precious'metals on the one'hand,
and com, coal,- &c. on the <;>ther; but the important cir
cwns~ce to the .supposed arg~lm~nt, is, that the u.tility\.. '
of gold ~d silver (as coin, which is far the chiet) de
pends on their value, which is regulated hy their scarci-."
ty; whereas if coin and coal were ten times more abun
diJnt, a bushel o£ either would still be as useful as now.
But if there were twice as much gold in the world as
there is, a sovereign would be twice as large; if only
half as much, it would be of the size of a half-sovereign:

'and this (besides the 1Iifling circumstance of the cheap
. ness or dearness of gold-ornaments) \vowd lle all the dif
ference. The analogy therefore fails in the point essen
tial to the argument.

Again, the ...~post1e Paul recommends to the -Corinthi
ans celibacy as preferable to marriage: hence' the Ro
maoists, and others, have infen·ed that this holds good in
respect of all Christians. Now in many most important
poiDts, Christians of the present day are in ~ same
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eoodition as the Corinthians ; but they were liable to phm
d~, exile, and many kinds of bitter persecutions &om
their feUow-eitizens, and it appears that this was tA.N,., ,.,-oun(J, on ,,3ich cehDacy was recommended to

them, as exempting them from many a1Bictions and temp- .
tations which in such troublous tilues a family would
entail ; since, as B'acon obserYes, "He that hath a wire
and children hath given pI,edges to F ortuDe~. " Now it is
DOt, be it observed, on the intrinsic importance or this
difFerence between them and us that the question tdrDS ;

'bat on its importance in reference to the advice given.
On the other hand, suppose anyone bad, at the 0pen

ing of the French Revolution, .or at any similar ccnjunc
tore, expressed apprehensions, grounded on a review of
history, of the danger of anarchy, bloodshed, destructiOll
ci social order, general cormption o( morals, and the long
ttain ofhorrors so vividly depicted by Thucydides, as re-

·gu1ting from civil discord, especially in his account ot the'
sedition at Corcyra; it might have been ans,,:ered, tid'
the example does not apply, because there is a great.
ference between the Greeks in the tilne of ThucydidM,
aDd the nations of modern Europe. Many and great, no
doubt, are the differences that might be enumerated:
the ancient Greeks had not the use of ~re-anns, nor or 
the mariner's compass; they were strangers to the art or
printing; their arts of war and of navigation, and their
literature,- were materially influenced by these differeD
~ : they had domestic slaves; they were inferior to us
ill many manufactures ; they excelled us in sculpture, &e.
&e The historian himself, while professing to leave 8

.,ofiostruction for future ages - in the examples of

• KIij.ucJ ~, dBI.
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the past, admits that ~e ;iSpect of political transactions
#I will vary from time to time in their particular forms and

external character, as well as in the degJree8 in which the
opennion of each principle will; on different occasions,

.be displayed;:If: but he contends, that '.' a, long as Au
ma" ""ture remaiRB th,e BatfU, H like causes will come in-.
to play, and produce, substmitially, like effects. .
. In Corcyrn, and afterwards in. other of the Grecian
states, such enormities, he says, were perpetrated as
were the natural result - of pitiles! oppression, and in
OI'dhaate thirst for revenge on the oppressors; - of I

craving desire, in some, to get free fronl their former pov
erty, and still more, in others, to gratify their avarice by
unjust spoliation ;-and of the removal of legal~restrainta
from " the natural character ofJIlan, U (~ ~'J'(JqomEla qr6(1J~,)

which, in consequence, " eagerly displayed itself as too.
weak for passion, too strong for justice, and hostile fo every
superior.t Now the question, important to ~he argu
ment, is, Are the differences between"the ancient Greeks,
and modem nations, of such a character as to make the
remarks of Thucydides, and the examples he sets before

, Us, inapplicable? or are they (as he seems to have ex-

• r,~,p". pl., ••) ...) l'~I"I'" filS ;" ell ATTH <1>T1I~ I."~"'",,;,

~ ~ ..l ti'''%.t~'e'' ..1 ..tis an...,)'ffAA."I"'" Ji. ~" &c'. B. iiL. ;
SUe

t 'x. r ,J, T; K'eJU~ef "'. ",AA• • 11..;, "pa..,Al£rfI", W Mr~" '.
~l, "ex'"",,, ..i ~).~, , '"'e"~'" ~..~ TM' ", "'lMItt., AlI"-eU'%''''-, •
j"".~IIY'I£"" )e*'II.' -.."t.s )~ ~i, .1",lfI;.~ ....AA.~.:"~'sT''I', ,"AI",..

J' ... ~ ..~I'fls I,Ju,.iu,ft, ~,\. :r;, ~b.•s r~I", ...:~ 3t..., '>',,,,;,....,.

• • .. • turr-t-xl"f"IS" ...pu." 1, ..., "'e" "''''''' ..; "~'" .a) ".;"
~ .,.",,,,,. A • .Je..Ja ~'ft .;"'Illi• ..) ..~ ,..~.. Q,a';"

-,.I,.. l3t;A,."., ••ta"" 1'1, I(~I .:,., -eal,,,,, 31 ....~II'~a
~,; ""'%"""_ .Thucyd. book iii. aec. 84.

6
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peeted) merely such as to alter ilie external shape (6f6~)

of the transactions springing from similar human passions? I

Surely no mere external differences in customs, or in the I

arts of life, 'between the' ancient Greeks and the French
(our supposed disputnnt might have urged) can produce
an e,untial ~d fundamental difference of results from
any civil commotion: for this, some new vital principle
0( ActiQn must be introduced and established i~ the
heart ; - something capable of over-ruling (~ &JlI}~ela

qiJ(1J~) man's natural character., -' As long as tlIis re
JP8ins the same,J' (GO), ~ aOl~ ~,as the historian himself
remarks,) substantially the same results may be looked for.

Again, to take' an instance from another class of Polit
ical affairs; the manufacture of beet-sugar in France, in
stead <?f i~porting West-Indian sugar at a fourth of the
price, and the prohibition, by the Americans, of British
manufactures, in order to encourage home-production,
~i. e. the manufa~ture of inferior articles at a much hi~
cost,) &c. are reprobated as unwise by some politicians,

-from the analogy of what takes place in private life; in
which every ~an of common pm~ence prefers buying
wherever he can get them cheapest and best, many com
modities which he could make at home) but of inferior
quality, and at ~ greater expense; and confines his awn
labour Ito that department in which he find~ he can
labour to the best advantage. To this it is replied, that
there is a great difference between a Nation ~d an Indi
vidual. And so there is in many circumstances: a little
Parcel of sugar or cloth from a shop, is considerably dif:
rerent from a ship-load of either; and,again~ a Nation is
an object more important, and' whiep tills the mind with a
grander idea, than a private individual ;. it is also a more

,..
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complex and artificial Bei~g; and of indefinite duration
of existence ; and moreover, the tranSactions of each mali,
as far as he is left free, are regulated by the very person
who is to be a gainer or' loser by each, - the individual
himself; who, though his vigilance is sharpened by inter
est, and his judgment by exercise in his own department,
may yet chance to be a man of confined education, pos
sessed of no general principles, and not pretending to be .
versed' in philosophical theories; whereas the affairs of
a Stale are regulated by a Congress, Chamber Qf Depg.;.
ties, &c. consisting perhaps of men of extensive readin~

and speculativ:e minds. Many other striking differences
might be enumemted: but the question important to the
argument, is, does the expediency, in private life, of ob
taining each cOlnmodity at the least cost, and of the best
quality we can, depend on, any of the circumstances in
which an individual dIffers from a commwlity?
(These instances may suffice to illustrate the importance

of cOnSidering attentively in' each case, not, what differ
ences or resemblances are intrinsicnlly the greatest, but,
wOOt are those that do, or that do not, affect the argu
ment.'\ Those who do not fix their minds steadpy on this
question, when arguments of this class are employed,
will often be misled in their own reas~nings, and may
easily be deceived by a skil(ul s9phist.

The argument from Contraries, (A~ .~)'a),TdDJ',) noticed
by .Aristotle, falls under the 'class I am now

· f·' I· th c· Argumentstreating 0 ; as It IS P am at ontrarles must ,f!om Coull'&-
. rles.
have something in common; and it is so far '
forth only as they. agree, that they are thus employed in
Argument. Two things are called '.' Contrary," which,
coming under the same class, are ~e mo,' tliBrimilGr in'
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tbat class. Thus, virtue and vice are called Contraries,
U being, both " moral habits," and the most durimilar
of moral habits. .Mere dissimilarity, it is evident, would
not constitute Contrariety; for no one would say that vir
tue is CODtrary to a mathema~ical prob'em ; the two~
having nothing in common. In this then, as in other ar-

, guments of the same class, we may infer -that the two

ContrarY terms have a similar relation to the 8a~e third,
or, respectively, to two corretponding (i. e. in this case,
Contraryr terms: we may conjecture, e. g. that since
yirtue may be. acquired by educati.on, so may vice; or
again, that since virtue leads to happiness, so does vice
to misery.

The phrase, " Parity or Reasoning," is commonly em

PloYed to denote .~ogical Reasoning.

§ 7. ~

Aristod,e, in his Rhetoric, has divined Examples into
Real and Invented: the one being drawn from actual
matter of fact; the odler, from a supposed case. And he
remarks, that though the )atter is more easily adduced,
the former is more convincing. If however due care be
.en, tluit the fictitious instance, - the supposed case,
adduced, - be not wanting in probability, it \vill often be

no less (fonvincing than the other. F or it may
Real and In- • • al

/ ftnted E1- 30 happen, that one, or even several,l11stonc
amples. · hi h b ·facts may be appealed to, w c, elng never~

\ theless exceptions to a general rule, Will not prove the
probability of t)1e conclusion. T~us, from several known
instances of ferocity in black tribes, we dre not authorized
to conciude, that blacks are universally, or generally,
-ferocious ; an,d in fact, many instances may be brought

I ,
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I forward on the other side. WhereaS in the supposea
case, (instanced by Aristotle, as emp19yed by ,Socrates,)

. of mariners choosing their steersman 'by lot, thoUgh we
have no reaSon' to suppose such a case ever oce~ed, we

see .so plainly the probability, that if it did occur, the
lot might fall on an 'unskilful person, to' the loss of~
ship, that the .argument h~ considerable 'weight against

, the practice, so common in the ancient republics, of ap-
. pointing magistrates by lot. .

There is, however, this important difference; ~ that a
fictitiOUs case which has not this intrinsic probability, -bas

. absolutely no weight what~ver ;'~ so that of course Such
arguments might _be multiplied to any amount without the
smallest effect :Q"wh~reas any matter of fact which is weD
establjshed, however unaccountable it 'may seem, bas
lome degree of weight in reference to a parallel case ;
and a sufficient nwnber of such arguments may ,fairly
establish a general mIe, even though we may be unable,
after all, to account for the alleged fact in any of the
instances~ ~ E. g. no satisfactory reason has' yet been

. assigned for a connexion between the absence of upper .
cutting teeth, or of 'the presence of horns, anq rumina
tion; but the instances are so numerous an~ constant of
this connexion, that no Naturalist would hesitate, if on

. examination of a new specie~ he found those teeth abseni,
and the head homed, to pronounce the animal a rtJIDi,. \

nant. Whereas, on the other hand, the fable of the
coun~ who obtained ,frODI Jupiter the regulation of
the weather, and in consequence found his crops' fail,
does "Dot go one step towards proving th~ intended con
clusion; because that consequence is a ~e gratuitous

6- . .
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facilitate the exercise of Abstraction; a power which' ..
such hearers is usually the most imperfect.1 This mode
of reasoning corresponds to a geometrical demonstJ'atiqa

by means of a diagram; in which the figure placed
before the learner is an individual, employed, as he soo~

come~ to perceive, IS a Bign, tboqgh not an arMtr",.,
sign,• representing the who~e class. The algebrGie
signs, again; are arbitrary' ; ea~h character not being itself
an individual of ~e class it represents. These last there
fore correspond to the abstract terms of a language.

Under the .head of Invented Exainple, a distinction is
Pable and U- dI:awn by .A.ristotle, between naqa~ol~ and
lutration. 16ro~: from the instances he gives, It is plaiD
that the former corresponds (not to Parable, in the sense
in which we use the word, derived from that of naqapol"

in the Sacred Writers, but) to Illustration; the latter to
Fable or Tale. In the form~r, an allusion only is ~ade
to a case easily supposable ; in the latter a fictitious story
is narrated. Thus, in 'his instance above cited; of Illus
tration, if anyone, instead of a mere allusion, should relate
a tale, of mariners choosing a steersman by lot, and being
wrecked in consequence, Aristotle \vould evidently have
placed that under the head of Logos. The other meth
od is of course pref~rable, from its breviry-, whenever
the allusion can be readily understood : and accordingly it
is commODi in the case of well-known fables, to allude
to, instead of narrating, theine 'fhat, e: g. of the horse
and the stag, which he gives, would, in the present day,

• The words, written or spoken, of any language, are ttrbitrary
.~s; the characters of Picture-writing or ,Hieroglyphic, are utur411
flipl.
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be rather alluded to than told, ,if we wished to dissuade a
people froin c~ling in a too .pOwerful auxiliary. .It" is .
evident that a like distinction might have been made in
respect of historical examples; those cases which are wen·
kJ;1own, being often merely alluded to, and not recittd'.

I, The word "Fable" is at present generally limited ,to

those fictidns in which lile resemblance to th~ matter in
question"' is not dilect, but analogi~al; th~\ other class
being cnlled Novels, Tales, &c. Those resemblances

" are (as br. A. Smith has observ~d) the m~st\.,triking,

in which the things compared are of ~e most dissimilar
Datqre; as is the case in what we call Fables; and such
accordingly are generally preferred for. argumentative'

, pmposes, both from that circwnstance itself, and also bD

.account of the greater brevity which is, for that reason, I

not only allowed but required in theql." For 8c Fable
_ ,spUn out to a great length becomes an .Allegory-, which

generally satiates and disgusts; on the other' hand, a fic
titious tale, having a more direct, and therefore less strik
ing resem~ance' to reality, req1,1ires that an interest in the
events and persons should pe created by a longer detail,
Without which' it would be ins"ipid. Th~· Fable of the,
Old Man and the Bundle of Sticks, compared with· the
Iliad, ~may serve to 'exemplify "7hat has been said; the
moral 'conveyed 'by each being the same, viz. the strength
acquired by union, and the weakness resulting from
division; the latter fiction would be perfectly insipid if
9QDveyed in a few lines; the fonner, in twenty-four books,
insupportable. ' ,

• A Novel or Tate may be oompared to a Picture; a Fable, to a
Derico~ ~ I , ,
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or the various uses, and of the real or apparent refirttI
tion, of Examples, (as well as of other Arguments,) I
shall treat hereafter; but it may be worth while here to
observe, that I hnve been speaking of Example as .a kind
of .qfgument, and with a view therefore to that purpose

, alone; though it often happens, that a resemblance,
either direct, or analogical, is introduc~d for other pur- I

poses; viz. not to prOfJe any thing, but either ~o illus
trate and explain one's menning, (which is the strict ety:

. mological use of the word Illustration,) or to amuse the
fancy by ornament of language. '1,#' It is of course most im
portant to distinguish, both in o~ own compositions and
those of others, between these different purposes~ I shaD
accordingly advert to this subject in the course of the
following chapter.

CHAP. III.

OJ the t1anous me and order ofsef7eral kinds of Prop!'
ritiona and of .qrgument. in different ca.e••

§ 1.

The. first rule to be observed is, that it should be con

ArJUments sidered, whether the pr::tcipal object of the
'~I~~o::dt~f discourse be, to give satisfaction· to a can
.tilfaction. did mind, and convey instruction to those
who are ready t~ receive it, or to compel tile assent, or
silence the objections, of ~ opponent... The former of
these purposes is, in general, principally to be accom-

· plisbed by the former of those two great classes into which
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argumen~ were divided; (v~z. by those from Cause to,

Effect,) the other, br tbe latter.
To whatever, class, however, the Arguments we reson

to may belong, the general tenOll.r of the reasoning will,
in many respects, be -affected by the present co~sidera

lion. The disthtction in question is nevertheless U; gen
erallittle attended to. It is usual to call an Argument,
simply, strong or 'LDeak, without 'reference to the purpose
for wQich it is designed; whereas the Argunlents which
afford the most satisfaction to a candid mind, are ofteR
~ch as would have Jess weight in controversy than many
others, which again would be less suitable for'the former
purpose.:I E. g.. the internal evidence of Christi~ty in

• My meaning cannot be better illustrated than b.y an instance re
ferred to in, that iucomparable specim~n of rea~oning,Dr. Paley's
Hortz Paulintz. "When we take into our hands the letters," (viz.
~t. Paul's Episties,) " which the suffrage and consent of antiquity .
hath thus transmitted to us, the first thing that strikes our attention

~ is the air of reality and business, as well as of seriousness and COD..

viction, which pervades the whole. Let the skeptic read them. If
he be not sensible of these qualities in them, the argument can have
no weight with him. If he be; if he perceive in almost every
page the language of a mind actuated by real occl,lsions, and operat
mg upon real circumstances; I would wi~h it to be observed, that
the proof which arises from this perceptjon is not to be de~nled occult
or imaginary, because it is incapable of being drawn out in word_,
or/ofbeing conveyed to the apprehension of the reacer in any other
way, than by sending him to the books themselves." p.403.

There is also a passage in Dr.~. Smitlfs TJuory of Moral Senti
ments, which ·illustrates very happily one of the applications of
the principle in question. "Sometimes we have occasion to dereD~

the propriety of observing the general rules of justice by the consid
eration of their necessity to the support of Society. We. frequently
hear the young and the licentious ridiculiJ,lg the mpst sacred rol.
otmorality, and profe~sing,sometimes from th~ corruption, but more
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pneral proves the most satisfactory to a believer's mmd,
but is not that which makes the most shew in 'the refm.
tion of illfidel$; the Arguments from Analogy on the
other" hand, which ore the most uRaftStDerabk, are not
10 pleasing and consolatory. •

It may serve to illustrate what has been just said to

remark, that our judgment of the ~haracter .of any individ
ual is often not originally derived from such circumstances
as we should assign, or CDuld adequately set forth' in laD
guage, 1p justification of our opinion. When we under-
take to give our reasons for thinking thnt some individual,
\\jth whom we are personnlly acquainted, is, or is not, a
gentleman,- a man of taste,- humane,- public-spir
i&ed, &.c. we of course appeal to his conduct, or his dis
~ct avowal of his own sentiments; and if 'these furnish
sufficient proof of o~r assertions, we are admitted to have

frequently from the vanity of their hearts, the most abominable mUiml
of conduct. Our indignation rouses and we are eager to refute and
expoee luch detestable principles. But though it is their intrinsic hate
fulne81 ud detestableness which originally inflames us against them,
we are unwilling to assign this 8.8 the sQle reason why we condemra
them, or to prE'tend that it is merely because we ourselves hate and de
t.t them. The reason, we think, would not appear to be concltuive.
Yet, why should it not; if we hate and detest them because they are
the natural and proper objects of hatred and detestation? But when
we are asked why we should not act in such or such a manner, the
Yery qoestion seems to S\lPpose that, to th08e who ask it, this mann~r
Oracting does not appear to be fot" its own sake the natural and pr0p

er object of those sentiment.,. lYe must shf!w thttm, therefore, that
/ it ought to be 80 for the"§&ke of something else. Upon this account

we generally cast about for other arguments, and the cons~deratiOD

which. fint occun to us, is the dilOrder and confusion of society which
would relUlt from the univenal prevalence of such practices. We

, IIIdom fail, therefore, to insi.t upon tbiI topic." (part it IIC. h.
P. 161, 151 .01. i. ed. 18l2.)· .
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given good reMon. f~ our opinion: but it may be still
, doubted whether these were, in the first instance at least,
our reasons, which led us to fonn that opinion. If we
carefully and candidly examine our 'own mind, we shall
gene~ly fmd that our ,judgment was, originally, (if not
absolutely decided,) at least strongly influenced,' by the
person'8 looks - tones of voice:- gestUres - choice of.
expressions, and the like; which, if stated as reasons for
fonning a· conclusion, would in general appear frivo
lous, -merely because no language is competent adequat&
ly to describe them; bht which are not necessanly insot.
ficient grounds for beginning at least to fonn an opinion;
since it is notorious that 'there are many acute persons
who are-seldom deceived in such indications of character.

In all subjects indeed, persons unaccustomed to writing
or discussion; but possessing natural sagacity, and experi
ence in particular departments, have been observed to be
generally unable to give a satisfactory reason for their
judgments, even on points on which they· are actually
very good judges. This is a defect which it is the busi
t:J.ess of education (especially. the present branch of it)
to sunnount or diminish. Mter ~l however, in some
subjects, no language can adequately convey (to the in
e~perienced at least) all the indications which influence
the judgment of an acute and 'practised observer. And
hence it has been justly and happily remarked, that, "he
must be an indifferent physician" who never ~es any
step for which he cannot assign a satisfactory reasoD."

§ .2.

~t is a point of great importance to decide in~
eaCh case, at the outset, in yoUr own mind, and of proof.

7 ..
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clearly to point out to the hearer, as -occasion may serve,
on which side the Presumption lies, and- to which be
longs the [onus probandi] Burden of proof. For though
it may often be expedient to bring for:ward more ~proofs
than can fairly be demanded of you, it is always desir
able, when, this is the case, that it should be known, and
that the strength of the cause should be estimated accord
ingly.

According to the most correct use of the teno, a
" Presumption" in favour of any supposition, means,
not (as has been sometimes erroneously imagined) a Pre
ponderance <?f antecedent probability. in its favour, but,
such a pre-occupation of the ground, as implies that it
must stand good till some sufficient reason is adduced
against it;' in short, that the-- Burde. of proof lies on
th~ side of him who would dispute it.

Thus" it is a well-known principle of the I Law, that
I every man (including a prisoner brought up fOf trial) is
to be presumed innocent till his guilt is established.
This does not, of course, mean that we are to take for
granted he is inno~ent; for if that were the case,· he
would be entided td immediate liberation ; nor does it
mean that it is antecedently more likely than 'Bot that
he is innocent; or, that the majority of those brought to
trial are so. It evidently means ?nly that the "burden
of proof" lies with the accusers ;-that he is not to be
called on to prove his innocence, or to be dealt with as a
criminal till he has done so; but that they are to ~ring

their -charges against him, which if he can repel, he
stands acquitted. \

Thus again, there is a "presumption" in favour of
I the right of any individuals or bodies-eorpo~ to the
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property of which they m:e in actual .possessi9n: this
does not mean.. that they are ~r are ~ot likely to be the
rightful owners; but merely, that no man is to be dis
turbed in his possessions till some claim against him shall
be established. He is not to be called on to prove his
right; but the elainlant, to Qisprove it; on whom conse-
quently the " burden of proof ,,' lies. .

A moderate portion lof cominon sense will enable any
one to perceive, and to shew, on w:Qich si4e [mportance

, the Presump.tion lies, when once his attention, ~~~~i~~1

is called to this question · though for want of side lies the \• , . onus proban·

attention, it is often overlooked: and on the die

determination of, this question the' whole character of a
discussion will. often very ~uch depend. A body of I

troops may he perfectly adequate to the defence of a
fortress against any attack that l11ay he made on it ; which
yet, if, igBorant of the advantage they possess, :they sally
fo_ th into t~e open' field 'to encounter the enemy, may
suffer a repulse.- At any rate, even if strong enough to

act on the offensi~e, they ought still to ,keep poss~ssion

of their fortress. In lik~ Inanner, if you have the "Pre
surnp~ion" on your side, and can·but refute all the argu
ments brought against.' yOll, y.ou have, for the present ~t

least, gained a victory : but if you abandon this position,
by suffering this Presumption to be forgotten, which is in
fact leaving out one of, perhaps, your strongest argu
ments, YGU may appear to ·be making a feeble attack, in
Atead of a'triumphant defence. Such-an obvious case as
one ofthosejust stated, ,vill serve to illustrate this principle.
Let anyone imagine a perfectly unsupported 'accusation
of some offence to be brought against himself; and then
let him imagine himself, instead of replying (as of course

l
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he would do) by a simple denial, and a defiance of his
accuser to prove the charge, setting ~elf to establish
a negative, - taking on himself the burdm;a of proving
his own innocence, by collecting all the circumstances
indicative of it that he can musf;er : and the result would
be, in many cases, that this evidence would fall far short
of establishing a certainty, and might even have the effect
of raising a suspicion ag~t him ; he having in fac~ kept
out of sight the .important circmnstance, that these prob
abilities in ODe scale, though of no ~t weight perhaps
in themselves, are to be weighed against absolutely DOth-

, ing in the other scale.
The following are a few of the cases in which it is

important, though very easy, to point out where the
Presumption lies.

There is a Presumption in favour of every erilting
institution. Many of these (we will suppose the majori
ty) may be susceptible of alteration for the better; but
still the " Burden of proof" lies with him who proposes

, an alteration; simply, on the ground that since a change
is not a good in itself, he who demands a.change should
shew cause for it. No one ,is called on (though he may
find it advisable) to defend an existing institution, till
some argument is adduced against it: and that argument
~ught in fairness to prove, not merely an actual inconven
ience, -but the possibility of a change for the better.

Every book again, as well as person, ought to be pre
swned harmless (and consequently the copy-right pro
tected by our courts) till something' is proved ~t it.
It is a hardship to require a man to prove, either of his
book, or of his ,private life, that there is no ground for
any accusation ; or else to be d~ed the protection of his
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country. Th~ Burden of proof, in each case, lies fairly
on the accuser.

There is a "Presumption '; against any thiDg para-
Borical, i. e. contrary to the prevailing opin- /
• • Presumption
Ion : It may be true ; but the Burden of proof against a

Ii °th him h·· .. Paradox.es WI W 0 mamtams It; smce men are '
, ~ot to be expected to abandon the prevailing belief tln

some reason is shewn.
Hence it is probably that many are accustomed to api

, ply " Paradox " as if it were a term of reproach, and 
implied absurdity or falsity. But correct use is in favour
of the etymological sense. If a Paradox is unsupported,
it can claim no attention ; but if false, it should be cen
smed on that ground; not for being new: if tme, it is
the more important, for being a truth not generally admit
ted. " lnterdum Vulgus rectum videt; est ubi peccat."
Yet one often hears a charge of " paradox and nonsense"
brought forward, as if there were some close connexion

- between the two. And indeed, in one sense this is the
case ; for to those who are too dull, or too prejudiced to
admit any notion at variance with those they have been
used to entertain (naqaJo~aJ'), that may appear nonsense,
which to others is sound sense. Thus" Christ cruci
fied" was "to the Jews, a stumbling-block, (paradox,)
and to the Greeks, foolishness;" because the one" re-o
quired a· sign" of a different nature from any that appear
ed, and the others "sought after wisdom" in their
schools of philosophy. .

Accordingly there was a Presumption against the
GQspel in its first announcement. A Jewish peasant
claimed to be the promised Deliverer, in whom all the
nations of the Earth were to be blessed. The Burden

7·
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of proof lay with Him. No one could be fairly called
on to admit his pretensions till He shewed cause for
belie~ in Him. H He "had DOt done among them
the 'UJorka which DaDe other man did, they bad not had
sin." ~ .

Now, the case is reversed. Christianity ep,t8; and
those who deny the divine origin attributed to it, are
bound to shew some reasons for assigning to it a human
~: DOt indeed to prove that it did originate in this
or that Way, without supernatural aid; but to point out

some conceivable way in which it might have so arisen.
It- is indeed highly expedient to bring forward evideD

ces to establish the divine origin of Christianity: but it
ought to be more carefully kept in mind than is done by
IDQSt writers, that all this is an argument "ex abundan
ti," as the phrase is,- over mid above what can fairly
be called for, till some hypothesis shall be framed, to

account for the origin of Christianity by human means.
The Burden of proof now lies plainly on him who re
jects the Gospel: which, if· it were not established by
miracles, demands an explanation of the greater miracle,
its having been established, in defiance of all opposition,
by hwnan contrivance.

The Burden of proof, again, lay on the authors of
the Reformation: they were bound to shew cause for
evel}- change they advocated'; and they admitted the
~aim~ss of this requisition, and accepted the challenge.
But they were not bound to shew cause for retaining
what they left unaltered.. The Presumption was, in
those points, on their side; and they had only to reply
to objections. This important distinction is often lost
-sight of, by those who look at the "doctrines &c. of
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the Church of England as constituted at ~~- ,'.
lion, "in the mass, without distinguishing' ~ .... ..
from the unaltered parts. ,The framers of the · ~~ .
kept this in mind in their expression respecting infant:-- ---~..
baptism, that it "ought by all means to be retaimd."
They did not introduce the practice, but left it as they
foUnd it; considering the burden to lie on those who
denied its -existence in the prim~tive church,..to shew
when it did arise.

The case of Episcopacy is exactly parallel: but
_Hooker seems to have overlooked this advantage: he '
sets himself to yrooe the apostolic origin of the institu
tion, as if his task had been to introduce it. Whatever
force there may be in argmnents so adduced, it is plain
they must have far more force if the important Pre
sumption be kept in view; that the instituti~n had noto
riously existed many ageS, and that consequently, even
if there had been no direct evidence for its being coeval
with Christianity, it might fairly be at· least supposed
to be so, till s~me other period should be pointed out
at which it had been introduced as an innovation.

It is worth remarking,. that a Presumption may be I

rebutted by an opposite Presumption, so' as . .
\ Transfemng

to shift the Burden of proof to the other side. thfe BU~den
o proo•.

, E. g. Suppose you had advised the removal
of some exiBting restric~on: you mi~t be, in the firs~

instance, called on to take the Burden of proof, and
allege your reasons for the change, on the .ground that

. there is a Presumption against every Change. But
you might fairly reply, "true, but there is another Pre.
sumption which rebuts the former; every Restriction is
in itself an evil; and therefore there' is a Presumption
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in favour of its removal, unlesS" it can be shewn necessa
ry for prevention of jome greater evil: I am not bound

, to allege any BptcifiC inconvenience; if-the restrietiOB
is unnece88ary, that is reason enough for its abolition:
its defenders therefore are fairly called on to prove !ts
necessity. "

Thl'lS much may suffice to shew the importance of
taking this preliminary view ofthe state of each question
to be discussed.

. , § 3.

Matters of Opinion, (as they are balled; i. e. where

f
we are not said properly to know, but to

M.atters 0

OF~t .and of J.udge,) are established chiefly by Antecedent-
plDl0n. ,

probability; (Arguments of the first class,
yiz. from Cause to Effect,.) thoug~ the testimony (i. e.
authority) of :mse men is also admissible; past facts,
chIefly by Signs, of various kinds; (that term, it must
be remembered, including Testimony; ) and futme
~vents, by Antecedent-probabilities, and Exampies.
- Example, however, is not excluded from the 'proof
of -matters. of opinion; since a man's judgment in one
case may be aided or corrected by an appeal to his
judgment in another similar case. I t is in this way that

\ we .are directed, by the highest authority, to guide our

judgment in those questions in which we are most liable
to deceive ourselves ; viz. what, on each occasion, ought
to _be our conduct towards another; we ar,e ditected to
fr~e .. for ourselves a similar supposed case, by imagin
ing ourselves' to change places with our neighbor,_ and
then considering how, in that case, we should in fairness
expect to be treated.
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It happens more frequently, however, that, when in
the discussion of matters of opinion, an Example is in
troduced, it is designed, not for Argument, but, strictly
speakiog,'for IllUBtration ;-not to prOfJe the proposi
tionin question, but.to make it more clearly'understood;
e. g. the Proposition maintained by Cicero, (de Off.
book iii.) is what may, be accounted a matter of opwon ;

. viz. that "nothing is expedient ,which is dishonourable ; "
when then he a4duces the Example of the ExplanatorJ

supposed deSign of Tht::mistocles to bmn the Examples.

allied fleet, which he main~s, in contl'adiction to Aris
~des, would have been inexpedient, because unjust, it
is manifest, that we must understand the ins~ce br~ught \

· forward as no more than an IDustration of the general .
pr~iple 'he intends to establish; since it wo~d be a
plain begging of tbe question to argue from a particular
assertion, which could only be admitted by those \$0

,assented to the general principle.
It is important to distinguish between~ these two uses

of Example; that, on the one hand we lnay not be led
to mistake for an Argument such a one as the forego
ing; and that on the other hand, we may not too hasti
ly charge with sophistry him who adduces such a one
simply with a view to explanation.

It is also /of the gr~atest consequence to distinguish
between Examples (of the invented kind )
properly so called, i. e. which have the force ~~d~'i:~:
of Arguments, and Comparisons inu-oduced ~~tipgui8b-

for the omament of Style, in the fonn, either. I

of Simile, as it is called, or Metaphor. Not only is an
ingeniou~ Comparison often mistaken for a proof, though
it be such as, when tried by the rules ~d down here
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and in the treatise 00 LOGIC, affords DO proof at all; •
but also on the other hand, a real and valid argumeot
is not QDfrequently considered merely as an ornament
of Style, if it happen to be such as to produce that
effect; though there is evidently no reason why that
should not be 'fair Analogical Reasoning, in which the
new idea introduced by the Analogy chances to be a
sublime or a pleasing one. E. g. "The efficacy of
penitence, and piety, and prayer, in .rendering the Deity
propitiou~, is not irreconcileable with the immutability
of his nature, an<1 the steadiness of his purposes. It
is not in man's power to alter the course of the sun;
but it is often in his power to cause the sun to shine or
not to shine upon him ; if 'he withdraws from its beams,
or spreads a curtain before him, the sun no longer shines
,upon him ; if he quits the shade,\ or removes the curtain,
the . light is restored to him; and though no change is
in the mean time effected in the heavenly luminary, but
o.o1y in himself, the result is the same as if it were.
Nor is the immutability of God any reason why the re
turning sinner, who tears away the veil of PJ:ejudice or
of indifference, should not again be blessed with- the
sunshine of di~e favour." The image here introduced
is ornamen~, but the Argument is not the less perfect;
since the case ad'duced fairly establishes the general

.principle required, that "a change effected in one of
two objects having a certain relation to each oth~r, may

* The pleasure derived from taking in the aulhor's meaning, when
an' ingenious Comparison is employed, (referred by Aristotle to the
pleasure of the act of learning,) is so great, that the reader or hearer
is apt to mistake his apprehension of this for a perception of ajust
and convincing analogy. See part iii. ch. 2. § 3.
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have the~ same practical result as if it had taken place.
in the other."*

The mistake in question is still more likely to occur
when such an Argument is conveyed in. a single term em:
ployed metaphorically;' 'as is generally the case where
the .alIu~ion is common and obvious; e. g. "we do not
receive as ~e genuine doctrines of the primitive' Church
what have passed down the polluted stream of Romish
tradition." The Argument here is not the less' valid
for being conveyed in the form of a Metaphor.

The employment, in questions relating to the future,
both of the Argument from Example, and of that from
Cause to Effect., may be explained fronl what has been
already said concerning the connexion between them;
some Cause, whether known or not, being always sup-
POBefl, wbenever t an Example is adduced. \

- § 4.

When Arguments of each of the two formerly-men
ti{>ned classes are employed, those from Cause Afjrgumcenta

, rom aUN

to Effect (Antecedent-probability) have usu· ~~~~~~

· ally the precede~ce. precedeD~.

Men are apt to listen with prejudice to the Argu
ments add~ed to prove any thing ,which appears ab
Btractedly improbable \ i. e. according to what has been.
above laid down" unnatural, or (if stich an expression
might be allowed) unplausible; and this prejudice is to.

, ,
be removed by the Argument from Cause to Effect,

·For an instance of a highly beautiful, and at the same time ar
gumentative comparison, see Appendix, [C.} It appears to me that
tile pusage printed in Italics afFords a Teason tor thinking it probable
that the eauaea of the Apoat1e8' conduct are rightly aaigned.
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which thus prepares the way for the reception of _
other Argwnents; e. g. if a man who bore a good
character were accused of corruption, the strongest
evidence agaiDst him might avail little; b~ if he WeN

proved to be of a cove~ous disposition, this, though it
would not alone be allowed to substantiate the crime,
would hav~ great weight in ~ducing his judges to lend
an ear to the evidence. And thus,. ill 'what relates to

the future also, the a priori ArPnnent and Example;
support each other,wpen thus used in conjunction, and
in the order prescribed. A sufficient cause being es
tablished, leaves us still at liberty to suppose that there
may be circumstances which will prevent the. E1FeCt
from taking place; but Examples subjoined shew that
these circumstances do Dot, at least always, prevent
that effect; and on the other hand, Ex8mpJes jntroduced
at the first, may be su~pected of being exceptions to the
general ru!e, (unless they are very numerous,) instead
of being instances of it; which an adequate cause pre
viously assigned will she~ them to ·be. E. g. if any
one had argued, from the temptations and opportunitie!
occwing to a military commander, that Buonaparte was
likely to establish a despotism on the nUns of the French
Republic, this ...\rgument, by itself, would have left men
at liberty to suppose that such a result would be pre
vented by a jealous attachment to liberty in the. citi
zens, and· a fellow-feeling pf the soldiery with them;
'then, the Examples of Cresar, -and of Cromw~, would
have proved, that such preventives are not to be 1rusted.

Aristotle accordingly has remarked On the expediency
of not placing Examples in the foremost rank of Argu
ments; in which case, he says, a considerable Jl1)mber
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weuld be requisite; whereSs, in cORfirmi:ditm, even one
will have much weight. , This observation, however,
he omits to' extend, as he might have done, to Testi·
mony and every other kind of Sign, to wmch. it is DO

less'applicable.
Another reason for adhering to the order here pre

scribed is" that if the Afgument ftom Cause to EWect
were placed after the others, a doubt might OfleB exist,
whether we were engaged in prOt1ing the point in ques
tion, or (assuming it as already proved) in seeking only
to aceount for ,it; that Argument being, by the 'very
nature of it,. such as tDo~ld account for the truth con
tended for, supposing it were granted. Constant care,
therefore, ,is requisite to guard against any confusion or
indistinctness as to the object in each case proposed;
whether that be, when a proposition is admitted, to

assign a cause which does account for it, (which is one
of the' classes of Propositions 'formerly noticed,) or, .. ,

, when it is not admitted, to prOtJe it by an .Ilrgu~n' of
that kind which would account for it, if it were granted.

With a view to the Arrangement of Arguments, DO

rule is of more importance than the one DOW "UDder COD

sideration; and Arrangement is a more important point
than is generally supposed; indeed it is not perhaps

, ,of .less consequence in Rhetoric than in the Military
.~rt; in which it is well k09wn, that with an equality
of forces" in numbers, courage, and every other point,
the manner in which they are drawn up, so as either to
afford mutual support, or, on the other hand, even to ·
nnpede and annoy each other, may make the difference
o( victory or defeat. . .

8
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E. g. in the statement of th~ Evidences of our Re
~on, so as to ~ve them their just weight, much de
pends on the Order in which they are piaced. The
Antecedent probability that a Revelation should be
given to man, and that it should be established by mira
cles, all would allow to be, considered by itself, in the
absence of strong direot testintony, utterly' insufficient to
estahlish the Conclusion. On the other hand,' miracles,
considered abstractedly, as r~presented to have occurred
without any occasion or reason for them being 'aSsigned,
carry with them such a,strong intrjnsic improbability as
could not be wholly surmounted even by such eyidence
as would fully establish any other matters of fact. But
the evidences of the former class, however inefficient
alone towards the establishment.. of the Conclusion, have
very grea~ weight in preparing the mind for receiving
the other Arguments; which again, though they would
be listened to with prejudice if not so supported, will
then be all~wed their just weight. The writers in de
fence of Christianity have not always att~nded to this

, principle; and their opponents have often availed them
selves of the knowledge of it, by combating in detail,
Arguments, the combined force of which would have
been irresistible.* They argue respecting the credibil
ity of the Christian miracles, abstractedly, as if they were
insulated occurrences, without any known or conceivable
purpose; as e. g. " what testimony is sufficient to estab
lish the belief that a dead man was restored to life?"
and then they 'proceed to shew that the probabilio/ of
a Revel~tion, abstractedly considered, is not such at

See § 4. ch. 2.'
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least as to establi~h the fact that one has been given.
. Whereas, if it were first prQv~d (as may easily be done)
mer~ly that there is no such -abstract improbability of a
Revelation as to exclude the 'evidence in favour of it,
and that if one were given, .it might be expected to be
supported by nliraculous evidence, then, just enough

, reason. would be assigned Tor the OCClUTence of miracles,
not i~deed to establish thelD:, but to allow a fair hearing
for the Arguments by which they are proved. *

The importance attached to the Arrangement of Ar
guments by the two great' rival orators of Ath:..

• , . Importance
ens, may s~rve to Illustrate and enforce what of Arrange-

. . mentehas been said. .LEschines strongly urged the
judges (in the c~lebrated contest concerning the crown)
to confine his adversary to the same -order, in his reply
to the charges brQught, which h~ himself had observed.

-in bringing them forward. Demosthenes however was
f~ too skilful to be thus entrapped; and so,lnuch impor
tance .does he attach to this point, that' he opens his
speech, with a most' solemn appeal to the Judges for
an impartial hearing: which implies, he says, not only a
rejection of prejudice, but no less, also, a permission for
each speaker to adopt whatever J1rrangement'he should
think fit. And accordingly he proceeds to adopt one'
very different from that which his antagonist had laid
down; for he was no less sensible than his rival, ~at
the same Arrangement which is the most favourable to

one side, is likely to be the least favourable to the
other.

* See Paley's Evidences, Introd.
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It is to be remembered however, that the rules which
have been given respecting the Order in which di1ferent

kinds of Argument should be arranged, relate only to

the different kiqds of Argwnents adduced· in support of
each separate Proposition; since of course the refuta
tion of an opposed assertion, effected by means of Signs,
may be followed by an a priori Argument in favour
of our own Conclusion; and the like in many other
such cases.

§ 5.

A Proposition that is welllcnotlm (whether easy to be
Wbea the established or not) and which containS nothing
~r::~'.and particularly offensive, should in general be
~Oo-:a~ld~~e s~t~d at once, and the Proofs subjoined; but
fint. if it be not familiar to the hearers, and espe-

cially if it be likely to be unacceptable, it is usually bet-
I ter to state the .A.rguments first, or at least some of them,

and then introduce the Conclusion.
Tpere is no question relating to Arrangement, more

iIpportant than the present; and it is therefore the more
unfortunate that Cicero, who possessed so much practi
cal skill,' should have laid down no rule on this point,
( though it is one which evidently had engaged his at
tention,) but shoul,d content himself with .saying that
sometimes he adopted the one mode and sometimes the
other, • (:which doubtless he did Dot do at random, wjth
out distinguishing the cases in which each is to be pre
ferred, and laying down principles' to guide our decision.
Aristode also, when he lays down the two great heads

t

* De Orat.
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into which a spOOeh is divisible, the Proposition and the
Proof,*= is equally silent as to the order in which they
should be placed; though he leaves it to he understood,
from his manner of speaking., that the Conclusion (or
Question) is to be first stated, and then the Premises,
as in Mathematics. This indeed is the usual and natu
ral way of speaking or writing; viz. to begin by declar
ing your ·Opinien, and then to subjoim the Reasons fOf.

it. But there are many occasions on whic~ it will be
of the highest co~sequence to reverse this plan. I t will

I sometimes give an offensively dogmatical air to a Com
. position, to begin by advancing some D«(W and unex

pected assertion'; though sometimes again this may' be
advisable, when the\ Arguments are such as can be well
relied on, and the principal object is. to excite attention,
and awaken curiosity. \ And accordingly, with this view,
it is not unusual to present some doctrine, by no means
really .novei, in a new and paradoxic,al shape. But
when the Conclusion to 'be established is one likely to
burt the feelings' and offend the prejudices of the hearers,
it is essential to 'keep out of sight, as much as possible;
the point to which we are tending', till the principles
from which it is to be deduced shall have b~en clearly
established; because 'men listen with prejudice, if at all,
to Arguments that are avowedly leading to a Conclusion
which they are indisposed to admit; whereas if we thuS,
as it were, mask the battery, they will not be able to
shelter themselves from the discharge. The observance
accordingly, or neglect, of this rule,~ often ,make the
difference of success or failure. " '

* RMt. book iii.
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It may be obsenred, that if the Proposition to be
maintained be such as the hearers are likely to regard
as 4mignificant~ the quution should be at first stippress
ed; hut, if there be any thing offensifJt to their preju
dices, the question may be stated, but the decision of
it, for a time, kept back.

And it will often be advisable to advance very grad
sally to the full statement of the Proposition required,
and to prove it, if one may so speak, by instalments;
establishing separately, and in ord~r, each part of the
troth in question. It is thus that Aristotle establi~hes

many of his doctrines, and among others his definition of
Happ4tess, in the beginning of the Nicomachean, Ethus,
he first proves in· what it does not consiSt, and then
establishes, one by one, the several points which together
constitute his notion.

Thus again, Paley (in his Evidences) first proves that
the apostles, &c. suffered; next, that they encountered
their suffermgs knowingly; then,· that it was for t.heir

.testimony that they suffered; then, that the events they
testified were miraculous; Hlen, that those events were
the same as are recorded in our books; &c. &c.

It is often expedient, sometimes unavoidable, to wai"e
Waiv1Dg a for the present, some q~estion or portion of a.
question.

question, \vhile our attention is occupied with
another point. Now it cannot be too carefully kept in
mind; that it is a common mistake with inaccurate rea
soners (and amistake which is studiously,kept up by an
&J1ful sophist) to suppose that what is thus 1Da,t"td is
a1tog~ther given, up. "Such a one does not attempt
to prove this or that ; " "he does not deny so and so: u

'~he tacitly admits that such and such may be the

1 •

j
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case; "&c. are expressions which one may often hear
triumphantly employed, on no bette~ grounds. And
yet it is very common in ~athematics for a question to

, be waived in this manner. Euclid, e. g.. first asserts and
proves., that the exterior angle. of a triangle is greater
than either of the interior opposite angles; 'with<)ut being
able to determine at once, how much gr~ate~; - and
that any two angles of a triangle are less than two right
angles; waiving, for the present, the question, how mueh
less: he is enabled to prove, at a more advanced stage,.
that the exterior angle is equal to the two interior 0Ppo- ,
site angles together ; and duit all the three angles of a tri
angle are "equal to two right angles.

The only remedy is, to state distinctly and repeatedly
that you do not abandon as untenable such and such a
position, which yoP are not at present occupied in main
taining ;- that you are not to be understood as admitting
the truth of this or ... that, though you do not at present
undertake to disprove it.

§ 6.

If the .A.rgument (J priori has been introduced in the
proofof the main Proposition in question, there When need-

. will generally be no need of afterwards adduc- :~~~,:;

ing Causes to account for the truth establish- any f~t.

ed; (since that will have been already done in the
course of the argument;) on the other hand, it will
often be advisilble to do this, when Arguments of the
other cla~s have alone been employed. --

For it is in every case agreeable and satisfactory, and
may often be of great utility, to explain, where it can be
done, the Causes which produce an Effect that is itself
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already admitted to exist. But it must be remembered
that it is of great im}JOrtaDce tb make it clearly appear
tl'hich object is, in each case, proposed ; whether to es

tablish the fact, or to account for it; since otherwise we
may often be supposed to be' employing a f~eble .Argu
ment. For that which is a satisfactory explanation of
an admitted fact, will frequently be such as would be
very insufficient to prove it, supposing it were doubted:

,
§ 7.

Refutations of Objections shQuld generally be placed
in the midst of the other Arguments, but near-

.Refutation. •
er the begmning than the end.

If indeed very strong objection~ have obtained much
currency, or have been just stated by an opponent, so
.that what is asserted is likely to be regarded as paradox
ical, it may be advisable to begin with a Refutation;
but when this is not the case, the mention of Objections
in the opening will be likely to give a paradoxical air to

our as~ertioD, by implying a consciousness that much
may be said against it. If again all mention of Objec
tions be deferred till the last, the other Arguments Will
often be listened to with prejudice by those who may

. suppose us to be overlooking what may be urged on the
other side. \

f Sometimes indeed it will be di1Iic~t to give a sat
isfactory Ref\Jtation of the oppos~d Opinions' till we
have gone through the arguments in support of our own :
even in that case however it will be better to take some
brief notice of them early in the Composition, with a
promise of afterwards considering them more fully, and
refuting them., This is Aristotle's usual procedure.
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A sophistical use is often made of this last, rule, when
the Objections are such as cannot, really be satisfac
torily answered.. The skilful Sophist will often, by
the promise of a, triwnphant Refutation hereafter, gain
attention' to his own statemen'; which, if it be made
plausib~, will so draw off the hearer's' attention from
the Objections, that a 'very inadequate fulfihnent of
that promise will pass unnoticed, apd due weight will
not be allowed to the Objections. ·

It may be worth, remarking, ~t Refutation will often
occasion the introduction of fresh Prop~sitions; i. e.
we may h've to disprove Propositions, which though
incompatible With· the principal one to be maiptained,
will not be directly contradictory to it; e. g~ Burke,
in order to the establishment of his theory of beauty,
refutes the other I theories which have been advanced

.by those who place it in "fitness" for a certain end
in "proportion" -~ "perfect'ion," &c.; and Dr. A.

, Smith, in his Theory o-f Moral Sentiments, combats
the opinion of those who make "expedie;ncy the test
of virtue "-of the advocates of a "Moral sense," &c.
which. doctrines respectively are at variance with those
of these authors, and imply, though they (10 not express,
a contradiction of them.

Though I am at present treating principally of the
proper collocation of Refutation, some remarks on the
conduct of it will not Q.e unsuitable in this place. In'
the first place, it is to be observed' that there is (as
Aristode remarks, Rhet. ,book ii. apparently in opposi
tion to some former writers) no distinct class of refuta
tory Arguments; since' they become such merely by .
the circumstances under which they are employed.
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There are two ways in. which any Proposition may be
Two modo refuted;· first, by proving the contradictory
of refutinc. or' it; se~ondly, by overthrowing the· Argu-
ments by which it has been supported. The forme·
of these is less strictly and properly called Refutation,
being only accidentally such, since it might have beeD
employed equally well had the opposite Argument
never msted; and in fact it will often happen that a
Proposition maintained by one author may be in this
way refuted by another, who had never he~d of his Ar
guments. Thus Pericles is represented by Thucydides
as 'proving, in ; speech 'to the Athenians, the probabil
ity of their success against tim Peloponnes~ans, and thus,
virtually, refuting the speech of the Corinthian ambas
sador at Sparta, who had laboured to shew the proba
bility of their speedy downfal t. In fact, every one
who argues in favour of any Conclusion is virtually re

futing, in this way, the opposite ~onclusion.

But the character of Refutation more strictly beloDgs
to the other mode of proceeding, viz. in which a refer
ence is made, and an answer given, to some specific
.A.rguments in favour of the opposite Conclusion. This
Refutation may consist either in the denial of one of the
Premises, or an objection against the co~clusitJenes8 of
the reasoning. And here it is to be observed that the
objection is often supposed, from the mode in which it

* (.A.~'u(Jvllor"(JplJ~ and BJI(Jfa(J"~ of Aristotle, book H.

t The speeches indeed appear to be in great part the composition .
Qf the historian: but he professes to give the substance of what wu
either actually said, or '{.ikely to be said, on each occasion; and the
Arguments urged in the speeches now in question are' undoubtedly
.\lch as the respective speakers would be likely to employ.
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is 'expressed, to belong to this last class, when perhaps
it does not, but consists in the «ontradictlon rJf a Pr~-~

iss ; \for it is very common to say, "I admit your prin~

ciple, but deny that 'it leads to such a, consequence;"
".the assertion is true, but it has no force' as an Argu- .

'ment to prove that Conclusion;" this sounds like aD

objection to the Reasoning itself, but it will not unire
queI!tly be found to I amotmt only to a denial ?f the sup
pressed Premiss of an Enthymeme ; the assertion which
is admitted being only the expressed Premiss, whoSe
force as an Argument must of course ,depend on the
other' Premiss, which is understood.* Thus Warhurton
admits that in the Law of Moses th~ dQctrine of a
future state w~ not revealed; but contends that this, so ,
far from disproving, as the Deists pretend, his Divine
mission does, on the contrary, establish it. But the
objection is not to the Deist's .9.rgument properly so
called, but to the other Premiss, which they so, hastily
too~ for granted, and ~ich he disproves, viz. "that a
divinely-commi~sioned Lawgiver would have been sure
to rev'eal that doctrine." The objection is then only
properly said to lie against the Reasoning itself, when '
it is shewn tha~, granting all that· is ass~med on the
other side, whether expressed or understood, still the
Conclusion contended, for would not follow from .the
Premises ;' either on account of some ambiiuity in the
Middle Term, or some other fauli of that class. (See
LOGIC, ,chapter on Fallacies.) ...

* It has been remarked to me by an intelligent rrieI;ld, that in
common discourse the word "Principle" is usually employed to
designate the major premiss of aD Argument, and " Reuon," the
_nor.
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It may be proper in this place to remark, that " Intft
rect Reasoning" is sometimes confOtDlded

P~~:c?r~.. with" Refutation," or supposed to be peeD-
futaUon.

liarly .connected wi~ it; which is not. the
case; either Direct or Indirect ~asoning being em-

. ployed indifferently, for Refu~on, as ·well as -for arrr
other purpose. The application. of the term "elene
tic," (from tA.ArxslJ' to refute or disprove,) to Indireet
Arguments, has probably contributed to this confusion;
~hich, however, principally arises from the very circum
stance that occasion~d such a use of that term; viz.
that in the Indirect method the absurdity or falsity of I

Prop~sition ~opposed ,to our own) is proved; and hence
is suggested the idea of an adversary maintaining that
~oposition, and of the Refutation. of that adversary
~ing necessanly accomplished in this w-ay. But it
should be remembe~ed, that Euclid and other mathema
ticians, though they can have no opponent to refute,
often employ the Indirect Demonstration;, and that OD

the other hand, if the contradictory of an opponent's
Premiss can be satisfactorily proved in dIe. Direct
method, the Refutation is sufficient.' It is true; how
ever, that while, in Science, the Direct method is con
sidered preferable, in Controversy, the Indirect is often
adopted by choice, as it affords an opportunitr for hold~

ing up an opponent to scorn and ridicule, by deducing
some very absurd conclusion ,from the principles he
maintains, or according to the mode of arguing he em
ploys. Nor indeed can a fallacy be so clearly exposed
to the unlearned reader in any other way. For it is no
easy matter to eXlllain, to one ignorant of Logic, the
grounds on which you object to an inconclusive argo-
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_; tho. he will be able to perceive its eonea-pon
deuce with modler brought- forward to illustrate it, in

I , /

which aD -absurd conclusion may be introduced" as draWn
from true premises.

his'evident that either the Premiss of ~ opponent,
c. IDs Conclusion, may be dispro'Vsd, either -in Pronna too

the Du.ect, or in the Indirect method; i.. e. much.

either by proving the truth of the Contradictory, or by
shewiDg that an absurd conclusion may fairly be deduc
ed from 1be proposition in question: when ~s latter
mode ofref~ is. adopted with respect to the Prem
iss, the phrase by which this procedure is usually de- .
si~d, is, that the "Argument proves.... too much;"
i. e.- that it proves, besid:es the conclusion drawn, another,
which is manifestly inadmissible; e. g. the Argwnent by
which Dr. Campbell labours to prove that every correct
Syllogism must be nugatory, as _involving a "petitio
"nAtipii," proves, if admitted at all, more than he in..
tended; since it may easily be' shewn to be equally
applicable to all Reasoning whatever.
, It is worth remarking, that that which is in substance

an Indirect argument, may easily be altered in form so as
to be stated in the Direct mode. For, strictly spe~g,

that is Indirect reasoning in which we assume as true the
Proposition whose Contradictory it is our object to prove ;
aod deducing regularly fi.:om it an. absurd Conclusion)'

. infer thence that the Premiss in qu~~on is f~lse; the
,Iltemative proposed in all correct reasoning being either
to admit the Conclusion, or t~ deny one of the Premtses ;
but by adoptlng the Conn of a Destructive Conditional, ~

• See LOGIc.

9

" .
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the same argument as this, in substance, may be stated
directly. E. g. we may say, "let it be admitted, that
no testimony can satisfactorily establish such a fact as is
not agreeable to our experience; thence it will· follow
that the Eastern Prince judged wisely and rightly, in at

once rejecting, as a manifest falsehood, the account given
him of the phenomenon of ice; but he was evidently
mistaken in,so doing; therefore the Principle assumed is
unsound." Now the substance of this Argument remain-

. ing the same, the form of it may be so altered as to malie
the Argument Direct; viz. "if it be true, that no testi

-mony, &c. that Eastern Prince must have judged wisely,
&.c~ but he did not; ther.efore that Principle is not true."

Universally indeed a Conditional Proposition may be
regarded as an assertion of the validity of a·

Cb~teror • Ar th' d: d
coadi~onal certain gwnent ; e ..."1ntece ent correspOD -
propositions. • •

lng to the PreIDlses, and the Consequent to

the Conclusion ; and neither pC them being asserted as
true, only the dependence of the one on the other; the
alternative then is, to ~dmit the Consequent, (which forms
the Constructive Syllogism,) or to deny the Antecedent;
which forms the Destructive; and the fonner according
ly corresponds to Direct reasoning, the latter to Indirect;
being, as has been said, a mode of stating it .in the Di
reet form ; as is evident from the examples adduced.

The difference between these two modes of stating

lre.teal .f- such an Argument is considerable, when there
teet of indl- is a long chain of reasoning· for when we,..arp- ,
"'18. employ the Categorical form; and assume as
true the Premises we design to disprove, it is evi8ent we

I must be speaking ironically, and in the character, assum
ed for the moment2 of an adversary; when, on the coD-
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trary, we use the hypothetical form, there is no irony.
-:But1er~s .fJ.nalogy lis an instance of the latter procedure ;
be contends that\ if such and such objections are admis
sible against Religion, they must be applied ~qually to
die constitution and course of Nature. .Had he, on the
other hand, assumed, for the argwne~t's sake, that such
objections against Religion are valid, and h~d thence
proved the condition of the natural world to be totally
different from what we see it/to be, his arguments, which
'would have b~n the same in substaDce, would have
assumed an ironical fonn. This form has beeD adopted
by Burke in his celebrated Defence of Natural Society,
by a late noble Lord; * in which, assuming the person
of Bolingbroke, he proves, according to the principles of
that author; that the arguments he brought against eccle-'

siastical, would equally lie against civil, institutions.
It is in some ~~spects a rec;ommendation of this latte~

method, and in others an objection to it, that the sophis "
try of an adversary will often be exposed by it in a ludi
crous point of view ; and this, even where no such effect
is .designed; the very essence of jest being its mimic

• This is~ Argument from Analogy, as well as Bishop Butler's,
though not relating tQ the same- point; Btltler's being a defence oi
the Doctrines of Religion; Burke's of its Institutions and pcactical
effects. A defence of the Evidences of our religiop, (the third point

,~t which objections have been urged,) on a similar plan with .
, the work of Burke just me~tioned, and consequently, like that, in

an ironieal form,A attempted a few years &gO, in a pamphlet, (publish
ed anonymously merely for the preservation of its ironical character,)
whose object was to shew; that objections, (historic-doubts,) similar
to ~ose brought against the Scripture-history, and much more pIau-

I 8ible, might be urged &pinat all the received accountl of Napoleon
B~~. .
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."""'1/.. This wiD ofien giYe additional force to the
~t, by the vivid impressioa which ludicrous ....
ges produce ; t but again, it will not UDfrequently b8ve
this disadvatage, that weak men, perceiving the wit, aN

apt to CODclude that nothing bat wit is designed, and be
light perhape of a solid~ convincing Argument, wbieII
they regard as DO more than a ~ood joke. Having beea
warned that "ridicule is Dot the test of truth," and " that
wisdom IDd wit" ate not the same thing, they distiust
every thing that can possibly be regarded as witty; DOt

haviJig judgment to perceive the combination, when it
oecurs, of wit with sound Reasonin~. The ivy-wreath
eompletely conceals from their view the point of the
DaD... of Thyrsus. And moreover if such a mode of
Ir.oay. Argument be employed on serious subjec1B,
the "weak brethren" are sometimes scandalized by what
appears to them a profanation; not having discernment
to perceive when it is that the ridicule does, and when it'
does DOt, det the solemn subject itself. But for the
respect paid to Holy Writ, the taunt of Elijah against the
prophets of Baal would probably appear to such per8OIL'

irreverent. And the caution now implied will appear
the more 'important, when it is considered how large a
majority they are, who, in this poin~ come under the
description of "weak b~ethren." He that c~ laugh at
'what is ludicrous, and at the same time preserve a clear

• See LoGIC, Chapter OR FtI1ltIciu, at the oonclusion.

t Diecit enim citius, meminitque libentius illud
Quod qui. deridet, quam quod probat et veneratur.

Bor.. Ep. i. b. I.
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disc~ent of soUnd and unso~d Rea~ning, is no ordi-

Iwyman.- \
It may be dbserired generally, that too much stress is

of\en laid, especially by unpractised Reasoners, on Ref
utation; (in the strictest and narrowest sense, i. e. of
Objections to the Premises, or to the Reasoning,) they
are apt both to expect a Refutation where none can fairly
be expected, ,and to attribute to it, when satisfactorily
made out, more than it really accomplishes.

For first, not oilly specious, but real and solid Argo- ,
ments, such as it would be difficult or impossi- '
bl

' r. • P · Unaoswer-e to relute) may be urged agamst a ropoSl- able argu-
• menta may

bon which is nevertheless true, and may be e~di8tOD botb
81 el.

satisfactorily established by a preponderance of
probability. I t is in stri~tly scientific Reasoning alone
that all the Arguments which lead to a false Conclusion

must be fallacious: in what is called moral 'or probable
Reasoning, there may be sound Arguments and valid

* There seem to be some persons so con~tituted as to be incapable
of comprehending the plainest irony; though they have not in other
points any corresponding weakness of intellect. The humouroQ
satirical pamphlet (attributed to an eminent literary character) enti
tled "Advice to a Reviewer," I have known persons read without .
perceiving that it was ironical. And the lame, with the " Historie
Doubts" lately referred b>.

There is also this danger in the use of Irony;' that soDJ,etimes when
titles, in themselves f4vourabltt, are applied (or their application re
tained) to any s!t of men, in bitter scorn, they will then sometimes be
enabled to appropriate such titles in. a serious seDle; the irOnical .
force gradually evaporating. I mean, such titles as " Orthodox,"
cc Evangelical,"" "Saints," "Reformers," cc Liberals," cc Political
ECODOmiSts,'~ &c. The advantage thus liven may be illustrated .,
the Itoly of the cocoa-nuts in Sinbad the Sailor'. fifth voy....
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objectioaI 00 both sides.· E.'~. it JDay be ..
eIICh or tw~ contending parties bas some reIIOD to ...
for 1UCC6II; and this, by irrefragable AipueatI OIl both
.ides; leadiog to CooelUlioos which .-e DOt (stricd.F
tpeaking) cootradictory to e8Ch other; for tbouP om,
.. party C8D obtain the victory, it may be ,true ....

.m hu some reason to expect it. The real qoestioDill

..cb CISeI is, which event is the more probable j -011

wbieb side tbe- evidence preponderates. Now it or..
happens that the inexperienced Reasoner, thinkin8 it
aecessary that every objection should be Atisfaetorily
answered, will have his auentioD drawn, 01£ from the
II'gUDleDts of the opposite side, and will be occupied per
haps in making a weak defence, while victory WIS in his
hands.' The objection perhaps may be unaonrerable,

I aDd yet may safely be allowed, if it em be shewn that
more and weightier objections lie ~t every other
IUpposition. This is a most important caution for those
l!'bo are studying the Evidences of Religion. Let the
opposer of them be called OD, instead of confining him
telf to detached cavils, and saying, how do you answer
this? and how ,do you explain that? to frame some con
sistent hypothesis to account for the introduction of Chris
~ty by human means; and then to col18ider whether
there are more or fewer difficulties in his hypothesis than
in the other.

On the other hand, one may often meet with a sophis
tical refutation of objections,_ consisting in cOtDlter-objee
tions urged against something else which is taken for

• cc There are objections agt.inst a PlMu_, and objections aeaiDIt.
V..... ; hot one or them must be true." JOB••O••
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, ptted to f~, though it js not, the ,my alt~ia,.

E. g. ,objections against an unlimited Monarchy may be
met by a glowing description of the horrors of th3 mob-:
-government of the Athenian and Romlll Republics. If
an exclusive attention to matbemati~al pursuits be object
ed to, it may be answered by deprecating the exclusion
of such studies. It is thus that a m~ commonly replies
to the censure passed on any vice he is addicted to, b}'
representing some oth~ vice as worse ; e. g. if he is
blamed for b~ing a sot, he dilates on the greater enowU
ty of,being a thief; as if there were any need he should
be either. This fallacy may be stated logically, ~ a
Disj\Dlctive Hypothetical with the Major false.

Sec.ondly, the force of a Refutation is often over-rated :
an Argument which is satisfactorily answered Over.....

, ought merely to go for nothing: it is possible =::=:.. .
that the Conclusion drawn may nevertheless be tation. •

true : yet men are apt to take for granted that the Conclu
sion itself is disproved, when the Arguments brought for
ward to establishit have been satisfactorilyrefuted ; assum
ing, when perhaps there is no ground for the assumption,
that -these are all the Arguments that could be urged.·

*" AJa()ther form of igurtltio "-tAi, (irre1eftllt con~lu8iOD,)

which is rather the more eemoeable on the side of the respondent,
ii, to prove or disproye ...,1M'" or that which is requin.d~ 8.I1d dwell
on t1uJt, suppressing all the reet:

" Thus if a Uni-versity is charged with cultinting tmly the mere
elements of Mathematica, and in reply a list of the books It1Mtie4
there i. produced, should eyen (1,'" OM of those books be ta« elemaa-

-t4f'y, the charge is in fairneee refuted; but the Sophist ma.y then
amestly contend that .,., of those books tl/T~ elementary; aad ~1111

keep out ~ sight the real question, m. whether they are tJl1, 10.

". • the peat art of the ...,~ ora book : IUppoI8 the main po-
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~Tbis may be cODS\dered as the fallacy of denying the
/ Consequent of a Coniutional Proposition, from the Ante

cedent ilaving been denied: "if .such and such an Argu
ment be admitted, the Assertion in question is true; but
that Argument is inadmissible; 'herefore 'M Jl.,HrtiorI
u 'not true." Hence the injury done to any cause by a
weak advocate; the cause itself appearing to the vulgar
to be overthrown, when the Arguments brought forward
are answered.·

.itiona in any work to be irrefragable, it will be strange if some illu
tration of them, or some subordinate·part in short, will not admit ofa
plausible objectio~; the opponent then joins issue on one of the1¥' in
cidental questiou, and comes forward with" a Reply" to such aDd
luch a worke" Logic, pp. 178,179, § 18. Another expedient which
GfUVJertr8 sometimes resort to, and which is less likely to remain

.permanently undetected, is to garble a book; e.thibitiGg ltatementl
without their ~xplanationa,~ conclusioD8 without their proofs,
and passages brought together out of their original order j - 8O.as to
produce an appearance of falsehood, confusion, or inconclusivene-.
The last and boldest step is for the " answerer" to make some falae
statement or absurd remark, and then father it upon the author.
And even this artifice will sometimes succeed for a time, beAuIe
many persons do not suspect that anyone would venture upon iL
Again, it is no uncommon manc:euvre of a dexterous sophist, when
there is some argument, statement, scheme, &ic. which he cannot di
rectly defeat, to auent with seeming cordiality, but with some excep
tion, addition, or qualification, (M e. g. an additional clause in &Il

Act,) which, though seemingly unimpoqant, shall entirely nullify
all the rest. This has" been humourously compared to the trick
of the pilgrim in t,he well-known tale, who took the liberty to boil

, his pease.
* " Hence the danger of ever advanc4lg more than can be well

maintained; since the refutation of t1uJt will often quash the whole :
& guilty person may often esca}lE' by having too much laid to hia
charp j 80 he may alto by having too much evidence apiD8t him,
i. •. I,Ome that ia not in itlelt I&tiafactory: tha, a priloDer may
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On the same principle is founded a mos~ important

'\ maxim, that it is DOt only the fairest, but 'also the wiseIt
piau, to 8IIJte OlijutioAB ill their full force; at least,
.wherever there does exist a satisfactory answer to them ;
otherwise, those who hear them stated more strongly
than by the uncandid advocate who had undertaken to
repel them, will naturally enough conclude that they are
UDlDSwer!lble. I t is but amomentary and ineffective'
triumph that can be obtained by manreuvres like those of
Turnus's charioteer,.~bo finiously chased the feeble
straglers of the army, and evaded the main front of the
battle.

And when the objections urged are not only UDfPl

swerable, bu~ (what is- more) decisive, - when some·

aometimes obtain acquittal by shewing that one of the witne..
against him is an infamous informer and spy; though perhaps if that
part of the evidence had be"n omitted, the rest would have been 8uf:.
ficiel1t' for conviction. Logic, p. 178.

The~ here laid down,'however, applies only to those C&ues
in which, (waiving the consideration ofhone~ty,) first, it is wished to
produce not merely. temporary, but a lasting impression, and that,
Oil readel'l or hearers of lOme judgment; and secondly, where theN
nal1yare some tDtJiglty arguments to be urged. When no charge
e. g. can really be substantiated, and yet it is desired to produce some
present effect on the unthinking, there may be room for the application
otthe proverb," Slander stoutly, and 80mething will stick :" the vul- \
Pf.&re apt to conclude, that where a great deal iswd, 80'11&«Aing must
be true; and many are fond of that lazy contrivance for saying the
trouble of thinking,-" splitting the difference;" imagining that
they shew a laudable caution in believing only a part C?f what is said.
And thus a malignant Sophist may gain such a temporary advantage
by the multiplioity ofhis attacb, as the rabble ofcombatants delCribecl
by Bomer 80IIletimea did by their showers of javelins, which eDeam
1aued and weighed down the shield of one of his heroes, though they
ooa1cl not penetrate it.
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argument that bas been ~dCed,. or some portion or a,
system, &c. °is perceived to be really unsound, it is the
wisest way fairly and fully to confess this, and abandon
it altogether. There are many ~ho seem to make it a
point of honour never to yield a single point,- never to

retract: or, if compelled to do tllis, "to back out ' , (as
the phrase is) of an untenable position, so as to display
their reluctance to make any concessi~n; as if their credit

I was staked on preserving unbroken t~e talisman of pro
fessed infallibility. But there is little wisdom (the ques
tion of honesty is out of the province of this treatise) in
such a procedur&; which in fact is very liable to cast a
suspicion on _that which is really sound, when it appears
that the advocate is ashamed to abandon what is unsound.

-J And such an honest avowal as I have been recommend
ing, though it may raise at first a feeble and bri~f shout
of exultation, will soon be followed by a ge~eral and
mcreasing murmur of approbation. Uncandid as fthe
world often is, it seldop1 fails to applaud the magnanim
ity of confessing a defect or a nlistake, and to reward it
with an increase of confidence. Indeed this increased
confidence is often rashly bestowed, by a kind of over
generosity in the Public: which is apt too hastily to con-

I sider the confession of an error as a proof of universal
sincerity. Some of the most skilful sophists accordingly
avail themselves of this; and gain evidence for much
that is false, by acknowledging with an air of frankness
some one mistake; which, like a tub thrown to the
whale, they sacrifice for the sake of persuading us that
they have committed only one eIT?r. I fear it can hard-
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• Se&1iefence of Oxford, Second ReplyJ p. 96.
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oiten DeCeamy to caution the hearers agaiDR imaginiuJ
that a point is diffiev,U to establiah' because its ,aportmNe
leads us to dwell very much.on. it. Some e. g. are.apt
to suppose, from the copious and elaborate arguments
which IIlve beet:' ~ed in defence of the authenticity of
the ~CbristiaB Scriptures, 1hat these are books whole
authenticity is luwder ,. be e".ablilW than that of odIer
sopposed-aneient works ;.• whereas the fact is, in tile
very higbe$t degree, the Nterse. The it1l-portlJRCe, _
tile .1li..8ictilty, of pnwing any point, are yery apt to lie
eOnfounded together. We bar the doors carefully, 110I

JQerely wheR we expect a formidabk attack, but wIleD
we haYe WtilBv,re in the house. But when any principle
is to be established, which, though .in itseIC capable or
beag made evident to the humblest capacity,. yet has
been long and generally overlooked,_ aDd to which~.
lished prejudices are violently opposed, it will sometimes
happen that to set forth the absurdity of such prejudices
in the stronges.t point of View, (though in language per
reedy decent and temperate,) and to demonstrate the eon-

. elusion, over and over, so clearly and forcibly that it sW
seem the most palpable Colly or dishQllesty to deny itt
will, with some minds, have an opposite tendency to the
ODe desired. Spme perhaps, conscious of having been
the slaves or the. supporters of such prejudices as aN

thus held up to cODtempt, .(not indeed by disdainful Ian
~e, but simply by being placed in a very clear hght;)
- of having overlooked trt¢!s, which when thus clearly
esplaiDed an~ proved, appear per£eetly evident even to

• See Taylor'. History of the Tran~_ of Ancient Boob; •
very interesting and valuable work.
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~ a ehild, will co1\sequ~Dtly be 9tuRg by a feeling ~f sham~
. passing off into resentment, which stops their ears against

argument. They could have bome perhaps ~ change
their opjnio~; but not, so to change it as to tax their
former opinion with the greatest folly. They would be so
lOfTY to think they had been blinded to such an excess,
and are so angry with him who is endeavouring to per·
suade them to think so, that these feelings determine
tI1em Aol to think it. They try (and it is an attempt
which few persons ever make in v~n) to shut their eyes
agaiDst an humiliating conviction: and thus, the very
triumphant force of the reasoning adduced, serves. to
harden them against admitting the conclusion: much as
one may conceive Roman soldiers desperately holding .
out an ~tenable fortress to the last extremity, from ap-

_ prehens~on of being made to pass under the yoke by the
tietors, should they surrender. Others' again, perhaps

I

comparatively strangers to the question, and not preju-
diced, or not strongly prejudiced, against your conclusion,
but ready to admit it if supported by sufficif)Dt arguments,
will sometimes, if your arguments are very much, beyond
what is sufficient., have their suspicions roused by this
very circumstance.

" Can it be possible," they will say, "that a conclu·
&ion so very obvious as this is made to appear, should not
have been admitted long ago? Is it conceivable' that
luch and such eminent philosophers, diyines, statesmen,
t.c. should have been all their lives under delusions so
grfJSS ?)J Hence they are apt to infer, either that the
anthor has mistaken the opinions of those be imagines
oppoaed to him, or. else, that there is some subtle fallacy
in his arguments. The former of these suspicioDl is •

10 ' I

•
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matter of little or DO consequence, except as far as re
gards the author's credit for acuten~s. - As far as the
legitimate province of the orator is concerned, he may be
satisfied with establishing a just principle, and leaving
men to imagine if they will, that nobody had ever doybt
ed it. But the other suspicion may lead to very serious
evil; and it is not by I any means unlikely to occur.
Many a one will be convinced that there must be some

ftaw in a course of argwnent in which he is conscious,
and perhaps ready to confess, that he cannot point out

any, merely on the ground, that if there is none, but the
·whole is perfectly s'ound' and valid, he cannot conceive
that it should have been overlooked, (so obvious as it is
~de to appear,) for perhaps ages to~ther, by able men
who had devoted their thoughts to the subject. And
his total inability, as I have said, to point out any fallacy,
will by no means remove his conviction or suspicion that
there must be some, if the conclusion be one, which1 (or
the reason just mentioned, seems to him inconceivable.
There are many persons unable to find ~ut the flaw in

I the argwnent e. g. by which it is pretended to be dem
onstrated that Achilles could Dot overtake the To~ise:

• " The more simple, clear, and obvious any principle is rendered,
the more likely is its exposition to elicit those common remarks, Cof
coune ! of course! t , nq one could ever doubt that ;' c this is all very
tnte, but there is nothing r&etO brought to light; nothing that wu not
familiar to every one;' 'there needs no ghost to tell us that. t I
am convinced that a verbose, mystical, and partially obscure way or
writing, on such a subject, is the moet likely to catch the attention of
the multitude. The generality verify the observation or. Tacitu'l
c omne ignotum pro mirifico:' and when any thing i. made ,ery
plain to them, are apt to fancy that they knew it already." Prffll/'A
.tII .Elft1t1J&t8 01 Logie, p. xm. ," .i . ,
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bAtt ,ome ,Haw every one is sure there must be', from his
t4ll conviction that Achilles could overtake the Tortoise,_
. In this way it is very possible that our reasoning may
be "dark with excess of 'light. "

Of course it is not meant that a Refutation should ever
appear (when th8t can be avoid~d) insufficient ;-that
a .conclUSIon shoulij be' left doubtful which we are able
to estabhsh fully. But in combating. deep-rooted preju
dices, and maintaining unpopular and paradoxical truths,
~e point to be aimed at should be, to adduce what is
sufficient, and not much more than. is sufficient, to prove
your conclusion. If (in such a case) you can but satisfy
men that your opmion is decidedly more' probable' than
the opposite, you will have carried yuur point more effec
tuaIly, than if you go on, much beyond thi~, to demon
strate, by a, multitude of the most forcible arguments, the
extreme" absurdity of thinking differently, till you have
aftronted the self-esteem' of some, and awakened the dis·
trust of others. :I(:

§ 9.

The Arguments which should be placed first in order
are, creteris paribus, the most Obvious, and T
.. . be most ob-
such as naturally first occur. vious argo,:,

menta have
This is evidently the natural order; and, precedence...

the adherence to it gives an easy, natural air to the
Composition. It is seldom therefore worth while to de-

• A French writer, M. S.ay, relates a ~tory of some one who, for &

wager, stood a wllole day on one of the bridges in Paris, offering to
.n & \five-franc-piece for one franc, and (naturally) Dot ~ding a
p1UCbuer. ' ,
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part from it for the sake of~ with the most pow
~rful ~nts, (when they happen not to be also the
most obvious,) or OD the. other hand, for ~ sake of\
~erving these to the last, and beginning with the
weaker; or aga\n, of imitating, as some recommend,

.Nestor's plan of drawing up trOops, placing the best first
and last, and the weakest in the middle. .It will be ad
visable however (and by this rpeans you may secure, this
last advantage) when the strongest arguments naturally ,
occupy the foremost place, to recapitulaU in a ret1ene
order; which will destroy the appearance of anti-elimax,
]1everee 18- and is also in itself the most easy and natural
capitulation. mode of recapitulation. Let, e. g. the argu-
ments be A, B, C, D, E, &c. each less weighty than the
preceding; then in recapitulating· proceed from E to
D, C, B, concluding with A. ·

CHAP. IV.

Of Introduc';'om.

§ 1.

A Proeme, Exordium, or Introduction, is, as Aristotle
has justly remarked, not to be accounted one of the
essential parts of a Composition, since it is not in every
case., necessary. In most, however, except such as are
extremely short, it is found advisable to premise some
thing before, ~e enter on the mai~ argument, to avoid
an appearance of abruptness, and to facilitate, in so~e .
way or other, the object proposed. In larger works-this
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~es ~ appellation .of Preface or :A.d~-;.nt~ ~:
and not unfrequentIy two are employed, o~ ptd~ fle' ,
~e of Preface, and another, more closel"'~~ .~
with the·main work, under that of IntrodUCtiOn~~""~'.

The rules which have been laid down alrea" 'N ·
~pply equally to that preliminary course of argument 0 ,,~_.... '

which Introductions often consist.
The writers before Aristotle are censUred by 'him lor \.

inaccuracy, in placing wider· the head of. Introductions,
as properly belonging to them, many thmgs which are not
more appropriate in the beginning than elsewhere; as,
e. g. the contrivances for exciting the hear~rs' attentioo;
which, as he obserVes, is an improper arrangement; since,
though such an Introduction may sometimes be required,
it is, generally speaking, any where. else rather than ,in
the beginning, that the attention is likely to flag.

The rule laid down ~y Cicero, (De Orat~) not to
compose the Introduction first, but to consider Introduc

,first the main argument, and let that suggest ~:':~d

the Exordium, is just and valuable; for other- ftnt. ,

wise, as he observes, seldom any thing will sugges\ itself
but vague generalities; "commoo" topics, as he calls
them, i. e. what would equally well suit several di1Ferent
compositions; wher~as, tIle Introduction, which is com
posed last, will naturally spring out of the main subject,
and ippear appropriate to it.

§ 2. .
1st, One of the objects most frequendy proposed ill ~

an Introduction, is, to shew that the subject in IatnNluo-
· .. · tb. &lea .....question IS ,mportant, cunous, Or 0 erwue dYe.

10· .
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i~, and worthy of attention. This may be called
.. "Introduction inquisitive."·

idly, It will frequently happen also,~ the point to

Introduction be'proved or explained is one which may be
.~~~xical. very fully established, or on which there is
-little 01' DO doubt, that it may Deverthel~s be ""(1'"
and different from what might have been expected; in
which case it will often have a good effect in rousing the
attention, to set forth as strongly as possible this para
do:rictll character, and dwell on the seemingimprobabiJ.
ity of that I which must, after all, be admitted. This

· may pe called an " Introduction paradoxical." t
* See Tacitus in the opening of his " History; " and the beginning

of Paley's " Natural Theology."
t "If you should see a flock of pigeOIll in a field of com c a&d it 

(instead ofeach picking where and what it liked, taking jusi U much
as it wanted, and no more) you shoulq see ninety-nine of them gather
ing all they got into a heap; reserving nothing for tbeQlSelves, but the
chaff and the refuse; keeping this heap for one, and that· the weakest,
perhap8 worst, of the Bock; litting round, and looking on all the
winter, whilst this one was devouring, throwing about, and wasting
it; and if a pigeon, more hardy or hungry than the rest, touched a
grain of the hoard, all1Jle others instantly flying upon it, and tearing
it 10 pieces; ifyou should tee too, yon would see nothing more than
what i. every day practised and established among men. A.moDr
men, you see the ninety and nine toiling and scraping together a heap
or superfluities for one, (and this one tooJ oftentimes the feeblest and
worst of the 'whole set, a child, a woman, a madman, or a fool ;) get
ting nothing for themselves all the wlUle, bat a liftIe of the cou8eIt
of,the provision, which their own industry produces; looking quietly
on, while they see the fruits 'of all their labour spent or spoiled; and
if one of the number take or touch'a particle of the hoard, the others
;'inb.... Ilia..ad hangiag him m die .ft.
"~~~~ mat ~ lOme v~ry ~portut ,e4vantaaes· W.\~ b

&II tiJUtitUtion~whioh, i:n the view of it above ~ven, i8 80 paradoxical
and urtnatur8.l.' .' ~ . ' . " \'; ,\' I '" , : •

"The ;rincipal of these adv~tages are th~ toUbWing: " &c.
Paley's Moral P1&i1MopAv, book iii. .-rt i. c. 1 aDd 2.
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3dly, What may J:le called an "Introduction Cforrec
tive," IS also in' frequent use; viz. to shew Introduction

that the subject has been neglected, muunder-: corrective.

stood, or misrepresented by others. This. will, in many" '
cases,. re~ov~ a most fonnidable obstacle in the hearer's
mind, the anticipation of triteness, if the subject, be, or
may be 'supposed to be, a hacknied one: and it may
also serve to remove or lo~sen such prejudices as might
b8,adverse to the favourable 'reception Qf our Arguments.

4thly, IJ will often happen also, that there' may ~
need to explain some peculiarity in the mode IntroductioD

of reasoning to ~e. adopt~d.; to guard against prepar.tory.

some possible m.ista:ke as to the object proposed; or to
apologise for some' deficie'Acy: this may be called the
c, Introduction preparatory."

5tbly, and Jastly, in many cases there' will be oeca
S~OD for what may be called a (, Narrative In- IntroductioD

troduction," to put the re1lder or, hearer in narrative. .

possession of the outline of some transaction, or the de
scription of some state of things, to ~hich ,references and
allusions are to be made in the course of the Composi
tion. Thus, in Preaching, !t is generally found ·advisa
ble to detail, or at least briefly to -sum up, a portion of
Scripture-history, or a parable, when either. of these is
made the subject of a Sennon.

Two or more of the Introductions th8t have been men
tioned are often combined; especially in the Preface to
a work of any length.

And very often the Introduction will contain appeals
to various passions and feelings in the hearers; especially
a feeling of approbation towards the speaker, or of preju
dice against an opponent who has preceded him; bQt
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this is, as Anstode has remarked, by DO means confined
to Introductions."

• It hu not been thought neceua.ry to treat of Concluaion, Perora
tion, or Epilogue, u a distinct head: the general roles, that a'Con
clusion 8howd be neither 8udden and abrupt, (10 as to induce the
hearer to ." "I did not "know he was going to z.. off,") nor,
again, 80 long as to excite the hearer', impatience after he baa beea
led to eXPect an end, being 80 obvious u hareDy to need being men
tioned. The matter of which the concluding part of a Composition
consists, will, of course, vary according to the subject and the occa
lion: but that which is molt approp~,and coneequently most fie
quent, (in CompoeitioDB or any couiderable length~) it a RecapituJa.
pon, either of a part or the whole of the arguments that .have bten
118ed; respecting which a remark bu been made at the end of chap.
iii. § 9.

Any thing relative to the :FeeliDp and the Will, that may be
e8pecially appropriate to the CoBolUlion, will be mentioned in iii
proper place.
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PART II

OF PERSUASION.

CHAP. I.

Introductory.

§ 1.

P.RSUASION, properly so called; i. e. tbe art of influ

encing the Will, is the next point to be consid-' AnaJYIIs Df

ered. And Rhetoric is often regarded (as was Pemu8llon.

formerly remarked) in a more limited sense, as conver
sant 'ab<;mt this head alone. But even, according to that
view, the rules above laid down will be found not the less
relevant; since the Conviction of the understanaing (of
which I have hitherto ibeen treating) is an essential pan
of PerstJllSion; and will generally need to be effected by
the Arguments of the Writer or Speaker. For in order
that the 'Will may b.e influenced, two things are requisite; .
viz. 1. that the proposed Object should appear desira·
hIe; and 2. that the .Means suggested should be proved
to be conduci'\Te to the attainmeht of that object; and
this last, evidently must depend on a process of Reason
ing. In order, e. g. to induce the Greeks to unite their
eiForts against the Persian invader, it was necessary both
to prove that cooperation could alone render ,their resis·
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tanee e1Fectual, and also to awaken such feelings of pa-
t trio~, and abhorrence of a foreign yoke, as might

proJ.Dpt them to make these combined efforts. For it is
evident, that however ardent their love of h1>ertf, they
would make no exertions if they apprehended no danger j

or if they thought themselves able, separately, to defend
themselves, they would be backward to join th~ confed
eracy; and on the other hand, diat if they were willing
to submit to the Persian yoke, or valued their indepen
dence less than their present ease, the fullest conviction
that the Means recommended would secure their inde-
pendence, would have had 'no practical effect. .

Persuasion, therefore, depends on, first, Jlrgumtm, (to
prove the expediency of the Means proposed,)

SUor&aUon. dl ha· all E. and secon y, w t IS usually c ed ~1WrIlJ,.

tioA, i. e. the excitement of men to adopt those Means,
by representing the End as sufficiently desirable. I It wiD
happen indeed, not lunfrequently, that the ODe or the oth
er of these objects will have been already, either whoDy
.or in part, accomplished; so that the other shall be the
only one that it is requisite to insist on ; viz., sometimes the
hearers will be sufficiently intent on the pursuit of the
End, and will be in doubt only as- to the Means of atuUn.
ing it; and sometimes~ -again, they will have DO doubt
on that pomt, but will be indifferent, or not sufficiently
ardent, with respect to the proposed End, and will need
to be stimulated by Exhortations. Not sufficiendy
ardent, I have said, because it will not so often happen
that the object in question will be one to which they are
totally indifferent,- as that they ·will, practically at least,
not reckon it, or not feel it, to be worth the requisite
pains. No one is absolutely indifferent about the attain-
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men~ of a·happy immortality; and yet a great part of
. ~ Preacher's business consists in Exhortation, i.. e. '

endeavouring -to induce men to use those exertions
which they themselves know to be necessary for the
attainment of it. .

Aristotle, and many other writers, h~ve spoken of
appeals to· the Passions as an unfair mode o{ influencing
the hearers; in answer to which .Dr. Campbell has
remarked, that there ~an be ~o ~e;suasion without an
address to the Passions : * and it is evident, from what

• " To say, that it is possible to persuade without speaking to the
passions is but at best a kind of specious nonse~~. The coolest ~

reasoner always in persuading, addresseth himself to the passions
some way or other. This he cannot avoid doing, if he speak to the
purpose. ITo make me believe, it is enough to shew me that things
are so; to J;IlI.ke me act, it is necessary to shew that' the action will
answer sOme End. That can never be an End to me which gratifies
no passion or affection in my nature. You assure me,' It 'is for my
honour.'· Now you solicit my pride, without which I had never
been able to understand the word. You say, 'It is for my interest. _
Now you bespeak my seltlove. 'It is for the public good.' Now
you rouse my patriotism.. ' It will relieve the mia,erable.' Now you
touch my pity. So far ~erefore is it from being an unfair method
of persuasion to move the passions, that there is no persuasion with
out moving. them.

"B8t i~ so much depend on passion, where i~ the scope for arp
ment? Defor; I answer this question, let it be observed, that, in
order to persuade, there' are two things. which must be carefully
.tadied by the orator. The first is, to excite some desire or passion
in the hearers; the second is, to satfsfy their judgment that there
is a connexion between the action to which he' would pel'lU&Cl8
them, and the gratification of the desire or passion which he excites.

. This is the analysis of persuasion. The ronner is etIected by com
~Unicating lively and glowing ideas or the object; the latter, unl-. .
80 evident of itself as to supersede the neeellity, by prelenting the I

- beat and most forcible argumentl which the nature of the 8ubject
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has been just said; that' he is right, if under the term
Passion is included every active principle of our nature.
This how~ver is a greater latitude of meaning than
belongs even to the .Greek word Haft", though the sigoi-
fication of that is wider than, according to ordinary use,
that of our tenD ." Passions." But Aristode by no
lnftuenee or means overlooked the necessity with a view
the WUl. p. 1 ed f nn:..fI'to ersuaslOn, proper y so term. ,0 c~

,~to action some motive~ may influence the Will ; it
is' plain that whenever he speaks with reprobation of ..

_-appeal to the Passions, his meaning is, the excitement
of lOch feelings as ought not to influet.ce the decision
of the question in hand. A desire to do justice, may
be called, in Dr. Campbell's ,wide acceptation of the
term, a Passion: this is what ought to in1Iuence a
Judge; and no one would ever censure a Pleader for
striving to excite and heighten this desire; but if the
decision be influenced ·byan appeal to Anger, Pity, &c.
the feelings thus excited being such as ought not to

have operated, the Judge must be allowed to have been
unduly biassed; and that this is Aristotle's meaning is
evident from his characterising the introduction of such
tQpics, as I~Q; TOV nqarpoTo" "foreign to the matter in
hand. " And it is evident that as the motives which
ought to operate will be different in different cases, the
same may be objectionable and not fairly admissible, m
one case, which in another would be perfecdy allow-

adaitl. In the one lies the pathetic, in the other the argumentatiw.
T.heIe inOOl'porated together constitute that vehemence or COIdea·

I ~ to which the peatest uploita of Eloqoenc8 ought doubtIMI to
be ucribed."- Campbell'. PAiloMJply oj RMtorle, book i. c... m.
~4.
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--.bIe.· An inst&nee' occurs .. in Thucydides, m which·
this is very judiciously and neatly pointed out·:· in die "
debate respecting the ·Mityleneans, who' had been sub
dued after .R revolt, Cleon is introduced contending for
the just.ice of inflicting 00: them' capital punishment ; to
which Di9dotus is made to reply, that the A~enians

are-not sitting in judgment on the offenders, but in d'elib
~ as to .their oWn interest;' and ought the~efore
to cOI1Sider, not the right they may have to put the
revolterS to death, .but tllEl,expediency or inexpe~ienCy

of such a procedure.
In. judicial cases, on· the contra,y, any appeal'to the

personal interests of the Judge, or even to public exp&
diency, would be irrelevant. In framing laws indeed,
and ,(which comes to the same thing) giving those de
cisions which are to operate as PrecedentS, the public
good is the

l
object to be 'pursued'; but· ~ the mere'

administering of the established laws, it is inadmissible.
, There are many feelings, again, which it is evident
sh~d' in no case be allowed to operate ; as Improper

Envy, thirst for Revenge, &c: &c. the exci!e- motiVes.,

ment of which by the o~ator is to be reprobated as an
~fair artifice ; but it,is not the less necessary to be ·well I

a~quainted with their nature, in order to allay thenl when
previously ex!sting in the hearers, or to counteract the
efforts of an adversary in producing or dir~cting them.
It is evident indeed, that all the" weaknesses, as 'Yell as
the powers, of -the human- mind, and all the arts by
which the Sophist takes advantage of th~se weaknesses,
IDt18t be familiarly known by a perfect Orator; wh.o,

*See the Tre_tise on FALJ,ACIES, sec~ ~4.

11
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u.,oogIt he may be gf such • character • to disdain em
p~ying such arts, must not want the ability to do so, or
he would DOt be prepared to counteract them. An
acquaintance .with -the nature of poisons is necessary to

. I

him who would admiDis_ antidotes.

§\i.
There is I conceive no point in I which the i~ of

Prejudice ex- dishonest· artifice i~ so intimately' associated
=~I& with that of Rhetoric, as the address to the
elPeeliDp. Feelings or Active Principles of our nature.

This is usually stigmatized as "an appeal to the Passions
I instead of the Reason; " as if Reason alone could ever

influence the Will, and operate as' a motive; which it
no more can, than the eyes, which shew a"man his road,
can enable him to move from place to place; or than
a ship 'provided with a compass, can sail without a wind.
It may be said indeed, with truth, that an orator does
often influence the Will by improper appeals to the
Passions; but it is no less true that he often ~poses

on the Understanding of his hearers by sophistical .Ilrp
ments: yet this does not authorize us to reprobate the
employmen~ of Argument. But it seems to be' common
ly taken for granted, that whenever the feelings are
excited they are of course Of1tr-txcited. Now so far is
this from the fact; - so far is it from being true, that
men are universally, or even generally, in danger of
being lI)isled in conduct by an ezctS, of feeling, that the
reverse is at least as often the case. The more gene
rous feelings, such as Compassion,' Gratitude, Devotion,
nay, even rational and rigMly-directed Self-Love,
Hope, and Fear, are oftener defective than excessive:
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·1iM that, even m' the estimation Qf the parties them
~Iv~, if they are well-principled, judicious, reflectiVe,
and candid men. Do the feelings of such' a man, when
contemplatihg, for instance, the doctrines and the prolJl
ises of the Christian Religion, usually come up to the I

standard which he, himself thinks reasonable? And
nOt oniy in the case of Religion, but in niany others
also, a man will often wonder at, and be rather ashamed
of, the coldness md languor of bis. own feelings, com
pared with what the occasion calls for: and even makes
efforts to, rQuse in himself such emotions as he is con
scious his reason would approve. '

In making such I an effort, a curious and important
f8ct is fureed on the' attention of every one .The send.

who reflects on the 'operations of· his own :~n:D~;

mind; viz. that the Feelings, .Propensities, ~::t:~r:;

and Sentiments of' our nature, are not, like the Will.

tD:! Intellectual ·Faculties, under the direct control of
Volition. The distinction is much the salue as be
tween the voluntary and, the involuntary actions of dif
ferent parts of the body. One inay, by a deliberate act
of the Will, set himself to calculate,- to reason,- to
reoaD historical facts, &0. just as he does, to move ~y
of his limbs: on the other ~d, a Voliti~n, to hope er
rear, to love or hate, to feel devotion or pity, and the
like, is as ineffectual· as to will that the pulsations of the
heart, or the secretions of ,the liver, should be altered.
Some indeed are I believe (s,trange as it ~ould seem)
not aware of .the total inefficacy of their own efforts of
v.oli1ion 'in such eases: that is, they mistake for a feel
Vag of gratitude, compassion, &c. their toaviction that
dMt;cue is 'one which calli for gratitude or compassion.
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I A very moderate degree of attention however to what
is passing in the mind will enable anyone to perceive
the difference. ,

How is this difficulty to be surmounted? Good sense
suggests, tin each case, an analogous remedy. It is in-yam
to form a Will to quicken the circulation ; but we may,
·by a voluntary act, swallow a medicine which will have
that effect: and so also, though we cannot, by a direct
effort of volition, ~x~ite or allay any Sentiment or Emo
tion, we may, by a voluntary act, fill the Understanding
with ~uch thoughts as shall operate ,on the Feelings.
Thus, by attentively' studying ~d meditating on the
history of some extraordinary Personage,- by content
plating and dwelling on his actions and sufferings,-his
virtues and his wisdom,- and by calling on the I~
nation to present a vivid picturt3 of all that is related
and referred to,-in this manner, weqtay at length
succeed in kihdling such feelings, suppose, of rever-

. enee, admiration, gratitude, love, hope, emulation, &c.
.as we were already prepared to ackn~wledge are suit
able to the case. So again, if a man of sense wishes to
'allay in himself any emotion, that of resentment for in
stance, though 'it is not under the direct control ofthe Will,
~e deliberately sets' himself to rtflect o~ the softening
circumstances; such as the provocations the other par-,
ty may suppose himself to have received'; perhaps, his
ignorance, or weakness, or 4isordered state of he~th:-

-he endeavours to imagine him~lf in the place of the
offending party ';- and above all, if he is a Christian, he
meditates on the parable of the debtor who, 8fter hav
log been himself I forgiven, ~laimed payrDent with rigid
severity from· his feDow-serva.nt; and on other similar
lessons of Scripture.
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Now in any such'process as this, (which is e~a~tly an- ,
alogcius to that of taJPng a medicine th4t is to A man or '
operate OJ} the involuntary bodily organs,) a ::irb=

,process to which a man of well regulated ~d on him8e~

·continually finds,occasion to resort, he is precisely acting
~e port of a skilful oratpr to himself; and that too, in
!~~9~ ~(-_t1lel very point to which 'the most invidious ,v

...~~e~ ~e 1J~~~ gi"!e~, "th~,._~PEe~. ~_o ~~ fe~l,i!!gs~~_
. Such being then the state of the case, how, it may be

said"can it be accounted for, ~at the idea o( unfair_ artijice ~.

s~C?u1d be ~o, c~mmonly associated not only with Rheta-
,ric.jn g~':l.e_~~ but-- most especially with that p~ticular

part . of it now under cOI!Sid'eration? though no other
artifice js necessarily employed by the orator than a man
of sense m~es use of towards .himself. ~ \
~any different circwns~ces combine to produce this

• effect. In the first place, the intellectual powers being,
as has been said, under the immediate control of the will" .
which the Feelings, Sentiments, &c. are not, an address
to the Understariding is ~onsequent1y, from the nature of \

'the case, direct; ,to, the Fee1ings~ indirect. \ T~e con~
c~io_1:l you < wish to draw, you rna! stat~ plainly2 as

. ~u~h; QIld _avow yo~ intention Qf producing reasons,
whi~h shall eff~ct aconviction of that conclusion: you
~ar even entreat the hearers' steady attention to the I

~ipt to be p~oved, and to the process of~ment by
whi~~tU i!J to be e~blisbed. But this, for the reasons
above mentioned, is widely -different from' the process
by which we'Operate. on the Feelings: no passion, senti
_ or emotioa; is>exeited by' thinDrag abOut it, 8ftd
attending to it, but by thinking aboUt, and attending to,
such objects as are calculated to awaken it. Hence
:- --, .. ... -11·
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it is, that the more Q.b~que and indirect process which
takes p~ce when we are address~ ourselves- 'to- -this
pan of the human. mind, is apt to suggest the idea 01.
trick and artifice; although it is, as I have said, only
such as a wise man practises tow~ds himself.

In the next place, though men are often deluded by
s9phistical arguments addressed ,to the U~derstanding,

they do not, in this case, so readily.detect the deceit that 
has, been 'practised on them, as they d:o in the case of
their being IJlisled by th~ excitement of Passions. A few
days; _or even hours, will often allow them to cool, suffi
ciently, to view in veri different co~ours, some question
on which they have perhaps decided in a moment. of
excitement ; whereas any sophistical 'retJ8()fting by which
they had been misled, they are perhaps as unable to de
tect as· ever. The state of'the Feelings; in short, raries
from day to day; the Under~tanding remains nearly the
same: and hence the idea of deceit is more particularly
associated with that lQnd of deceit which .js the less
pe,rmaIlent in its effects, and the sooner detected.

To these considerations it may ~e added, that men
have in general more confidence in the soundness of their

. Understanding, than in their self-command and d~e rego
lation.9f Fe~1irlgs: they are, more unwilling, consequent
ly, to 'believe that an ~rator has misled, or can mislead
\them, by sophistical arguments, that is, by taking adv~

tage of their intellectual'weakness, than by operating on
their Fe~lings ; and hence, the delusions which an artful
orator produces, are often attributed in a greater degree
than is'really the case; to the in1Iuence he has exerted
on the Passions. . .
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But if .evely tlDng were to 'be 'regarded wi~ aversion
or with suspict<?11 that is capable of being employed dis-
'honestly, or for a bad purpose, the use of language might
be ,~ondemned altogether. It does indeed often hap

pen" that men's. feelings are extravagandy The feelings

excited opysome inadequate occasion: this only :~:~t:~ ~l

, prov~ hQw importan~ it. is that either they) or' ~b:~=.~
,- the person who undertakes to advise them, point. -. ·

should Wl~rst8nd how to hring down these feelings to

the proper pitch. And· it happens full as often (whi~~

i~ what most per~oDs ~e apt to overlopk) that their feel·
iugs. ,fall far short of what, even in their own judgment,'
the occasion woUld call for: and in this c~e an excite
ment of such feelings, though not effected directly by a

process or'reasdning, is very far from being 'any thing
opposed to reason, or tending to misl~~d the judgment.
Stimulants are no~ to be condemned as necessarily bring- .
jng the body into an unnatural state, because they raise
the circulation:, in a fever this would be hurtful; but
there ~y be a torpid, lethargic disease, in which an
excitement of the circulation is precisely what is wanted
to blfug it into a he~thy conditio..n.

§.s. ,
The active principles .of oUr nature may be classed in

various ways; the arrangement adopted by Mr.
, Division of

Dugald Stewart * is, perhaps,· the most correct ~tive prin- \
. ,. , clple.

and convenient : the heads he enumerates are
'Jlppetites, {which have their origin in the body,) De

. rires, an~ 'Affections; these last being such as imply
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some kind of disposition relative to another PertQft; to

which must be added, 8elj-lotJe, or the desire of Happi
Dess as such; and the MOfYIl-jGCtlUy, called by some'
writers Conscience, by others the Moral sense, and by
Dr. A. Smith, the sense of Propriety.

Under the head of Affections may be included the
sentiments of Esteem, Regard, Admiration, &c. which
it is so important that ~~ audience should fee~ towards
.the Speaker. Aristotl~ has conside~~d this as a distmet
head ; separating the consideration of the speaker's Char
acter ("Hfto, lOV 111°"°,") from that of the disposition of
the hearers ;' under which, however, it might, according to·

his own views, have been included; it being plain from
his manner ofl treating o~ the Speaker's Character, that
he means, not his real character, (according to the fan
ciful ~otion of Quinctilian,) but the impression produced

. on the minds of the hearers, br the speaker, respecting
Character to himself. He remarks; justly, that the Char
be establish- acter to be established is that of: first Gooded by the , ' .

. speaker. :frinciple, secondly, Good S~se, and ~irdIy,

Good-will and friendly disposition" tomtrds the audience
addressed ;* and that' if ~e Orator can ,completely suc·.
ceed in this, he will persuade more powerfully than by~
strongest Arguments. He might have added, (as indeed
he does slightly hint at the cQDclusion lof his Treatise,)

. ,that, where there is. an opponent, a like :result is produc
ed by exciting the contrary feelings respecting him;
viz. holding him up to cQutempt, or reptesenting him
as an object of reprobation or suspicion. -

" To treat fully of all the diEerent emotions and springs
of action which an Orator may at any time find it neces-

• 'AqBril, ~'laJ~, "'010, book ii. c. J.
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sary to call into play, or to contend against, would be to

enter on an ahnost boundless field ofMetaphysical inqui
ry, which does Dot properly· fall within the_, limits of the
~bjeet now before us : and on the other hand, a brief
defiiUtion of each 'passion, &c. and a few genefaI remarks
'on it, could hardly fail to, be trite and uninteresting~ A
few Imscellaneous Rules therefo~e may suffice, relative
to the conduct, generally, of those parts of any Compo
'sition which are designed to influence the ~ill.

CHAP~' II.

Of the conduct of any address to the feelings generally

§ 1.

The~ first and most important point to be observed in
every address to any Passion, ~entiment, Feel-
· &. ( h b aIr' d bin d) th Men impa-JDg, C. IS, as as een ea y te, at tie~t of die- .:;
· h'" old b· d d h d lain tatlon In re-It S 0 not e mtro nce as suc ,an p - speet oftbeit

• •• feelings_
ly avowed; otherwIse the effect WIll be, m.
great measure, if not enprely, lost. . This circumstance
forms a remarlqible distinction between the head" noW' I

-under c~~siderati~n~ -~-that of Arpen~tion. When

engaged in reasoning, properly so called, our purpose
not' only need not be· concealed, but may, (as I have

said,) without preju~ce to the effect, 1?! c!!sftnctly declu;
ed: on the other I hand, even when the feelings we wi~
io excite ~e such as ought to operate, so that th~re is no
reason to b~ ashamed of t1le endeavours thus to influence '.
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the hearer, still, our purpose and drift should be, if not

_~u~ely concealed, J'et not openly declared, and made
prominent. Whether tI;1e motives which the orator is
endeavouring to call into action be sUltabl~ 9r~ unsuitable
to the occasion,- such as it is right, or wrong, for the
bearer to act upon, the same rule will hold good. In

, the latter case it is plain, that the speaker who is seeking
, . to bias unfairly the minds of the audience will be the

more likely to succeed by going'to work clandestinely,
in order that pis hearers may not be on their guard, and
prepare and fortify their minds against the impression, he

I wishes to produce. In the other case,- where the mo
tives dwelt on ,are such aCJ. ought to be present, ~
strongly to operate, men are not likely to be pleased ·with
tile idea that they need to have .. these motive~ urged
upon them, and thl\t they are not already ~ciently

under the influence of such sentiments 'as the occasion
calls for. A man. may indeed be convinctd that he is in
such- a predicament j and may ultimately feel obliged to

the Orator for exciting o~ strer;-gthening such sentiments ;
. but while he confesses this,_ he cannot but feel a degree

of mortification in making the confession, and a kind of
, jealousy of the apparent assumption or superiority, ·in a

speaker, who seems to say, "now I will 'exhort you to
feel as, you ought on this occasion;" "I. will endeavour
to inspire you With such noble, and generous, and amia·
ble sentiments 4IQS you ought to entertain : ", which is, in
deet, ,the tone of him who avows the purpose of Exhor
tation. The mind is sure to revolt from the humiliation
of being thus moulded and fashioned, in respect to its
feelings, at tJte pleasure of another ; and is apt, perversee
ly, to ~esist the influence of such a discipline.

.1
I
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Wh~eas, there is DO· such implied superiority in
a~()\Ving' the intention of convincing the understanding.
Men kndW, and (what is more to the' purp~se) te~l, that
Ae who presents to' their minds il new and cogent train"
of~~~t, doe, DQ\ neeess~y possess or assume any
ofensiv~ superiority; but may, by merely having devot
ed a particular attention to the point in question, suc
ceed in· setting before, them Arguments and Explanations
which I bav~ not occurred to thems~lves.· .And even if '
the AIIU~ents adduced, and the 'Conclusions drawn,
should ~ ()pposite to those with which they had former- .
Iy been sa~fied, $till~ the.-e is nothing in this so humijiat
ing, 'as in that which seems to amount to the imputa-

. \ tiop of a mol1l1 defect '

. It is true that Sermons not unftequendy prove populGr,
which- consist avowedly and almost exclusively Caution

of Exhortation, strictly so called, - in which :~;:d ex·

the design of influencing the sentiments and bortatiOD.

feeling is not only apparent, but prominent throughout:
but it is to be 'feared, that those who are the most pleas
ed with such discourses, are more apt to apply these
Exhortations to their neighbours· than to themselves;
and that each bestows his commendation rather from
the consideration that ~uch admonitions are much needed,
and must be generally useful, than from finding them'

.. thus useful lo himself. I • • ~

When indeed the speaker has made some progress ,in <" 1/

exciting the feelin~ required, and has in great measure
gained possession of his audience, a direct and dis~ct

-Exhortation to adopt the conduct recommended will
often prove very effectual; but never can it be needful
or advisable to ·tell them (as some do) that you are
goirag to ezhorl tPem. -
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~ It Will, indeed, sometimes happ~n that the excitement
of a certain feeling will depend, in some measure, on a

. process of Reasoning; e. g. it may be requisite to prove,
where there is a doubt on the subject, that the person
ree&mmended to the Pity, Gratitude, &te. of the hearers,

",is really an object deserving of these sentiments: but
even then, it will almost always be the case, that the'
chief point to be accomplished shall be to raise those
feelings to the requisite height, after the understanding is I

convinced that the occasion calls for them. And this is
_ to be effected, not by Argmnen~, properly so called, but

by presenting the circumstances in such a point of view,
and so fixing and detaining the attention upon them, that

. 'corresPonding sentiments and emotions shall gradually,
'and as it were spontaneo~sly arise.*

• Sermons would plobably have more effect, ~ instead of being, as
they frequently are, directly hortatory, they were more in a~
form ;~ ocCupied chiefly in explaining some transaction related, OP

\ doctrine laid down, in scriPture. The generality of hearers are too

much familiarized to direct exhortation to feel it adeqoately : if tlley .
are led to the same point obliquely, as it were, and induced to dwell
with interest for a ,considerable time on some poi~t, closely, though
incidentally, connected with the most awful and important truths, a
very slight appUcation to themselves might make a greater impres
sion" than the most v('hement aPPeal in the outset: often indeed they
would themselves make this application unconsciously; and if on
any this procedure made no impression, it o~ hardly be expeoted that
any thing else would. To use a ho~ely illustration, a moderate charge
of powder will have more effect in splitting a rock, if we begin by
deep boring, and introducing the charge into the very heart of it tIaaD
ten times the quantity exploded on the surface. '
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Hence ar.ises another Rule,* closely oonnected with
the Joreg()ing, ~gb it also so far relates- to Advanbl

style that it might with ·suffiCient propriety d~:r.o:'
]lave peen .placed under that head; viz. that
ill .order effectually to excite feelings of any kind, it is
!lecessary to employ some copiou$ne~ of;detail, and to

dwell somewhat' at large on th~ several circUmstances 'of I

the case in hand; in which respect there is a wide 'dis
t4lctien between strict Argumentation, with a view to

the Conviction of the understanding alone, and the
attempt to influence, the ~, by the excitement of any
emotion.. With respect to Argument itself indeed, dif
ferent occasions will .call for different degrees of Copi
ousness, Repetition, and Expansion;-:. the chain of
Reasoning ep1ployed, may, in' Itself, c'onsist of more or
fewer links;- ~bstruse and complex Arguments must
be unfolded 3t greater length than such as are more sim
ple ;- and the more' uncultivated the audience, the
more full' must be' the explanation and illustration, mid
the more frequent the repetition, of the .Arguments pre
sented to them; but still the same gene*i1 principle
prevails in all 'theSe cases; yiz. to aiin merel~ at letting

I

\

• " NOD enim, sicut argumentum, simul atque positum est, arripitur,
alterumque et tertium poscitur; i~ misericordiam aut invidiam aut
iracundiam, simuI atque intulerls; possis commovere: argumentum
enbn ratio ipsa confirittat, que, simul atque emissa est,. adherescit j

mud autem genus orationis non eognitionem judicis, sed magis 18
torbationem requ~t,lquam eoneequi, nisi mult! et variA. et copioeA.
oratio~e, et simili contentione actionis, nemo potest. Quare qui aut
hreviter aut aummisse dicunt, docere judicem possunt, eommovere.
DOll~t; in quo aunt oomia." Cic. de Orat. lib. fi. c. 53.

12

.. I
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the Arguments be fully understood a1&d admitted; this
will indeed occupy a shorter or longer space, accord
ing to the nature of die cas~ and the character of the

I hearers; but all Expansion and Repetition beyond what
is necessary tQ accomplish conViction, is in every instance
tedious and disgusting. On the contrary, in a descrip
tion of any thing that is ,likely to act on the feelings, this "
effect will by \10 means be produced as soon as the un
derstanding- is suffici~ntly iDformed; detail an,d expan
sion are here. not· only admissible, but absolutely neces
sary, in order that the mind may have leisure and oppor
tunity to form vivid and distinct ideas. For as 'Quine
tilian well observes, he wM tells, us that a city was

,sacked, although that one word implies all that occurred,
will produce little, if any, imp!ession on the feelings,·
in c9mparison of one who sets befo~e US- a lively descrip
~on of the various lamentable circumstances ; to tell the
tDhole, he adds, ~ by no means the same as to tell every
thing·t \ .

* Dr. Campbell has tr~ated very ably of some circumstances which
tend to heig~ten any impression. The reader is referred to the Ap-
pendix for some extracts. See Appendix~ [D.] ,

t Accordingly it may be observed, that though evety one under
ltands what is metDt by "a wound," there are some who c~ot

hear a minute description of one, without fainting.
The death of Patroclus is minutely related by Homet: for the inter

est of the reader; though to Achilles, whose feelings would be su1li
.ently excited by the bare fact, it is teAl in two words: xBiTa. IIa
Tqoxlo~.

There is an instance related in a. number of the Adventurer,ofa
Whole a.udience being moved to tears by a minute detail of the circ~
.u.nces connected with the .death of a youthful pair at the battle or
Fon~noy; though they had previously listened without emotion to a,
''''~ 8tatement of the dreadful carnage in that engagement.
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\~It. is not however with a view to the Feelings only
1Itat some.copiousness"of detail will occasionally be n~ed
'(01,: it\will ~ten happen that the Judgment Cl\DIlot be
eorrectly formed, without dwelling on circumstances.

It has seldom if' ever been noticed, /how' important /
atll:0ng ~e intellectual qualifications for the ImarinstioD I I

d f hi · · ·d I .. fa .needed instu y ° story, IS a VIVI maglnatlon: a C- the study of

, uIty which 'consequently a skilful' narrator, must i History.

himself posses~, and to which,'he must be able to furnish.
excitement in others. Some may perhaps be startled at
this remark, who have ,been ac~ustomed to consider Im
agination as having no other office than to feign and
falsify. Every faculty is liable to abuse and -misdir~c

tion; and Imagination among the rest: Qut i~ is a mis
take to suppose that it necassdrily tends to pervert the
truth of History, and to mislead the Judgment. On the
contrary, 0ll! view of anX transaction" especially one t

tlut is remote in time or place, will necessarily be imper
fect, generally incorrect, unless it embrace ~omething

more than the bare outline of the ,occurrences; ---.;. unless
we. have before the mind a lively idea of the scenes in
which the events took place, the habits of thought and of

. feeImg of the actors, and all the circumstances· co~ected
with the transaction; - unless ia short we can in a con-
siderable d~gree tranSport ourselves out of our own age,
and country, and persons, and imagine" ourselves the
agents or spe~tators. It is from a consideration of all .
these circum~tances that ~we are enabled to form a right
judgment as to the facts which History rec~rds, and to

derive instruction from it.«= What we imagine, may

• See Appendix, {E.]
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indeed be :merely ifMgifUJry; i. e. unreal; but it may be -
. wba& actually does or did exist. To,., that ImagiDa
til>n, jf not regulated by souod judgment and sidlicieat
knowledge, ~y chance to convey to us false impressions
of past events, is only to say that man' is fallible. But
such false impressions are eV,en mve" 'the more likely
to take possession of those I whose Imagination is feeble
o~ uncul~vated. 'rOOy are apt to imagi,ne the things,
personS, times, countrie~, &c. which they read of, as

. much less different from what they see ~ound them,
than i§ really the case.

,.-~':

§ 3.

It is' not, however, always advisable to enter' into a
Indireet de- direct detail of circumstances, which would
scription. often have the effect of wearying the hearer
beforehand, 'with the expectation of a long description of
something in which he probably does, Dot as yet feel
much int~rest; and would also be likely to prepare him
too much, and forewarn him, as it were, of the object
proposed, - the design laid against his feelings.' I t will

, often, therefore, have a better effect to describe oblique
ly, (if I may so speak,) by introducing circumstances
connected with the main object or eve~t, and 'affected by

"it, but not absolutely forming a part of it. And circum-'
stances of this kind may not unfrequently be selected,
so as to produc~ a more striki~g impression of any thing .
that is In itself great and remarkable, than could be pro-
duced .by a minute and direct description; because iJ:l
this way the general and collective result of a whole,
and the effects produced by it on other objects, may be

, vividly impresse~ on the hearer's mind; the cifcU:JD"
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stantial detail of collateral matters not \drawing off'the
,mind from the contemplation of the principal matter as
one and complete. ,Thus, .the' woman's application to

. the King' of Samaria, to compel her neighbour to fulfil
I the agreeinent of sharing with her the infant's fl~h, gives .. \

a more frightful impl'eSsion of the horrors of the famine
than any more direct description could have done ; since
It I presents to us.the picture of that hardening of the
heart to every kind of hOlTor, and that destmction of the'
ordinary state of human' sentiment, which is the result
of long-continued and extr~me misery. I Nor could any
detail of the particular vexations suffered by the exiled
Jews for their disobedience', convey so lively an idea of
them as that description of their result contained in the .
denunciation of Moses ; " In the evening thou shalt say,
Would God' it we.re morning! and iIi the morning thou
shalt say, Would God:it were evening!"

In the I poem of Rokeby, a atriking exemplifica~on oc
curs of what has been said: Bertram, ~n describing the
prowess he had displayed as a Bucc811eer, does not par- \
ticularize any of his exploits, but alludes to the terrible'
impression t:hey had left :

Panama's maids shall long look pale,
When Risingham inspires the We ;
Chili'. dark matrons long shall ttl""

~frO'llJO,rdcAiltl w:ith Bertram's Dame. I

The first of Dramatists, who 'might have been perhaps
the first of Orators, has offered some excellent \exemp~ .
fications of this rule ; especially in the speech of AntoDJ'
over Cesar's body.

Ii·
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Climax.

§'4. '
Comparison is one ~werful meaDI of -exciting or

'Comparllo~. heightening any emotion; viz. by presenting
... a parallel betweeD the cue in hand -end some

other that is calculated to call forth sue&emotions ; taking ~

~e, of course, to represent the preSent case as stronger
dian the one it is compared with, and such as bught to
.teet us more powerfully.,

When several successive steps o( this kind are em
ployed to raise the feelings gradually tQ the

I highest pitch, (which is~ principal' employ.
ment of what, Rhetoricians call the Climax,)· a far strong
er effect is produced than by the mere presentation of
the most striking object at once. It is observed by all
travellers who have visited the Alps, or other stupen
dous mo~tains, that they form a'very 'inadequate notion
of the vastness of the greater ·ones, tiD they ascend some

, of the less elevated, (whieh yet are huge mountains,.)
and tb~nee view the others still towering above them.
4~d the mind, no less than 'the eye, cannot so well. tak~
in and do justice to any vast object at a 'single glaDce,
as by several successive,approaches and repeated com
parisons.. Thijs in. the well-known Climax of Cicero in
the Oration against Verre8, shocked as the Romans were 
likely to be at the bare mention of the crucifixion of one
of tbeir ~Il8, the successive steps by which he brings
them,to the eootemplatioa of such an event, were c....

~. * An analo~~usArrangement of Argumt:nb, in order,to set forth the
full foree of the one we mean to dwell upon, woUld also receive the .
same appellatiGn; and ,in fact is very often combined and blended
with that which is here spoken of.
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Iat8d to WOfk up their f~elings to a much higher pitch:
"It is an ou~e to bind a Roman" citizen; to sco~e

biJn is an atrocious crime ; to put him to death is almost
perricide ; but to crucify him~what shall I call it ?"

It is observ~d,' accordingly, by Aristotle, in speaking
~ .ranegyric, that the penon whom we would hold up
to admiration, should always be compared, and advan
tageously cQf.llpared', if possible, with those that' ere
~eady illustrip~, but if not, at least with some persoll
whom he eltce!t;: to "cel, ~ing 'in itself, he says, a
goond" of a6~ratiOQ... The same rule will apply, as has
beQn said, to ~.Qth~l feelinge as well as to Admiration:
Angel, or Pity, fDl instance, are more effectually excited
if we produce cases su~h as would call forth those pas- ,
sions, and which,_ though ~imiIar to those before us, are ,
not so strong; and so with respect to the rest..

When it is said, however, tJult the object which we. ,

compare with another', introduced for the purp9se, should
be one which ought to excite -the feeling in question in
a higher degree th~ that other, it is not meant that
this must actually be, already, the impression' of 'the
hearers: the reverse will more commonly be the case ;
that the instances adduced will be such as a.cMJ,ally affect
their feelings ~ore strongly thalJ. tbBt to which we are
endeavouring to ~ them, till the flame... spreads, as it
were, from t}1e .o~ to lila other. This will especially
hold good in every case where St,lf is concerned; e. g.

. men fed naturally more .indignant at a slight affront offered
JiO themselvES,. or tbos~ closely connected with theD}.,
dlao. at ~e mQSt grievous wrong. done tp a stranger; if
thetetQre you would excite their utmost indignation in
such a case, it must be ~y C'OIftparlng it with a parallel
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case that concerns themselves; i. e. by leading them to

consideu how they ~~d feel ·were such and such an
injury done to themselves. And, on the other hand,
if you would lead them to a just sense of their own faults,
it must be by leading them to contemplate like faults in
others; of which the celebrated parab~e of Nathan,

. addressed to David, affords an admirable instance. .
It often answers very well to introduce in this manner

an instance not only avowedly fictitioUl, but even mani
festly >impo8rible, provided it be but coftcMfJabl£. A case
may thus be exhibited more striking and apposite than
apy real or possible one that could be found. I have
inserted in the Appendix some examples of this kind.·

§ 5.
Another Rule, (which alJo is connected in some de-

. gree with Style,) relates to the tone of feeling
bagpratmg. ".
aDd extenua- to be mamfested·by 'the writer or speaker him
ting methods.

self, in order to excite the most effectually the
desired emotions in the minds of the hearers. And this
is to be accomplished by t:w0 opposite methods : the one,
which is the more obvious, i_~ to ~z~e88 openlI~~f~~

· in question; the other,"t~ seem labouring to.supp~ it:
in the former method, the most forcible' remarks ar~

introduced,- the most direct as- wen as impassioned
kin~ of description is empIQyed,- and something of ex
aggeration introduced, in order to cm:ry the hearers as
far as possible in the same direction in which the Orator
seems to be himself hmried,' and to infect them 'to' a cer
tain degree with the emotions and sentiments wlOOh he

• See Appendix, [1'.]
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thus manifests: the other method, which is often no less \
,successful, is to abstain from all remarks, or from all such
• ~e up to the expression of fe~g which the ocea
s}on se~ms to author~to use a gentler mope. of ex
pression than the case might fair~y warrant,~ to deliver
." an unvarnished tale)'" leavjng the h~ers to make
their own c~ments,-and to appear to stifle and studi
ously to keep within bounds ~ch emotions as may
seem na\UfaJ.. This produces a kind of reac~on in the
hearers' minds; and being struck with.the inadequ~cy

of the expressions, and the labored calmness of the
speaker's manner of stating things; compared with what
he· may naturally be\ disposed to feel, they will Oft~D

ru~h into the opposite extreme, and becoIJ1~ the more
strongly atfected by· that which is set before them in so
simple and modest a form. .And though this method is
in re81ity more artificial than the '()~er,. the artifice is the
more likely (perhaps for that very reason) to escape
detection ; men being less on their guard against a speak
er who does °not seem so' ~u~h labouring to wor~ up
their feelings, .as to repress or moderate his own; pro
vided that this calmness and coolness of manner be not
carried to such an extreme as to bear the appearance of
affectation; which caution is also to be 'attended to in
the other mode 0f procedW'e no less; an excessive hy
perbolical exaggeration being likely to defeat its own
object. Aristotle mebtions, (Rhet. boo~ ix.) though
very briefly, these two modes of rousing the feelings, the
latter under the name of Eironeia, which in his time WI\&.

commonly employed to signify, not according to the
modem use of "Irony," saying" the I contrary to what '
is meant,". but" w~at later writers usually express by
Litotes,. i. e. "s~~ ~e~! _~an ~s me~t_."
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The two methods may often be both used on the S8qle

occasion, beginning with the calIri, and proceeding to the
impassioned, afterwards, when the feelings of the hearers
are already wrought up to a certain pitch: 8TBJf 'X!l ~6'1

~oo,' &~qoaTa" "at nol1]t1'[l ~v,f}ovu,ll.u{X". • Universally indeed
it is a fault carefully to be avoide~, to express feelings
more vehemently than that the audience can go along,
with the speaker; who would; in that case,- as Cicero
observes, seem like one raving among the s~e, or intox
icated in the midst of the ,Sober. t And acCordingly,

* Aristotle, Rket. book iii. ch. 7.
t In no point Perhaps more than in that now under consideratio~

is the importance of a judieieus arrange'llU'Jlltto be perceived. The
Datura! and suitable order of the parts of a discourse (natural it may
be called, because corresponding with that in which the ideas suggest
them~lves to the mind) is, that their statements and arguments
should first be clearly and calmly laid' down and develoPed~which
are the gro~d and justification of such sentiments and emotions 88

the case .calls for; and- that then the impassioned appeal (supposing
the circumstances such as admit of or demand this) should be made,
to hea.rers well prepared by their previous deliberate conviction, for
resigning themselves to suc~ feelings as fairly~ out of that con
viction. The former of these two.parts may be compared to the back
9f a sabre; the latter to its edge. The former. should be _firm and
weighty; the latter keen. The writer who is deficient in strength of
Argument, seems to want weight and stoutness ofme~; his strokes
make but a SUPerficial impression, or the weapon is shivered to nag
~nts in his hand. He again whose Logie is convincing, but whose
deficiency is in the keenness of his appl,ation to the heart and to
the will of the hearer, seems to be wielding a blunt though ponderous
weapon; we wonder to find that slich weighty blows have not -cut
deePer. And he who reverses the natural order,-who '6tgins with
a vehement address to the feelinge, and afterwards proceeds to the
argumentll which alone justify such feelings, reminds us of one wield
ing an excellent sword, but striking with the 1Jo,ck of it: if he did bat
turn it round, ita blow. would take e1lect.
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except where from extraneous causes the audience are
already in an excited state, we must carry-them forward
gradually, and allow time for the fire to kindle. The
blast which ~ould heighten a· strong flame, would,. if
applied .too soon, extinguish the first faint spark. The
speech of Antony over C,resar's corpse, which has been
already mentioned, affords an admirable example of that .
combination of the two methods which has just been
spoken of. . I

Generally, however, it will be found that' the same
Orators do not ex~el equally in both modes of exciting

-the feelings; and it should be recommended to each to
employ principally that in which he succeeds best; since
~ither, if judiciously managed, Will generally prove effec
tual for its object. The well-known tale of Inkle and
Yarico, which is an instahce of the extenuating method,
(as it may be called,) 'could not, perhaps, have been ren
dered more affecting, if equally so, by the most impas
sion~d veheme~ce and 'rhetorical heightening.

§ 6.

When the occasion or object in question is not such as
calls for, or as 1s likely to excite in those par- Dive",foD of ~
· ul d h th · · a feeling.t1~ ar rea ers OP ,earers, e emotIons requIr-

ed, it is a comm~n Rhetorical artifice to turn their a~n
tion to some object which will call for~ these· feelings; ,
and )'Then they are teo much excited to be capable of
judging calmly, it will not be difficult to toin their pas
sions, once roused, in the 4irection required, and to make
them view the case before them in a .very different light.
When the metal is heated, it may easily be Illoulded into
the desired form. Thus vehement indignation against
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some crime, ~ay be directed against a person who bM
not been proved gailty of it; and vague declamatiODl
against corruption, oppression, &0. or againSt tIle mis
chiefs of anarchy; with high-~own pauegyrics on liberty, .
rights of man, &0. or on social order, justice, the consti
tution, law, religion, &c. will gradually lead the hearers to

take for granted, without proof, 'that the. measure propos
ed wil:l l~ to these evils or these advantages; and it
will in consequence become the object of groundless
abhorrence. or admirati~. For the very utterance of
such words as have a multitude of what may b~ called
mm,"",ing ideas associated with them, will operate like
a charm on the minds, especially of the ignorant and
unthinking, and raise such a tumult of feeling, as will
effectually blind -their judgment; so that a string of vague
abuse or panegyric; will ~ften have the. effect of a train
of sound Argtlment. This artifice falls under the head
of "Irrelevant Conclusion," or ignoratio elenchi, men
tioned in the Treatise on Fallacies.
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Of the JatJouraIJle or' unfa'V0tl:rab,le digporitioA of tAa
?'earers t01J)ar~8 the Speaker or his opponent.

, § I.

In r~sjng a favourable impression of the speak~r, or aD

unfavourable one of ~s' opponent, a peculiar
will f . b . -all · IbdUeet ...tact 0 course necessary ;' espect y m commeada...

" · da If. d· will tiOil.the lormer, smce trect se -cornmen anon
usually be disgusting, to a greater degree, even than a
direct personal attack on another; though, if the ·Orator
is pleading his own cause, or one 4t which he is person
ally concerned, (as was tbe case in the speech of De
mosthenes concerning the Crown,) a. greater all~wance
will be made for him on this point; especially if he be
a verY eminent person, and one who may safely appeal
to' public actions performed by him. Thus. Pericles is
represented by Thucydides as claiming direcdy, when
speak;ing in his own vindication, exactly the qualitj~s
(good Sense, good Principle, and Good-\vill) whicp Aris
totle lays down as constituting the character which .we
must seek to appear in. But then it is to be observed, .
that the historian represents 1llm as accustomed to address
the people with more authority than others for the most
part ventured to assulne. It is by the expression of wise, \
amiable, 'and generous Sentiments, that Aristotle recom
mends the speaker to manifest hi.s own character ;. but '

, ,
,

• or. QOune it will often happeD that the hearers 1rill thus be in
du"" e. iuaf1ioient punels, to give the speaker fUI1 credit fbr 1

mon1 excellence, from IdI umel1 utterinr the ladpage or it: the -

13
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eYeD this must generally be done in an obZif..ue· _
~y incidental manner, lest Ute hearers be disgust
ed with a pompous and studied display of fine senti
ments; and care must als9 be taken not to afijaont them
by seeming to inCulcate as something likely to be new to
them, maxims which they regard as almost truisms. Of
course the applicatio~ of this last caution mUst vary
according to the character of the persons addressed ; that
might excite admiration and gratitude in one audience,
which another would rece~ve.with indignation and rid
icule. Most men, however, are disposed rather to

overrate ihan to extenuate their own morai judgment;
or at least to be jealous 'of anyone's appearing to under
rate it.

Universally indeed, in ~e Arguments .ysed, as weD
BoqoeD~ as in the ~appeals made t~ the Fee~, a
relaUve. consideration must be had of the hearers,
whether they are learned or ignorant, - of this or that
profession,---nation,-character, &c. and ,th~. address

1

~Inust..-he-ad~pted ,to eael!; so that there can be no ex
cellence of writing or speaking in the abstract; nor can
we any more pronounce on the Eloquence of any Com
position, than upo~ the wholesomeness of a medicine,
without knowing for whom it is intended. The less
enlightened the hearers, the harder, of course, it is to

&.1lacy which in this case misleadS them may be regarded as that or
undistributed middle: U a good man would speak 10 and 80; the
lpeaker does this: therefore be must be a good man."

• E. g. U It would be needless to imprel8 upon you the maxim,"
h . .-cc Yon caM10t be ignorant," &c. &c. "I am not apnncing any

\ IaiIh pret.eJUJioDB in exprelling the IleDUmeI)t.a which n,:h aD ooca·
Ii_ muat ca11.forth ia eftry hOBellt beart," *c.
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'make- them cOClprehend' a long and compl~x train 01

Re8sOning; so that sometimes i the Arguments, in them·
selves the most cogent, cannot} be employed~ at all with
e1fect; and the rest will need an exnansion and copious
illustration which would be needless,"'~d therefore'tire
some, (as has been above remarked,) before a different
kind of audience: on the other, hand, their fe~lings may
be excited by much bolder and coarser expedients'; such
as those are the most ready to employ, and the most .
likely to succeed in, who are themselves but a little
removed above the vulgar ; as may be seen in the effects
produced by fanatical preachers. But there are ·none

~ whose feelings do not occasionally need and admit of
. ~xcjtement by the powers of Eloquence; only there is.

a more exquisite skill 'required in thus affecting the edu
cated classes than the populace.:t(c

*" The less improved in knowledge and ,disce~nment the hearhs
.are, the easier it is for the speaker to work upon their passions, and
by working on their passions, to obtain his end. This, it must be
owned, appears on the other hand to give p. considerable advantage
to the preacher; as in DO Congregation can the bulk of the people
be regarded as on a f~ting, in point of improvemept, with ei~r

House Qf Parliament, or with the Judges in a (fourt of Judicature.
It is certain, that the more gross the hearers are, ~e more avowedly
may yOQ. address yourself to their passions, and the les. occui01l.
there i. for arpment; whereas, the more intelligent they are, the
more covertly must you opetate on ...their passions, and the more
attentive mnst you be in regard to the jusf.neS8, or at least the spe
ciousness, of your reasoning. Hence some have 8~ly conclud.
ed, that the only scope for eloquence is in haranguing the multi
tilde; that in gaining over to your purpose men of knowledge and
breeding, the e-xerti9n of Oratorical talents'hath no inftuence. ,Thia
is pl8cieeiy as if _e shoUld arp, becaue a mob it much more
euily.ubdued than regular troops, there it no occasion for the art
of warJ nor is there a pr6per field for the exertion of military uw..
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00 the other .~, it is, .. bIB been laid, 'in the
IIIDO degDee more diBieWt to blDg -&be uneduCated to
• compreh~ of the ~ntl employed; and this,
DOt ouly frora their r-easoniog-powers havq less general
eultivatioa. but alio, in many iDstances, from their igno
nnce of the subject; - their seeding to be informed of
tbe facts, aod to haTe the principles explained to them,
OD which the Ar§WDent'proceeds.' And I cannot but
dUnk that the generality of sermons seem to presuppose
·a degree of religious knowledge in the hearers greater
than ~y of them .would be found 01) examination to
possess. When this is the case, the most angelic elo
quence must be unavailing to any,practical.purpose.

/~-'" In no point more than in tha;t now mder consider&-..
tioo, viz. the CQDciliatWD. JfD adopt the term of the
Latin writers) .C?tfu.e~, is it requisite to consider
who aod what the hearers are; for when it is said that
~ood Sense, good Principle, and Good-will, ~ODStitute

unless when you are queUing an undiseiplined rabble. Every body
~ in. this ease,' not only hQW absurd such a way of arguing would
lie, but that the very reTerse ought to be the conclusion. The rea
IOn why people do not 80 quickly perceive the absurdity in the
other case, is, that they affix no distJ.nct meaning to the word t!lo
pmee, ~ften.denoting n() more by that term than simply th~J).9~~~

_of.moving the p8.8sio~s. But ey~n in this improper JCcep~.!!2n, their
aotion is fitr from being just; for "Iherever there are men, learned
or ignorant, ciTilized or barbarous, there are passions; and the
greater the difBeulty is in a1Fet1ing these, the more art is requisite."
Campl>ell's R1tettJric: book i. chap: ~. sec. 2. p. 224, 225.

It marbe added to'what Dr. C. has here retharked,.dtatibeJi~
, eloqueat may h&.y.e COrhe: to be often limited to meh com~...

he is speaking of, fi:OJD the circumstance that their eloquence...il.(~
,~r8 ofeultivated, mind) more ctmspicuou8. Tha~ _1Vhi~~

.Gur own feelingS is not, by us, at the time at least, perceived to N
, e!oquenee. See note to the next l8ction. .. ---..

. '. \
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the, character ~hich :, the' ~peaker ought' to establish of .
himself, it i~ to-be remembered thf:lt 'every one ~f these
_is to be considered i~ reference to _the opinions and
.hap!ts of the audienc~. I. To think very differendy from
ms. hearers, may often be a sign of the Orator's wisdom

. and wor~; but they are not likely to consider it so.
A witty Satirist*" has observed, that "it is a short way
to obtain the reputation of a wise and reasonable' man,
whenever anyone tells you his opinion, 'to agree with
'him.'" Without going the full length of completely
acting on this maxim, it is absQlutely necessary to re-
member,·t~~J!!..'pr~~I1io':l as ~.e speak~r.mamfests ~s. ~~.}

~~ fr~m_ th~<?p!nions. anq prinGiples of his ~u4ience, l

so far, he runs. the risk at least of impairing their estima,,_
~~~ o[.h!s judK~~~t. But tb.is. it i~ ~ften necessary to
-~~.!V~~~. any J~~!"J~!l_~ _~Pj~~~. is proposed; because it~ will
commonly happen that th~ very End aim~~ at shall 'be
QDe which i~plies ~ ch~ge of sentiments, or even of

----....-....~... - -- _ ..........-=- .... --. .. • - ~ - - - ..

pri~~es _~d character, ~ 1)le l).earers.t Those indeed
who aim only at popularity, are right in conforming their
sentiments to those of the hearers, rather than the con
trary; but it is plain that though}n this way'they obtain
the greatest reputation. for Eloguence, they deserve it

* Swift.
t This must be Tery much the case with any preacher of the "Go.

pel, but must have been much more so with its first promll~tora.

"Christ crucified" was "to the Jews a stumbling-block, and to the
Greeks, foolishnel8." The total change required in all the DotiODe,
habits, and systems of conduct in the first converts, eonatituted ...
obstacle to the reception of the D&'1V religion, which DO other that IsM
preniled ever had to contend with. The striking contrut WId.
MaIaommedism preilents; in~tespec~, to CbrietiaDity, CODItitatM
the rapid diftWdon'of the two. by DO JDe&DI.~) q-..

IS-
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is so much deducted from the strength of his Cause'.

Hence, Pericles is re~tesented by' Thucydides as artfully
I claiming, in his vindication of himself, the power of

ezplaining the measures he proposes, not, Eloquence in
peraaadiAg their adop\ion. And accordingly a skilful
Orator seldom fails to notice and extol the Eloquenc~ o(
his opponent, and to warn the h~arers against being mis:-_
led by it. It is a peculiarity therefore in the J!he~ori~

art, that in it, more than.in any other, ,~!J'!!~ h~d~t

.and immediate tendency to interfere with the proposed
'Object. Excessive vanity may indeed, in various ~
pro~e an impediment to success in other pursuits; but
in the endeavour to Persuade, all wish to appear excel
lent in that art, operates, as a hindrance. A Poet, a
Statesman, or a General, &c. thoUgh extreme coveto~·

Dess of applause may mislead them, will, however, attain
their respective Ends, certainly not the less for being
admired as excellent, in Poetry, ~olitics, or War; but

the Orator· ..~ttains his End the better the 1~~Lhe _is
. r~garded as an Orator; if ~e can make the h~~re~_ be·
• .lieve that he is not only a stranger to all unfai~~ art1~.ce,

. but even destitute of all Persuasive skill whatever, he
will persuad~ them the more effectually; *-~d if there
ever coulil be an absolutely perfect Orator, DO one.
would, at the time at least, discover that he was, so. t

." I am DO orator, as Brutus is.,"~. Shakep. Julius Cmsar.
t The.'following pa.ss8.ge from a review of '~ The Heart of Mid-I,o.

tbian," coincides precisely with what haa here been remarked: cc We
eannot bellow the eame unqualified praise on another celebrated
"., Jeannie'. interview with Queen Caroline. Jeannie'. pleadiDr
appean to 111 much t.oo rhe~r~for the pel"lOB andfor the occuioa j

aDd the quee~" annrer,.uppoeinr her to have beeD 0ftI'p0......,
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jad I thiS oonsideration may serre to.~.~~ . ,

which ~icero remarks upon (Dt Oratore'!1t~~(.;
""lieable; viz. the small number' of ' ~~~., .
down to his time, had obtained high reputatio 'tUt~ls; .

· eOmpared ~th those who .had •ob~ed' exc~"'~ f' _

O1her pursmtB. >! ·Few men are destllUte of the deSIre O'f---....
a&niration; and most are especially ambitious of it jg.

'the putsuit to ·which they have' chiefly devoted them
seIv.es; the Orator ther,efore is ,continually tempted to
saerifiee the sub~ I to. the shadow, by aiming rath-.
er ;at the admiration of the hearers, than their cOnviction;f
&ad dms to fail of that excellence in, bis art which he
might otherwise be well qualified ·to attain, through the '
desire <If a reputation for it. And on the other hand,'
some ~ay have been' really persuasive speakers, who .
yet may not have ranked high inmel.l's opinion, and may
not have been knGwn 00 possess that art of which they
gave proof by their skilful 'concealment of it. There \
i& no point, in short, in which report is so little' to be
trusted.

Jeannie's entreaties,' This is eloquence,' is still worse. ~~~d it bem
...eloquenc~l it m~t.!l~cessarily have been unpeI:ceiy~d.by the. que~-!l :
If there is any art of which ular. artem is the~, it is this. 'rb:~

~t}~-.<!..u1!tdef~~.j~o.~~objec~~b~diy~rti~~~!~~~
.Jto~!h~ lubjELc.!.t.2....!h~_~~~!, and that with a suspicion of his soph

istry equal to our admiration of his ingenuit)-. A man who, in an
.wer to an earnest address to the feelings of his hearer, is told, 'you
laave .,.ken eloqo.eat1y,' feels that he has failed. Effie, when she
.treats- Shi.rpitlaw to alloW' her to see her 9.:ater,~~}~uent, and hill
!!fJ!wer acoordingly ~e~ays.perfect unconscious~ss that she has been
16~ cYou shall see your sister,' he began 'if you'l1 tell me';' then
IDterruptblg himself;he aaded in" more hurried tone, C DO, you shall
8e8 your sister, wltetbei'7OU tell me or no.'" Quarterly Re-riew,
No. Ii, p. 118
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If I were asked to digress a little from my subject, and
t to say what I should r~commend in point of morality and
of prudence, to the speaker or writer, and to tI:w,e whom
be addresses, with respect to the precept just .given, I
should, in reply, cbunsel him who wishes to produce a

_ permanent effect, (for 1 am Dot Dowadverting to the case
of a barrister,) to keep on the side of what he believes to
be tnlth ; and, avoiding all so.phistry, to aim only at set-

. ting forth that troth ~ strongly as .possible, (combatiDg,
of course, any unjust personal prejydice against himself,)
without any endeavour to gain applause for his own abil
ities. If he is himself thoroughly COl lvinced, and strong
ly impressed" and can keep clear of the sednctioDS of
vanity, he will be more likely in this way to gain due
credit for the strength of his cause, than by yielding to a
feverish anxiety about the opinion that others may form of
him. And as I should of course advise the reader or
hearer to endeavour, in each case, to form his. judgmem
according to the re~ and valid arguments urged, and to

regulate his feeliag, and sentiment, according to what
the caSe justly calls for, so,' with a view to this end, I
would suggest' these two cautions; first, to keep in mind

. that there is danger of Qf1er-ratiBg as well as of under
rating the eloquence of 'what -is said; and that to attrib
ute to the skill of the advocate what really belongs to

the strength of his cause, is just as likely to lead to error
as the opposite t mistake:' and secondly, to remember
that when the feelinbc; are strongly excited, they are not
necessarily OtJer-ezcited: it may be that they are only
brought into the state which the occasion fully justifies;
or even that they still ·fall short of this.. .

• See part ii. chap. 1. § I.
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§3.· ,
,Of the thtee points which Aristotle directs the orator

. to 9laim credit for, it might seem at first sight A character

that one, viz. "Good·will,'t is unneCessary to ~Ul~eU.

bementioaed; since AbilitY and Iqtegrity ::q~i:~

would appear tocOI':lprehend, in, mOst cases at
leost; all that is needed; a virtuous man, it may be said,
must wish well to his countrymen, or to any persons
whatever, whom he may be addressing. But on a more
attentive consideration, it will be manifest that Aristotle
had good 'reason Jor me~tioning this head; if the speak
er- were believed to wi;h well to his Country, -and to -

~ f}Very individual of it, yet ,if he were suspected 'of being
UDfriendly ·to, $e political or other Party to which his
hearers belonged; they would listen to him with prejudice.
. The abilities .and the conscientiousness .ofPhocion seem

not to hav~ been doubted by any; but they were so far ,
from gaining .him a favourable hearing among the Demo
cratical party at Athens, (who" knew him to be no' friend
to Democracy,) that they probably distrusted him the
more; as one whose public spirit would induce him, end
whose talents· would enable him, to subvert the existing
Cc;mstitution.

One of the most powerful engines, accordingly, of the
orator, is this kind of appeal to party-spirit. . ..
P · · · db·d d· Part,-spirlt.arty-SpIrIt may, Indee, e conSl ere m
another point of view, as one of the Passions which may
be directly' appealed to, when it can be brought to
operate in the direction required; i. e. when the con..

. duct the writer. or speaker is recommending ap~an

hlcely to gratify party-spirit; but it is the indireet appeal ,
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to it which is ~OW uneier consideration; viz. the favour,
credit, and weight which tile speaker will derive &om
appearing to be of the 8IQD8 party with· the hearers" or
at le&st not opposed to it. ADd this is a SOIl o£ arediI
which he may claim mO're openly aod avowedly U.
.1 ~t; and he may likewise t!nw discredit.. hiI
opponent in a less offensiTe, but DDt1 less e1Feelmll me
ner. .4 mao cannot say in direct terms, "I am a wise I

aDd worthy man, and. my adversary me reverse;" but
he is allowed to say, " I adhere to the priociples or•.
Pitt or of Mr. Fox;" "I am a friend to Presbyteriao-r
ism,- 91 tQ Episcopacy," (as the case may be,) and " ""
OWODeDt, the r~verse;" which is DOt regardecl as •
offence against modesty, and yet amounts virtually to lIS

strong -a self-.coduDendation, and as decided vituperatiOJt,
in !be eyes of those imbUed with party-spirit, as if every'

" kind of merit and of dem~rit had been enumerated:' for
to zealous party-men, mal for their party will very ofteII
either imply, or' stand as -a substitute for, every otbet'
kind of worth.

Hard, indeed, therefore is", the task of him whose
object is to counteract party-spirit and to soften _
vioIeDee of those prejudices which spring from it.· . His

• I '

only resource must be to take care that he give no
gJPUml for being supposed imbued with the' violent and
unjust prejudiees of the opposite party, - that he give'

• " Of all the prepossessions in the minds of the hearers, whit'1t "
teJUl; to impede or counteract the design of the speaker, party-spirit,
where it bappene to prevail, i. tJae mollt pemici01Jl; hem, at once
the most infiexible, and the most UDjuaL * *• * Violent party:...DOt
only lose all sympathy with those ofthe opposite side, but even COIl-'

tract an antipathy to them. This, on' some occasionS, even the
diBled..el~wiIInGtsurmoant.u Campben'. RI&daric.
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his audience credit, (since it rarely happens but .that
each party ~ some -tenets, that are reasonable,; for
whatever there may be that deserves' 'praise,'~ that he
proceed gradually ~d cautiously in removing the errors
in which they are infected, -and ahove all, that be

.studiously diselaim aud avoid the appearance of any thing
like a feeling of perlOnal hostility, or persOQal contempt.

If the Orator's character can, be sufficiendy established
in re,spect of Ability, and alsQ of Good-will '

;J - tb baa · · h · A cllartctertowarW», e rars, It mIg t at first slgh~ ap- for iJ.l~grity'
requIsite. •

pear as if this would be sufficient; since the I

farmer of"these would imply the ·Power, and the latter
the Inclination, to give the, best advice, what~er ~ight

be his Moral cMcter.; but Aristotle (in hisPoZitica)
justly remarks that this last is also requisite to be insist
ed 00, in order k> p~uee entne confidence; for, says
he, though a Ql8Il cannot be suspected of wtlDbng Good
wiD towardshimtlelj, yet many very able men ~ct most
absurdlyt even in their 'own affairs, fOl want of Moral
virwe j being either blinded or overcome by their Pas
sions, so as to saerifiee their own most important interests
to their present gratification; and much more, therefore, I

may they be expected to be thus seduced by" personal
temptaions, in the advice they give to others. Paicles,
ac~rdingly, ill fJ)e speech .Which bas been already re
ferred to., is represented by Thucydides as insisting not
only on IPs pol~· ability mid his patriotism, but also
on his Unimpeached integrity, as a qualification absolute
q aecessary to entitle him to their confidence ; :' fOr the
n.n,""9ayl he, "who possesses every other requisite, but
is <Wercome by the temptation of interest, will be ready
to sell 'fW~ry thing for the gratificatiooof~ avarice."· '

14
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§4.
From what bas been said of the speaker's leCOIIlIJIeD4

Cbander of dation of himself to the audience, and estaJ>..
eppoMDL lishment of ~ authority with them, su1licieot
mlea may readily be deduced for the analogous pro
cess,-the depreciation of an opponenL Both of these,
and especially the .Ja~, under the ,offensive tide of
per,onality, are by many indiscriminately decried as
unfair Rhetorical artifices; and doubtless they are, in

.. the majority of cases, sophistically employed; and by
Done more effectually than by those who are perpetuaDy
declaiming against such Fallacies; the unthinking hear-

,en not being prepared to expect any from those who
represent themselves as holding them in sJlcb ab~rrence.,
But surely it is not in itself an unfair topic of argumeJ)t,
in cases not admitting of decisive and unquestionable
proof, to urge that the one party deserves the hearers ~

confidence, or that the other is justly an' object of tbeir
distmst. " If the measure is a good one," it has been
said, "will it become bad because it is supported by a
bad man? if it is bad, will it become good, because su~

ported by a good man? If the measure be really mexpe
dient, why not at Once shew that it is so? Your produc-

. .jng these irrelevant and inconclusive arguments, in lieu
of direct ones, though not sufficient to prove. that the
measure you thus oppose is a good' one, contributes to
prove that you yourself regard it as a good one." Now
to take thus for granted, that in every case, decisive
arguments to prove a measure bad ot good, independent
of all consideration of the character of its advocates,
cduld be found, and couUi be made clear to tM1 per80f&1
tJtUruHd, is a manifest' petitio principii. There is DO
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doubt that the generality of' men are too much disp~ed

to co~ider more, who prC3Poses a measure, than 'What it
is that is proposed; ~d probably woUld continue to do
so, even under a system of annual Parliamen'ts and
universal suffrage; and if a warDing be given against an
excessive tendency to. this way of judging, it is reason
able, and m~y be useful; not .should anyone escape
censJlfe who confines himself to these t~pics, or dwells
principally on thenl, in cases where "direct" arguments
are to be expected; but they are not to be condemned
in toto as "irrelevant and inconclusive," because they
are only probable.,' and not in theJDselyes decisive; it i&
only in matters of strict science, and that too, in arguing
to scientific men,* that the character of the advisers (as
.well as all other probable Arguments)' should be wholly
put out of the question.

And it 'is remarkable that the necessity of allowing
8091e .weight to this consideration,'!. in political matters,

. inc~es in 'proportion as any country enjoys a free
gOtJemment. If all the. power be in the hands.of a fe'Y 
of the higher orders,. who have the opportunity at least

, of obt~niDg education, it is copceivable, whether proba
ble or not, that thEty may be brought to try each prp
posed measure exclusively on its intrin'sic merits, by'
abstract arguments; but can' any man, in his senses,
really. beli~e that the great mass of the people, or even
any considerable portion of them, can ever possess so
much political knowledge, patience'in investigation, and
sound I~ogic, (to say nothing of candour,) as' to be Bole

"
_____--.,,__L.' _

* Quo Is every one chargeable with weakne. or absurdity who
. believes that the earth move's round the Sun, OD the authority of

A8troJlomerat without ~aving luJlllelf seientiioallJ deDloDltrated it?
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md wiDing to' judge, and to judge correct1¥, of every
proposed political measure, ~ the abstract,~ any
regard to their opinion of the persons who proppse it ?
And it is evident that in every case in which the hearers
are ftOt completely competent judges, they Dot only will,
hut must, take into consideration the characters of those

.who propose, support; 01' dissuade any measure ; - the
persons they are connected with,- the designs they may
be supposed to efltertain·, &c.; though, undoubt.edly, an
.:rcuBit1e and e:cclusifJe regard to Persons rather than
Arguments, is one of th~ chief Fallacies against which
men ought to be cautioned. -
, But if the opposite mode of judging in. every case
were to be adopted without limitation, it is plam that

. children·could Dot~ educated. Indeed, happily for the .
world, most of them, who were allowed to proceed on
dBs plan, would in consequence perish in childhood. A
pious Christian again has the same implicit reliance.pD
his God, ,even where unable to judge of the reaso~ble

ness of his commands' and dispensations, as a dutifid and
affectionate child has on a tender pdrent. Now thou9t
~uch a man is of course regarded by an Atheist as weak
and absur~, it is surely on account of his belief, not of
his comequent· ctmduct, that he is so regarded. Even
Atheis~ would in general admit that he is acting reason-
-ably, on the' .apposition that there is a God, who W.
revealed himself to man. '

•
~ § 6.

In no way, perhaps, are men, not bigoted to party,
more likely to be misled by their favourable Awtborlty

or unfavourable judgment of their advisers, :::~troaa

than in what relates to the authoritY derived .~r1eD"
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. 'from Esperienee. Not that Experieilce ought not to be 
allowed to have great weight; but that men are apt ~

Dot to consider with sufficient attention, what it is that
constihItes Experience, in'each. point: so that frequently
one man shall have credit for much Experience, in what
relates to the matter in hand, and another,wh~perhaps,

possesses as much,.·or more, shall be underrated as ~t·
ing it. The vulgar, of all·' ranks, -need to be warned
first, that, time alone does not constituft! Experience; so ..
that many years may have passed 'over a m~Js ~ead,

without his even having had the same opportunities of"
acquiring it, as another, much younger : secondly, that,the . ,
longest practice in conducting any business in one ~ way,
does not necesSarily confer any Experience in conducting
it in a different way; e. g. an experienced Husbandman,
or Minister of IState, in Persia, would be much at a loss
in Europe : and if they bad some things less to learn thim
aq entire novice, on the other hand they would have
~much to, unlearn: and, thirdly, that merely being con-
versant about a certain class of subjects, does not ~onfer .
Exp~rience in a ·dase where the Operatiotf,s, and the
End proposed, are different. It is said iliat ~ there· was
an Amsterdam me~chant, who had dealt largely in com
all his life, who had never seen a field of wheat-growing;
this. man had doubtless acqUired, by ExperiE\Dce, an
accurate judgment Of the qualities of each description of
com,-of the best methods of storing it,-of the arts

of buying and selling it at proper times, &Ce'; but he'
would have been greatly at a loss in its cultiv~fon;

though he had been,' in a certain ,way, long COfIf'erIGRI

about com. Nearly similar is the Experience of a prac..
tised Lawyer, (supposing him to be DQtW1!p more,).m •

14-
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,cue of~;'hecaus. he has beeu l<mg~
,., about Lt., the ~ting attribute great weiPt
to his judpent; whereas his constant habits of~
his thoughts on what the law ii, and withdrawing it &om
the irreJ,eyant q.on. of what the law ought to be;
1m, earemJ observlnce of a multitude of mles, (which
6rd the more ICOpe b- the display-of his skiil, in pr0

portion u they are arbitrary, unreaonable, and unac
countable,) with a'studied indi1ferenee as to that which
is foreign from his business, the coflHftienu or ineon",.. ~

-. of those Rules,-may be expected to operale~ ·
favourably on his iud9nent in questions of LegiSlation:
and are likely to eounterbalan~ the advantages of ~
superior knowledge, even ill such points as do bear OD

the question.. .
In matters connected with Politiea)-economy, the "pe

riaace ofpmetieGl men is often appealed to in oppositiOn
to those who are called Theorists; even though the

.. latter perhaps are deducing conclusions flom a wide
induction of faCts, while the experience of the othen will
often be found only to amotmt to their having been l<q
conversant with the details of office, and having all th.

- time gone on in a certain beaten track, iom which they:
never nied·, or witnessed, or even imagined, a (leviatioo.

So also the authority aerived' &om experience of a
"'-., Mioer, i. 8. One who h8 wrought all his li(e in
OIle _e, will sometimes delude a sp8culator ioto a nin
IeIln:h for lDetal or coel, against the opinion perhaps of
ZUl"*, i. e. persons of exteusive geological obserYa
tioa.

~ The eo.uderation then of the chara~ of the speak
en,'and Gi hiI eppooent,. being of 80 much importaDcet
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both as a 168itiIDate source of Persuasion, in m8nyinstan- /
eel, and IUS<> as. a topic of Fallacies, it is evidently inCUlDf

bent on the orator to \le well versed in thiS' bJ;al1ch of the
art, with a view both to the justifiable, advancement of·

f his own cause, and to the detection and expo~e of
.unfair artifi~e in an oppone~t. It is peltber poSifule, nor •
can it in justice be_.expected, that this mode ?f pel\s~

sion should be totally renounced and exploded, great is ,
are the abuses to which it is liable: .but the speaker is I

bound, iIi conscience, to abstain from those abuses him
self;-and, in prudence, to be on his guard against them
in others. •

To en~erate.·thevarious kinds of impressions, f~vQur·
_ble and unfavourable,~ hearers or readers may enter"
tain ~onceming anyone, would be .~edious and superflu
ous. But it may be worth observing, that a charge of

I· .

inconsistency, as it is one o~ the most disparaging, is atso
one that is perhaps the most frequently urged with effect,
~n insufficient grounds. S~ct1y spe~g, inconsistency
(such at least as a wise and good ~ is exempt 'fro~)
is the maintaining. at the same time two contradictory

'propositions; whether expressed lin l~guage, or implied
in sentiments or conduct.. As, e. g. if an authOr, in an
argumentative work, while he represents eyery syllogism
as futile and fallacious reasoning, acimits that all reason
ing may he exhibited in the form of syllogisms i or, if
the same person censures and abhors oppression, yet
~ctises it towards ofhers; or if he prescribes two medi~

cines which neutralize eac~ other's effects, &c. ,-
But a man is often censur~ as inconsiste~t) if he

changes his plans 9r his opinions on any point. And
~eJ18in11 if he does this often, and lig~tly, tha~ is good
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ground for withholding confidence from- him.. But it
would be more precik to characterize him as fickle and
unsteady, than as inconsistent; because this use of the
tenn tends to confotmd One fault with another ;' viz.- with
holding l'V0 inco~patible opinions at once.

But moreover a man is often charged with inconaist-
I ency for, approving some parts of a, book, - system,

character, &c. and disapproving others; - for being DOW

an advocate for peace, and DOW for war ;-- in short, for
acco~odating his judgment or ~ his conduct to the cir
cwnstances before him, as the marin~r sets his sails to
the wind. - In this case there is not even any change of
mind implied; yet for this a man is often taxed with
inconsi/stency; though in many instances there would

, even be an inconsistency, in the opposite procedure;
e. g. in not shifting the sails, when the wind changes. ·

In the other case indeed, - wIlen a man does change
his mind, - he implies some error, either' first or last.
But some errors every man is liable to, who is not infal
lible. He therefore who prides himself on his consisten-

, cy, on the ground of resolving never to change his plans
or opiniQns, does virtually (unless he means to pmclaim
himself either too dull to detect his mistakes, or too obsti
nate to own them) lay claim to IDfallibility. And if at

I the same time he t:idicules (as is ofte~ done) the absur
, dity of a claim ~o infallibility, he is guilo/ of a gross

inconsistency in the proper and primary sense of the
word, But it is ID\Jcb easier to boast of consistency

, than to preserve it. For, as, in the dark, adverse troops
may take post neat .each other, without mutual recogoi

, ~on, and consequently without contest, but as soon 81

daylight comes, the weaker give place to the stronger j
. .
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so, in a misty-and darkened mind, the mosvineompatible
opinions may exist together, without any perception of.
their discrepancy; till the UI!derstandin~ becomessuffi
ciently enlightened to, enable the ,'man to reject the less
reasonable OpiniODS{ and retain the opposites. ', .

.It may be added, that it is a very fair ground for dis
paraging anyone's. judgment, if he maintaimt any doc
trine .or system, a'Dotl'edly for the sake of consistency. 
T~ must always be a bad reason. If the system, &c.
is right, you should pursue it because it is right, and Dot

because you have. pursued it hitherto; if it ~s wrong,
, your having once committed a fault is a poor' reason I to 

give for persisting in' it.
It only remains to observe, on '"this head, that (as A.Jis.

lode teaches) the place for the dlspmgement of an oppo
nent is, for the first speaker, Dear the close of his dis
course, to weaken the force/of what ~y be said in reply:
and, for· the opponent, near the op...ening, to lessen the'
in8uence of what bas been already said.

§ 6. ,
Eimer a personal' prejudice, ~ch as bas been just

mentioned, or some other passion unfavourable Unravoura.

th ak ' b· alr d' .. 'h ble pasmoDlto e spa er s 0 ~ect, may ea y eXIst m t e tobe allayed

· ds f the h hi h · b his or diverted.mm 0 earers, W c It must e .
business to allay.

It is obvious that this will the most effectually· be
done, ndt by endeavouring to produce a state of perfeet .
ea1mDess and apathy, but by exciting som~ contrary
emotion. And here it is to be observed that some pas
sions may be, Rhetorically speaking, opposite to each
other, though in strictness ~ey are no.t so ; viz. whenev-

.,
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er they are incompatible with each other: e. g. the oppo
site, strictly speaking,- to Ang~, would be a feeling of
Good-will and approbation towards the person in ques
tion; but it is not by the excitement of this, alone, that
Anger may be allayed; for Fear is, practically, contrary
to it also; as is remarked by Aristotle; who philosophi
cally accounts for this, on the principle that Anger, imply-

. ing a desire to inflict punishment, must imply also a
supposition that it is po,sible to do so; an~ accordingly
men do not, he says, feel Anger towards .one who is so
much superior as to b~ manifestly out of their reach;
and the object of their Anger ceases to be so, as soon as
he becomes an object of Apprehension. Of co~e the
converse also of this holds good; Anger,- when it pre
vails, in like" manner· subd\ling Fear. Savage nations
accordingly., having no military discipline, are, accustom
ed to work themselves up into a phrensy· of rage by their
war-songs and dances, in order to excite -themselves to
courage. * Compassion, likewise, may be counteracted
either by Disappr0bation, by Jealousy, by Fear, or by
Disgqst and Horror; and Envy, either by Good-will, or
by Contemptlt

This is the more· ne~essary to be attended to in order
that the Orator 'may be on his guard against inadvertent
ly defeating his o~ object, by exciting feelings at vari
ance with those he is endeavouring to produce,though
not strictly contrary to them. Aristotle a<;cordingly
notices, with I this view, the difference between' the
"Pitiable," (~lE8')I~")) and the "Horrible or Shocking,"
(~B')lOll,) which, as he observes, exc~te different feelings,

• See Arist. RMt. b. ii. in his Treatises on 'On~ ~d ~~.
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destructive'· o~ each other; so that the I Orator Ipust be
warned, if the former is~ object,.to keep clear of any ~

thing that m~y excite the Jatter. , \ , \
. It will often happen that it. will be easier to 'give a

Dew direction to the unfavourable passiqri, than to sub
due it; e. g. to turn the indignation or. the laughter of
the hearers against a'different object. Indeed, whenever
the case will admit of this) it will generally prove the
more ~uccessful expedient, because it does not imply the
accomplishme~t of so great a cnange m the minds of the I

hearers. .
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OF STYLE.

CHAP. I.
"

Of ·Perapicuity.

§ 1.

THOUGH the consideration of Style has been laid down
as holding a place in a Treatise of Rhetoric,

Style not to. uld b · h ·
be treated of It wo e nelt er necessary nor pertinent,
generally. to enter fully into a general discussion of the

subject; which would evidendy embrace much that by
no means peculiar~y belongs to 0ll! present enquiry. It
is requisite f01 an Orator, e. g. to observe the rules of
Grammar; but the same may be said of the Poet~ and
the Historian, &c. nor is there any peculiar kind of
~atical propriety belonging to Persuasive or Argu
mentative compositions; so that it would be a departure
from our subject to treat at large, under the head ~f

Rhetoric, of such roles as equally -concern ..every other
of the purposes for which Language is employed. #

· \ Conformably to this view I shall, under the present
head, .notice but slighdy such principles of composition
as do not exclusively or peculiarly belong ~ the present

I subject; confining my attention chiefly to such obser-
'"
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vauons on Style as ha1re an especial reference to Argu
mentativ~ and Persuasive works.

§ 2.

I t is sufficiently evident (though the maxim is often
practically disregarded) that the first requisite .
f S I nI '. Rb · al b · all Perspleaityl() ty e not 0 y m etonc, ut m. com- a ~latlve

· · · p ... A· tie quallty.posltIons,:IF IS ersplculty; SInce, as rIsto,.,
observes, language which is not intelligible, or, not clear
ly and readily intelligible, fails, in the same proportion,
of the purpose for which language is employed. And
it is equally self-evident (though this troth is still more
frequently overlooked) that Perspicuity is a relatitJe
quality, and consequently cannot properly be predicated
of any work, without a tacit reference to the class of
readers or hearers for whom it is' designed. Nor is i~

enough that the Style be such as they are capable of
underitanding, if they bestow their utmost attention:
the degree and the kind ·of attention, which they have
been accustomed, or are likely to bestow, will be among
'the circumstances that are to be taken into the account,
and provided for. I say the kind, as well as the degree,
of attention, because some hearers an~ readers will he 40

found slow of apprehension indeed, but capable of tak..
iog in what is very copiously and gradu~y explained
to them; while others, on the contrary, who are much
quicker at catching the sense of what is expressed in a
s~ort compass, are incapable of long attention, and are

.. III Poetry, perspicuity ie indeed by no meane unimportant; but
tbe mM perfect d~gree of it is by no meaDs 80 el8eotial as in PlOIe
works. See Part iii. ch. iii. § 3.

15
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Dot only wearied, bat absolutely ilewildered, by a di1fuse
S~le.' ,

When ~ numerous and very mixed audience is to be
addressed, much skill will be required in adapting the
Style, (both in this, and in other respects,) and indeed
the Arguments also, and the whole stnlcture of the dis
course, to the various minds which it is designed to im
press; no~ can the utmost art and diligence prove, after
all, more than partially successful' in such a case; es
pecially when the diversities are so many and so great,
as exist in the con~egations to which most Sermons
are addressed, and in the readers for whom popular
works of an argumentative, iBstructive, and' hortatory
character are intended. It is possible, however, to ap
proach indefinitely to an object which cannot be com
pletely attained; and to adopt such a Style, and likewise
such a mode of Reasoning, as shall be level to the com
prehension of the greater part, at least, even of a pro
miscuous 'audience, without being distasteful to any.

It is obvious, and has often been remarked, that ex
treme conciseness is ill suited to hearers or readers,
whose intellectual powers and cultivation are but small:
the usual expedient, however, of employing. a prolis
8reYit1 and Style by way of accommodation to such minds,
proIbity. is seldom successful: most of those who could
have comprehended the meaning, if more briefly ex
pressed, im4 ,many of those who could not do ~o, are
likely to be bewildered by tedious expanSion; and being
unable to maintain a steady attention to what is said,
they forget part of what they have -heard before the
whole is completed. Add to which, that the feeble~eSl

produced by excessive dilution, (if·sych an expression

I

i

J
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may be 'allowed,) will occasion the attention to languish;
, 1lI!d what is imperfectly attended to, however clear in

itself, will usually be but imperfectly understood. Let
not an author, therefore, satisfy himself by finding
that he has expressed his meaning so that, if at-

,\ \,

tended to, he cannot fail to be understood; he must
consider also (as was before remarked) what attention
is likely to be paid to it. If on the one 'hand much
matter is expressed in very few words, to an unreflect
ing audience, or if,. on the other hand, there is a weari
some prolixity, the requisite attention may very probably
not be bestowed.*

The best general rul~'for avoiding the disadv@tages
both of conciseness and of prolixity, is to em~

• \ • ' Repetition.
ploy Repetttion: to repeat, that IS, the same ·
sentiment and argwnenf in many different forms of ex
pression ; each, in itself brief, but all, together, affording
scch an e~pansion of the sen~e to be conveyed, and so
detaining the mind upon it, as the case may require.

'It It is remarked by Anatomists, that the nutritive quality is not
the only requisite in f~d ;- that a certain degree of distention of
the stomach is requifed~ to enable it to act with its full powers;
and that it is for this reason hay and straw· must be given to ho~es,
u well 88 corn, in order to supply the necessary bulk. Something J>

analogous to this takes place with respect to the generality of minda ,
which are incapable of thoroughly digesting and assimilating what
is presented to them, however clearly, in a very small compass.
Many a one is eapable of deriving that instruction from a moderate
sized volume. which he could not receive from a very .mall pam~

phlet, even more perspicuously written, and containing every thing
that is to the purpose. It is necessary that the attention Ihould be
detaiued for a certain time on the lubject: and persons of unphilo
8Dphical miati, though they can attend to what they read orh~ are
UDapt to dwell upon it in the way of subsequent meditation. I
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Cicero among the aaeienta, and Burke among the
modem writers, afFord, p~rhaps, the most abundant prac
tical exemplifications of this rule. The latter some
times shews a deficiency in correct taste, and lies open
to Horace's censure of an author, " Qui I'ariarB cupit
film prodigialiUr unam':" but it must be admitted that
he seldom fails to make himself thoroughly understood,
and does Dot often weary the attention, even when be
offends the taste, of his readers_

Care must of course be taken that the repetition may
Dbt be too glaringly apparent; the variation must not
consist in the mere use of other, synonymous, words; but
what has bee~ expressed in appropriate terms may be
repeated in metaphorical; the antecedent and conse·
.quent of an argument, or the parts of an antithesis, may
.be transposed; or several different points that have been
enumera,ed, presented in a varied Older, &c.

I t is not necessary to dwell on that obvious rule bud
\yoNS d~ down by Aristotle, to avoid uncommon, and, as
rIved frODl • •

Saxon they are vulgarly called, hard words, 1. e. those
better under-
atood by the which are such to the persons addressed;
lower class-
es. but it may be worth remarking, that to those
who wish to be Wlderstood by the lower orders, one of

, the best principles of selection is to prefer terms of
Sax()", origin, which will generally be more familiar to
them, than those derived from the Latin, (either directly,
or through the medium of the French,) even when the
lat~er are m~re in use among persons of education..-

* A remarkable instance of this is, that wJ;lile the children of the
higher classes always call their parents" Papa!" and "Mamma! t

the Mildren t1f the peuantry UJUally ea1l them by the titles of cc Fa '
t.ber ! " and •• Mother! U
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Our ,~~age beiJ;lg. (with very ·trifling exceptIons) made
up of these elements, it is very easy for anyone, though
unacquainted with Saxon, to observe this precept, if he

.has but a knowledge of French or of Latin ;' and there is

a remarkable scop~ for ',such a choice as I am speaking
of, from the multitude of synonymes derived, respec
tively, -from those two sources. The ,compilers of our

Liturgy being anxious to reach tae ,Understandings of
all classes, at a time when our language was in a less

settled state than at present, availed themselves of.
this circumstanc~ in employing many synonymous; or
nearly synonymous, expressions, most of which are
of the description just alluded to•. Take, as an in
stance, ~he Exhortation: "acknowledge" and "c.on

fess ;" "dissemble" and "cloke;~" " h;umble" and
"lowly; ", "goodness" and "mercy;" "assemble "~

and I"~ meet together." And here it may be opserved,
that, as in this last instance, a word of French origin will
very often not have a single 'Word, of Saxon derivation

corresponding to it, but may find an exact equivalent
in ~ phrase of two or more words: e. g. "constitute,"

"go to make up; " "8rrange,~' "put in order;" "sub
stitute," "put in the stead," &c. &c.·

* It is worthy of notice, that a Style composed chiefly of the words
of French origin, while it is le88 intelligible to the lowest classes,
is characteristic of those who in cultivation of taSte are below the
highest. As in dress, furniture, deportment, &C. 80 also in language, .
the dread of vulgarity conltantly besetting those who are half COJl-o

.._dons that they are in danger of it, drives them into th~ extreme of
aiFected finery.' So that the precept, which hu been given with •
new to perspicwty; may, to a certain degree, be observed with aD

adnntap inapoint of elepnee -.Jto.
15·
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III adaptiug the Style to the compnh~ of the
Penpfcult)' illiterate;· a cautioll is to be observed against
~:::'~tb the ambiguity of the wont "PJaiA; II which
oraameDt. is opposed sOIIletimes to Obseriy, and lOme-

times to OnaatneRt; the vulgar require a perspicuous,
but by no meaos a dry md unadorned Style; on the
OOIltrary, they. have 'a taste rather for the ov~-fiorid,

tawdry, and bombastic : nor are the ornameDts of style
),y aay meBDS necessarily incoosi8teat with perspieuity j

Metaphor, which is among the principal of them, is ...
fleed, in many cases, the clearest moJe of expression
that can be adopted; it being usuaUy much easier for
UllCultivated minds £0 comprehend a simili~ or anal
og, than an .bstract term. And hence the language
of savages, as has often been remarked, is highly met-

, ,!lpborical; and such appears to have been the case
with aU languages in' their earlier" and consequeDdy
ruder and more savage state; all te~ relating to the
mind and its operations, being, as appears from the ety
mology of most of them, originally metaphorical, though
by long use they have ceased to be so': e. g. the words
"ponder,'~ "deliberate, n "reflect," and many other
such, are evidently drawn by analogy from external sen...
sible bodily aeti~.

§ 3.
o " In. respect to' the Construction of sentences, it is an

~~t-J obvious caution to abstain from such as are too

~~nce.. , Io~g ;. but it is a mistak~ to st.q)pose that the!

• See Ell!ments. of Logic, rallaciM,· Book iii. §. 5r,. p. 138•
. f
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obscurity of many long sentences depends on their length
alone; a weB constructed sentence of very considerable
Ie~ may, be more readily understood, than a shorter
one whieh. is more awkwardly framed. If a sentence .
be so cODItrUcted that the meaning of each part can be
taken in as we' proceed, (though it be evident that. the .
sense is not brought to a close,) its length will be little ~

or no impedimeot to perspicuity; but if the fonner part
of the ~ntenee conyer no distinct meaning till we arriVe
nearly at the end, (however plain it may then apPear,)
it will be, on the whole, deficient in perspicuity; for it
will need to be read over, or thought over, a second
dine, in order to be fully comprehended; which is what·
few readers or hearers are willing to be burtbened with.
Take 85 an instanee. such a sentence' as this: "It is
not without a degree of patient attention and persever..
ing diligence, greater thm the generality are willing to'
bestow, though not greater than the object deserves, that
the habit can be acquired of examining and judging of
our own conduct with the same accuracy and I impar.
tiality as of that of another :" this labours under the
defect I am speaking of; which' may be remedied by
some such alteration as the following': "the habit of
examining our own conduct as acc~ely as that of.
another, and judging of it with the same impartiality,
cannot be acquired witbout a degree of patient attention
and persevering diligence, Dot greater -indeed than the ;
object deserves, but greater than the generality are
~lling to bestow." The two sentences are nearly the
sawe in: length, and in the words employed; but the
alteration of the mangement allows the lauer to be un-
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derstood, clause by clause, as it proceeds.* Th~ caution
just given is the mor~ necessary to be insisted 00, be
cause an author is apt to be misled by reading over a
sentence to himself, and being satisfied on· finding it
perfectly intelligible; forgetting that.. he himself has the
'advantage, which a hearer has not, of knowing at the
beginning of the sentence' what is coming in the close. '

.Universally, indeed, an unpractised writer is liable to

CtNr ideas be misled by his own knowledge of his own
do Dol im- ••• •
ply elear

r
- meamng, mto supposmg those I expressIons

~o~ .
prellion. clearly intelligible, which are so to himself;
but which may not be so to the reader, whose thoughts
are not in the same train. And hence it is that some
do not write or speak with so much perspicuity on a
subject ~hich h~ long been very familiar to them, as
on one, which they understand indeed, but with which
th3yare less intimately acquainted, and in which their
knowledge has been more recendy acquired. In the
former case it is a Dlatter of some difficulty to keep in
mind the necessity of carefully and copiously eXlJlain
iog principles which by long habit have come to as
swne in our minds the appearance of self-evident truths.
80 far is Blair's notion from being correct, that obscu-

...

• Care must ~ taken however, in applying this precept, not to
let the beginning ofa sentence 80 forestoll what follows as to render
it apparently feeble and impertinent: e. g. "Solomon, one of the
most celebrated of men for wisdom and for prosperity,!' It. • • • •

" why who needa " (the hearer will be apt to say to himself) " to be
fDld that?" and yet it may be important to the purpose in hand to
fix the attention on thele circumstances: let. the. description come
lefore the name, and the sentence, whUe it remains equally perapie
'ClOUI, will be fiee from the firult cbmplained of.
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,
rity of Style necessarily springs frmn indistinctness of
Conception.

. § 4.
The foregoing mles have all, it is evident, proceeded'

on the supposition ~ it is the writer~si~tm!ig~._t~-E!

.!!-1derstood; an(I jhiLJ~!U1IlQ~ J~Y.t b~ th~ cas~ ~ ~ery

!~pji_l!1J!~~ ex~r~~~ <c<>.f ~e ..!t~e~~~~~_,.~~': and gen~
ly speaking, even where the design is Sophistical. For,
as Dr. Campbell has justly remarked, the Sophist may
employ for his purpose w~t are in themselves real and
valid arguments; since probabilities may lie ·on. oppo
site sides, though truth CaD be but on one; ,his falla
cious artifice consisting only in keeping out of sight the
stronger probab~lities which may be ·Utged against him,
and in attributing an nndue weight to those which he
has to allege. Or again he may, either directly or in- I

directly, assume 88 self-evident a premiss which there is
no sufficient ground for admitting; or he may draw off
the attention of the hearers to the proof of some itteJ.
evant point, &c. according to the various modes de
scribed in the Treatise on FALLACIES; but in all this
there is no call for any departure from perspicuity of
Style, properly so called; not even when he avails him
self of,an ambi~ous term. "]for though," as Dr.
Campbell says, "a Sophism can be mistaken for an Ar
gument only where it is not rightly understood," it
,is the aim of him who employs it, rather that the mat
ter should be misunderstood, than not understood;
that his language should be deceitful, rather than obscure
or unintelligible. The hearer must not indeed form a

•
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correct, but he must form some, and. if possible, a
distinct, though erroneous idea of the arguments em~

ployed, in order to be misled by them. The obscurity
m short) if it is to be' so called, must not be obscurity of
Style; it must be, not like a mist which dims· the ap
pearance of objects, b~t like a coloured glass which dis
guises them:

There are, however, certain spurious kinds, as they

B i
may be called, of writing or speaking, (distinct

pur GUS -

Oratory. from what is strictly ~ermed Sophistry,) in
which obscurity of Style may be apposite. The O~
ject which has all along been supposed, is that of con
vincing or persuading; but there are some kinds of Ora
tory, if they ar~ to be so named, in which some differem
End is proposed.

One of these Ends is, (when the cause is such that
it cannot be sufficiently supported even by

Appearing • Fall.)
to urge SpeciOUS aCles, to appear to Bay 8Dme-
IOmething.

thing, when there is in fact nothing to be
said: so as at least to avoid the ignominy of being si
lenced. To this end, the more confused and unintel
ligible the language, the better, provided it carry with
it the appearance of profound wisdom, and of being
something to the purpose.

"Now though nothing (says Dr. Campbell) would
seem to be easier than this kind of Style, where an
Autht?r falls. into it naturally; that is, when he deceives
himself as well as his reader, nothing is more difficult
when attempted of design. It is beside requisite, ~f this
manner must be continued for any time, that it be art
fully blended with some glimpses of meaning; else, to
persons of discernment, the charm will at length be ~-
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solyed, and the nothingness of what has been spoken
will be', detected; nay even the attention of the unsus
peeting multitude, when Dot reljeved by any thing that
is level to their comprehension, will infallibly flag. The
InvoeatioD in the· Dunciad admirably suits the Orator
who is unhappily reduced to the necessity of taking shel
ter in the unintelligible :

Of darkness visible 80 much he lent,
As half to shew, half veil the deep iDtent."

Chap..viii. sec. 1. p. 119.

This artifice is distinguished froJD Sophistry, proper-. f

1y so called, (with which Dr. Campbell seems to COD,,:,

found it,) by the circumstance tha~ its tendency is not, ,
as in ,Sophistry, to convince, but .t.Q_P9..Y~ Jb.~~ .@PP~~:_. ,
toea of arguing,~ fact nothing..i~ .E:!,g~~; for in order
fbr men to be cotJ,vinced, on however insufficient grounds,
they must (as was remarked above) understand 80m,.

thing from what is said, tho':lgh, if it be fallacious, they
must n()t understand it rightly; but if this cannot be
accomplished, the Sophist's next resort is the unintel
ligible ;. which indeed is very often intermixed with the
Sophistical, when the latter is -of itself too scanty or too
weak. Nor does the adoption of this Style serve mere-
ly to sa'Ve his credit,as an Orator or Author; it frequent-
ly does more: ignorant and unreflecting persons, though
they cannot be, strictly speaking, convinced, by what
they do not understand, yet will very often suppose,' I

each, that I the rest understand it; and each is ashamed
to ac~bwledge, even tor himself, his own darkness and
perplexity ; .so that if the speaker with t a confident air
8IlDOtDlces his conclusion· as establish,ad, they will often,
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according to the maxim "omne ipotum pro .irifice,"
take for granted that he bas advanced valid argumenta,
and will be loth to seem behind-hand ill comprehendiDg F I

them. It usually requites that a man· should have
some confidence in his own understandin!, to venture
to say," what has been spoken is unintelligible to

me."
Another purpose sometimes 8DSwered by a disco_

of this kind is, that it serves to furnish an excuse, flimsy
indeed, but not unfrequendy sufficient, for men to vote
or act according to' their own inclinatidhs; which they
"ould perhaps have been ashamed to do, if strong argu
ments had been urged on tlte other side, and had re
mained confessedly unanswered; but they satisfy them
selves, if something has been said in favour of the course
they wish to adopt; though that something be only fair
sounding sentences that convey no distinct meaning.
They are content that aft anme,. has been made,
without troubling themselves to consider what it is.

§ 5•
...bother end, which in speakiDg is sometImes pro

Occupying posed, and which ,is, if possible, still more
~. remote froni the legitimate province of Rhet-

, one, is to' occupy' time. When an unfavourable d&o
cision is apprehended, and the protraction of the de~

bate'mayafford time for fresh voters to be summoned,
Or may lead to an adjournment, which will atford scope
for some other manreuvre; - when there is a cbanee
of 80 wearying out the attention of the hearers, that they
will listen with languor and impatience to what shall be
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urged on the ,other side,·- when an advocate ,is called
upon to plead a cause iiI the absence of those whose
opinion it is of· the utmost importance 19 influence, and
wishes to feserve all his.Arguments till they arrive, but
till then, must apparently proceed in'his pleading; in
these and many similar cases, which ,it is De~ess to pare
ticularize, it is a valuable talent to be able to pour forth
~th fluency an milimited quantity of,well-sounding laq-

. guage which has little" or no meaning ; - which s~, not
strike the hearers as unintelligible or no~seDsical, though
it convey to their minds no distinct· idea.

Perspicuity of Style, - real, nOt apparent, perspicu
ity, -is in this case never nece~sary, and sometimeS)
studioUsly ,8¥oided. If any distinct meaning were con...
veyed, and that which was said were irrelevant, it would
be perceived to be so, and would produce impatience in
the hearers, or affotd an advantage to the opponents ;
if, on the other hand, .eech were relevant, a~d there

• were no argumeilts of orce to be urged, except suc~ .
*as either h)ld been already dwelt on, or were required
to be reserv~~ (as in the case last alluded to) for a fuller
audience, the speaJter would not further his cause by .
bringing them forward. So that the usu8I resource on
these occasions, of such orators as thoroughly understand
the tricks of their art, and do 'not disdain. to employ them,
is t~ amuse their audience with specious emptiness.· ~

* It is most unfortunate, that in Sermons there should be so mucll
temptation to'fall into the first two (to say nothing of the third) of ..
tbe-.e kinds or spuriouS ora~ry: when it is appointed that a.-Sermon
aba1l be preached,..and' cu.lom require. that it shall be or a certain
length, there CUlBotbutbe more dan,erthat the preacher lhould chief..
ly consider himself as bound' to say 8OfMthing, and to octJUpy t1u time

16
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,§ 6.
Anothe~ kind of spuriouS Oratory;, and the last that

--JtiIpIay or will be noticed, is that w~ch.has ,lor its object
eloquence. to gain the hearer's adnnratlon of the glo-
quence displayed. This, indeed, constitutes one of,
the .tlIre~ Jrinds of Oratory eniun~r~ by 4.rjstotle,·
and is regularly treated of by him, along with the Delib- .
erate and Judicial branches; though it hardly deserves
the place \he has bestowed on it. .

When this is the end pursued, perspicUity is not
, indeed to be avoided, but it may often without detriment,

be disregarded.t Men frequently admire as eloquent, and
sometimes admire th~ most, what they do not at all, or
do not fully, co~prehend, if elevated and high sounding
words be arranged in graceful ~d son~rous periods.
Those of uncultivated minds especially, are apt to think
meanly of any thing that is brought down perfectly to'
the low level of their capacity;' though. to do this with
respect to valuable Truths whiCb are not trite, is one of
the most admirable feats of genius. They admire the
profundity of one who is mystical, and obscure; mi~tak

ing the muddiness of the water for depth; 'm;td magnify
ing in their imaginations what is viewed through a fog;
and they conclude ~at brilliant language must represent

prescribed, without keeping in mind the object of leaving his hearers
wieer or better, than if he were to preach solely in consequence of his
having such a specific o,?jeot \0 accomplish. See note, part iii. ~hap.
iii. § 2. .

• For be says, that in each or the two other kinds, the hearer is a
" judge; " in the first of the " expedierit," in the other, of the" just ; ,; .
but in the third kind he is only 8EWqO~, literally, a-Bpectator; and is a

judge merely (T~~ 6vJ1apeQ)~) of the ability of the Orator.
t See Appendi~ [G.] .
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some· brilliant ideas, Without troubling themselves to" in-
quire what those ideas are. J

. _Many an e~husiastic admirer 9f a fine " discourse~-;; or
a piece of "fine writing," woUld be found on examination
to 'retain only a few ,sonorous, but empty phrases; and
not only to have no notion of the g~eral drift of the
Argument, but not even to have ever considered whether
the Author had any such drift or not. .. I I

It 'is not meant to be insinuated $at' in every such
case the composition is in itself unmeaning, or that the
Author had nQ ,other object th~ the -cred'it of E~oquence; ,
he may have had a highe~ End in view; and 'he may
have expressed himself, very clearly to .some heareJ:s,
though not to all:- but it is most important to be fully .
aware of the fact, that it is possible to obtain the highest
applause from those who not only receive no edification
from what they hear, but absolutely do not understand
it. So far is popularity from being a safe criterion of the
usefulness of a preacher.

CHAP'. II.

. Of Energy.

§ 1'.
The next quality of Style to be noticed is what "may

by called Energy; the term being used in a wider sense
than the )E~Atrew, of Aristotle, and nearly corresponding
with what Dr. Campbell calls Vivacity; so as to com
prehend every thing, that may conduce to stimulate
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attentiou,-to impress BtrODglyon the mind "the Argu
ments adduced, - to excite the Imagination, and to
arouse ~e Feelings.

This Energy then, or Vivacity of Style, must depend
(as is likewise the ((ase in respect of Perspicuity) on
three things; lst"the Choice of words, 2d, $eir Num
ber, and I 3d, their .flrrangement.

With respect to the Choice of words, it will be most
Cboice of' convenient to consider them under thos'e two
::~~~tb classes which ..A~stQt1e has described under the
energy. titles of KvqUl and $sJ'a, for which our language
does not afford precisely corresponding names: "Prop
er," " Appropriate," or " Ordinary,'~ terms will the most
nem;ly designate the former ;_the latter class including all
others ;-.all that are in any way removed from eoJDDloD
use ;-whether unconunon terms, or ordinary terms,
either transferred to' a different meaning from that which
strictly be~ongs to th~m; or employed in a-different IIlaQ

ner from that of commoh discourse. All the Tropes and
Figures,. enumerated by Grammatical and Rhetorical
Writers, will of course fall under this head.

With 'respect then to " Proper ~, terms, the principal
. rule for guiding our Choice with a view to Ener-

()aution • r. th d . hi h th
aplnst gen- gy, IS to preIer, ever, ose wor s w c are e
eral term.. I b d l I di ·d als aleast a stratt an genera. n VI u one
having ~ real existence,· the teJ:IDs denoting' them (call-

* Thence calleq by Ari~totle, "(\ Cp,tet- leC. a.) "priJnary 8~·
<'es," (nqw'Eftt oiJula~,) Genus and Species,be~ denominated" sec- ,

. ondary,'J'" as not prdper1ydenetinga "really-existingthing," (-eMs 'f~,)

ltuft .~her' ~~ He-. baS, indeed, been ~.idered u tile
. gteQ.t advo~ qf ~~-QPPQtl~.4~~i i. f,.~ sJ.t.em Qf ".,.

~8~. ;.'~ ~hich~~as ~~~nly el;1lbrace~ ill)' ~.1.of ,~8 ,profe~,tW
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ed by Logicians " Singular terms ") win :of course "make
the most v~vid impression on the mind, mid exercise most
the powet of conceptio~ ;" and the less remote any term
is from these, i. e. the' more specific., the more· Energy

I

it will possess, m· comparison of such as are more gene-
ral. The impression produced on the mind by a Singular
term, may be com'pared to the di~tinct view taken in by
the eye,. of any obJ.e~t (suppose some' particular man)
n.ear at hand, in a clear light, which enables us to distin-

. guish the features of the individual; i~ a fainter light, or
rather further OH:, we merely perceive that the object is a
man; this corresponds with the idea conveyed by the
n8me of the Species; yet furtlrer off, or in a still feebler
light, we can distinguish merely ~ome living l object; and
at le"gth, merely ~ome ~bject"; these -views correspond
ing respectively with the terms denoting the genera, less
or ~ore 'rem~te: ~d as each of these, vie,,:s conveys, as
feu' as it goes, an equally cOfTect)mpression to the mind, "
(for we are equally certain that the object at a distance is
BO fl.&tthing, as th~t the oue close to us is such' and sucll
an individual,) though ea«;h,l successively, is less T tJivid ;
so, in language, a General term may be as clearly under
stood, as a Specific, or.a Singular term, but will convey
a m~ch less forcible impression to the hearer's mind.
" The more General the terms are," (as Dr. Campbell

lowers; but hie own lappage il lufticiently explloit. n.,.)l ,J,t.
),.ai ...,). '1" ,,,,...fN,,. 'E.) ",1. ,1. '1';, "e."''''' .11,.. e,."""""."",,, -.)
IIA"I', WI''', f"., ",~), "., """'.;,,,. I."""", "'~e, ••) I, ee"P¥ ".~ )"A'~",,,,,

.....". 'E..l)} ",;. )''''''e'''' ,1Iff,;, ellAINETAI ,..1. A""f6ls ".¥ 'Xtfp,tt."., .,.;;,

""'''')''tt., ..a.", ",p.tIf'u" f"tX, If.." I,'~e""'" ,~ e;,,· OT MHN rK
AA.HeE~· "AACl'iAAII .,il, "., ",,..s,., ..a.... A. Arlit*, QaIIr•
.... s. See Loaie, Diuertatlon, c. v.

16- " .
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justly remarks,) "the picture is the fainter; the more
Special tliey are, the briPtter. The same sentiment
may be expressed with equal juStness, and even 'equal -'
perspieuity, in the former way, as in the latter; but as
the colouring will in that case be more ~d, it cannot
give equal pleas1B'e to the fancy, and by consequence~
not contribute so much either to fix the attention, or to
impress the memory." ,

It migllt be supposed at first sight, that an Author has
little or no choice on this point, but must employ either ,
more or less general terms according to the objects he is
speaking of. There is, however, in almost every case,
great room for such a choice as we are speaking of; for
in the first place, it depends on our choice whether or
nOt we will employ tenns more general than ,the subject
requires; which may almost always be done consistent
ly with Troth 8l)d Propriety, though 'not ~th Energy;
if it be true that a man has committ~ murder, it may be
correctly asserted, that he has committe~ a crime: if the
Jews were ".exterminated," and '~Jerusa1em demolish
ed " by "Vespasian'8 army," it may be said, with truth,
that they were "subdu,ed ", by "an Enemy," ~d their
" Capital "taken. This substitution then ,of the Gene
ral for the Specific, o~ of the Specific for the Singular, is
,always within our reach ; and many, especially unprac
tised Writers, fall into a feeble Style by resorting to it
onneeessarUy; either because they imagine there is more
appearance of r~~ment or or profund~ty in the employ
ment of such tenns ~ are in less commQn- ~e among tbe .
JfQ1ga\';~(:)r"in smne cases with fl view to give greater com-
}tJ8bensivSJless. to. their reasonings, and to increase the
utility of what they say, by enlarging tbe field of its

~ .'i l
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.applieati~n. inexperienced Preachers freq1;lently err in
this way, by dwelling on Virtue and Vice, ---! Piety and

: Irreligion, ~. the abstract; without particularizing ; forget- .
, ting that while they 'nclUde much, they impress little or

nothing. I

The only appropriate occasion ,for this Generic Ian..
guage, (as it may be called,) is when we wish to avoid I

giving avivid impression, - when our object is to soften
what is offensive, disgusting, or. shocking; as when we
speak of an. " execution," tor the inffiction of the' sen-

~ tence of death on a criminal: of which kind of expres
sions, common discourse furnishes numberless instances..
On the other hand, in Antony's speech over Cresar's
body, his object being to excite horror; Sh~speare puts
intp his mouth the most particular expressiQns ; "those
honourable men (not, who killed C~sar, but) whose
dagger' have stabbed Cresar. ,)

• t

§2,.
But in the 'second place, not only does a regard Cor

Energy require that we should not'use'" terms Tropes.

",orB general than are exactly adequate to the
objects spoken of, but we are also allowed, in many cases"
to employ less general terms than are exactly ~\ppropri

ate. 'In which case we are employing wor~s not "Ap
propriate," but belonging to the second .of the two
classes just mentioned. The use of this Trope" (enu
merated by Aristotle, among the Metaphors, but since,
more c~monly called Synecdoche) is very frequent ; as it
CODduces much ~ the energy of the expression, without

• From Tqsnm ; any word tumed fiom ita primary 8igtWication.

,.
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oocasiQlung, in general, any risk' of its meaning being
IDlstaken.· The pasSl ge ·cited by Dr. Campbell,·' from
one of our Lord's discourses, (which are in general of this
c~cter,) together with the remarks made upon it, will
serve to illustrate what has been just said : " , Consider, t

says our Lord, 'the lilies bow they grow: they toil not,
· they spin not; and yet I say unto you, that Solomon in

all his glory was not arrayed like one of these.· If then
God so clothe the grass, which to-day is in the field, and
to-morrow is cast into the oven, how ~uch more will he
clothe you?' t Let us here adopt a little of the tasteless
manner of modem paraphrasts, by the substitution of
more General terms, one of their many expedients of
infrigi~ating, and let os observe th~ effe~t produced by
this change. 'Consider the flowers, how they gradually
fucrease in their size.; they do no manner of work, and
yet I declare to you, that no king whatever, in his most

• spl~ndid habit, is dre~sep up like them. It then God in .,
his providence doth so adorn the vegetable productions,
which continue btlt little time on the land, and are after
wards devoted to the meanest uses, how much m~re will
he provide clothing for you?' How spiritless is the
same sentiment rend~red by these small variations? 'fhe
very particularizing of to-day and to-morrow,. is infinitely
more expressive of transitoriness, than any description
wherein the terms are general, that can be subs~tuted in
its room." It .is a remarkable circumstance that this

• The ingenious Author cites this in the Section treating 9f" Prop
er terms," which is a trifting oversight; as it is plain that "lily'" i.
ued for the Genus" lower,"-;-" Solomon, for the Species " KiDg,"
&e.

t Luke xii. fl1, 28.
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c1laracterj,stic ?f style is\perfectly retain~d in translation,
in which every other excellen~e of expression is liable
to be_lost; so that th~ ptevalence of this kind of languaqe
in the Sacred writers may be regarded as something
providential. It may be said with truth, that the book
which 1t is the most necessary to translate into every lan-

: guage, is chiefly characterized by that kind of excellence
in diction' which is least impaired by translation.

§ 3.
But to proooe~ with the consideration of Tropes·; the

J,Ilost employed aqd most important of all those Metaphor

kinds of expressions which depart from the plain and. \~imile.

and strictly Appropriate Style,~ all t~at are called by
Aristotle, Z~JI~, - is th~ Metaphor, in the usual and limited
sense; viz. a word substituted for another, on account of
the Resemblance ~ Analogy between their significations.
The Simile or Comparison may ·be considered as differing.
in form only from a Metaphor; the resemblance being in' .
that case stated, which in the Metaphor is implied.- "
Each may be founded either on resemblance, strictly so '
called, i. e. direct resemblance between the objects
themselves in question, (as when we speak of "tabl,e..
land," or compare greatwaves to mountains,).or on Anal
ogy~ ,which is the '~eselQ~Iance of Ratios, - a similarity
of the' relations they bear to certain other objects; as
when we speak or the " light of reason," or of "revela
tion," or compare: a wounded and captive warrior to a
stranded ship.t The Analogical l\letaph~rs and Com-

,. Bee~' u.it. iii.,
t Rhoderic Dhu~ in the lAdy of the Lake.

"
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parisODS are boAl the more frequent and the more strikiDg.
They are the more frequent, because almost every object
has such a muhitude of relations, of different kinds, to

many other objects; and they are the more striking,'
because {as Dr. A. Smith has well remarked) th~ more
remote aDd unlike in themselves any two objects are, the
more is the mind impressed and gratified by the percep
ti<?D of some point in which they agree~

It has been already observed, under the head of Exam
ple, that we are carefully to distinguish between an

\ nZustration, (i. e. an .flrgument (rom analogy or resem
blance,) and what is properly called a Simile orCompar
ison, introduced merely to g~e force or beauty to the
ezpression. The aptness and beauty of an Illustration
sometimes leads men to overrate, and sometimes to un
derrate, its force as an Argument.*

With respect to the choice between the Metaphorical
fonn and that of Comparison, it may be, laid down as a

, general rule, that the lfonner is always to be preferred,t
wherever it is sufficiendy SImple and plain to be' imme
diately cqmprehended; but that which as a Metaphor
would sound obscure and enigmatical, may be well
received if expressed as a Comparison. We may say,
e. g. with propriety, that " Cromwell trampled on the
laws: ",it would sound feeble to say that '~he treated the
laws .with the. same contempt as a· man does. any thing
which he tramples under his feet~ U On the other hand
it would be harsh and ooscure to say, "the stranded

• See Part i. chap. iii. § 2.
t :wEUTJ'J' ~ sz,ew'J' p,8Tacpoqa, 6U1tpAqovua nqou64usII. 6~ frr- .

• " ~6v, 8T~ pa-eenAew'· IC. or. 1. Aristotle, BMt. book iii. cIIap.
1~ I
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yessellay shaken by the waves,Jf meaning~ the -w~ed
Chief tossing pn the bed of sickness; it is therefore, ne
cessary in 'such ~ case to state .,the resemblance. But
this is· never to 'be done more fully than is necessary to

. perspicuity; because all men are more gratified at,catch

mg .the Resemplance for tllemselves, than at having it
pointed out to them.* And accordingly die- Metaphorical

greatest masters of this ki:nd of style, when the Simile. .

case will not admit of pure Metaphor, generally prefer a~

mixture of' Metaphor with Simile; fir~t pointing out the ' I

similitude, and I afterwards employing metaphorical tenns
which imply it; or, vice versa, -explaining a Metaphor by
a' statenlent of the Comparison. To take, examples of
both kinds from an Author who particularly exce~ m
this point; (speaking of morbid Fancy.)

-like the bat of Indian.brakes,
Her pinions fan the w0!lnd she makes.,
And soo~hingthus the dreamer's pain,
She drinks the life-blood from the vein. t

Th~ word "like" makes this a Comparison; but the
three succeeding lines are Metaphorical. Again, to take

an instance of the other kind,

They melted from the fit:ld, a,.,c: snow,
When streams are swoln, and south WiQ.ds blow,
Dissolves in silent dew. *

Of the wQ:.·ds here put in italics, the fonner is a Meta
phor, the latter introdu~es a -Comparison.. Though
the instances here adduced' are taken from a Poet, the

• To p,a)/f)U)/S,,.1I e~6lf»~ ~Jv qW(f~~.' Aristotle, R/urt. book iii. ..
chap. 5.

t 'Boktby.
tMtu'mitm.
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judicious management of Comparison which they exem
plify, is even more essential to a ProSe-writer, to whom
Jess license is allowoo,in the employment of it. It is a
remark' of Aristotle) (Rhet. book iii. chap. 4.) 'that the
Simile is more suitable in Poetry, and ~t Metaphor is
the only ornament of language in which the Orator may
freely indulge. He tbould therefore be the more care
ful to bring a Simile as near as possible'to the Metaphori
cal form. The following is an example of the same kind
of expression: '..~ These metaphysic rights entering into
common life, like rays of light which pierce into a dense
medium, are; by the laws of nature, refracted from their
straight line. Indeed, in the gross and complicated mast
of ~an passions and concerns, ther primitive rights of
man undergo such a variety of refractions, and reflec
tions, that it becomes absurd to talk of them as if they
continued in the simplicity of their original direction."*

Metaphors may be employed, as ...~stotle ~bserVes,
, either to elevate or to degrade the subject,

Elevating or • . . '. • •
dM.-adhing according' to the deSIgn of the Author; bemg

etap OrB.

drawn from similar or corresponding objects of
a higher or lower character. rhus Ii loud and vehement
Speaker may be described either as bellowing, or as thuA
dering And in both cases, if the Metaphor is apt· and
suitable,to the purpose designed, it is alike conducive to
Energy. He remarks that the same bolds. good with \ .
respect ttl Epithe!S also, which ~ay be drawn either from
the highest or the lowest attributes o( the thing spokeD-,
of. t Metonymy likewise (in which a part is put for a

-:Burke, On tJu FrtmCk Re'Dol:ution.
. t A happie~ example cannot be found than the one whi~h Aristotleor from .Bimonidee, who, when offilred a IIIJl&1l p~ce ~o~ an Ode to.
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I} whole, a cause for an e1Fect,&c'.) admits of a similar
G: variety in its applications~ I

(Any Trope (as is remarked by Dr. Campbell) adds
force to the expre~sion, when it tends to fix th,e min~ on
that part, or circumstance, in the object spoken of, which
is most essential #> the purpose in hand~ Thus, the~e I '

is an Energy in ...-\braham's Periphrasis for· "'God,",
when he is speaking of the allotm,ent of Divine punish
ment: "shall not' the Ju~" of all the earth do ,ight? "
If again we were ·allyding to Hi~ omni~cienct~ it would
be more suitable to say; ,., this ,is known only to the

Searcher of hearts:," if1 to his power, we shOuld· speak
of HIm as "the .f1lmi§hty," &.c. .

Of Metaphors, those g~nerally conduce most to that )
Energy or Vivacity of Style we are speaking ,of,· which ,
illustrate an ~n,tellectual by a ~nsible object; the latter
being 81ways the most early familiar to the mind, and' .
generally giving the m,ost distinct impression to it. Thus

. we speaK of "tl/nbridled rage," "deep-rooted preju-
- dice,"-" glowing eloquence," a "stony heart," ~c.

And a smillar use may be made of Metonymy also; as
when we spefLk of the " Throne," or the " Oro'UJn" for
" Royalty,"":'" the "8'UJortl" for ." military violence,"
&ic. '. -'

. But the ,highest degree of Energy (and to which Aris
totle chieBy restricts the term)- is produced by Personify-.

. " ing Meta-
such Metaphors as attribute life and action to ph~.

things' inanimate; and that, even when by this means

celebrate a victory in a 11Ude-raoe, expressed his contempt for 1uJJf
...., (~""loJ1o£,) as they were co~monly called; but ~hen a larger
sum was offered, addre88ed them in an Ode as " Daughten ofSteec18
8Wift-as--the-stprm." &el1oncS6,-,,, .fHJru"es, fn1l'Qf".

I #17 .
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the las\-mentioned role is violated, i.' e. when sensible
objects are illustrated by intellectual. For the disad
vantage is overbalanced by the vivid imp~ioD pro- .
cluced by the idea of J1er.ontility or GCtifJity ; • as when

, we speak ~ the ~ of a torrent, a' jtWious storm, a
river diedaining to endure its bridge, &e.t May
such expressions, indeed, are in .such common use as to
~e lost all their Metaphorical fo..rce, 8~ce,they cease
to sugg'est the idea belonging to their primary significa
tion, and thus are become, practically, Proper terms. But
• new, or at least unhackneyed, Metaphor of this kind,
if it be not far-fetched and obscure, adds greatly to the
force of the expression.. This was a favourite figure
With Homer, from whom Aristotle has cited several ex
amples of it; as " the raging arrow," "the darts eager
to taste of flesh," t "the shameless" (or, as it~
be rendered with more exactness, though with less dig
nity, "the prOtJ0king) stone, ':' (la~,~ a"a,,6~~,) 'which
mocks the efforts of Sisyphus, &c.

Our language. poss~sses on'e remarkable advantage,
with a view to this kind of Energy, in the constitutioo
of its gend~r8. All nouns in English, ,which express
objects that are really neuter, are considered as strictly
of the neuter gender; the Greek and Latin, though

... ';I'he figure called by Rhetoricians Prosopopreia (literally, Per
IOIlification) is, in fact, no ,other' than a Metaphor of this kind: thll8,

iJ:l Dem08thenes, Greece is repreeented as addressing the AtheDiana.
So also in the book of Genesis; (chap. iy. ven. 10,) " the 'DOiu of thy
brother's blood crieth unto me from the ground."

t Pcmtem indignotus.
*There is a peculiar aptitude in some of these expressions which

the mode,rn student is very likely to overlook; ~ fPTOW -or dart,
£rom its Bying with a spi1f,ning motion, qui'Ders violently when it is
hed; thus luggesting'the idea or a.perllon tremJJling witk eagt/T'I&6U,
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possessing the advant4ge (which is wanting in the 1m.
~ges derived from them) of having a' neuter gender,. -,
yet lose the b~nefit o~ it, by fixing the masculine «
feJni~ine gended upon many nouns denoting \hings in..
animate; 'whereas in English, when we speak o(any
such object in the masculine or feminine gender, that
form ~f expression at,once conf~rs personality upon it.
When" Virtue,." e. g. or our "Country," are spoken
of as females, or ." Ocean" as a male,'&'c. they are, by
that very circumstance, per,onified; and a stinlulus is
thus given to ·the imagination, from the very circum.
stance that in calm. discussion or des~ription, .all of these
would be neuter; whereas in ,Greek or Latin, as in
French or Italian, DO such distinetion could be made.
The employment of ", Virtus," and ,,).Aq8T~," in the
feminine gender, can contribute, accordingly, no anima
tion to the Style, (when they could not, without a Sole
Cl:)m, be employed otherwise.

, There, is, however, 'very little, 'comparativ~ly, of En-
ergy produced by any Metaphor ?r Simile that Novelty in

is in common use, and already familiar to the Metaphor.

hearer. Indeed, what were originally tl;1e boldest Met
aphors, are become, by long" use, virtually, Proper
terms;, as is th~ case with, the words "source, U

I~' reftec~on," &c. in their transferred senses; and' fre
quentlyare even nearly obsolete in the literal sense, as
in the words ," ardour," " acuteness,~' "ruminate," &c.
If, again, a Metaphor or Simile that is ~ot so hack-
-neyed as to be considered common property, ~e taken
from any kn~wn ..\uthor, it strikes every one, as DO ~ess .
__Naria~ lhan .if an .entire argument or description
bad ,beeB thua traos£erred. ADd hence it is, that, q
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Aristotle remarks, the skilful employment of ~se, more
than of any other, ornaments of language, may ~ re
garded as a mark of genius'~ (eiJq>vfa, UT/lUroJl) not that he
means to 'say, as' some interpreters suppose, that this
power is entirely a gift of nature, and in no degree to be
learnt; on the contrary, he expressly affinns, that the·
'" perception of Resemblances," ·'oQ. which it depends,
is the fruit of " Philosophy; "t but he means that Meta
phors are not to be, like other words and phrases, select
ed from common use, and transferred .from one composi
tion to another,'+but must be formed for rne occasion.

. I Some care is accordirigly requisite, in order .that they
may be readily comprehended, and may riot have the ap
pearance of being far-fetched and ~xtravagant. \ For this
pltrpose it is usual to comb~newith the Metaphor a Prop
er term which explains it; viz. either attributing to the
term in its transferred sense, something which does not
belong to it in its literal se~se; or vice versa, denying of '
it in its transferred sense, ,something which does belong
to it in its literal ~~nse~ To call the Sea the "watery
bulwark'" of our island, would be an instance of the
former kind; an example of the latter is the expression
of a writer who speaks of the dispersion of some hostile
fleet, by the winds. and waves, "those ancient and un
subsidized allies of England."

'It is hardly necessary to mention the obvious and
hackneyed cautions against mix~ure of Metaphors; § and

\ • To BIlOW'll oqfj. JI. - Ai.stotle, R/Ut. book ti.

t ~Pfj.ov ~"cp£louocpla,. Aristotle, RAet. book ii. ~d iii.
t OiJ" MUTt- nae ~llov lape'iJl. Ibid. book iii.

I § Dr. Johnson instly censures Addison' for speaking of cc lwitlli¥
, ill ~ mUle, wh~ longs to l&uneh into a nobler Itrain;" cc which."
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against any that tl'e, eomple~ and far-pursued, so as to
,afProach toAJ1eg~ry. In this laste8se, the more apt
and striking is' the.Analogy su~ested, the more flill it

I have of aD_ artificial appearance;, and will draw off the
reader's attedtion from the subje~t, to admire the inge..
noity wsplayed in the Style. Young writers, Of genius,
ought especially to' he admonished to ask themselves
frequently, not whether tthis or that is a ,triking expre,..
,rion, but whether it makes the meaning more striking
than another phrase would, - whether it impresses more
forcibly the ,ennmenl to be conveye~.

§ 4.
It is acommon practice with- some writers to endeav

our to' add \force to their. expressions by ac· E itlaets.

cumulating high-sounding Epithets,* denoting P

the greatness, beauty, or other admirable qualities of the
ihings spoken of; \but the effect is generaJIy the reverse

, o~ what is inte~ded. Most readers, except' those of a
very vulgar or, puer,ile taste, are disgusted at studied
efforts to point out and force 'upon their attention ~hat-

say. the Critic," is an act that was never restrained by a bridle."
Some, how~ver, are too fastidious on this point. Worda, which by
long use in a transferred sense, have lost nearly all their metaphori
cal force, may fairly be combined in a manner which, taking them
literally, would be incongruous. It would savour of hypercriticism
to object to such an expression, as " fertile source."

• Epithets, in the ,Rhetorical/ sense, deno~, not every adjectiv~.

but those only which do not add to the sense, but signify IOmethiJ1l
already implied in the noun itself; as, it one say., cc the gloriow
INn:" on the other hand, to speak of the U risi'fagtt or U tMritlicnI
All" would not be considered ~, in this sense, emplol'inI aD Epi
6et.
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Prilld
Style.

eYer is remarkable; and this, even when the ideas con
vey~ are themselves striking. But when an attempt
is made to cover poverty of thought with mock sublimity
of language, and to set 01£ trite sentiments Uld feeble

. arguments by tawdry magnificence, the only' result is,
that a kind of indignation is superadded to contempt; as
wben (to use ,Quinctilian's comparison) an attempt is
made to supply, by paint, the'· natural glow of a youth
ful and healthy complexion.·

We expect, indeed, and excuse in ancient wriU!rs, as
a part of the unrefined simplicity of a ruder
language, such a redundant use of Epithets

as would not be tolerated in a modem, even in a transla
tion of their works; the "white milk," and " dark gore,"
&.c. of Homer, must not be retained; at least, not so
frequently as they occur in the original. Aristotle, in
deed, gives us to unqerstand that in his time this liberty
was still allowed to Poets; but later taste is'more fas
tidious. He ,censures) however, the adoption, by prose
writers, of this, and of every other kind of ornament that
might seem to border on the poetical; and he bestows
on such a. style the appellation of "frigid," (f/JIJXqOJl,)
which -at first sight may, appear somewhat remarkable,
(though the same expression, ," frigid," might very prop
'3rly be so applied by us,) because" warm,"J" glo,,!,ing,"

* "A principal device in the fahrication of this Style," (the mock~

eloquent,) "is to multiply epithets, - dry epithets, laid on the out
side, and ~nto which none of the vitality of the sentiment is found to

circulate. You may take &. great number of the WQrds out or each
page, an~ find that the sense is neither more nor Ie. for your havinr
cleared· the composition. of theee Epithets of chalk of various coloun,
WIth which the tame thoughts had flubmitted to be ~bed over.. ia

. order te be made fine." Foeter,~y iy.
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and such-like Metaphors, seem naturally ~pplicable to
poetry•. This very circumstance, however, does in real
ity account for.the use of the other expression-. We
are, in poetical prose,' reminded of; and for that reason
disposed to miss, the '~warmth and glow" fJf poetry :
it is on the same principle that we are disposed to speak
of coldness in the rays of the moon, because they remind
us of sunshine, but want its warmth; and that· (to use
an humbler and more familiar instance). an, empty fire
place is apt to suggest an i~a of cold.

The use of Epi~ets however, in prose composition, is I .

not to be proscribed ; as the judicious ~mployment of them
is undoubtedly conducive· to Energy. . It is ex~emely

difficult to lay down any precise rules on such a point.
The only safe guide in practice must be a ,taste formed
from a familiarity with the best Authors, and from the
remarlaJ of a skilful Critic on one's own compositions. ~

It may, however, be laid down as a general caution,
more particularly needful for young writers, that an ex-
cessive luxuriance of style, and especially a redundancy ,
of Epithets, is the ~orse of the two extremes; as it is a
positive fault, and a very offensive one; while the oppo-
site is but the absence of an excellence..

It is also ~ important rule, that the boldest and most·
striking, and almost· yoetical, turns of expres- Caution

sion, should be reserved (as Aristotle has ~::.

remarked, book iii, chap. 7. ) for the most brilliancy.

Impassioned parts of a discourse; and that an Author
should gUJlld against the vain 8I)lbition of expressing
"'ery thing in. an equaUy.high-wrought, brilliant,. and
forcible Style. The neglect of this caution often ocea-

I

sions the imitation of ~e best models, to prove detri-
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mental. When the ad'n\iration of Borne fine and animat
ed passages leads a lOung writer to take those passages
for his general model, arid to endeavour to make every

. sentence he compOses equally fine, he \'Iill, on the COD

trary, give a flatness to ,the whole, and destroy the
effect of those portions which would have been forcible,
if they had been allowed to stand prominent. To
brighten the dark parts of a picture, produces much the
same result as if one had darkened the bright parts ; in
either case there is a want" of relief and eontrcUt; anQ
Composition, as well as Painting, has its lights' and
shades, which must be distrIbuted With no less s~, if
we would produce the desired effect.- .

In no place, however) will it be advisable to introduce
Uletl of any Epithet which does not- fulfil one of these
epkbetl. two purposes; 1sf, to e~plain a Metaphor;
a use which has been noticed under that head, and
which will justify, and ~ven require, the intro~uction

of an Epithet, which, . if it had been jOined to the
Proper tenn, would have been glaringly superfluous;
thus, lEschylus f speaks of the "ttJinged hound of Jove,"
meaning the Eagle: to have said the "tDigged ,agle,"
would have had ~ very different effect; 2dly, when the
Epithet expresses something which, though implied in the
subject, would not have been likely to occw: at once'

. spontaneously to the hearer's mind, and yet is im
portant to be noticed with a view to the purpose in hand.
Indeed it will generally happen, that the Ejlithets em
plOyed by: a skilful Orator, will be found to be, in fact,

I

tt Omnia '11Ult belle Matko dicere; tJic aliquMti.o
Et 6ms; die MUtrum: die tIlitpuIJUlo fIUJU.
fPr~ .
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80 msmy abridged arguments, t~e force of which is suffi
ciently conveyed by a'lnere hiQt; e.' g. if anyone says,.
"we. ought to take warning from the bloody revolution
of France," the Epithet sug~ests one of the reasons
fOI -our being warned; and that, not less clearly, and
more forcibly, thm if the argument 'had been stated. at
length.

§ 5.

With respect to the use of ,Antiquated, tForeign, N~w
coined, or New-compounded words,* or words uncommon'

applied in an unusual sense, it may be sufficient eA~ressiolll.

to opserve, that all \vriters, and prose~writers most, should
be very cau(ious and sparing in' the use of them; not

, o~y because in excess they produce a barbar.ous .dia
lect.' but' because they are so likely' to 'suggest the idea
ot artifice; th.e 'perception of which .is most ~specially

'adverse to Energy. The occasiqnal apt introduction of
such a tenn will sometimes produce a powerful effect;
but ~hatever may seem t~ savour ~f affectation, or even
of great solicituge and study in the choice of terms,'will
effecbIally destroy the true effect of elQquence. The
language which betrays art,' and carriei not an air of sim
plicity and sincerity, may, indee~, by some- hearers, be
th~u~t not only very fin~, but even very energetic;

. • .I.t is a c~ious instance of whi.msical inconsistency, that many
\who, with justness, censure as pedantic the frequent introduc.tion of
Greeli and Latin words, neither object to, nor refrain from,' a similar '
pedantry with respect to Frmck and Italian. .

TIns kind of ,afFectation is one of the ~, dangers" of" a little le&l'Jlt.
Bag: thOle who are really good linguists are seldom 80 anxioua' to
6p!ay ~ir knowledge.
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this very circmnstance, however, may be 'taken for a
proof that it is not so; for if it had been, they 1Dould fIOt

#&aus thought about it, ~t would have been' occupied,
exclusively, with the sUbject. An unstudied and natu
ral air, therefore, is an e~cen~nce'to which the true ora
tor, i. e. he who is aiming to· carry MB point, will be
ready to sacrifice any other that may interfere with it.

The principl~ here laid down will especially apply to ..

the choice of' 'Yords, with a view to their Imi- ..
Words eop-
~=:.u tative, or oth~rwise appropriate Sound: The

attempt to make "the sound an echo to the
sense," is indeed more frequently to be met with in poets
than in prose write~3; but'it may be worth remarkihg, '
that an evident effort after this kind of excellence, as it
'is offensive in any kind of composition, would in prose
,appear peculiarly disgusting. Critics treating on this
subject have gone into opposite extremes ; some fanciful
ly attributing to words, or' combinations of words,'~ imi
tative ppwer far beyond ~hat they can really poss'es~, ~

and representing this kind of Imitation as deserving to
be studiously aimed at;' and others" on the contrary,
consid~ring nearly the whole of· this kind of excellence
as no better than imaginary, and regarding the examples
which do occur, and have been cited, of a congrujty be..
tween the sound and the sense, as purely ac~identa1.

• Pope has accordingly been justly censured f~ his inconsistency
in making the Alexandnne represent both a quick and a slow motion

1." Flies o'er the unbenfling corn, and skim. along the main:'
i .." Which, li~e a wounded .nake, 'dragl ita slow length along."

1ft the fint ikistanee, he forgot that an Aln.mthi.. i. long, from cen
tainin'g more fUll thaD a eouunon vell8; whereu a 1Gng i«r;a".,..

has but the same number of feet as a short ODe, and thereiOre bei.
pronounced in the same time, BeelDl to move more rapidly.

" I-
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. The ~th probably lies between these two extremes.
I~ the first' place, that words d~noting sounds, 'or'em

ployed in describing th~m, may be Imitative of those .
$OWlds, must be admitted by all; indeed this kind of
~ta,tion is, to a certain, ~eg~ee, almost unavoidable, in
our language at least; which abounds perhaps nlore than
any other, in these,. as they m~y be called, naturally. ex
pressive ter~s; such as (( hiss," "rattle," "clatter,".
" spla~n," and many others.* I

In the next place, it is also allowed by· most, that
· quick or slow motion may, to a certain d~gree, at l~t,'

be imitated or"represented by words; many short sy11a
hIes (unincumbered by a clash either ofv{)wels, or of con
sonants coming together) being pronounced in the same
time with a smaller number or long syllables, abounding
with these incumbrances, the former seems ~ ~ave a
natural correspondence to, a quick, and the latter to a
slOw motion ; since in the one a greater, and in the other
a l~ss space, seem to be passed over in the same time.
In 'the ancient Poets, their hexameter verses being
always 'considered as of the same length, i. e. in respect
of the time taken, to pronounce them, whatever propor
tion of dactyls or sp,oodees they contained, this kind of
~mitation of quick or s}o,v motion, is the more appare~t ;
aDd after. making all allowances for fancy, it seems im
possible to doubt that in many instances it does exist;
as, e. g. in the often-cited linIe which expres~~s the roll-.
ing of Sisyphus's stone down the hill :

(

.AM", 11't8~Ta nAJoJl6e "vll,,6efo laa~ 4J'a",~,.

it See Wallis, Gram. Angllc.
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• I

The following passage from the JEMid can bardIy be'
denied to exhibit a correspoDdcnc~ With the slow and
~ .uick motion, at least, wh;ich it descn1>es; that of the
Trojans laboriously hewing the foundations of'a tower
on the top of Priam's palace, and that of its' sudden and
riolent fall :

'I Aggrc8,i firro circum, qua ,umma labante".
JUnctura. tabulata dabat, dif'ellimw alliB
Sedtbu,8, impUllmUlq,re, eo, lap'" repente rUifIGtn
Cum Bonlt", trahlt, et Danaum B~per agmlna late
Incldlt."--

But, lastly, it ~eems not to -require any excessive exer
cise of fancy to p~rceive, if not, properly speaking, an
Imitation, by words, of other things besides sound and
motion, at least, an AnalOgICal aptitude. That there is
at least an apparent Analogy between things sensible,
and things intelligible, is implied by numberless Meta
phors: as when we speak of" rough, or harsh, 80ft, or
,mooth, manners," "turbulent passions," the "8troke,
or the storms, of adversity)" &c. Now if there are any
words, or combinations of words, which have in their
sound a congruity with certain sensible objects, there is
no reason why,they should not have the same congruity
with th~e emotions, acti~ns, &'c. to which these sensible
objects are analogous., Especially, as it is universally

-The slow'movement of this line-would be much more perceptible,
if we pronounced (as doubtless the Latins did) the tloubl«l Cl1It8O

...; "ag-gru-,;, Jer-ro-- 8Il1II-mtJ : " but in English, and COllie

quently in the English way or reading Latin or Greek, the doubJiDr
of a consonant only serves to fix the place of the accent; the latter
of the two being never pronounced, except in a very few compouad
word8 : u " innate," " connatural,u " poor_rate,U " hop-pole!'
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.Bowed tba~ certain musical co~binations. ~; t • .rti9e;·; .;
)~" appro~nateto 1I1e EUpre6S10D, of gne~~~er, /iJ..!,. c

UOD, &.c.' , ;,\:1.1t- ~~ ~~,( "'",
On the whole, the most probable ooncluSl~~

be,. that many at leas~ of the celebrated passages ':.: ,. '.
eited as Imitative in sound, were, on the one hand, not

, the ~SDltof tJ06~ nor yet, on the ,other hand, of
.e.dy; but that the idea in the 'author's mind 'spontane
ously suggested appropriate iounds : thus, when Milton'.
mind was- occupied'with the idea .of the opepiDg of the
infernal gates, it seems natural that his expression, .

"And on their hinges~ harsh thunder,'"

should have occurred to him without any distinct inten- '
tion of imitating sounds.

'It will be the safest rule, therefore, for a prose-~ter

at least, never to make any distinct effort after this kind
of Energy of Expression, but to trust to the spontaneous
occurrence of suitable sounds on every occasion where the
introduction of them is likely to have a good effect..

§ 6..

It is hardly necessary to give any warning, generally,
against the mmecessary introduction of Tech- Technical

nical language of any kind, when the meaning la8gaap.

can I be adequately, or even tolerably" expressed in com
moD~ i. e. unScientific words. The terms and phrases
of A:tt have an air of pedantic· affec~tion, ,for which they
do not compensate, ,by even the smallest, appear8Jlce of
incTeased EQ.ergj-•• But there is an apparent>exception

, \

•orcoone this rule doe. not apply to a,yowedly techDieal .,...
of iutructiOD. In luch 'wpru the uaual and the beet ruJp _, to em

· 18 .I.
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to this rule, in the case of what may be called the
u Theolog~cal Style;" a peculiar phraseology, adopted
more, or less by a large proportion of writers of Sermons
and other religious works; consisting partly of peculiar
terms, but chiefly of common words used in a peculiar
sense .of combination, so as to fonn altogether a kind of
diction widely di1fering from the classical standard of the
language. This phraseology having been fonned part1y
TIJeoIoIlcaI from the style of some of the most eminent
.,... D· · I d · h dIVlDes, part y, an to a muc greater egree,
from that of the Scriptures, i. e. 'of our Version, has been
supposed to carry with it an air of appropriate dignity
and sanctity', which greatly adds to the force of what is
said. And this may, perhaps, be the case when what is

. sai~ is of little or no intrinsic weight, and is only .such
,meagre common-place as many religious works consist
of: the associations whith such language will excite in
the minds of those accustomed to it, supplying in some

I

degree the deficiencies o( th~ matter. IBut this diction,
though it Ql8Y serve as a veil for poverty of thought, will

, , ,
plo,'u far u possible such technical terms as custom has already
e,tablilhed; defining, modifying, reetricq, extending, &0. theIe,
if Decessary, .s the occasion ~y require. Sometimes however the
introduction of new ones will be called for, either in addition to the
otben, or ~ their stead, when there are very strong objectioDl
apiIlIt -tbeIe.

It iI no uncommon trick with lOme writei'll to inveDt and adopt, OD

dle slightest pretext, complete new eets of technical terms, the
more strange and uncouth, the better for their purpose; and thu to
,.. off long-known truths for prodigioUi discoveries, and pin the
oredit of UBivenal originality by the boldnelS of their innovatioDi ill
language: like-some voyagers of discovery, who toJu pouuNm of
oountries, whether before-riaited or Dot, by formally ri'riD£ them-,....,.

I
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, be found to produc'~ no less the effect of QbscuriDg the
lustre of what is truly val~able: if it adds an appearance
of strength to what is. weak, it adds weakness to what is
str~ng ; and, if pl~asing .. to those of narrow and ill-cultivat
ed minds, it js in a still higher ~egtee repulsive to- pE}r
sons of taSte. r .

It may be said, indeed, with truth, that the improve-
ment of the maj~ity is a, higher object ~n th~ gratifica
tion of a refined taste in a few; but it mal" be goubted
whether any' real ~nergy, ~ven with respect to

l

any class
(jf hearers, is gained by the use of such a diction as that
of which I am speaking. For' it will often be found that
what is received with great approbation, is yet, even if,
strictly speaking, understood, but very little attended to,
or impressed upon the minds of the' hearers.. . Te~
and phrases whichhttve been long fammar ~o them, and
have certain vague QIld indistinct notions associated with
them, men often suppose themselves:to understand much

, more. fully than they do; and still oftener give a sort of ,
indolent assent to what is said; without making any'
effort of thought.

It is justly observed by Mr. Foster, (Essay ilf.) when
treating on this subject, that " with regard 'to a consider..
able proportion" ·df Christian readers and hearers, a
reformed ~anguage would be excessively 'strange to
them; " but that "its being so strange to them, would
be .a proof of the necessity of adopting it, at least, in
part, and ~y degrees. For the manner in which some of
them would receive this altered diction, would prove that .
the customary phraseology had scarcely given them any
elear ideas. It would be found that the peculiar phrases
had been not so much the vehicles of ideas, as the sub-
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stitutes for them. These readers and hearers have been
accustomed ao chime to the sound, without 4lppreh~
the sense; insomuch, tha\ if they hear the very ideas
which these pbr8ses signify, expressed ever so simply in
other language, they do not recoplise them. ",

He observes also, with much truth, that the studied
incOrporation and imitation of the .language of the ·Scrip
tures in the texture of I any Discourse, neither indicates
reverenc~ for the sa~red composition, nor odds to the
dignity ~f that'which is human: but rather diminishes
that of soob passages as, might be introduced, from the
sacred writings in pure I fUld distinct quotation, standing I

contnlSted with the general Style of the work. . !

Of the Technical terms, as tbey may be called, of
, Theology, there are many, the place of which miglu

easily be supplied by corresponding expres~ions.in com
D:l0D use; there are· others, doubtless, ~hicb, denoting
ideas exclusiv~ly belonging to the subject, could not be
avoi~ed without a tedious circumlocution; these, there
fore, may be admitted as allowable peculiarities of dic
tion; and the others, perhaps, need not be entirely dis
used : but it is ~bly desirable that both should be.very
frequently exchanged for words or phrases entirely free
from any Technical peculiarity, even at the expense of
tome' circumlocution. ~ot tha~ this should be done so
constantlIf as to render the ternlS in question obsQlete;'
but by introducing frequently both the tenn, and a sen
tence explanatory ~f the same idea, the evil just men·
boned,- the habit of. not thinking, or' not thinking atteD·

~ lively, of the meaning of what is said, will ·be, in great
measure, guarded against,- the Technical words them.
selves wnl make tl~ more rorcible impression,...... and &be
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danger of sliding 'into, unmeaning caA' will be materially
lessened. Such repetitions, therefore, will more than
compensate for I Qr 'rather will be· exempt from, any
appearance of, tediousness, by $e addition, both of Per
spic¢ty and, Energy.·

It may be asserted, with but too much truth, that a
very considerable proportion of Christians have a habit
of laying aside in a great degree their' commo", sense, and
letting it, as it were, lie dorm8.!lt, whe~ points of Relig
ion come before them;-'as if R~ason were utterly at

.. variance with religion, and the ordinary' principles' of
sound Judgment were to be completely superseded on
that subject; and accordingly it will' be found, that there

,
• ''It Illust indeed be acknowledged, that in many cases innova

tions have been introduced, partly by the ceasing to employ: the words
designating those doctrines which were'designed to be set aside:
but it is probabl~ they may have been still more freqpently and sue
ceasmlly introduced under the advantage of retaining the terms, while
the principles were gradually subverted. And therefore, since'the
peculiar words can be kept to one invariable signification only by
keeping that significatio~ clearly in sight, by means of something
separate from these 'words themselves, it might b~ wise in Christian
authors and speak~rs sometimes to express the ideas in common
words, either in connexion with the' peculiar terms, or occasionally,
instead of them. Common words might le'ss frequently be applied,
as affected denominations of things, which have their own direct and
common denominations, and be less frequently combine~ into un
couth pluases. Many peculiar and' &J1.tique words might be ex
changed for other single words of equivalent signification, and in
common use. And the small number of peculiar terms acknowl
edged and es~lished,as of permanent use and necessity, might, e~n'
eeparately from the consideration of modifying the diction, be, oc t

cuionally with advantage to the explicit declaration and clear ...co~- ;;
prehension of Christian truth, made t8 give place to a fuller expre.
mOD, in a number of common words, of those ,ideal of which they are
the .ingle signs." Fpster, Essay iv. p. 304.

1S*
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... DIID1 errors which are adopted, --- many truths 
which us overlooked, or not clearly understoo~,-and

many difficulties which stagger and perplex· them,-,.
WIbt, properly speaking, of the exercise of their, com-

I mOD sense; i. e. in' cases precisely aoologoUB to such as
daily occur in the ordinary affairs of life; in which ,those
Y8l1 same persons would form a correct, clear, prompt,
aDd decisive judgment. It is well worthy of cOnsidera
tion, how far the tendency t9 this habit might tie dimin
ished' by; the use of a diction conf0!IDable to the sug"
gestioDS which have been here thrown out.

. . \

§,7.
With re~pect. tb the Number of words employed,

"it is cert~," as. Dr. Campbell observes,
Ilael'IYU
dependent u that of whatever kind the sentiment be,
on tbe

. .umber of witty, humorous, grave, animated, or sublime,
tbeWord8.

the more briefly it is expressed, the Energy is
the greater." --:- "As when the ~ rays of ilie sUn are col
lected into the focus of a burning-glass, the smaller the
spot is which receives them, compared with the surface
of the glass, the gre~ter is the splendour, so, in exhibit
.ing our sentiments by speech, t~ OaITOwer the com
pass of words is, wherein the thought is eol1Iprised, the
)Dore energetic is the expression. Accordingly, we find
that the very sanle sentiment expressed diffuse'y, will
be admitted barely to be just; - expressed concisely,
win be admired as spirited." He afterwards remarks,.
that thoug~ a languid redundancy of words is in an cases
to be avoided, 'the energetic brevity which is the most
~ary tAil it, • DOt adapted alike to every subject aDd
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oecisioD. "The kinds of writing whU;h are leIS sus
cseptible of this ornament, are; the Descriptive, the _Pa
thetic, the DecJamatory,~ eSpeCiaily the last. It is,
besides, much more suitable in writing _ in speaking;
A re'ader, has the command of his time; he may '.read ~

fast or &w, as he finds convenient; he can peruse a
~teDce a secdnd time when necessary, or lay down
die book· and think., But if, in haranguing the people,

\ you comprise a great deal in-'few words, the hearer IDt1St

lave uncommon: quickness of apprehension to catch the
meanmg, before you have put" jt out of his l'O~er, by
engaging his attention to something else."

The mode in which this inconveni~nce should be ob
riated, and in which the requisite expansion may be
given to any ~g which the ,perso~ addressed cannot
.co~prehend in a very small compass, is, as I have' el
~y remarked, not so much by increa~ing ~e'number
ot: words in which the sentiment is conveyed in each
sentence, (though in this;' some variation must of course

. \tJe admitted,) as by repeating it in various forins. The
uncultivated and the dull will require greater expansion,
and more copio~s illustration of the same thought, than
the educated and the acute; but they' are even still
more liable to be wearied or bewildered by prolixity.
If the material is too stubborn to be speedily cleft, we
muSt patiently' continue our efforts for a longer time, in
order to accomp~h it; but this is to t>e ~one, not by
making each blow fall more ,louly, whicJt w:ould onl,
enfeeble them, but_by ofte~epeated blows.

• TIUJ remark is made, and the principle of it (whick Dr. C..,.
~ baa omitted) subjoined, in Part ii. chap. ii. §' 2. of\this Tredile

/
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It is needful to insist the more on the energetic efFect
of Conciset..as, because so many, especially

Verbosity • _1. . L-n
adve.. ~ young writers and speKl\.ers, are apt to I1IU
pel'llpiculty •
~. &0 . mto 'a style of pompous verbosity,. not from
AIIerlY.

negligence, but from an idea that tlJey are
adding both Perspicuity and Force to ~hat is said, when .

_ they are only incumbering the sense ~th a needless
load of words. And they are the more likely to commit
this mistake, because such a style will often appear Dot

~nly to the author, but to the vulgar, (i. e. ,the. vulgar
iq intellect,) among his hearers, to be verY m~jestic and
impressive. It -is not uncommon to hear a speaker or
writer of this class, mentioned as having a "very fine
colllI¥nd of language," when, perhaps, it might be said
with more correctness, that "his language has a com
mand of him;" i. e. that he follows a train of words

\ rather than of tqought, and strings together all the' ~trik
ing expressions that occur to him on the subject, ill

stead 'of 6rst forming a· clear notion of me seD!e he
wishes to convey, and then seeking for the most appro-
priate vehicle in 'vhich to oonver it. .

If, indeed, any class of men are found to be the most
effectually convinced, persuaded, or instructed, by a
tuigid amplIfication, it is the orator's business,. true to

his object" not to criticise or seek to improv~ then taste,
but to accommodate hiInself to it. But it ,rnl be found
that this is not. near Iso often the case as many suppo~e.

The 6rator may often by this kind, of style gain great .
admiration, without being the nearer to his proper end,
which is to carry. his point. It will frequently' happen
that not only the approbation, but the whole attention
of the hearers will have been confined to· the Style,
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waich will have drawn their minds, not to the subject,
hutJlVlm it. In -those. spurious kinds of oratory, ~deed,
wiBch have .been above mentioned, (P. iii. chap.'. ii. ~§ 4,
6, ~) in which the inculcation. of the Subject':'matter is
Dot the prmcipal objeat proposed, a ~edundancy of woMB
may often be very suitable,; but in all that comes~
'ill the legitimate province of Rhetoric, there is DO fault
kl be more c..ef~lly avoided. ~

It will therefore be' advisable fot a tyro in composi
tion to look ~ver what he has written, QDd to strike out
every ;ord -and ;. cla~se which be finds will leave the,
passage neither less 'perspicuous nor less forcible lb.
it was before; "quamvil iAvila r~ceda.t;" remem
bering that,. as has been aptly' observed, "nobody know.
what good things roo leave out;" if the general ~t

• Ie lJy a multip'~city of words t~e sentiment is not set off and ac
commodated, but'like David, in Saul's armour, it is incum'bcred and
oppressed. t ~ '. '

" Yet this is DOt the ooly, or perhaps the worst, COftseqnenee re
lulling from this manner of treating Sacred writ: " [l'arcplwai1Wl
" we are told of "the torpedo) that it has the vronderful quality of
numbing every thing it touches; a paraphrase is a tl'rpedo. By its
inftuepce the most vivid sentiments become lifeless, the most, sub
lime are flattened, the most fervid chilled, the most'vigorous ener
n.ted. In the very best compositions of this kind that can be expect.
ed, the Gospel may be compared to a rich wine of a high ,flavour,
diluted in such a quantity of water as renders it *extremely vapid."
Campbell, Rhetoric, book iii. chap. ii. sec. 2. ~

It should be oQserved, however, that to sorqe palates or stomachs
a cIilutio~ may be necessary. Nor does Dr. Campbell mean, I ap
prehend, that there are not m~y passages in Scripture which re
quire expansion with a view to their being fully comprehended by
an ordinary J:eader. But a regular paraphrase generally expands
."..., p~age, easy or bard, nearly to the same, degree: it applies a
JDaPifyi~-g1ass ofe«tual pOwer to the gnat awl to the camel.
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is impro'ved, that advantage is enjoyed by the reader,
unalloyed by the regret which the author may feel at

the omission of any thing which he may: think in itseli
excellent. But this is not enough ; he must study cop
traction, as well as omission. There are many seDttm
oes which would not bear the omi,rion of a single word
consistently with p~rspicuity, which yet may be much
more concisely expressed, with equal clearness-, by the
employment of different words, and by rectutifl,g a great
part of the expression. Take for example such &. sen
tence as the following: " ..... severe and tyrannical, ex
ercise of power must become a matter of nec~sary pol
icy with Kings, when their subjects are imbued with
such principles as justify and autho~e rebelli~n;" this
sentence could not be advantageously, nor to any con
siderable degree, abridged, by the mere omission of any
of the wo;ds; but it may"be expressed in a much'short-
.er compass, with equal clearness and far greater energy,
thus; "Kings will be tyrants froID policy, when subjects
are rebels from principle."·

The hints· I have thrown out on this' point coincide
pretty nearly with Dr. Campbell's remark on " JTerbosi
ty," as contradistingnished from" Tautology," t and from

·Burke.
t Tautology, which he describes 88 u eith~r a repetition of the

AIDe sense in different words, or a representation of any thing 88 the
cauee, condition, or consequence, of itself," is, in most instances, (of
the latter ki~d at least,) accounted an offence rather against correct
.... than brt:Dity: the example he gives from BolingbrQk.e, ci how
many are there by whom these tiding. of good mID, were never
heard," would usually be reckoned a blunder rather than an instance

, ofprolizity; like the expression of" Sinuure places which have DO

duty annexed to them." cc The Pleonasm," he observes, cc impne.
merel1 superftuity. Though the wonU do Dot, u in the TautoloD.
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" PkOftlJltR. " " The third and last fault I shaD mention
against vivid Conciseness is~ YerboBity. Thi$, it may he'
thought, coindides with the Pleonasm already discussed.
One $lifference howev'er is ~; in the Pleonasm the~

.e words whioh add nothing to the sense; in the Ver-
e bose manner, ,not only single 'words, but whole clauses,

may have a meaning, and yet it were better to omit theqa;
becaus~ what they mean is unilQPortant. Instead, there
fore, of ~nlivening the expression, they make it languish.
Another difFerence is, that in a proper Pleonasm, a com
plete cOlTection is'always made by razing. This will not
always answer in the Verbose style; it is often necesSta
ry to alter as' well as blot."·

§ 8.
It is. of course impossible t9 lay down precise rules _

to the, degree of Conciseness which is, "on each CODCIlen...

· that · _It hI and d· to be reco...occasIon may an~e, cwowa e . esw- cUed with

ble; but to an author who is, in his expression perspicuity.

of any sentiment, wavering. between the demands of Per
spicuity and of Energy, (of which the former of course
requires the first care, lest he should fail of both,) and l

\ doubting whether the phrase which has the' most forcible
brevity, will be readily take~ in, it may be recommended
to use both' expressions; - ~t to exp8Qd the sense,
sufficiently to be clearly understood, and then,to contract
it into the most compendious and striking form. This
expedient might seem at first sight the most decidedly

Jepea~ the IaDJle, they add nothing to it; e. g. They returned [back
again] to the [same] city [from] whence they came [fort.h.] "
~pb. RMt. book iii. chap. ii. IeC. 2.

• Campbell, R1aetIwie, book ili~ chap. ii. IIC. i. part iii.
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. adverse to the brevity recommended; but it wiI be folllld
ill praetice, tbat the addition of a compresSed ad pitIly
,. ~{Yession of the sentiment, which has been already ltD

ed at ~ter .len~, will produce the effetl of brevity.
For it is to be remembered that it is not on account 01
~ actual Rutdkr of tDtJrdB that ddFuseness is to be ca.
demned, (unless one were limited to a certain space, or
time,) 00t to" avoid the flatness and tediousness res~
£rom it;' so that if this appearanee' CaD be obviateft by
the insertion of such an abridged repetition as is here
_d, which adds poignancy aDd spirit to the
whole, CODCiseoess will be, practically, promoted by 1he
addition. The hearers will be struck by the formDlenea
of the sentence which they will have been prepared to

eo~prehend; they will vAder'ttand the longer expres
lion, and remember the shorter. But the force will,- in
~DMa1, be totally de!troyed, or much enfeebled, if the
order be reversed; - if the brief expression be put first,

. and afterwards expanded and explained; for it loses
much of its force if it be not clearly under!tood the mo-

(ment it is uttered; and if it. be, there is no need of the
subsequent expansion. Tile sentence recently quoted
&om Burke, as an instance of Energetic brevity, is in this
manner brought in at the cl~se of a more expanded exhi
lrition of the sentiment, as a condensed conclusion of the
wIJole. "Power, of some kind or other, wiIIsurvivetbe
shock in whi~h man~ers and opinions perish; and it wiD
fiDd other and worse means for its support. The usurpa
tion which, in order ,to subvert ancient institutions, has
desnoyed ancient principles, will hold power by arts sim
ilar to those by which it has acquired it. When the old
feudal and chivalrous spirit of fealty, which,lby freeing

\ \
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~s from fear, freed both kings and subjects from the
precaution of tyraDDy, shall be extinct in the mindS 0{
men, plots and assassinatioas win be anticipated by pre-

" ventive murder and p-eventive oonfiscation, and that long
r0l1 of grim and b100dy maxims, 'whieh form the political
code' of all Power" not standiDg on its own honour, and
the honour of those who are to obey it. Kings will be
tyrants fro~ policy, 'when subjects ar~ rebels from
principle." Burke, Reflections on the Revolutio" iA

'.Ft;ance Worlts, vol. v..p. 153.
The same writer, in another passage of the same wOlTk,

has a paragraph 'in 'like' manner ~l0Sed and summed up
by a striking metaphor,• (which wiD often prove the most
tonci,s, as well as in other respects striking, form of ex
pression,) such as would not have been so readily taken
in· if placed at the beginning. " To avoid therefore the
evils of inconsistency and vematility, ten thousand times·
worse than those of obstinacy and the blindest prejudice,
we have consecrated th~ State, that no man Bhould ap..
proach to look into its defects or cormptions but with doe
caution ; that he should never dream of beginning its re
formation by its subversion; that' he should approach to;
the faults of th~ State as to the wounds of a father, with

• This how~ver, being an instance of what may be called the
t:loMicoJ, Metaphor, no preparation or explanation, even though sufiI
cieJat to make it inul1i,giliu, could render it very Itf'iking to thoee·neta
thoroughly and'early familiar wi~ the anci8Jlt fable. of Medea.

The Preacher has a considerable resource, of an analogous kind,
in similar allusions to the history, descriptions, parables, &i.e. or
SCR.IPTURE, which·will often fUrnish tueful illustrations and fOr"
dbletaekpholll,m..ad.ue. totIl~.ueoquaiated Qh·tbe Bible:,
tboqgh these would be frequently uninte1ligible,.and alwaY'IOO"'"
atively feeble to pelfJOna Dot familiar with Scripture. (See Appea.
m, rB.]) 19
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pious awe and trembling solicitude. By this wise preju
dice we are taught to look with horror on those children
of their country who· are prompt rashly to hack that
aged parent in pieces, and put him into the kettle of ma
gicians, in hopes that by their poisonous weeds, and wild
incantations, they may regenerate the paternal constitu
tion, and renovate their father's life." Burke, Reflec
tioAl on the Revolution in hance,' Works, vol. v.
p. 183..

~ So great, indeed, is the effect of a skilful interspersion

8t~ of Dr. of'short, pointed, forcible sentences, that even
Jo 100. a considerable violation of some of the fore-

going rules may be, by this means, in a great degree,
concealed ; 'and vigour may thus be communicated (if
vigour of thought be not wanting) to a style chargeable
even with tautology. This is the case with much of the
language of Dr. Johnson, who is certainly on -the whole
an energetic writer; though he would have been mucJt
more so, had not an over-attention to the roundness and

, maiestic sound of his-sentences,- aria a deligIit in baimc~

..... -i;g ~ne' clause against another, led him so frequently into
a faulty redundancy. Take, as an instance, a passage
in his life of Prior, which may be considered as a favour
able specimen of his style: (, Solomon is the oyvork to
which 'he intrusted the protection of his name, and which
he expected succeeding ages to regard with veneration.
His affection was natural; - it had undoubtedly been writ-

, ten with great labour: and who is willing to think that
be has· been labouring in vaIn ? He had infused into it
much knowledge, and much thought; had often polilMl
it to elegance, often dignified it with splendour, and
sometimes heightened it to sublimity; he. perceived in it

, I
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.many .excellences, and did not disc,Over that it wanted
-that- without which all others are of ~mall -avail, the
power of engaging attention (1,00 alluring curiosity.
Tediousness is the most, fatal/of all faults; ~egligences .
or errors are' single and local"; but tediollflness perVades
the whole; other faults are censured -and forgotten",.but
the power of tediousn'ess propagates itself. He that is
weary the first hour, is more weary the second; as boa
ies forced into motion contrary to their tendency, pass
more and more slo\vly through every successive interval
of space. - Unhappily this pernicious failure is that
which an author is least able to discover. Weare sel
dom tiresome to ourselves; and the act of composition
fills and delights the Inind with change of language and~

succession of images ; every couplet when produced is
new; and novelty is the great source of pleasure. Per
haps no man ever thought a line superfluous when he
6r8t wrote it; or coniracted his work till his ·ebullitions

.. of invention had subsided.' ~

It would not have been just to the author, nor even so
s~table to the present purpose, to cite less than the
whole of this passage, which exhibits the characteristic
merits, even more strikingly t~an the defects, of the
writer. Fe,\" "Could be found in the works of Johnson,
and still fewer in those of any other writer, ~or~ happily
and forcibly expressed: yet it can ~ardly be denied that I

the parts here distinguished by italics are chargeable,
more or less, with Tautology. .

It happens, unfortunately, that Johnson's style is par-
ticul~ly easy of imitation, even by writers ut- Imitation of

terly destitute of his vigour of thought; and JO~D80D.

sur,h imi~ators are intolerable. They bear the same
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....bllDce~ their model, dIat 1M BI'IBOar of the Chi

.-e, 85 delCriJaed by travellers,co~ eX thick quilt
ed coUon covered with stdF p.ed paper,. does to that
Gl the aocieat knips; equally glitteriDg, bulky, ad

. cumbersome, but destitute of the temper and firmness
which~ its sole advantage. At first sight, indeed, this
kiDd of style appears far. from easy of attainment, on
account of its being remote from the colloquial, and hav
iDg an elaborately artificial I appearance; but in reality,
there is none less difficult to acquire. To string togeth-

'I er lUlI,tafttit1u, connected by conjunctions, which is the
cbaraeteristic of Johnson's style, is, in fact, the rudest
IDd clumsiest mode of expressing our thoughts : we have
only to find Rame, for 'our ideas, and then put them

I together by connectives, instead of interweaving, or rath
er feltiAg them together, by a due' admixture of verbs,
participles, prepositions, &c. " So that this way' of writ
ing, as contrasted with the other, may be likened to the
primitive rude carpentry, in which the materials were
united by coarse external implements, pins, nails, and
oramps, when compared with that art in its most improv
ed state, after th~ invention of dovetail-joints, grooves,
and mortice!, when the junctions are effected by forming
properly the extremities of the pieces to be joined, so as
at once to consolidate and conceal the juncture.

If any' one will be at the pains to compare a few pages,
V_-I taken from almost any part of Johnson's.....ou. pro-==iC:es Works, with the same quantity from any other
:,t:-reat of our admired writers, noting down the number

of ,ubltGmi"e, in each, he will be struck with
the' disproportion. This would be still greater, if he
,..ere to examine with the same view an equal portion of
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Cicero; bot it most be aCknowledged, that the ge~os of
the Latin language' alloWs and requires' a much smaDer

r proportion of substantives than are neoessary in our own;
especially such as express qualities in the abstract. '

§ 9.
In aiming at a Concise Style, however, care must or

course be taken -that it be not crowded. The Su ...

frequent recurrence of considerable ellipses, sty~. \ .../

even whe~ obscurity does Dot lesult from them, wiD
produce an appearance of affected and laborious com
pre~sion, which is offensive. . The author who is studi-
ous of Energetic brevity, should aim at'what may be call-
ed a Suggestive style '; su~h, that is, as, withou~ making a
distinct, though brief, mention ?f a multitude of particu-
Iars1 shall put the llearer's mind into the same trlJi", oj
thought as the speaker's, and suggest to him more than is

. actually expressed.* I Aristotle's style, which is frequent
ly so elliptical as to be dry and obscure, is yet often, at the
very same time, unnecessar~y diffuse, from his enumer
ating much that the reader 'Yould easily have supplied, it
the rest had been fully and forcibly stated. He seems
to 'have regarded his readers as capable of going along
tinth him readily, in the deepest discussions, but not, of
going beyond him, in the most simple; i. e. of filling up
his meaning, and inferring what he does not ~ctually ex-

• Such a style may be compared to a good map, which marks die
tb1etly the 'great outlines, setting down the principal rivers, towu,
mountains, &c. leaving the imagination to 8upply jhe oyillages, hiI
locb, ant! streamlets; which, if they we~ all inserted in their doe
proportiou,'woald crowd the map, though after all they could Dot
be d.ilcemed without a microscope.

, 19-
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press; SO that in many passageS a free translator might
convey his sense in a shorter compass, and yet in a less
cramped and elliptical diction. A particuZtJr statement,
example, 'or proverb, of which the general, applicatia'l
is obvious, will often save a long abstract rule, wbie!:
needs much explanation and limitation; and will thus
suggest much that is not actually said; thus answering
the purpose of a mathematical diagrain, which, though
itself an individual, serves as a representative ot a class.
Slight hinta also respecting the subordinate branches of
any subject, and notices of th~ principles that Will apply
to them, &c. may often be substituted for digressive
discussions, which, ~ough laboriously compressed, would
yet occupy a much greater space. Judicious divisions
likewise and classifications, save much tedious enume
ration; and, as has been formerly remarked, a well-cho
sen epithet may often suggest, and therefore supply the
place of, an entire ,Argument. ,

It would not be possible, within a moderate compass,
to lay down precise rules for the Suggestive kind of writ
ing I am speaking of: but if the slight hints here given
are sufficient to convey an idea of the object to be aimed
at, practice will enable a writer gradually to form the
habit recommended. It may be worth while, however,
to add1 that those accustomed to rational conversation,
will find in that, a very useful exercise, with a view to
this point, (as well as to almost every other connected
with Rhetoric;) since, in conversation, a man naturally
tries first one and then another lJlode of expressing his
thoughts, land stops as soon as he perceives that his com
panion fully comprehends his sentiments, and is sufi;icient
Iy unpressed with them.
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§ 10.

.I have dwelt the more earnestly on the head of Con
Qisene$s, because it is a quality in which young writers
(who are' .the most .likely to seek for, p~ctical benefit in
a Treatise of tlfts 'kind) are usually most deficient; .and
because it is commonly said that in them, exub~rance

is a promising- sign; without 'sufficient care being taken
to qualify this r~mark, by adding, that, this over-Iuxuri
ance must ba checked by juElicioqs pruniDg. If an early

_ proneness to redundaDCY be an indication of natural gen
ius, those who possess this genius 'sh9uld be the more
sedulously on their guard against that fault. And those
'who do not, should be admonished, that the want of a

_ natural gut cannot be supplied by copying its attendant
defucm. '

The praises which have been bestowed on ~opioU8-

ness of diction, have probably tended to mis- C j ,
op ousueS8

lead authors into a cwnbrQus verbosity. I t depe_n~ent on
. preCISIon.

should be remembered, that there is no real
Copiousness in a multitude of synonymes and circumlo
cutions. A house would not be the better furnished for
being ~ored with ten times as many Qf some kinds of
articles as were needed, while it was perhaps destitute of
those required for other purposes; nor was Lucullus's
wardrobe, which, according to Horace, boasted five.thou
sand mantles, necessarily well ~tocked, if other articles of
dress were, wanting. The completeness of a library does
not consist in the number of volumes, especially if m~
of them are duplicates; but in its containing copies of all
the most valuable works. And in like manner, true

Copiousness of language ~onsists in ha'ring at co~and,
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u far as possible, a sqitable expression for each differmt
modification of tboug!..t. This, consequently,'will often
1Gt1' much circumlocution; so that the greater our' com
mand of language, the more concisely we shall be ena
bled to write: In an author who is attentive to these
principles, diffuseness I1lay be accounted no dangerous
fault .of style, because practice ~ill gradually correct it;
but it is otherwise with one who pleaBe, him~lf in string
ing together well-~unding t words into an easy, fto~g,
and (falsely-called) copious style, destitute of nerve:
and who is 84tiafitil with a small portion of matter; seek
ing to in~rease, as it were, .the appearance of his wealth
by hammering out his metal thin. Thil is far from a
curable fault: When the style is fully formed in other

\ respects, pregnant fulness of meaning is seldom superad
ded; but when there is a basis of energetic condensation
of thought, the faults of harshDess, baldness, or even ob
scurity, are much more likely to be remedied. Solid
gold may be new moulded and polished: but 'what can
give solidity to gilding?

§ 11.
Lastly, the .I1rrangement of words may be made

Energy de. 'highly conducive to Energy. The importance
pendent on f · the · ·th ·the arrange- . 0 an attentIon to IS pOInt, WI a VIew to
mente Perspicuity, has been already noticed: but of,
two sentences equally perspicuous, and consisting of the
very same words, the one may be a feeble and languid, ·
the ;other a striking and Energetic expression, merely
fri>m the difference of Arrangement.
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Some,~ the modems, are accU$tomed to speak
of the Natural order of the words in a sen-
~~ and to consider, each, the established :~~~~
lmIRgemeut of his own language as the nearest word_,'

to such a natural order; regarding that which prevails in
Latin aDd in Greek as 8 s'ort of deranged and iITegular'
stru~ture. Weare apt to co~sider that as Dlost natural
and inttin~~cally .proper, which is the most familiar" to

ourselves; but there seems no good ground for asserting,
that the customary structure of sentences in the ancient
languages, is less natural,or less suitable for. the purposes
for which language is employed, than in the Dlodem.
Supposing the e$tablisbed order in English or in French,
for instance, to be more closely conformed to th~ gram
matical or logical analysis of a sentence, th~ that of Lat
in or Greek, because we place the Subject first, the
Copula next, and the Predicate last,&c. it does not Col·
low that such an arrangement is necessarily the best fit·
ted, in every casa, to excite the attention, - to direct it
to the most essential points, - to gratify the jmagina~

tion, -or to ~ffect the feelings. It is, surely, the natu-
'ral object of language to express as strongly as possible
the speaker's sentiments, and to convey the same to the
hearers; and that arrangement of words may fairly be ac
counted" the tJwst natural, by which all men are "natu
rally led, as far as the rules of thei~ respective languages
allow them, to accomplish this object. The rules of
~y of the modern lan~ages do indeed frequently CODM

fiDe an author to aD 'order which he would otherwise
never baye chosen; but what translator of any taste
would ever ~fluntarily alter the arrangement of the
words.in such a ~teDce, as Msr'lrJ ~ "AqrepJ, 'B.,uifll.,
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which our language allows us to render exactly, "(h-eat
is Diana of the Ephesians!" How feeble' in comparison
is the translation of Le Clerc, "La' Diane des Ephb
Bitns est une grande Dees8e!" H~w imperfect that of
Beausobre, "La grande Diane deB' EphesieRB!"
How un~ignified that of Saci, " Vive la grand, DiaRt
deB Ephesiens!"

Our language indeed is, though to a less degree, very
much hampered by the same restrictions; it

Advantage in
point of ar- being in general necessary, for the expression
rangement in
tbe ancient of the sense, to adhere to an order which may
languages.

not be in other respects the most eligible:

'" Cicero. praised Cresar," and " C.resar praised Cicero,"
would be two very different propositions; the situation
of the words being all that' indicates (from our want of
Cases,) which is to be taken as the nominative, and
which as' the accusative; but such a restriction is far
from being an advantage. Tne transposition of words
which the ancient languages admit of,. conduces, not
merely ..to variety, but to Energy, and even to Precision.
If, for instance, a Roman had been directing the atten
tion or his hearers to the· circumstance that even Cresar
had been the object of Cicero's praise, he would, most
likely, have put "(Jresarern" first; but he would have
put " Cicero " first, if he had' been remarking that not
only others, but even -he, had praised Cresar.

It is for want of this liberty of' Arrangeulent that we
are often compelled to ma.-k t]le emphatic words of our

~ntences by the voice, in speaking, and by italics, in
writing; which would, in Greek or in Latin, be 'plainly
indicated, in most instances" by the collocation alone.
The sentence which has been <>:ften broogt.l forward as
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an example of the varieties of expression which may be
given to the same words, "Will you ride to ~ondon to·
morrow?" .and .which may be pronounced aDd under
stood in at least five different ways, according 'as the first,
second, &c. of the words is printed in italics, would be,
by a Latin or Greek writer, arranged in as many differ
ent orders, to answer these several int-entions. The ad
vantage .thus gained must be e",ident to .. anyone who "

considers how important the object is which is thus accom- .

plished, and fop the sake of which we are often co~pel- .
led to resort to such clumsy eXlle,dients; it is like the
proper distribution 'of' the lights in a pictur~; which is
llardlyof less consequence than the correct and lively.
representation of the objects.*

It must be the aim then of an author, who would write
with Energy, to avail himself of al) the liberty naileR and

wmch our language does allow so to arrange undencor-, Ing.

his words that there shall be the least possible
occasion for underscoring and italics; aud this, of course,
must t be more carefully attended to by the writer than
by the speaker, who may, by hi~ mode of utterance, con
ceal, in great Dleasure, a defect in this point. It may be
worth observing, however, that some writers, having
been taught that it is a fault of style to require many of
the words to b~ in italics, fancy they a~oid the fault, by
omitting- those indications where they are really needed;

• The 4th book.of Q. CurtiU! begins with a passage which atrorda
a good instance of the energetic effect produced by a skilful use of'
the license of the Latin arrangement: ,'e Darius tanti modo exercitu
rex, qui triumphantis magis qu~ dimicantis more, corm sublimi.
werat prrelium, per loca qum prope immensis agminibus compleve
rat, jam inania, et ingenti 80litudine vasta, fugiebat." The effect of

, the concluding verb, ~1aced where it ii, is most striking•. \
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which is no ,less absurd than to attempt remedying the
intricacies .. a road by removing the direction-posts.·
The proper remedy ~, to endeaYour so to construct 1tte
style, that the collocation of the words may, as' far as is
possible, direct the attention to those which are emphatic.
And the general maxim, that should chiefty guide us,
is, as Dr. Campbell obse"es, the homely saying,
~'Nearest the heart, nearest the mouth;" the idea,
which is the most forcibly Impressed- on the author's
mind, "will naturally claim the first utterance, as nearly.
the rules of the language wilt permit. And it will be
found l thot, in a majority of instances, the most Emphatic
word will be the Predicate; contrary to the rule which
the nature of our language compels us, in most instances,
1:8 observe. It will often happen, however, that we do
place the Predicate first, and obtain a great Increase of
Energy by this Arrangement. Of this license our trans
lators of the Bible have in many instances, very happily
availed themselves; as, e. g. in the sentence lately cited,
"Great is Diana of the Ephesians; " so also, "Blessed
is he that cometh in the name of the Lord:" it is evi
dent bow much this would be enfeebled by altering 'die
Ammgement into "He that cometh in the name of the
Lord is ble,ssed." And, again, " Silver and Gold have I
DOne; but what I have that give I unto thee." t Another
passage, in which they migh~ advantageously have ad
hered to the order of the original, is, ,'HE1J8Un, "'SUI

• -The censure of frequent and long Parentheses also le~ 10l1li

writers into the like preposterous expedient of leaving out the mara
( ) by which they ~ indicated, and IUb8titu~g commu i iDIteaAI
ot'ao &aming each sentence that they ahall not be needed. It. DO

care to a lame JD&n, to take awar hia crutche8.
t Acta v. 6.



iMpVI.6JlI, ~ ,a'1~'U* 'which would certainly have been
~ered as correctly, and more forcibly, as well as more
closely, "Fallen, faBen is Babylon, that great city,"
than, U Babylon is fallen, is fallen. JJ '

The. word "IT" is frequently very serviceable inena

bling us' to alter the arrangement: thus, the Use oftbe

sentence, " Ci~ero praised CleSar,~' which ad- WordIT."

mits of at least two modifications ·of. sense, may be altered
so as to express either of them, by thus varying the order:
"It was Cicero that praised Cresar," or, "It was Creaar
that Cicero p~sed." " ITu is, in this mode of using
it, the relfruenuaifJe of the Subject,t which it thus ena
bles us to place, if we will, after ,the ,Predicate.

§ 12.
With respect to Periods, it would be neither practical- .

Iy useful, Dor eveii suitable to 'the present ob- p . d '
. eno 8.

ject, to enter into an,examination of the differ-
ent senses in which various authors have employed the
word. A technical term may allowably be employed in 
a scientific worK, in any sense not very remote from com
mon usage, (especially when common usage is not uni
form arid invariable, in the meaning affixed to it,) provid-'
ed it be clearly defined, and the .definition strictly adher- .

• Rev. xviii. 2.
t Of whatever /'tm.der or number the subject referred to may be,

" IT " may, with equal propriety, be employed to represent it. Our
translators of the Bible have not scmpled to make " IT " refer to •
~ noun: U It is I, be not maid;" but they seem to have
thought it not allowable, as perhaps it was I\ot, at the time when they
wrote, to make luch a reference to a plural noun. "Search the
IJcripturee--tJ.ey Me tMy which testify of Me :" we should now say,

( . Wit1aomany impropriety," ITutiey.,tt &c.
I 20
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ed to. CBy ~ :Peri~d, then, is to be understood in this
place, any sentence~ whether simple or ~omplex, which
is so framed that the Grammatical construction will not
admit of a close, before the end of it; in which, in short,

the meaning remains suspended, as it were, till the whole
Looee' is finished. A loose sentence, on th~ can

8eoteDeet. trary, is, any that is not a Period; any, whose
construction will allow of .a stop, .so as to form a perfect
sentence at one or more places, before we arrive at the
ena~' E. g. " We caine to our journey's end-at last
with no small difficulty - after much fatigue - through
deep roads-and bad weather." "This is an instance

of a very loose sente~ce; (for it is evident t~t this kind
of structure admits of degrees,) there being no less than
five places, marked by dashes, at anyone of ~bich the'
sentence might haTe' terminated, so as to be ,grammat-

I ically perfect. The same words may be formed into a
Period, thus: "At last, after much fatigue, through
deep roads, and bad weather, we came, with no small
difficulty, to our journey's end." Here, no stop can
be made at any part, so that the preceding words shall
fonn a sentence before t;pe final close. These are both
of them simple sentences; i. e. ~ot consisting of seve
ral causes, but having only a single verb; so that it is
plain .we ought not, according to this view, to confine.

~ the Dame of Period to 'complex sentences; as Dr. Camp
bell has done, notwiths~anding his having adopted .the
same definition as has been here laid down.

Periods, or senteuces nearly approaching to Periods,
have 'certainly, when other ~ings ,are equal, the advan
tage in point of Energy2 An \unexpected con~uatiOD

of a sentence, which the ~eader had supposed to be con-
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oluded, especially if in read~ng aloud, he' ha~, ~der that
supposition, dropped his ,voice, is apt to produce a sen
sation in the mind of,being disagreeably balked; anal
ogous to, the unpleasant jar which is felt, when in as-,
cending or descending stairs, lV~ 'meet with 'a step mor~
than we expected: Md if this be often repeated, as in
a 'Very loose, sentence, a kind of weary impatienee results
from the uncertainty when the sentence is to close. ' .
The objection how:ever to loose sentences ana conse
quent tendency 'towards the, periodic structure, must
have been greater among the Ancients than the Modems;
because the variety -of arrangement which the ancient

'languages permitted, and, in particular, the liberty of
reserving the 'Verb, on which the whole sense depends,

to the e~d, made that structure n~tural and easy, in
many instances in which, ·in our language, it would 'ap
pear forced~ unnatural, and affected. B~t the agreea

bleness of a certain degree, at least, of Pe- Tendency

riodic structure in all Ian0"'11ages is apparent· to\~ar~s the, 0"'" perIodIc

from this; that they all contain ,vords which structure.

may be said to have no other use or significations but to
suspend the sense, and lead the hearer of the first, part of
the sentence to expect,the remainder. He who'says,

" The world is not etemal~ nor the work of chance; "
expresses the same sense as if he said, " The world is
neither eternal, nor the work of chance; " yet the latter
would be generally preferred. So also, "The vines af
forded both a refreshing shade,\ and' a delicious fruit;"

'the word " both U would be missed, though it adds DOth

ing1tOthe sense•. Again," While· all the Pagan nations

consider Religion as one part of Virtue, the iJews, OD
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\the contrary, regard Virtue as a part of ReligiOn;"· the
omission of. the first word w~d Dot alter the sense, but
would destroy the Period; to produce which, is its ooIy
use. The MEN, dE, and TE of the Greekare, in many
places, subservient to this use alone.

The modem languages do not indeed admit, as WE

observed above, of so Periodic a Style as the ancient
do: but an author, who does but clearly understand

· what a Period is, and who applies the test I have laid
down, will find it ,very easy, after a little practice, to

compose in Periods, ~ven 16 a greater degree than, in
an English writer, good taste will warrant. His skill
and care will be chiefly called for in avoiding all appear
ance of stiffness @d affectation in,the construction 0&

them, - in not departing, for the sake of a Period, too

far from colloquial Usage, - and in observing such mod
eration in the employment of this style, as shall prevent
any betrayal of artifice, - any thing ~vouring of elab
orate stateliness; which is always to be regarded as a
worse fault thaD the slovenliness and languor which ac
company a·very loose style.

t § 13.
I~ should be observed, however, that, as a sentence

Looee and ; which is not strictly a Period, according to the
:::~~ foregoing definition, may yet approach indef-

initely near to it, so as to produce nearly the
lame effect, so, on the other hand, periods may be 80

constructed as to prQduce much of the same feeling of
weal iness and impatience which results from an~

* Josephus;
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of loose sentences. If the clauses be very long,' ~d
contain an enumeration of many circumstances,. though
the sentence be so framed, that ~e are still, ~ept in ex
peotation of the concll:lSion, ·yet it will be an impatient
expectation; and the reader will feel the same kind .of
uneasy uncertainty when the clail,se :is to 'be finished, as
would be felt respecting the sentence, if itl were loose.
And .this win especially, be the case,' if the rule for
merly given with a view to ,Perspicuity be not observ
~d,* of takhtg car~ that each part of' the sentence be un
der~tood, as it proceeds. Each,clause, if it consist' of
several»arts, should be 'continued with..the same atten- \
tion to their mutual connection, so as to s~spend the \
sense, as is en:tployed in the ~hole sentence; thgt it
may be, as it were, a Periodic clause. And if one clause
be long and another short, the shorter should, if possible,

be put last. Universally indeed a sentence Precedence

old ft b · all I · ofthe longerWO 0 en . e, practIc y, too ong, 1. e. or shorter

will have a tedious, dragging effect, merely clause.

from its concluding with a much longer ela!1se 'than it
began with; ~9 that a composition which' most would,
censure as abound~ng too much in long sentences, may
often have it~ defects, in great measure, remedied, with
out shortening any of them ; ..merely by reversing the
order of each. This of course holds· good with respect
to all compleX sentences of any considerable length,

•whether periods, or"not. An instance of .the difference
of effect produced by this means, may be seen in such
a seirtence as the following: "The State was made,
UDder the preteDce of serving it, in reality, the prize of

• fan iii. chap. i. § 3-
~O· '

...:-'
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their contentiOn, to ~h of those oppoSite parties, who
professed ia specious terms, the ODe, a preference £or
moderate Aristocracy, the other, a desire of admitting the
people at large to an equality of civil privileges." This
may be regarded as a complete Period; and yet for the
reason just mentioned, has a tedious and turDbrous effect.
Many critics might recommend, and perhaps with reason,
to break it into .two or three; but it is to our present
purpose to remal'k, that it might be, in s~me degree at

least, decidedly improved, by merely reversing the claus
es; as thus: i'The two opposite parties, who profess
ed in specious terms, the one, a preference for mode
rate Aristocracy, the other, a desire of admitting the
people at large- to an equality of civil privileges, made
the State, which they pretended to serve, in reality the
prize of their contentidn." * ~

Another instance may be cited from a work, in which
any occasional awkwardness of expression is the more
conspicuous, on account of its general excellence, the
Church L~turgy; the style of which is so justly admir
ed for its remarkable union of energy with simplicity, ,
smoothness, and elegan~e: the following passage from
the Exhortation is one of the very few, which, from ~

, fault just not.iced, it is difficult for a good rea<ler to deliver
~ith spirit ; ." And although we ought at all tinles hum
bly to acknowledge our sins before God, II yet ought
we most chiefly sO to do', II when we assemble =-- and
meet tog~ber-- to 'render thanks for the great benefits
bt we .have received at his hands, - to set forth his
most-worthY praise, to hear his most holy word, and to

.* Thucydides, on the· Corcyl8lL1l sedition.
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ask those things whien are requisite and necessary,
as well fOl the body as the soul." This is evidently
a very loose sentence, as it might be supposed to con
clude at anyone of the ~e places which are marked '
by dashes (-) ; this disadvantage, however, may 'easily
.be obviated by the suspension of voice, by which, a good.
reader, acquainted, with the passage, would indicate that
the sentence was not concluded; but the great fault is
the length of the last ..of the thr~ principal clauses, in
comparison of the former two : (the conclusions of which
are marked H) by which a dragging and heavy effect"
is produced, and the sentence is made to appem: longer
than it really is. This would be mo~ manifest to any
one not familiar, as most are, with the passage; but a
good reader of the Liturgy will find hardlY.y sentence
in i~ so difficult to' deliver to his own 'satisfaction. It
is perhaps the more 'profitable to notice a blemish oc
cmt~g in a composition so well known, and so de
servedly valued for the exce~ence, not o~y of .its sen
timents, but of its language.

It is a usefid admonition to young writers, with a view
to what has lately been said, that they should always at
tempt to recast a sentence which does not please; ,al
tering the -arrangement and entire construction of it, in
stead of merely seeking to change one word for another.
This will give a great advantage in point of Copiousne88
also; for there may· be, suppose, a IUbBlantif1t, ,w~ch,
either because it does not fully express our meaning, or"
for some other reason, we wish to remove, but can ~nd

DO other to supply its .place; but the object may per
haps lie euily accomplished by means of a t1trb, ad
verb, or some other part ~f speech, the substitution of
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which implies an alteration of the construction. It is
an exe~cise according.l which may be recommended as
highly conducive to th~ improvement of Style, to prac
tise casting a sentence into a variety of different forms.

It is evident, from what has been said, ~t in com-
positions intended to be delivered, the Period-

Dfft'"erence

~~r:t%~ ic style is Uluch less necessary, and therefor~

:aed ';~~tttr much less suitable, than in those designed for
,peaker. the closet. Th~ 'speaker may, in most instan-
ces, by the skilful suspensiOn of his voice, give to a
loose sentence the' effect, of a Period: and though" in
both species of composition, the display of art is to be

~ guarded ag~t, a more unstudied air is looked for in
such as are spoken.

The stu~y of the best Greek and Latin writers may
be of great advantage towards the improvement of the
,Style in the point concerning which I have now been
treating, (for the reason lately mentioned,) as well as in
most others: lma there is this additional advantage,
(which, at first sight, might appear a disadvantage,) that
the style of a foreign writer cannot be so closely imitated
as that of one in our own language: for this reason there
will be the less danger of falling into an ObtJiOUB and ,er·
"'e imitation.· ·

\ § 14.
Antithesis has been sometimes reckoned as one form of

th~ ~eriod ; but it is ~evident that, according to Antltbelil.

the VieW here taken, It has no necessary coonec-

• BoHnghroke may be noted as one of the mOlt Periodio of Eng- .
lith writers; Swift and Addilon (though in other reepect. Yer1~
Immt fiom each other) ue among the most 10018.
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. ~~o with it. One clause may be .oppoHd to another,
by means of some cantrast between corresponding words
ill each, wbetbef or oot the clauses be so connected that
the former could not, by.itself, be a complete sentence. I

Taoitus, who is one of the most Antithetical, is at the
same time one of the least Periodic, of all '~e Latin.
writers•

.There can be no doubt that this figure is calculated to
add ~eatly to Energy. Every thing is ·rendere'd more
striking by contrast; a'nd almost every kind of subject
matter affords materials for contrasted expressions.
Truth is opposed, to error; wise conduct to foolish ;' dif
ferent causes often produce opposite effects ; different cir.,
.... \ .

cumstances dictate'to prudence OppOSIte conduct; oppo-
site impressions may be made by the same object, on
different minds; and every extreme is opposed both to
the Mean, and to the other extreme. If, therefore, thE?
language be so constructed as to contrast together these
opposites, they throw light on each other by a kind of
mutual reflection, and the v~ew thus presented will be
the more striking. By this means also we may obtain,
consistently with Perspicuity, a much greater degree of
conciseness; which ill itself is so conducive to Energy ;
e. g. "When Reason is against a man, he win be
against Reason;":It it would ~e hardly possible to ex
press this sentiment not An~thetically, so as to be clearly
mtelligible, except in a mu~h longer sentence. Again,
" Words are the Counters of wise men, and the Money
of fools; " • here we have an instance of the combined.
effect of Antrithesis an~ Metaphor in producing in-

*Bobbu
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creased Energy, both direcdy, and at $a same time,
(by the Conciseness r~ulting from them,) indirectly;
and accordingly in such pointed and pithy expressions,
we obtain the gratification·which, as Aristotle remarks,
results from "the act of learning quickly and .easily· "
The Antithetical expression, ," Party is the madness of
many for the gain of a few,".affords an instance of this
construction in a sentence which does not contain two
distinct clauses. \Frequently the same words, placed in

J different relations with each other, will stand in contrast
, to 'themselves} as in the expression, "A fool with judg

es ; . among fools, a judge;" * and in that given by
Quinctilian, "~on ut edam vivo, sed ut vivam edo;"
"I do Qot live to eat, but eat to live: " again, " Perse
cution is not wrong because it is cruel; but it is cruel I

because it is wrong: "and again, in the beautiful line~,

from the Arabic, by Sir W. Jones: '

<;>n Paren, kneel, a naked new-born child
Weeping thou sat'st while all around thee smil'd ;
So live, that sinking in thy last long sleep,
Thou then may'st smile, while all around thee weep.

All of these are instances also of perfect Antithesis,
. without Period ; for eac~ of these sentences might, gram
matically, be concluded in the middle. So also, "It is

. [in?eed] a just maxim, that honesty ,is the best policy;
but ,he who is governed by that maxim is not an honest
man." Tbis antithetical sentence is or 'is not a Period,
according as the word (( indeed" is inserted or omitted.
Of the same kind is an expression in a Speech of Mr.
Wyndham's, " Some contend that I disaPErove of this '
plan, because it is not my own ; it' would be more cor-

!"Cowper.
I
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~ect to say, that it is Dot my own, because"·I disapprove

it." •
The _use of Antithesis has been censured b)" some, as

if it were a ptUtry and affected decoration, unsuitable to
a chaste, natural, and masculine style. Pope, accord
ingly, himself one of the most antithetical of our writers,
speaks of it in the Dunciad with contelDpt :

I see a Chief who leads my chosen SODS,

All armed w~th Points, Antitheses, and Puns.

The excess, inde~, of this style, by betraying artifice,
· ,effectually destroys Energy ; and draws off the Oaution

attention, even of those who are pleased with :~~tA~

effeminate glitter, from the matter,. to the style. ~itbesis.

But, as Dr. Campbell ob~erves, "the excess itself into "
which some writers have fallen, is an evidence of its
value-of the lustre and emphasis which Antithesis is
calculated to 'give to the expression. There is no risk
of intemperance in using a ~quor which has neither spirit
nor flavour."

It is, of course, impossible to lay down precise rules
.for determining, toha·t will amount to excess, in the use
of this, or of any other figure: the great safeguard will
be the formation of a pure taste; by the study of the most
chaste writers, and unsparing self-correction. But one
rule always to be observed in respect to the antithetical
c~nstruction, is, to teme~ber that in a true Antithesis the
opposition is ~ways in the ideas expressed. Some writ
ers abound with a kind of mock-antithesis, in which
the same, or nearly the same sentiment which is express-

• Great pointedness and force is added to the argUDtent from COlI

"..,.. (part i.' chap. ii. § 6.) by the antithetical form of expI8l8ioD,

See note to Part v. chap~ iv. § 1. '
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eel by the first clause, is repeated in a second; or at
J..~, in which there is but little of real contrast between
••~ clauses which are expressed in a contrasted form.
This kind of style not only produces disgust instead of
pleasure, whe~ once the artifice is detected, which it soon
must be, but also, instead of the brevity and vigour re
sulting from true AntitheSis, laboms under the fault of
prolixity and heaviness. Sentences which might have
been expressed' as aimple ones, are expanded into com
plex; by the addition of clauses, which add little o'r noth
ing to the sense; and which have been compared to the
faIse handles and keyholes with which furniture is deco
rated, that serve DO other purpose than to cO,rrBapond to
tAt rttll onBS. Much of Dr. Johnson's writing is charge-
able witli this fault. .

Bacon, in his Rhetoric,' furnishes, in his common
places, (i. e. bead~.of argllwents, pro aQ_d~~ntJ:~~~E. a~-

.. rietY of subje~ts,) some admirable specimens of compress
ed and striking Antitheses; many of which are worthy
of being enrolled among. the most approved proverbs;
e. g. "He who dreads new remedies, must abide old
evils. 'J "~~ce things alter for the worse spontaneously,
if they be not altered for the better designedly, what end

, will there be of the evil?" "The humblest of the vir
tues the vulgar praise, the middle ones they admire, of
the highest they have no perception," &c.

Ie will not unfrequently happen that an Antithesis
may be even more happily expressed by the=rt- sacrifice of the Period, if the clauses are by

ed. this means made of a more convenient length
and a resting-place provided at the most suitable point :
e. g. "The persecutions undergone. by the' Apostles,
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\furnished both a trial to. their faith, and a co~ation to

9tlr,:- a trial to them, because if hwnan honour and
rewards had attended them, they could Dot, even them
selves, have been certain that these were not their
object; and a confirmation to us, ,beCause they would
not have encountered such stdFerings in the cause of im
posture. ". If this sentence were not br~en as it is; but
compacted into a Period, it would have IDOre heaviness
of effect, though it would be rather'shorter: e. g. "The
persecutions undergone by the Apostles, furnished both
a trial of their faith, since if human honours, &c. &te.
and also a confirmation of oUrs, because," &c. Univer·
sally, indeed, a complex sentence, whether Antithetical
or not, will often have a degree of spirit· and liveliness
from the latter clause being made to t~m btJCk, as it I

, were, upon the for~er, by contai{ling, or refening to,
some word that had there been mentioned: e. g. "'.fhe
mtroducers of the now-established principles of political
economy may fairly be considered to have made a great
discovery; a diBCOfJery the more creditable, from the
circumstance that the facts on which it was founded had
long been well known to all." ,This kind of style also
may, as well as the Antitheti~al, prove offensive if cat...
ried to such an excess, as to produce an appearance of
affectation or mannerism.

§ 15.

Lastly, to the Speaker especially, the occasional em
ployment of the Interrogatif1t form, will often Inten

prove serviceable with a view to Ent:rgy. It t10D op-

calls the hearer's attention more forcibly to some impor
tant point, by a personal appeal to each individual, either

21
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to assent to what is urged, or to frame a reasonable objec
tion; and it often carries with it an 8U' of triumphant de
fiance of an opponent to refute the argument if ,he can.
Either the Premiss - or the Conclusion, or both, of any
argument, may Qe stated in this form; but it is evident,
that if it be introduced too frequently, it will necessarily
fail \)f the object of directing a particular attention to
the most important points. To attempt to make every
thing- emphatic, is to make nothing emphatic., The dtil.

" ity, however, of this figure, to the, Orato~ at least, is
sufficiently established by the single consideration, that
it abounds in tht' Speeches of Demosthenes.

CHAP. III.

Of Elegance.

§ 1.
ON the last quality of Style to be noticed; Elegance

or Beauty, it is the less necessary to enlarge, both ~e

cause the most appropriate and characteristic excellence
of the class of compositiQDs here treated of, is, that Ener
gy of which I have been speaking, and also, because
many of the rules laid down under tha~ head, are equal
ly applicable with a view' to Elegance; the same Choice,
Number, and Arrangement of words, will, for the most

• The interrogative form is particularly suitable to the minor pre
miss of a Dilemma, because that does Dot categorically aSsert, bat
leaves an opponent his choice of eeveral altemativel. See Logic,
Supp. to Part iii. § 5.
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part, conduce both t~~ and to ~l!~~. T~~ two
qualities however are by DQ 'means undistin- Elegance'

guishable : a Metaphor, for instance, may be :;\:eneru

apt, and striking, and consequently conducive l81De.

to ~~rn o( ~~r~~si.o?, even though the new, image,
introduced by it, have no intrinsic beauty, or be even un
pleasant; in which caSe it would be at variance 'with El
egance, or at least would not conduce to it. Elegance
requires that all homely and coarse words and phrases
should b~ avoided, even at the expense of circumlocu
tion; though they may be the most apt and forcible .that
language can supply. And eleganc~ implies a smooth
and easy flow of words in respect of the sound of the I

sentences; though a more harsh and, abrupt mode of ex-
pression luay often be, at least~ equally energetic. ,

Accordingly, many are generally acknowle.dged to be
forcible writers, to whom no one would giv~ the bredit of

. E!egance ; and many others, who are allowed to be ele
gant, are yet by n~ means reckoned among the vigorous
and energetic. '

§2.
When the two excellences or Style are at variance,

the general rUle to be observed by the orator Preference

is to pref~~e energetic to the elegant. Some- oCEnergy.

Urnes, indeed, a plam';~r e'Ven Ii somewhat homely ex
pression, may have eve~ a more energetic effect, from
that very circumstance, ,"than one of more studied re-'
finement ; since it may convey the idea of the speaker's
being thoroughly in earnest, and anxious to convey his
sentiments, where he uses an expression that can have
p,a other recommendation; whereas a strikingly elegant
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-expr~iOD may sometimes cooyer a suspicion that it
was introduced for tM IJIJke of its Elegance; which' win.
greatly diminish the force of what is said.

Universally, a Writer or speaker should endeavour to

maintain the appearance of expressing himself, not, u
if he 1MJAled to ,ay something, but as if he had some
thing to say: i. e. not as if he had a subject set him,
and was anxious to compose the best essay or d~clama

1io~ on it that he could; but as if he had some ideas to
,thich he was anxious to give utterance ;~ not as if he
1 '8Ilted to compose (for instance) a sermon, and was
d lSiroUS of performing that task satisfactorily, but as if
tl ere was something in his mind which he was desjr
Ol 8 of communicating to his bearers.- This is prob-

, It is an admonition which' probably will give offence to some,
and excite the scorn of others, but which I cannot but think may
sometimes prove tUeful to a young preacher, that he should uk
himself, at the beginning, and in the course, of his composition," For
what purpose am I go\ng to preach? Wherein would anyone be a
loser if I were to keep silence? Is it likely that ani one win learn
something he was ignorant of, or be reminded forcibly of something
he had forgotten, or that something be was familiar with shall be set
before him in a new and suiking point of view, or that Some diffi
culty will have been explained, or some confused ideas rendered
clear; or, in short, that I shall' at all have edified anyone? Let it
not be said, that I preached because there 'WaS to be a Sermon, and
concluded when I had I&id enough to - oCcupy the requisite ti_;
careful only tD avoid any thing that could excite ceDl'tlre, and con
tent to leave the hearers just as I found. them. Let me be not ~
is6ed with the thousandth iteration ofcommon-places, on the ground

.that it is all very true, and that it is the fa~lt of the congregation u· ,
they do not believe aacI praetise it; for all this is equally the cue, ,
whether I· preach or not; and if all I say is what they not only knew
before, but hQ.d heard in the same trite and general statements 'ID

hundred times before, I might as well hold my peace. ~ ought not
to be considering merely whether these arguments - Qlotives - doc.
'.
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ably what Bp. Butler means when he 'Speaks of a man's
writing "~th simplicitY an4 in earne~t~" His manner
has this advantage, though it is not only inelegant, but
often obscure: Dr. Paley's -is equallyearnestt and very
perspicuous; and though often homely, is more impres
sive than 'that of many of our most polished writers.
It is easy to discern the prevalence of these two differ
ent manners in different authors, respectively, and to
perceive the very different effects produced by them;
it is not so easy for one who is not really writing "with
simplicity and in' earnest," to assume the appearance of
it.· ' But certainly nothing is more adverse, to this ap-.
pearance than over-refinement. Any expression indeed
that is vulgar, in bad taste,- and unsuitable to the dig- ,
nity of th6"subject, or of the occasion, is to be avoided;
since, though it might have, with some hearers, an En
ergetic effect, this would be more than counterbalanced

.by the disgust produced in others; and where a small
accession of Ene~gy is to be gained at the expense of a
great sacrifice of Elegance, the latter will demand a
preference. But still, the general rUle is not to be lost
sight of by him who is in earnestaiining at the true
ultimate end of the orator, to which all others are to
~ made subservient; viz. not the amusement of his

trines, &c. are themsel'Du likely to produce an effect; but whether
fAy urging them will be likely to make any d~ft"erence as to the
effect. Am I then" about to preach merely because I want to .y
IOmething, or because I have something to say?'

It is true, a man cannot expect constant success in his endeavoqrl;
hat he bI not very likely to succeed in any thing thatia not even the
o~t afhis endeavo11l'& See note Part iii. chap. i. § 6.

• This may be one reason wh, an Author's notes are often mOre
lpirited and more intereltmg than the relit ofhit work. -

21-
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hearers, nor their admiration of himself, but their eon.
,iction or Persuasion. It is from this view of the sub..
ject that I have dw~lt most on that quality of style
which seems most especially adapted to that object.
Perspicuity is required in aU compositions; aD:d' may
even be considered as the ultimate end of a Scientific
writer, considered as such; he may I indeed practically
iDcrease his utility by writing so as to excite cwiosity,
and recommend his subject to general attention; but in
t10ing so, he is, in some degree, superadding the office
~f the Orator to his own; as a Philosopher, he may
GllUme the existence in his reader of a desire for know
ledge, and has only to convey that knowledge, in language
that may be clearly understood. Of the style of the
Orator, (in the wide sense in which I have been using
this appellation, as including ~ who are aiming .at COD

Yiction,) the appropriate object is to impren the mean
ing strongly upon men's minds. Of the Poet, as such,"
the ultimate end is to gi'De puaaure; and accordingly
Elegance or Beauty (in the most extensive sense of
those terms) will be the appropriate qualities of ~i, lap
~age.

§ 3.
Some indeed have contended, that to give pleasure

Beatttyof. is not the ultimate end of Poetry; t not dis-
S\,le tile • ~ bin b th b· hi-'L th Pappropriate bogms g etween e 0 ~ct W ClI e oet
p:rof -may have in view, as G man, and that which
Diction. • th b· f PPMIS e 0 ~ect, 0 I oetry, as oetry. any,

• See Dr. Cop1e~n'. Lectur81 on Poetry.
t Supported ~ 8O~ degree by the authority ofHorace :

/Jut~ "*1&1, At del.... PIJiI8.
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DO doubt, may have proposed to themselves the. far
more important object of. producing' moral improvement
in their bearers through the mediwn of Poetry; and so
have others, the inculcation of their own politroal or
philosophical tenets, or, (as is supposed in the case -of
the Georgie,,) the encouragement of .Agriculture: but
if the views of the individual are to be taken into ac
COWlt, it should be considered.. that the personal fame 'or
emo~ument of the author is very frequently his ultimate '

object. '{~~_~~. ~est is easily _appli"e~: that ,which to
competent judges affords the appropriate pleasure of .
Poetry, is .good poetry, whether it answer any other
purpose or not; that which does not ~ord this pleas
wee, however ibstructive it may be, is not good Poetry,
though it may be a valuable work.

It may bl' d~ubted, however, how far these remarks
8pply to the question respecting. Beauty of Poe not •

Bttlle • since the chief PTatification afforded by con::huted., , 0- luch by tbe

Poetry arises, it may be said, from the beauty thoughts.

of the thought,. And undoubtedly if these be mean
and c.oolmon-place, the Poetry will be worth little; but
still, it is not any quality of tl)e thoughts that constitutes
Poetry. Notwithstanding all that has been advanced
by some French critics,* to prove that a work, not in .

, metre, may be a Poem, (which doctrine was partly de
rived from a misinterpretation of a passage in Aristotle's
Poetics,) t universal opinion has always given a con
trary decision. Any composition in t1SrSB, (and none

• See Preface to nufllGqlUJ.
t 'PIlot lOr0' has been erroneously interpreted 1&n~~

...." in a pa.age where it certaialy meanl metre tDiWna tnU&Cj
_, • be oal1I it ill _other ...-ae of the ADle work, 1/J~loIlBT~la.
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that is not,) is al~ys called, whether good or bad,
a P~em, by all who have no favourite hypothesis to
maintain. It is indeed a common figure of spee.ch to
say, in speaking of any work that is deficient in the
qualities which Poetry ought to exhibit, that it is not a
Poem ; just as we say of one 'who wants the character
istic excellences of the species, or the sex, that he is
fiot a man;· and thus some have been led· to confound '
together the appropriate excellence of the thing in ques
tion, with its essen.ce; but the use of such an expression
as, an "indifferem" or "a dull Poem," shews plainly
that the title of Poetry does not necessarily imply the
requisite Beauties of ~oetry.

Poetry is not distinguished from Prose by 'superior
Distinction Beauty of thought or of expression, but ,is a
of poetry d·· kind f·· t d hand prose. Istmct 0 CompositIon; an t ey pro-
duce, when each is excellent in its kind, distinct kinds
of pleasure. Try the experiment, of merely breaking
up the metrical structure of a fine Poem, and you will.
find it inflated and bombastic Prose: +remove this de-

* I dare do all that may become a man;
Who dares do ~ore, is none. - Macbeth. '

t It is hardly necessary to remark, that I am not defending or
seeking to introduce any unusual or m1D sense of the word Poetry ;
but, on the -contrary, explaining and vindi.ating that which is the
mOt¢ customary ~mong all men w,~o have' no particular theory to

support. The ma~ of mankind ,often ~eed, indeed, to have the
meaning of a word (i: e. their 0'Um meaning) explo:';ned and deDeloped i

but not to have it determined wluu it shaD 'mean, einee t1ttU is de
termined by their use ; the true 8e1lle of each word being, that tDlit.l
~ .",nd.erstood by it. .
*Hence the impropriety of the practice, by no meaDI uncommon,

of z,arn.ing G lGnguge from its poetry. It is like 1e&ming Botany ..
Gfttruwr-prdt:n, j which is filled with what fl8,' to the Botanist', eye,
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feet by altering the words' and die arrangement; and it
Will be better Prose than before; then, arrange. this
again into metre, without any other change, and it will
be ttlme and dull Poetry; but still it will be Poetry, as is

.. indicated by the very censure·it will incur; for if it were
not, there would I be no fault to be found with it; since,
while it remained Prose, it was (~ we have' supposed) .
Wlexceptionable. The circumstance lhat ilie same
Style which was even required in one kind of compo':'\
sition, proved offensive in the- other, shews that a dif
ferent kind of language is suitable for a QOmpositioD in
metre.

Another indication #of the essential difference between
the two kinds of composition, and· of the supe- Poet DO&

rial" importance of the expression in Poetry, :~2.ca.
is, that a good translation of a Poem, (though,
perhaps, strictly speaking, what is so called is rather an
imitation,) * is read bf one well-acquaipted with the
original, with equal or even superior pleasure to that
which it affords to one ignorant of that original; where
as the best tD8nslation of a Prose-work, (at least of one
not principall)' valued for beauty of style,) will seldom
be read by one familiar with the original. And for the
same reason, a fine passage of Poetry will be reperused,
with unabated pleasUre, for the twentieth time; even by
one who knows it by heart.t

~~8 ,---every variety of curious and ornamental den
alion from the simple forms.

• ADd accordingly it MOuld be oheen-ed, that, u all admit, BODe

1Iat a poet can be qualified to traulate a poem. \
t Beace it • that t1Ie want of~ Perspicuity (Inoh i. ~...

put8 the reader iutatly in poaesaiOD of the whole leD8e) i8 a far
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According to the views here taken, good Poetry might
be defined, " Elegant and decorated language, in metre,
expressing such and such thoughts:" /and good Prose
composition, " such and such thoughts expressed in good

lansuage : " th~ which is pr4n~ .in_ eac~_bein,g subor..
dinate in the :other.--- § 4.

What has been said may be illustrated as fully, not as
it might be, but as is suitable.to the present

Analogy be-
&W

d
8epD Prose oce-asion, by the following passages from Dr.

an oetry,
Wal~inl and A. Smith's admirable frap'ment of an Essay em
Dancang, 0,,

8ptak.ing the Imitative Arts: ' , Were I to attempt toand SlDging. I . ~

discnminate between Dancing and any other
kind of inov~ment, I should observe, that though in per
forming any ordinary action,- in walking, for example',
across the room, a person may manifest both grace and
agility, yet if he betrays the least intention of shewing
either; he is sure of offending more or less, and we nev
er fail to accuse him of some degree of vanity and affec
tation. In the.performance of any such ordinary action,
everyone wishes to appear to be solely occupied about
the proper purpose of the ~ction ; if he mearls to shew
either grace or agility, he is careful to conceal that mean
ing; and in proportion as he betrays it, which he almost
alwaY$ does, he offends. In Dancing, on the contrary,
every one professes and avows, as it were, the intention
of displaying some degree either of grace or of agility, or
oCboth. The display of one or other, Qr both of these

leas fault in Poetry than in Prose. For Poetry, if it be worth read
ing ~t all, is worth reading over and over; which it tDill be, if it be
IUfliciently intelligible, on a fint perusal, to excite vivid and pleuiDg
elliotions.
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, qualities, is, in reality, the proper purpose of the action;
and ~here can never be any disagreeable vanity or affec
tation in following out the prorer purpose of any action.
Wb~n we say of any particular person, that he gives
himself many aff~ctcd airs and graces lD Dancing, we'
m~an leither \hat he exhibits airs and graces unsuitable to
the nature of the Dance, or that he exaggerates those
which are suitable._ . Every Dance is, in reality, a succes
s~on of airs and graces of sOJl1.e kind or other, which, if 1
may say so, profess themselyes to be suell. Th~ steps,
gestures, and motions which, ,as it were, avow the inten
tion of exhibiting a succession of such airs and graces,
are the steps; gestures, and motions which are peculiar
to Dancin~. *. * * * *, The distinctlon bet~een die
sounds or tones of Singing, and those oi Speaking, seems
to be of the. same kind with 'that between the step, &c.
of Dancing, and those of any other, ordinary action.
Though in Speaking a person may shew a very agreea
ble tone of voice, yet if be seems to intend to shew it,
if he appears to listen to the sound of hIS _own voice,.and
as it were to tune it into a pleasing modulation, he never
fails to offend, as guilty of a most disagreeable affecta
tion. In Speaking, as in every oth~r ordinary action, we

expect and require that t~e spE\aker should attend' only
to the proper purpose of the action, - the clear and dis
tinct expression' of what he has to say. In Singing, on
the contrary, every one professes 'the i~tention'to please
by the tone and cadence of his voice ; and he not onJy
appears ,to be guilty of no disagreeable affectati(i)D in
doing so, but we expect 8:Dd require that he should do
so. To ple~e by the Choice and Arningement of agree
able sounds, is the proper purpose of all music, vocal, u
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well as instrumental; and we always expect that every
one should attend to the proper purpose of whatever se
tion h~ is performing. A person may appear to sing,
83 well as to ~ce, affectedly; he may endeavour to
please by sounds and toDeS which are unsuitable to the

. nature of the song, or he may dwell too much on those
which are suitable to it. The disagreeable affectation
appears to consist always, not in attempting to please by
a proper, but by some improper modulation of the voice. "
It is only necessary to add, (what seems evidently to

have been in the author's mind; though the Dissertation
is left tmfinished,) that Poetry has the. same relation to

Prose) as Dancing to WalkiDg, and Singing to Speaking;
and that what has be~n said of them, will apply exactly,
mutati, mutandiB, to the other. It is needless to state
this at length; as anyone, by going over the passages
jt.lSt cited, merely substituting for" Singing," " Poetry,"
- for " Speaking," "Prose," - for "Voice," "Lan
guage," &c. will at once perceive the coincidence.-

,What has been sajd will not be thought an unnecessa
ry digression, by anyone who considers (not to mention
the direct application of Dr. Smith's remarks, to Elocu
tioR) the imporiant principle thus established in respect
o( the decorations of style : viz. that though it is possible
for a poetical style to be affectedly and offensively orna
mented, yef the same degree and kind of decoration
which is Dot only allowed, but required, in Verse, would '
in Prose be disgusting; and that the appearance of at·

• This probably. was in Aristotle'. mind when he reckoned Poetr;r
among the imitati"e arts j viz. that it iI imitative of Proee-compoli
tion, in the same manner is Singing, of ordinary Speaking; aDCI
DmciDr, of ordiDuy ActiOD. .
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leAPon to the Beauty of the expression, and ,to the .Ax
rangement of the words, which in verse js e~sential, is to
.be carefully avoided hI Prose. "

,And since, as Dr. Smith observes, "such a design,

when it exists, is .nost- alitats betraye~; " Elegance of

the safest rule is, never, during the act of com- ~~~~n~1'C*)

position, to study Elegance, car think: about it ~~~i:=~:~
at all. Let an author study the best models,- i:~.orwrit-

mark their' beauties of style, and dwen upon '
them, that he may insensibly .catch the habit of express
ing himself with Elegance; and when he has completed
any composition, he InaY revise it, and cautiously alter'
any pass~ge that is awkward and harsh, as well as· those
that are feeble ~d obscure: but, let him never, while
uriting, think of any beauties of style; but content
lJimself with such as may occur spontaneously. He
.houl~ Garefully study Perspicuity as he goes al~ng; he/

- may also, though OJore cautiously, aim in like manner, at
Energy; but if he is endeavouring after Eleg.ance, he
will hardly fail to. betray that endeavour; and in propor
tion as he dQes this, he will be so far from giving pleas
ure, to g;od judges, that he will offend more than by the
rudest simpli~ity. ..
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PART IV.
,

OF ELOCUT tON..

·CHAP. I.
,

General Considerations relative to Elocution.

§ 1.
ON the importance of this branch, it is hardly neces

sary to offer any remark. Few need to be told that the
effect of the most perfect composition Dlay be entirely
destroyed, even by a Delivery which d~es not render it
unintelligible ; - that one, which is infer~or both in mat
ter and style, may produce, if better spoken, a more
powerful effect than another which surpasses. it in both
those points.; and that even such an Elocution as does

~ not spoil the effect of what is said, may yet fall far short
of doing full justice to it.. " What would you have said,"
observed lEschines, when his recital of his great rival's
celebrated Speech on the' Crown was received with a
burst of admiration, - c, what would you have said, had
you heard him speak it? "

The subjec"t is far from ha;mg.failed to engage atten
tion: of the prevailing deficiency of this, 'm~re than or
any other qualification of a perfect Orator~ many have
complained; ,and several have laboured to remove it:
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but it may safely be asserted, that their endeavours have
been, at the very be~t, entirely unsuccessful. Probably·,
not a single; instance could, be found of anyone who
has attained, by the st~dy of any syste~ of instruction
that h~ appeared, a really good Delivery ; but there
are many,' probably nearly as many as have fully tried
the experiment, who have by this I means been totally
spoiled ; -:- who have fallen irrecoverably into an affect
ed style of spouting, worse, in' all respects, than their'
origin;U mode of 'Delivery. Many accordingly have, not
unreasonably, conceived a disgust for the subject altogeth
er; considering it hopeless that Elocution should be
taught by any rules; and acquiescing in the conclusion
that it is to be regarded as entirely a, gift of nature, or an
accidental acquirement of practice. It is to cOlIDteract
the prejudice which m~y result from these feelings, that I
profess in the outset a disse~t from the principles ge~r

aty adopted, and lay claim to some degree of originality
in my own. Novelty affords at least an .epening for
hope; and the only opening, when 'former attempts have
met with total failure.

§ 2. •
The reqwsltes of Elocution correspond In great

measure with those of Style: Oorrect Enun- Requisites of

eiation, in opposition both to indistinct utter- Elocution.

'ance, and to vulgar and dialectic pronunciation, may
be considered as answering to Purity, GrammatiQal Pro
priety, and. absence of Obsolete or otherwise Unintelli
gible words. These qualities of Style, and of Elocu
tio~, being equally required in common conversation,
do not properly fall withi~ the province of Rhetoric.
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The three qualities, again, whieb have ~en treated of
under the head of Style, viz. Perspicuity, Energy, and
Elegance, may be regarded as equally requisites of Elo
cu~on : which, in order to be perfect, must convey the
meaning clearly, jO'fcibly, and GgJ·eeably.

§ 3.
Before however I enter upon any separate examina

Reading and tion of these requisites, it will be neces'sary to
8peakin.. premise a few remarks on the distinction be-

tween the two branches of Delivery, viz. Reading
aloud, ~d Speaking. The object1of oorrect Reading
is, to convey to the hearers, through the medium' of 'the
ear;-what is conveyed to the reader by the eye ;-00
put them in the SaDle situation wi~h him who has' the
book before him; -to exhibit to them, in short, by the
voice, not only each word, but also all the 'stops, para
graphs, italic ch~cters, notes of interrogation, &c.*
* It may be said, indeed, that even tolerable Reading aloud, supplies

more than is exhibited by a book to the eye; since though italics
8, g, indicate which word is to receive the emphasis, they do not point
out the tone in which it is to~ be proJiowlced ,which may be essential
te the right understanding of the sentence; e, g. in such a sentence u
in Genesis i,," God said, Let there be light; and there 'lDaS light:"
here we can indicate indeed to thta eye that the stress is to be upon
U WIU j" but it ma, be pronounced in cijfFerent tones; one of which
would alter the sense, by imply~g that there IDa8 light al:TeIIIly~

This is true iRdeed; and it is also \rue, that the very words them
selves are not always presented to the eye with the same distinctions
as are to be eonveyed to the ear; 88, &. g. cc abuse," " refuse;' " project,"
and lI1any Qthers, Me pronounced eiietently, as noun. and as verbl.
~his ambiguity however in QUl written signa, as well as the other
relative to emphatic words, are imperfections which will not mislead
a moderately praCtised rea.der. My meaning in saying that luch
ae.diDr'" I aJD speakln. etpat8 the heare... in the same situation ...it

. ,
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which his sight presents to him II' His; voice seems' to
indicat& to' them, "thus and, thus it·' is: written' ,in the
book or manuscript· before me." .Impre8me reading
superadds to· this, some degree of ad.aptation of the
tones of voice to -the ch~acier of the ,subject, and of
the style. What is usuany termed fine reading seems
to convey, in addition to- these, a kind of admonition.
to the hearers respecting tile feeling~' which ,the com-

, position ought to excite in them: it appears to say, " this
deserves your, admiration ; - this is sublime ,;~ this
is pathetic, &c." But 8peakiDg, i. e. naturaZ speaking,
when the Speaker, is uttering his own sentiments, and
is thinking exclusively of them, has something in it dis- .
tinct from all this:· ~t conveys, by the ·sounds ·,wbidl
reach,the ear, .the idea,. that what· is said is' the effusion
of the Speakefl's oWn mind, which he is des,irons of im
paning to others. A deciS'lve proof of which is, that if
anyone overhears the voice of another, to whom he is

. -an utter stranger~ suppose in the next room - with
out being able to catch the sense, of what is said, he will
hardly ever he for a mo~ent 'at a loss to decide wheth
er he is Reqding or Speaking; and this, though the
hearer I may not be one who has, ever paid any criticllJ
attention to the various modulations of the human voice.

. So' wide is the difference of the tones employed on
these t~ occasions,' be the su~ject what it may."

the book were before them, is to be understood on t~ supposition of
their being able not only to read, but' to read so as to take in the full
_DIe ofwhat is written.

• U' ~t' every "sentenc~~ lei them ask themselves this question;
How. sflould I utter this, wcr~ r Speaking it as my own immediate
.a'tlm~nt. P:......ll.rbave·often tried an experiment to· shew the pt

22-
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The di1Ferenc8 of effect produced is proportionaWy
Attention great: the personal symp.'hy felt towards ODe

::e:=- who appears to be delivering his own senti
paday. ments is such, that it usually rivets the atten-
tion, even invpluntarily, ,though to a discourso which ap
pears hardly worthy of it. It is not easy for an auditor
to fall asleep while he is hearing even perhaps feeble
reasoning, clothed in indifferent language, delivered ex
temporaneously, and in an unaffected style; whereas it
is common for men to find a difficulty in keeping them
selves aw;Jke, while listening even to a good dissertation,
of the same length, or even shorter, on a subject, not
uninteresting to them, when read, though with Proprie-

, ty, and DOt in 'a languid manner. And the thoughts, eYeD

of those oot disposed to be drowsy, are apt to wander,
UBless they use an eftOrt from time to time to prevent
it; while, on the other hand, it is notoriously difficult
to withdraw Our attention, even from a trifling talker, of
whom we are weary, and to occupy the mind with re
flections of its OWD.

Of t4e two branches of Elocution which have been
just mentioned, it might at firs' sight appear as if one

difference between these two modes of utterance, the natural and'
the artifieial; which was, that when I found a person or vivacity .
cletiveMg hie entimenta with energy, and Of course with all that
varie~y of tones -whicb nature furm-hels I have taken occasion te
put something into his hand to read, as relative to the topic of con
Ye~tion j and it was surprising to see what an immediate cha.nr
~ wa, in his Delivery, from the moment he began to read.. A
difte~nt pitch of voice took place of his natural oneJ and. a tediou
u~~~ty~of ,cade,?e 8~ceeded to L .pirl~ ~1; iSIOm1lCh
~ ~ b~d, man could hardly cooceive. the person. who read to •
~e.18.IDe who h&\i ~U8t been..8pelLkiQc." Sh~t Ilrt cf~.
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. Ji.betoric. But it will be evide~t,- o~ consideration, that
both must be, to a certain a-uent, regarded as connected
with our pre~ent subject;' not merely because mmtyof'
the same principles are applicable to both, but because
anyone who delivers (as is so COIDmonly the' case) a
written cOqlposition of his own, may be reckoned as be
longing to either claSs: as a Reader who is the author ;~_.

of w~t he reads, or as a,Speaker who supplies the de-'
6ciency of his memory by writing. And again, in the
(less ~o~mon) case where ~ Speaker is delivering with-
out book, and from memory alo~e, a ~riuen composition,
eith~r his own or another's; though this cannot in strict-
ness be called R~diog,· yet the tone of it will be .very
likely to resemble that of Reading. In the other C&Se,-

that where the author is actually reading his own com
position, be will b~ still more likely, notwithsbmding its
being his .own, to approach, in the Delivery of it, to -the
Elocution of~ a Reeder; and, on the other hand, it-is
possible for him, even without actually' deceiving the \
hearers into the belief that he is speaking extempore, to

approach indefinitely nem.: tQ tllat style.
The difficulty however of doing this to one who has

the writing actually before him, is considerable; and it
is of course far greater when the cOlnposition is flO' his
own. And as it is evident from what has been said,
that this (as it may be called) Extemporaneous style of
Elocution, is much the more impressive, it becomes III

ioJeresting inquiry, bow the 'difficulty in question tDa1
~I be surmounted•.
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§ 4.
Little, if any, attention has been bestowed on this

point by the writers on Elocution; the dis
Artiftcial
ItEl,le or tinction above pointed out between Reading

ocutaon.
and Speaking hnving seldom, or never, been '

precisely stated and dwelt on. Several however have
written elaborately on "good Rending," or on Elocu
tion, generally; and it is not t<? be denied, that some

,ingenious and (in themselves) valuable remar~ have
been thrown out relative to such qualities in Elocution
118 might be classed \under the three heads I have laid
down, of Perspicuity, Energy, and Elegance: but
there is on~ plinciple running through all their precepts,
which being, according to 'my views, radically en:oneous,
must (if those views be correct) vitiate every system
founded on it. The principle I mean 'is, that in order
to acquire the best style of, Delivery, ii'- is requisite to
study analytically the emphases, tones, pauses, degrees
of loudness, &c. which give -the proper effect to each

• passage that is well delivered - to· frame rules founded
on the observation of these - and then, in practice, de
liberately and carefully to conform the utterance to these
nJles, so as to form a conlplete artificial system of
Elocution.

That such a plan not only directs' us into a circuitous
and difficult path, towards an object which may be reach
ed b'y a shorter ana straighter, but also, in most instances,
,completely fails of that ..ery object, and even produces,
oftener' than ~ 'Dot, ~ffects t~e(very ~ reverse ot what is de
signed, is a doctrine for which it Will t be 'necessary to

offer some reasons; espe~ially as it is undeniable that

'1
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the system here ,reprobated, as, employed in the case
of E~tion, is precisely that recommended and taught
in this very Trea~se, in respect of the conduct of JJ.r
guments. ,By analyzing the best ,cOlllpositi?DS, -and ob
serving what kinds of arguments, and what modes of
arranging them, in each case, prove most successful,
general rules have been fralned, which an author .is re
commended studiously to observe in Composition: and

""this is precisely -the procedure which, in Elocution, I' l

, deprecate. The reason for Dlaking such a
Excellence

difference. in these two cases is this : whoever in mallei
and ill

(as Dr. A..Smith remarks in the passage delive., to
be aimed at

, lately cited)~ '* app~s to be attending to his ~a;~poai"

own utterance, which will almost inevitably
be the case with e'\{~y one who is doing so, is sure to
give offence, and to be censured for. an affected delivery;
because every. one is expected ~o attend exclusively to '

the proper object of the .action he is engaged in; which,
in this case, s the expression of the thoughts - not the
sound of the expressions. 'Vh~ver therefore learns,
and endeavours to apply in practice, any artificial rules
of Elocution, so as deliberately to modulate his voice
conformably.to the ,principles he has adopted, '(how
ever just they may be in themselves,) will hardly ever
fail to betray his intention; \vhich always gives offence·
when perceived. Arguments, on the contrary, must be
deliberately framed: whether any,one's ..course of reas
oning be sound .and judicious, or not, it is necessary, and
it is expected, that it should be the result of thought.
No one, as Dr. Smith observes, is.oharged with affacta-

, zt

• See Part iii. ch. iii. § 4. p. 250.
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tion for giving his attention to the proper object of the
action he is engaged in. As therefore the proper ob
ject of the Orator is to ad'duce convincing Argunlents,
an(f topies of PersuaSion, there is nothing offensive in
his appearing deliberately to aim at this object. He
may indeed weaken the force of what' is urged by too
great an appearance of elaborate composition, or by ex
citing suspicion 'of Rhetorical trick; but he is so far
ftom being expected to Ipay no attention to the sense of
what he says, that the most powelful argument would
lose much of its force, if it \vere supposed to have been
thrown out casually, ~d at random. Here therefore
the employment of a regular system (if founded on. just
principles) can produce no such ill effect as in the case
of Elocution: since the habitual attention which that
inlplies to the choice and ~angenlent of arguments, is
such as must take pl~ce, at any rate; whether it be

\ conducted on any settled principles or not. The only
difference is, that he who proceeds on a correct system,
will think and deliberate concerning the course of his
Reasoning to beUer purpose than he who does not : he
will do well and easily, what the other does ill,~ with
more labour. Both alike must bestow their attention
on the Matter of what they say, if they would produce
any effect ; both are not only allowed, but expected to

do so.

The two opposite. modes of proceeding' therefore
which are recommended in respect of these two points,
(the .A.rgument and the Delivery,) are, in fal1t, both the
result of the s~e circwnstance; viz. that the speaket
is expected to bestow his whole attention on the proper

t
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t~ess of. his speeck, which is, not the EloQutioa, ~t
-. ~Q.ttet-~

§ 5.
Wh~n however I protest against, aU artificial sys

tems of Elocution, and all direct attention to
D Ii h ·· b I Naturalevery, at t e tlme, It must not e sup- styie of

posed that a general i0!lttention to that point ~ocutiOD·f

is recommended; or tHat, the most perfect Elocution is

to be at~~ed by DEW:er· thinking. at .~ ~' the ~\lbject; -
though' it may' safely be affirmed that .even this negative

plan would succeed far b~tter than a studied modulation.
But it is evident that if anyone wishes. to .assuml·

T

the
Speaker as far as possible, i. e~ to deliver a written com
position with some degree of the manner and effect of
one that is extemporaneous, he will ·have a considera
ble difficulty to surmount: gjnce though this .may be
called, in a certain s~nse, the NATURAL MANNER, it is
far fro~ being what he will naturally, i. e. spontaneous
ly, fall into. It is by no means llatural for anyone to
read as if he were not reading, but speaking. And
,again, even \\Then any # one is reading \\tha~ he does not
wish to deliver as his own composition, as, for instance,
a portion of the Scrip~ures, or the ,Liturgy, it is evident
that this may be done better or worse, in infinite de
grees; and that though (according to the views bere
taken) a "studied attention. to the sounds uttered, at the

• StyIe riccupies in some respects an. inter~e~iate place between
these two; ~n what degree each quality of it should or should not
be made an' object of attention at the time ofC011tposing, and how far
the appearance of s~ch attention is tolerated, has been'already treat
ed of ill the pteceding Par,t. ; '.. ' ,

•
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tilDe of uttering them, leads to aft dected and offensiYe
,delivery,. yet, on the other hand, an utterly careless
reader cannot be a good o£.e. '

CHAP. II.

J1rtificial and Natural ~Ietho~ compared.

§ 1.
\

With a view to Perspicuity then, the first requisite
in all Delivery, viz. that quality which makes

bac1Ing.
the "meaning fully understood by the hearers,

the great point is that the Reader (to confine our at· .
tention for the present to that branch) should appear to
understand what he read~. If the composition be, in
itself, intelligible to the persons addressed, he will make
them fully understmd it, by so delivering it~ But to
this end, it is not ~nough that he should himself act.
ally understand it; it is possible, notwithstanding, to

read it as if he did not. And in like manner with a
view to the quality, which has be~n here called Energy,
it is not sufficient that ,he should himself feel, and' be
Mnpres~ed with the force of what he utters: he may,
aotwithstanding, deliver i~ as if he were unimpress,ed.

§ 2.
The remedy that has' been commonly proposed for

these defects, is w poiat out in such a work,
Sberidan for instance., as the Liturgy, uhich words ought

•
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to be marked as emphatic, - in wbat place!. the "foice
Is to be suspended, raised, loW'ered, h. One of the
best ~iters on the subjeot, Sheridan, in his' Lecture, 8ft

'M. /lrl of Reading,· (whose rem~ks on many })pints
coincide witll the principles here laid down, though he
differs from me- on the main question ....... as to the Sys
tem to be practically followed with 8 vieW' to the pro
posed object,) adopts a peculiar set of marks for de
noting the different pauses, emphases, &'e., and applies
these, with accompanying explanatory observations, to

the ~ater part of the Liturgy, and 10 an Essay sub
joined ; t recomlnending thai the habit shoUld be formed
of regulating the voice by his marks; and that after..
wards readers should "write oot such parts as they wpt

to deliver properly, without any of the usual stops;
amI, after having considered them, w~ll, mark the pauses
and emphases by the new signs which have been ..
nexed to them, according to the best of their judgment, ,.
&e.

'to the adoption of any such artificial scheme there
are three weighty objections; first, that the proposed
system must necessarily· be imperfut; seeoodly, that ifJ

it were perfect, it would be a circuitous path. to the
object in view j and thirdly, that even if both those ~ .
jectioDS were removed, the object would not be e1reo-
tuaIIy obtained .

-See note p. 256. It is to be observed, however, that mOlt of
the 'objeotions J have adduced do Dot apply to tIti. ot til.., systeBi ill
)tIdicular; to Sheridan's, roi inat.aaee, as mstiapiahed hill WI11k
.'. ; .but, to II1.l such IYltemi generall,; u may be I88D &om wbat
i8.~d in ,the present section.

t Bee Appendb:, [ 1.1
23

•

. I'
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fix it on the acme; aud DattJre, p, habit, will spon
taneously suggest the proper Delivery. That this will
be the cast) is not only true, but q the very suppositioo

, on which the artificial system proceeds ; for i_t professes
to teach the mode of Delivery naturally adapted to each
,occasion. It is surely, theref~re, a circuitous path that
is proposed, when the learner is directed, first to consider
how each passage ought to be read; i. e. what mode of
delivering each part of it would 'Po~oUlly occur to
him, if he were attending exclusively to the matter of
it; then to observe all the modulations, &c. of voice,
which take place in such a Delivery: then, to note these
down, by established marks, in writing; and, lastly, to
pronounce according to these marks. This seems like
recommending, for the purpose of rais~ng the hand to the
mouth, that he should first observe, when performing
that action without thought of any thing else, \ypat mus
cles are contracted, -in what ~egrees,-and in what
order ; then, that ~e should note down these observa
tions ; and lastly that 4e should, in conformity with these
Dotes, contract each muscle in due degree, and in proper
order; to the end that he may be enabled, after all,.to
lift his hand to his mouth; whieh, by supp~sition, he had
already done. Such instruction is like that bestowed by
~oliere's pedantic tqtor upon his Bourgeois Gentil-_
Mm»U, who was .taught, to ms infinite surprise and de.
light, what configurations of the mouth be employed m
pronouncing the several letters of the alphabet, which he
had beep ac.eustomed tQ utter all his life, without know
ing how.*

• " Qu'~ t:t; f1I!-I 'POUIl Jai#6 tpUJJUi, tI01U p1"tm01f,U% 0' AI..it
flU, O! It -'An answer which, ifnot savouring ofPhil080phiqal ~1'.
lIS, ga.e at least a good practical 801utionot the problem.

•
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.. 3,_ "Lastly, waiving both the aboVe Objections,-if a'~
-son could. learn thus ro read and speak, as it APpeara~ce

wale, -by rwu, .:with. the same; fluency and ac- ~i~:~:=~"
, · hI'· the f·· ingfrom tbecuracy as are ~ttalnae 10 case 0 SUlglng, ariificialsYI4

still the desired object ~f a perfectly aatural temr

as well as correct Elocution, \vould never be in this way ..
attained. The 'reader's attention' being fixed on his
own voice, (which in singing, and there ,~oJ;lly, is allowed
and expe~ted,) the inevitable consequence ~9qld 'be that
he would betr~y more or less his studied ~d Qrtificial Ile:-
'livery; and would, in the same degree, lnanifes~.an offen
sive affectation.*

§ 3.
The practical rule then to be' adopted, in conformity

with the principles here maintained,. is, not. Natural

only to pay no studied attention to' the voice, :a~:~~:::

but studiously to withdrato the thoughts from ed. ,

it, and to dwell as intently as possible on thE'. Sense;
trusting to nature to sugg~st spontaneously the proper
emphases and tones. t He who not only understands

-It shoald be observed, however, that, in the reading of the Lit
orgy especially, so many gross faults are become quite familiar to
many, from what they are accustomed to hear, if not from their own
practice, as to render it peculiar}y difficult to unlearn, or even detect
them; and as an aid towards the exposure of such faults, there may
be great advantage in studying Sheridan's ebservatione and direc
tions respecting the delivery of it; provided care be taken, in practiu,
to keep clear. of his faulty principle, by withdrawing the attention
from the sound of the voice, as Carefully as he recommends it to be
-mected 10 thit point.

t Many penoR81 are sofa! i1np~dwith the truth of the doctrine
here iDcum.ted; u to ~nqwledge that "it is a great fault 'for a
reader to be too much occupied with thoughts respecting his~*
yoice;n and thus they think. to steer a middle CO\U'8e between. oppo-

I as-
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r.JIy what he is reading, bui is earnestly oecup.ying his
mind with the matter of it, will be likely (0 lead as if he
understood 'it, and thus, to IDtlke othen understantl it ;.
and in b1te manner, with a view to the impressiveness of
the Delivery, he who not only Ceels it,'but is exclusive1y
elbsorbed with tbM feeling, will be likely to read as if he
\

felt it, and to communicate the impression to his hearers.
But this cannot be the case if he is_occupied with the
thought of what their opinion will be of his reading, and,
Itow ,his voice ought to be regulated;~ it, in short, he
is chinking of himsel!, and, "f course, in the same degree,
abstracting his attention from that which ought to occupy
it exclusively. .

It i~ not, indeed, desirable, that in reading the Bible,
fOr example, or aI!Y thing' which is not intended to ap
pe.ar ~ his own composition, he should deliver what ar~1

lite extremes. But it should be rem~mbered that this middle e01lr8e

eatirel, nullifiesth~wholeadvantage propoeed by the plaD ~0IB00

m~JJ.dM. A reader is sure to pay totJ 'IIIJUd" atteation tp hMI v.oieQ,..
0)111 if he pays any at aU, but if he does not strenu~us11la1Jo'u,rq,
1I1&tMraw his attention from it altogether. .

• Who, £or~~ce, tIwt was reeDy tJU~of .. relorrectien from
,tlle ,Jead, would ever tell aIlf~ t.h,t our LoDl " r.ose &gam from the
clead ;" (·whida is 80 common a mode of reading the Creed,) as ifHe
ba4 Aoae JJO ,mOJ;e thaa once ? It is to be ~erved, however, thM ij
ja ,.of. eae.h for a reatler ~ have his mitad fied on the ~;
___• r.eg.w4 t.e the~,&;e. It is possible &e rMd a prJyer

weU, ~tb ~ ~ne aac1 dUlDer ,f a man who i. Dot "..pttg, i . .e.
~g~e Deity, b.ut addresMag ·the 1J1IJ1iMI,cs ,andr~ a ilrm
At~~ 1JMtil J.nlU'u.etion~: end Rca is geaeraUythe cue widl
thOle who are commended as "fine readers" mthe Lit~. k,
~ p.y41S Me ~enIl,delWered, with.,Mit infked, bl1t .
~ ., ,few Ar$ .eQtenctl) Mt AI pnfeI's, bu'"~•.

,-~'"
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....,wedly., _.r's sentiments, in the sarbe style, as, if
they wwe ji\1Ch· as arose in his own mind; but it is desir
pIe tlu~t J:. should .deliver them as jf he were reportiAt&
aootber,~$ SteDtiments, which we~e both fully understood,'

,and felt in d. their foree by the reponer ;. and tIle only
way tQ do this' effectually, - with such modulations of

I '

voice, &0. as are suitaBle to each, wor4 and passage,.....,
is .to fix bis ~llli6d earne&tly on the meaning, aud leave.
D&wre and babit to suggest the utterance.

~ 4.
Some 'may, perhaps, suppOse that this amounts to the

l&IDe thing as, ta_g mJ I'M"" at al,; and if,
,:.L. tbi · ,. ..L-. th 'OlfBeult1e.

W'JW. S unpresStOll, umy attempt to by e eX-in t-he natu-

periment of' ft. natural delivery, their ill.suecess ra! manner.

will probably lead the~ to censure the proposed ~ethod;

for ,the failure resulting from their own mistake. 'In truth,
it is by no means a very easy task, to fix the pttention on
the meaning, in the manner and to the degree now pro
posed. The thoughts of one who is reading any thing .
very familiar to him, are a'pt to wander to other subjects,
though perhaps such as ~e connected with that which is
before him; if, again, it be something new to him, he is
apt (not indeed to wander to another subject, but) to get
the start, as it were," of his readers, and 'to be... thinking,
while uttering each sentence, not, of that, but of the sen
tence which comes' nnt. And in both cases, if he is
~eful ,to avoid' those (auIts, and is desirous of reading
weD, it. is a ~tter of DO small difficulty, and calls for' a
~tant effort,- to- prevent the mind from wanderingil1
«Dother direction ; yiz. into thoughts respecting his on
·voice,...,..,.respeeting the effect produced by aRea BOund,.....
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til, approbation be oopes (01' f~m the hearers, &e.
And this is the prev:..:Jing fault of those j who are com
monly said to take gnat .pairu in their r~ading ; pains
which will always Qe taken mvain, with &,view to the
true object to be aimed at, as long as the effort is thus
applied in a wrong direction. With a view, indeed, to a
very different object, the approbation' besto\ved on the
reading, this artificial delivery will often be more suc
cessful than the natural. Pompous spouting, and many
other clescnptions of unnatural tone and measured ca
dence, are, frequently admired by many as excellent
reading; which admiration is itself a proof that it is not
deserved; £or when the Delivery is really good, the

J hearers (except any qne who may deliberately set him
self to observe and criticise) never think about it, but are 

.exclusively occupied with the sense it conveys, and the
feelings it excites.

Still more to increase the difficulty of the method here
AdYantR~e9 recommended, (for it is no less wise than hon-
of imitRtion st' k ~ .. f d·ffi I· ) h· ·precluded' bye, to ta e a laIr VIew 0 I cn ties, t IS Ctr-

~~~,~:O:~:~~ cumstance is to be noticed, that he who is
rat manner. endeavouring to bring i,t into practice, is in a
great degree precluded from 1he advantage of imitation.
A person who hears and approves a go~d reader in the
Natural maRner, may, indeed, so far imitate him With
advantage, as to adopt his plan, of fixing his attention

'On the 'matter, and not thinking about his voice; but-this
very plan, ·evidendy, by its nature, precludes any further

imitation ; for if, while reading, he is thinking of copying
the manner of his model, he will, for that v~ry reason,
be wilike that model; the main ·principle of the pro
posed ·method ;)leing, carefully to' exolude, every such,
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thought. Whereas, any artificial system may as easily I

be learned by imitation as the note~ of a song.
1 Practice also (i. e. pl;vate practice for the sake of

learning) is much Inore d~fficult in the propos- Advantag_

ed method; because the rule being to use ~~:I~CJ~dby

such a delivery,as is suited,_Dot only to the mat- ~~~h~dN~t~~
.. ter of what is said, but also, of cours~, to the ral manner.

place, ·and occasion, and this, not by any studied moqula,-
/ tions, but accbr~jng to the spontaneous suggestions of the

matter, place, and occasion, to one who&e mind ~ fully
and exchlsivelyoccupied with these, it follows, that he
who would practise this nlethod in pri~ate, lnust, by 8,

strong effort of a vivid iUlagination, figure to hirnself a
, p~ce and an occasion which arc not present; otherwise. \
. h8'will either be thinking of his deli1Jery, (which is fatal

.. to his proposed. object,) or else will use a delivery suited.
to the situation in \vhich he actually'is, and not, to that
for which he would prepare himself. .'uly system, on
the contrary, of studied emphasis and regulation of the:
voi~e, may be learned in private practice, as easily u
singing:

CH.AP. III.

Considerations arising from the differences between' 
Jl,cading "nd Speo,king.

§ 1.
SOme additional pbjeetions to tl)e method I have re

commended, and some further remarks on the .. couQ.ter\la1~
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ancing advantages of it, will be introduced preseutly,
when I shall have first offered some observations on
Speaking, and on that branch of Reading which the
most nearly approaches to it. .

When anyone delivers a written composition, 'of which
he is, or is supposed to profess hims~lf, the author, he Bas
peculiar difficulties to encounter, • if his object be to ap
proach as nearly as possible to the extemporaneous s~le~

• It must be admitted, however, that (to the members of our
Chorch) the difficulty of reading the Liturgy with spirit, and ~ven

with propriety, is lomething peculiar, on account of (what haa bee.
already remarked) the inveterate and long-establiahed faults to which
almost everyone's ears are become familiar; 80 that such a delivery
as would shock anyone of even moderate taste, in any other compo
aition, he will, in this, be likely to tolerate, and to practise. Some,
e. g. in the Liturgy, read, " have mercy up. us, miserable linners:·
and others, "have mercy upon us, miserable sinners; U both laying

·the stress on a wrong word, and making the pause in the wrong place,
10 as to disconnect" us" and" miserable sinners,'" which the con
_xt require. us to combine. Everyone, in e~rcseing his own u.to
rallentimenta, would say " have mercy, upon us-miserable-pinner•.u

,Many are apt even to commit 80 gross an error, as to lay the chief
1tre88 on the words which denote the ""(lsi impO'rtant. things j without
any consiJeration of the emphatic tDOrtl of each sentence: e. g. in
the Absolution many read, "let us beseech Him to grant us true re
pentance j" because forsooth "true repentance" is an important
thing; not considering that, as it has been just mentioned, it is not
the MW idea, and that to which the attention should be directed by
the emphasis; the sense being, that since God pardoneth all that
have true repe&tance, therefore, we should "bese~ch Him to grtl:lll
it to tu."

In addition to the other difficulties of reading the Liiur~ well, it
should be mentioned, that prayer, tha.nksgiving, ..nd the like, even
when avowedly rot of our own composition, should be delivered u
(what in truth thPy ought to be) the genuine sentiments of our own .
minds at the moment of utterUJce; which is not thefcue'lYith the
Scriptures, or with any thing else that is read, not profe86~ to ~
the .pe~er's own cAmposition. . '.
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Itr·.is 'indeed~ ,impossible) to produce the full ,effect of. that
styIe, while, the audience are aware that the words he

. UUers arejDefore him~: but he may approach indefinitely

near to ~h ,an effect; and in proportion as he succeeds

in -this object, the impression produced will be tJ:w great
er. It ~as been already remarked, how easy Co1nparative

it is for the' hearers to keep ~p their atten- ~~~r~:~1:8
• ~~,...J • d h diffi 1 r. th °th aod extem·tJon, - wuee', ,ow Cll t lor . em to WI - pora'l'y ad.. _

dra ° h th ddr d b ho dresses.WIt, - W en ey are a esse y one w .

is realllg'BpMking to them -in a natural and e~nest Dian. ,
ner; though perhaps the discoUl'se may be incumbered
with a -good. deal of 'the repetition, awkwardness of ex

. pression" and other faults incident to extemporaneous
language,; and though it be pr<11onged for an hour or

two, and yet cont~ no more matter than' a gopd writer
could have clearly expressed in a, discouse of half PJl'

hour; which last, if read to them, would not, wi~o~t

some effort on their part, have so fully detained their at-
~ tention. The advantage in point of style, arrangement,
&c. of written, over, extemporaneous discoPrses, (such
at least as any but the nlost accomplished orators can pro
duce,) is sufficiently evident : it: and it is' evident also t~at

* Practice in public speaking, generally, - practice in sp,eaking on
the 'particular subject in. han4,-and (on each occasion) premedita~

lion of the matter and arrangement, are all circumstances of great
consequence .to a speaker. Nothing butamiraculous gift can super
sede these adTantag~8o The,Apostles accordingly were forbidden to

"" any yrtJ11Uditp,tion, being assured that" it should be gi'D6n them.~

in that APlEt'hour, what they should say: "and when they found, ill
e~"thi. promise fulfilled to them, they had experience, within
~lve., of a. .ensible mir.cle. This circumstance may furnish a
JM:lIOn of IJinFerity with a u.eful test fOr distinguishing (in his OWD

eue) the emotions of a fe:r:vid imagination, from' actual inspiratioa. '
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0''''''' advantages, such as have been just alluded &of be
long to the 1atter. Which is to be preferred on eaeIl
occasion, and by each orator, it does DOt belong to U.
preseDt discuss~on to enquire ; but it is evidendy of the
~hest importance, to combi'" u fir 81 possible, in each
case, the advantages of both..

A perfect familiarity with the rules laid down in the
first part of this Treatise, would be likely, it is hoped, to

give the extemporaneous orator that habit of quiclcly
methodizing his thou~ts on a given subject, which is
esHlllial (at least where no very long premeditation is
allow~d) to give to a apeech som~n~ of the weir;bt of
argument, and clearness of arrangement, which character·
ize good Writing.- In"order, to auain the COlTespolldio8
advan~e, -to imp,art to the delivery of a written dis
oourse, something of the vivacity and interestin~ effect of
real, earnest Bpeaking, the plan to be pursued, oonfC?~
ably with the principles I have been maintaining, is, for
the reader to draw off his mind as much as possible from
the thought that he iB reading, as well as from all thouglx

It is evident that an inspired preacher can have nothing to gain from
practice, or study of any'. kind : he therelore who finds himsell u.
prdDe by practice, either in Argument, Style, or Delivery, - or who
obtJervel that he speake more fluently and better on subjects on
which he has been tUCU8tomed 'to speak, - or better, with prem«Jit4
Dtm, than on a sudden, may indeed deceive his hearers by a pretence
to iDSpitatiOft t but can hardly deceive Aimstlf.

• Accordingly, it may be remarked, that, (CODtrary to "hat might
u.am eight be supposed,) though the prece&Dg partl, u well SIt the
pleMnt, ate intended tor general applieatiOft, yet it is to the~
rary .,ecIAr that tbe rules laid clown in the former put (nJ'POlliDi
tIIeaa .,omst) will be the most peculiarly ueetalj "hiI~ the ....

--oiFerei ia this lut, teepectiag Elocatio., are more 8ipeCialll•
.....,. the UI8 otthe ".tJtMW.
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rttspeetin~ his oWl) utterance: - to fix' his mind as
e&rnestly as possible on the WItter, and to\ strive to adopt
IS his OtDA,' and as his OtDR at tAe MOMent of utterance,
every sentiment he delivers;· - and to My it td the
audience, in the manner which the occasion and subject
spontaneously suggest to him who has abstracted his
mind both from all consideration of himstl,j, and from the
oonsideration that he is reading. '

_ § 2.
The advan~age of~this NATURAL MANNE", (i. e. the

manner which one naturally falls into who .._.

is really speaking, in earnest, and with a mind ~~=
exclumely intent on what he has to say,) may disc~urse.

be estimated from this consideration; that there are few
who do not 8peak so as to give effect to what they are
saying. Some, indeed, ·do this much better I than
others: - some have, in ordin~ conversation, an indis
tinct or incorrect pronunciation, - an embarrassed add
hesitating utterance, or a bad choice of words: but hard
ly anyone fails to deliver (when speaking earnestly)
what he does say, so as to convey the ~~nse and the
force Qf it, much more completely than even a good
reader would, if those same words were .written down
and read.:I(: The latter might, indeed, be more appr011-

• There is, indeed, a wide difference betweoen ~ift"erent meD., in re.
IIpect of the degrees of iptpre88iv~ne81with which, in eUD~t conver
sation, they deliver their sentiments; but it may safely be laid down
that he who delivers a written composition with the same degree of
spirit and energy with which he would naturally speak on the same
RbJect, baa attaiDed, DGt iatdeed, Jlece-.rily, aolate~on, bat
1M utIDoIIt escellenee auaiDaWe Jty'" Any attempt to oatdo hiI
own Natural mumer, will inevitablyleacl to IODlethi., W01'l8 tIw1
ranure. .

fU
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u(; but that is not the present qu~stion ; .which is, COD

. ceming the impre"ioD made on the hearers' minds. h
15 not the polish of the blade, that is to be considered, or
the grace with which it is brandished, but the keenness of

'the edge, and the weight of the stroke.
On the contrary, it can hardly be denied that the elo

cution of most readers; when delivering their own compo
sitions, is such as to convey the notion, at the very best,
Dot tha' the preacher is expressing' his own real senti
ments, but that he is making known to his auaience ~hat

is written in the book be.fore him: and~ whether the
composition is professedly the reader's own, or not, the
usual mode of delivery, though grave and decent,. is so
remote from the energetic style of real Natural Speech,
as to furnish, if one.may so speak, a kind of running com
ment OD all that is uttered, which says, "I do not mean,
think, or feel, all this; I only mean to recite it with pro
priety and decorum:" and what is usually called fiR"
Reading, only superadds to this, (as has been above re
marked,) a kind of admonition to the hearers, that they
ought to believe, to feel, and to admire" what is read.

§ 3.
, It. is easy to anticipate an objection which many wiD
Na&ural urge against, wh~t they will call, :: colloquial
:~D::- style of delivery; viz. that it is indecorous, and
:::n~lli:r~ unsuitable to the solemnity of a serious, and es-

pecially, of a religious discourse. The objec
tion is founded on a mistake. Those who urge it, derive
all their notions of a Natural Delivery from two, irrele
vant, instances ; thllt of ordinary conversation, the usual
subjects" of which, aDd consequendy its usual tone, are
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-comparatively light ; - and, tha~of the coarse and ex~v
'&gaot rant of vulgar -fanatical pr~achers. . But to .cow;. I

elude that. the objections against either of these styles~

would apply to the Natural Delivery of a man. of sense
and taste, speaking earnestly, on a serious' subject, and
on a solemn' occasion, or that he would naturally adopt,
~d is here advised to adopt, such a style as those object-
ed to, is no less absurd than if anyone, being recom
mended to walk in a natur~ and unstudied manner, rath-
er than in a dancing step, (to elnploy Dr. A. Smith',s .
illustration,) or a fonnal nlarch, should infer that the
natural gait of a clown following the plough, or.of a child

in its ganlbols, were proposed as models to be imitat~d

in walking across a room. Should anyone on being
to14 that both tragic-acting and comic-acting ought to be
a natural representation of man, interp~et this to nlean
that Tragedy ought to be perforlned exactly like Come
dy, he would be thought very absurd, if he were suppos-
ed to be speaking seriously. It is evident~ !tat.what is
natural in one case, or for one person, may be, in a

different one, very unnatural. It would not be by any
means natural, to an educated and sober-minded man, to
speak like an illiterate enthusiast; nor to discourse on
the most important· matters in the tODe of familiar con
,.ersation respecting the trifling occurrences of the day.
Anyone who does but notice the style in whIch a man
of ability, ~d of good choice of words, and utterance,
delivers his. sentiments in private, when he is, for instance,
earnestly md seriously admonishing af friend, - defend
ing the doctrines of religion, - or speaking on any other
grave subject on which he is ·intent, may easily observe,
how different his ,toM is from that of light and (uniliar
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COIlYersation, - bow far from de6ciem in • decent se-
t' riousness which befita the case: even a stnnger to the

laDguage might guess that he 'was DOt engaged in any
myolous topic; and when an opportunity occurs of
observing how he delivers a written discourse, of his own
compositioa, on perhaps the very same, or a s~ar sub
ject, one may generally perceive how comparatively stiB;
languid, and unimpressive is the effect.

It may be said indeed, that a sermon should not be
Katural man- preached before a congregation ~sembled in a
=:=:m- place of worship, in the same style as one
=J~a:e.:..cs would employ in conversing across a table,
eeculon. with equal seriousness, on the same subject.
this is undoubtedly true : and it js evident that it hal
buD implied in what has here been said ; the Natural
mann~r having been described as accommodated, not
only to the 8ubjtct, but to the place, occasion, and all
other circumstances; so that he who should preach ex
acdyas if he were speaking in private, though with the
utmost earnestness, on the same subject, would, so far,
be dtpartinX from the genuine Natural-manner. But it

'- may be safely asserted, that even this would be far the
less fault of the two. He who appears unmindful,

. indeed, of the plaCe and occasion, but deeply impressed
with the subject, and utterly fQrgetful of himself, would
produce a much stronger effect than one, who, going
into the oppqsite ex.treme, is, indeed, mindful· of the place
and -the occasion, but not fully occupied with the subject,
(though he may strive to appear so;) being partly
engaged in thoughts respecting his own voice. The
lauel would, indeed, be the les$ likely to incur censure j

but -tile other ...ould produc." the deeper impre~
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The -object,' however, to be aimed at, .(and" it i~ n<>,~
unattainable,) is to avoid-both faults'; -to keep·th&~nd

impressed both with the matter spoken, and with all
the circumstances also of each case, so that the voice
may spontaneously accommodate, itself to all; carefully
avoiding all :··studied modulations, and, in short, all
thoughts of self; 4whicQ, ~; proportion as they intrude,
will not fail to dimiDish the effect.

. § 4.
It must be admitted, indeed, that the different kiDds

of Natural delivery of anyone, individual on dif- A faDlutar

ferent subiects aDd occaSions various as they deliv:eryone
• J , speClesoCthe

, are, do. yet bear a much greater resemblance to natural.

, each other, than any of ihe~ does to the Artificial-style
~lIaIIy employed iJl reading; a proof of which is, that a
person familiarly acquainted with the speaker, will seb
«Jom fail to recognise his voice, amidst all the variations
of it, when he is speaking na!Urally and earnestly;
though it will often happen that, if he have never before
heard him read, he will be at' a loss, when he happens
accidently to hear, without seeing him, to know who it, ,
is that is reading; so widely does the artificial cadence

•
and intonation differ in many. instances from the natural. .
And a consequence, of this ,is, that the Natural-manner,. to

howev,er perfect, - however exactly accommodated to .
the subject, place, and occasion, - will, eyen when these
·are the most solemn, in some degree remind the bearers
of the wne of conversation. Atnidst all the differences
that will exist, this one point of resemblance, -that of th~

delivery being unforced \and unstudied, - will be likely,
ill some degree, to strike them. Those who are good

24- .
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judges will perceive at once, and the rest, after being a
We accustomed to the Natural-lDIIlDer, that there is DOt

Decessarily any thing irreverebt or indeCorous in it ; but
that, OIl the contrary, it conveys the idea of the speK
er's being deeply impressed with that which is his proper
business. ~ut, for a time, many will be disposed to find
fault with such a kind of elocution; and, in particular,,
to complain ,of its indicating a want of respect for the
audience. Yet even while this disadvantage continues,
a preacher of this kind may be assured that the doctrine
.he delivers is much more forcibly impressed, even on
those who censme his style of deliverlog it, than it could
be in the other way.

A discourse delivered in this style has been known to

elicit the remark, from one lof the lower orders, who had
never been accustomed to any thing of the kind, that 'l it
was an excellent sermon, and it was grea! pity it had not
been preached: " a censure which ought to have been
very satisfactory to the preacher: had he employed a
pompous spout, or modulated whine, it is probable such
an auditor would have admired his preaching, but would
have known and thought little or nothing about the mat-

I ter of what was taught.
Which' of th~ two objects ought to be prefeire~ by a

Christian Minister, on Christian principles, is a question,
not' indeed Ihard to decide, but foreign to the present di~

cussion : it is. important, however, to remark, that an
. Orator is bound, as such, not merely on moral, but if

• such an expression may be us~d, on ~heforical princi

ples".~~ be mainlY, and indeed exclu~ivetY;~1Die~n~
1 -,.Ying' his 'point; I!0~' on gaining approbation, or~ even

f ~ - .- ~ ---

a-voiding censure, except with a view t~. ~a~_~~t. He
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should, as it were, adopt as a motto, the reply of The
mistoeles to the Spartan' commander, Ewybiades, who
lifted his stafF to chastise the earnestnes's with which his
own opinion was controverted; "Strike, but hear me."

I would Dot, indeed, undertake to maintain (like
Quinetilian) that no one can be an Orator ~ho is not a
Virtuous man; 1}ut_there ce~nly js a kind of mor~ ex
cellence impl!ed in th~t- ~e~tmciati~n of. all effort afte,r
di~ay, - in tbatfuijeifuIness of_self,-.:- ~hi~h is ~bso~

"'- . " ..-
lutely necessary~ both in the manner of WriJiJlg, and ill
the d~~~ery, to give the r~ force to what is said.

§ 5.
Besides the inconvenience just mentioned, - the cen

sure, whicD the proposed style of elocution will be liable
to, from p~rhaps the maj~rity of hearers, till they shall
have ~ome somewhat accustomed to it, - this circum
stance also ought to be mentioned, among what many,
perhaps, would reckon (or at least feel) as the disadvan
tages of it; that, after all, even when no disapprobation-
is incurred, no praise will be bestowed, (ex- N I

atura
cept, by observant critics,) on a tnJIy natural !DallalDeder Dot

pr 8 ,

delivery: on the contrary. the more perfect it
is, the more will it withdraw, from'itself, to the argument!
and sentiments delivered, the attention of all but those
who are studiously directing their view to the mode of
utterance, with a design to criticise or to learn. The
credit, 00 the contrary, of having a very fine elocution
is 10 be obtained at the expense of a very moderate
~j of pUns ; though at the expense alsot ineVitably,
of IIDICh Of the ft?rce of what is said.

v
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§6
One inconvenience} which will at first be experieneed

BubfbJnell ~y a person who, after having been long ac-
felt on fil'Bt d the ~ ~:t: ia1 d I· b·adopting the custome to n..nwC e Ivery, egrns to
:::.ural maD- adopt the Natural, is, that he will be likely

suddenly to feel an embarrassed, bashful, and,
as it is frequently call~d, nervous sensation, to which he
had before been comparatively a stranger. He will find
himself in- a new situation, - st8J1ding .before his audi
ence.in a different character, - stripped, as it were, of
the sheltering veil of a conventional and artificial deliv
ery ; - in short, delivermg to them his thoughts, as one
man speaking to other men; not, as before, merely read
ing in public. And he will feel that he attractS a much
greater share of their attention, Dot only, by the novelty
of a manner to which most congregations are little accus
tomed, but also, (even supposing them tohave been accus
tomed to exteInporary discourses,) from their perceiving

. ;.tb~elves ~o QC persoQa!ly__adt!r:~!~e~, and feeling that
~e is not merely rec~ting sometbing before them, but say
ing it to them. The speaker and the hearers will thus be
brought into a Dew and closer relation to each other : and
the increased interest thus excited ip the audience, will
cause the Speaker to feel himself in a different situa·
tion, - in one which is a greater I trial of his confidence,
and which renders it more difficult than before to with
draw his attention from himself. It is h~dly necessary
to observe that t~s very change of feelings experienced
by the speaker, ought to convince him the 'more? if the
causes of it (to which I have just &Buded) be attentively
considered, how much greater impression this manner is
likely to produce. As he will be likely to feel much of
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the bashfulness which a really extemporary speaker has" ,
to struggle against, so he may produce much of a aim
i1ar effect.

After aIlt howeve~, the effect!will never be oom·'
pletely the same. A composition delivered from writ
ing, and one actu~y extemporaneous, ,will always.
prodube feelings, both in the hearer and the speake"
considerably diffe~nt; even on the supposition of their
being·word for word the same, and delivered so exactly
in the same tone) that by the ear alone no difference
could be detected : still the audience will be differently
affected, according, to their knowledge that the words ..
uttered, are, or are DQt; written down. and before the
speaker's "eyes: and the consciousness of this will pro
duce a corresponding effect on the mind of the speaker,.
For were this Dot so, anyone who, on any subject, can
speak (as many can) fluently and correctly in private
conversation, would find no greater difficulty in. saying
the same things before a large congregation, than in
reading to them a written discourse.

. § 7.
And here it may be wo~th while briefly to enquire in

to the causes of that remarkable phenomenon,
· · 1 be d th Enquiryre-as It may Just y accounte, at a person specting the

j bashfulness
who is able with facility to express his senti- felt i~.ad-

dre81unga
ments in private to a friend, in such language ~~. audl

and in such a manner, as would be perfectly
suitable tQ a cettaia au~ence, yet finds. it extremely
difficult to addr~ss to that audience tb;e very ~ame words,
in the s~e manner; and is, in many instances, eiti;ler
completel",~ dum~, qt. ~atly embarrassed, whea

I •
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he attempts it.· It cannot be from any superior def
erence which be thinks it right to feel for their judgment ;
for it will often -happen that the single friend, to whom
he is able to speak fluently, shall be one \Vhose good
opinion' he more values, and to whose wisdom he is
more disposed to look up, than of all the others together.
The speaker may even feel that he hinlself has a de
cided and acknowledged superiority over every one of
the audience; and that he should not be the least
abashed in addressing any t\VO or three of them, sep
arately ; yet still aU of them, collectively, will often in
spire him with a kind of dread.

Closely allied in its causes with the phenomenon
I am considering,· is that other curious fact,

Powerful
'excitement that the very same sentiments expressed in
produced in
a Jarp au- the same manner, will often have a far more
dience.

powerful effect on a large audience, than they ..
would have on anyone or two of th~se very persons,

.separately. That is in a' great degree trUe of all men,
which was said of the Athenians, that they were like
sheep, of which a flock is more easily driven than a
single one. .

Another remarkable circumstance, connected with ~e

Dlft"erent' foregoing, is the difference in respect of the
=:ii~d .styl~ which is suitable, respectively, in ad
:::O~u~L': dressing a multitude, and two or three even of
addresaed. the same persons. A much bolder, as well
as less accurate, kind of language is both allowable and
advisable, in speaking to a considerable number; as

• MOlt persons are 80 f4miliar with the Cact, as hardly to have
eYer coll8idered that it requires explanation: but attentive consider
atioD, lhewa it to be a very ourioua;as weB as important ODe.
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AristOtle has remarked,:I in speaking of the Graph,"
and Agonistic styles, - the former, suited to the closet,
the latter, f to public speaking before a large assembly.
And he ingeniously cPIDpares them to the different styles
of painting; the greater the crowd, he says, the more
distant is the new; so that in scene-painting, for in
~t8nce, coarser and bolder touches are required, and .the
nice finish, which would delight a close spectator, would
be lost. He d~s not,_ however, account fOf the, phe- .
'Domena in question.

§ 8.
The solution of them will be, fOQnd by attention to ~ 

very curious and complex play of sympathies
, The pbe-

which takes place in a large assembly; and, nomena
referred to

(within certain limits,) the more, in proportion reflex sym
pathy.

to its numbers. First, it is to be observed that
we I are disposed to sympathise with any emotion which

.we believe to exist in the mind of anyone present; and
hence, if we ~ are at" the same time otherwise dis
posed to feel that emotion, such I disposition is in COD

sequence heightened. 'In the next place, we not only
ourselves feel this tendency, but we are ;ensible that
others do the same; and thus, we syInpathize not only

r with the other emotio~s of the rest, but .also; with their
syrnpathy towards us. Any emotion accordingly which
we .feel, is still further height~ned by the knowledge
that there are others present who not only feel the same,
'but feel it the more strongly in consequence of their
sympathy with ourselves~ Lastly, we are sensible that
-----~------------_ ..._-

* R1Ntoric, ,book iii.
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UIoIe afOlUld US sympathize not only with ourselves, bot
with each other also: aDd as we enter into this height.
eoed feeling ·or thP1n likewiJe, the stimulus to our 01PlD

miads is thereby still' further iDcreased.
The ease of the LuditroUB affords the most obrioUl

illustration of 'these principles, from the circumstance
that the effects pr~duced are 10 opeD.d palp8ble. H
..y thing of this nature occurs, a man is disposed, by
1M character of the thing itself, to laugh: but mueh
more, if anyone .else is known to be preSEllt whom he
thinks likely to be diverted with it; even though that
other should not know of the presence of the first; but
much more still, if he does know it; because his oom
panion is then I aware that sYlupathy with his. own emo
tion heightens that of the other: and most of all will
the disposition to laugh be increased, if many are pres
ent; because each is then aware that they all sympa
thiie with each other, as well as with himself. It 'is
hardly necessary to mention the exact correspondence
of the fact with the above explanation. So important,
in this case, is the operation of the causes here ,noticed,
that hardly anyone ever laughs when he is quite alone:
or if he ,does, he will find on consideration, that it is
from a conception of the presence of some companion

. whom he' tlllI{ks likely to have been amused, had he
been pr.esent, and to whom he thinks of describing" or
repeating, what had diverted himself. Indeed, in other
cases,. as well as the one just instanced, almost every
one is 'aware of the infectious nature of any ~motioD

excited in a l~e assernbly. It may be compared to

the increase of sound by a number of echoes, or of light,
by a nwnber of mirrors; or to .the blaze of a heap of
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I • ., "ll
firebraDds, each of ~hich would spee~.·~ go~'~:.
if kindled Separately, but which, When~~•..
er, .help to kindle each other. \ ~.,:~ !) ~ 'f' "

The application of what has been said to the~~~ ... •
fore us, is sufficiently obvious. The speaker who is
addressing ~ large assemply, knows that ~ach or them.
sympathizes both with his 'own anxiety to acquit himself
well, and also with the same feeling in the minds of the .
rest." He knows also, that every sUp he'may be guilty
.of, that may tend to excite ridicule, pity, disgust, &'c.
makes the stronger impression 00 each of the hearers,
from their mutual sympathy, and their consciousness of
it. This augments his anxiety. Next, he' knows that
each hearer, putting himself, ~ntaDy, in the speaker"
place, * sympathises with this augmented anxiety. ;
which is by this thought increased still further. And
if be becomes at all embarrassed, the knowledge that
there are so many to sympathize, not only with that
embarrassment, but also with each other's feelings on
the perception of it, heightens the speaker's confusion
to the utmost.

The same causes will account for a skilful orator's
being able to rouse so much more easily, and more
powerfully, the passions of a multitude: they iDftame
each other by mutual sympathy, and mutwd con·
~ciou$ness of it. And hence it is that a bolder kind
of language is suitable, to such an audience: a pas
sage which, in the 'closet, might just at the firSt glance
teDd to excite awe, compassion, indignation, or ..,

• Heaee i.t is that. si, pel"lOna are, as is matter ofcomm~ remark,
the more distre88ed by this infirmity when ill company wida thOle
who ue lUbject to the 1UDe. .

.25
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other such emotion, but which would, on a moment'.
cool .reBec~OD, appear extravagant, may be very suit
able for the J1goni8tic style; because' before that moo!
ment's (reflection could take place in each hearer's
mind, he would be aware that every one around him
sympathized in that first emotion; which would thus
become so much heightened ~ to pr~clude, in a great
degree, the ingress of any counteracting sentiment.

If one could suppose such a case as that of a speak
er, (himself aware of'''' the circumstance,) addressing a
lUUltitude, each of whom believed himself to be the
,ole hearer, it is probable that little or no embarrass
ment would be felt, and a much more sober, calm, and.
'finished style of language would be adopted.

§ 9.
The impossibility of bringing the delivery of a

Sympathy written composition completely to a level with
with the'ex- real extemporary ~neaking (though as h~~
temporane- '""T"''-
i:~aker been said, it may approach indefinitely near
;:j:4i:i~g to such an effect,) is explained on the same
oulty. principle. BesiQes that the audience are

more sure iha~ the thoughts· they .hear expressed, are
the genuine emanation of the speaker's mind at the
moment, * their attention and I interest are the more ex
cited by their sympathy with one whom they perceive
to be c~ed forward solely by his own unaided and un-

*It is not meant by this that an extemporary speaker necessarily
tJtJWtfI0su (in respect of his matter) extempore, or that he professes to
do 80: but only, that if he framu t4C1& sMtenu at the moment, he
InUIt, at that moment, have the sentiment whieh is expreseed In it,
strongly preeent to hi. mind. .

',; I \. ~ t
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remitted efforts, without having. any book to refer to:
they view him, as a swim.mer supported by, hjs own'
~onstant ~xertions; and in every such case, if the feat '
be \vell a~complished, the lU~m08ntiftg of the' 'dijftwlty
affords great gratification; e'specialiy to those who ar,"
conscious that they could not do the same. And <;>ne
proof, that part of the pleasure conveyed,' does 'm:ise

from this sOQrce, i~, that as the spectators of an e~i':

tion of supposed unusual skill in s\vimmirig, would jn
stoody wi thdraw most of their interest and admiration:;
if they perceived that the performer was supported by
corks, or the like; so would the feelings alter of the
hearers of a supposed extemporaneous discourse, as s~on

as they should perceive, or even suspect, that 'the ora-'
tor had it written down before him.

§ 10.
The way ih \vhich the respective inconveniences of

both kinds of discourses may ~est I be avoided, R~medY,

is evident from, what has. been already said. proposed

Let both the extemporary Speaker, and the Reader of
his own compositions, study to avoid; as far as possible,
all thoughts of self, earnestly fixing the mind on the
matter of what is delivered; and the one will feel the
iess- of that 'embarrassm~nt.. wbich arises from the thought
of what opinion ~he hearers will form of him; while the
other 'will appear to be speaking, because he actually

'!Dill f ~e spea~g, ~e sentiments, not indeed which at
that time first aris~ in his own' mind, but; which are then
really prelerlt to, and occupy, his mind.
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P~IV
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§ 1.
One of the consequences of the adoption of the mode

0rJPaal of elocution here re~olnmended, is, tltat 'he
=r-..t.. who endeavours to employ it will fipd a grow=tile ing reluctance to the delivery, as his own, of
dellTer1. anr but his own compositions. Doctrines,
iJ Ideed, and arguments he -)Vill freely borrow; but he
,rill be led to compose his own discourses, from finding
that he cannot deliver those of another to' his own sat
I sfaction, without, laboriously studying them, as an ac
tor dpes his part, so as .to make theIn, in some measure,
his own. And with this view, he will generally find it
advisable to introduce many alterations in the expression,
Dot with any thought of improving the style, absolutely,
but only with a view to Jhis own (elivery. And indeed,
even bis own previous compositions, he will be led to

. alter, almost I as much, in point of expression, in order
to accommodate them to the Natural manner of delive
ry." Much that would please in the closet, - much
of the Graphic style described by Aristotle, will be laid

, aside for the J1gonistic; - for a style somewhat more
blunt and homely, - more simple and, apparendy, lUl

stud:ed in its structure, and, at the same time) more
. daringly energetic. And if again he is desirous of fitting

* In many instances aeeordinglJ, the perusal of a manuscript ller
mon would aWord, from the observation of its style, a tolerably good
pound ofconjecture 88 to the author's customary elocution..
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his·discourses;for ·the· press, he will ·~ttit'expedient- to
, ,averse this prooess, 'and ·alte~·the style afresh.

A mere sermon-reader, on the contrary, will avoid this, ,
mconvenience, and this labour; he wilJ. ·be able to preaeh
anothe~'s discourses nearly as well as his 9wn'; and may
send his own 'to the press, without the necessity of 'any
great> preparation: but he will .purchase these advantages
at the expense of more than half. the fo~e which might
have been given to the sentinlen~s uttered.* And he
will have no right to complain that his discourses, though
replete perhaps with good sense~ learning, and eloquence,
are received with languiu apathy, or Jthat · many are
seduced from their attendance on his teaching, by the
vapid rant of an illiterate fanatic. Much of these evils
must, indeed, be expected, Jlfier all, to remain·: but he
does not give himself a fair chance for diminishing them,
unless he does justice to' his own arguments, ibstructions,
and exhortations, by speaking them, in the only effectu
al way, to the hearts of his hearers ; that is, as uttered
naturally fTem his own.

The principles here' laid down may help to explain a
remarkable fact whiclf is usually attributed to other than
~e true causes. The powerful effects often produced
by some fanatical preachers, not superior in pious' and
sincere zeal, and inferior in learning, in good sense, and in
taste, to men who are listened to with comparative apa-

* I have ~seen some where an anecdote of some celebrated actor
being asked by a divine, U How i~ it that people listen mth so much
emotion to what you .y, which they know to be all fictitious, besidel
that it wo1,1ld be no conoem of theirs, even if true ; while they hear
with com~~~ti~~ apathy from us, truths, the most sublime', .and tbe
most import8.~i to them? ", The answer W:S, "Bec&WIe .we deny..
&ction like truth, -&i1d fyou deliYer truth like fiction!'

25·
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thy, Ire frequently considered _ a proof of superior elo
queme; though an eloquence tarnished by barbarism,
and extravagant mannerilm.. But may DOt such efFt',cts
result) Dot ~m any superior powers in the preacher~ but
merely from the intrinsic beauty and· sublimity, and the
measureless importance of the subject 'J Why then, it
may be replied, does not the other preacher, whose sub
ject is the very same, produce the same effect? The an..
•wer is, because he is but hlJlf-attendcd to. The ordina
ry measured cadence of reading, is not only in itself dull,
but is what men are familiarly accustomed to: Religion
itself also, is a subject so familiar, in a certain sense, (fa
miliar, that is, to the ear,) 8S to be 'rite, even to those
who 1mou and think little about it. Let but the attentioD

be thoroughly roused, and intently fixed on such a 8m.
pendous subject, and that subject itself will produce the
moet overpowering. emotion. And not only unaffected
earnestness of manner, but, perhaps, even still more, &Dy
unoouth oddity, and even ridiculous extravagance, WIn,
by the stimulus of fWtJelty, have the effect of thus ro~
ing the .hearers from their ordinary lethargy. So that a
preacher of little or DO real elpquence, will sometimes,
M NCB a subject, produce the effects of the greatest elo
quence, by merely forcing the hearers (often, even by
the excessively glaring fault' of his style and delivery)
to attend. I to a subject which DO one can reaUy attend to
unmoved.

It will not of course be s~pposed that my intention is
to recom..fNl the adoption of extraVagant rant. The
~d effects which it undoubtedly does sometimes pr0
duce. incidentally, in some, is more than counterbalanced
by the mischievous cqnsel}oonces to others.
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§ 2.

, One, important practical maxim resulting from the views
here taken, is the decided condemnation of all Pract'ice oC'

,,"itaDon 0+ aneeche, by school-boys· a prac- recitati~n a1'J r 'schoolsloj8-

tice so much approved and recommended by rions

many, with'a view to preparing youths for public Speak
ing in after life. It, is to be condemned, however, (sup
posing the foregoing principle correct,) not as useless'
merely, but absolutely pernicious, with a view to that ob
ject. The jwmes8, indeed, of this opinion will, doubt
less, be disputed; but ,its comist,fJ,cy with the plan I
have been recommending, is "almost too obvious to be
insisted on. In anyone who should· think a Natural
dehYery desirable, it would .. be an obvious absurdity to
think of attaining ii by practising that which is the.
most completely artificial. If there is, as is evident,
much difficulty to be surmounted, even by one who is
delivering, 00 a serious occasion, his own compoSition,
before he can completely succeed in abstracting his mind
from all thoughts of his own voice, - of the judgment of
the audience on his perfonnance,·&c.'and in fixing it on
the Matter, Occasion, and 'Place,,-oo every circum
stance which ought to give the character to his elocu
tion, - how much must this difficulty be enhanced, when
neither the sentiments he is to utter, nor the character he .
is to assume, are his own, or even supposed to' be so, or
anywise connected with him : - when neither the place,
the occasion, nor the audience, which are actually prea
mt, have any thing to do wi~ the substance of what is
said ~t is therefore almost inevitable, that be win stu-

• 1
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diously form to himself an Artificial manner; • which,
eSpecially if he succe~d in it, will probably cling to him
through life, even when he is delivering hiS own compo
sitions on real occasions. The very best that can be
expected, is, ,that he should become an accomplished
actor, - pQ.ssessing the plastic power of putting himself,
iD imagination, so completely into the situation of him
whom he pe~onates, and of adoptiDg, for the moment,
so perfectly, all the sentiments and views of that charac
~r, as to express himself exactly as such a person would
have done, in the supposed situation. Few are likely to
attain such perfection; but he whQ shall have succeeded

, ,in accomplishing this, will have taken a most circuitous
route- to his proposed object, if that object be, Dot to
qualify himself for the Stage, but to be able impressively
to deliver in public, on real and important occasions, his
owt;l septiments. He will have been carefully learning
to assume, what, .when the real occasion ~urs, 'need not
be assumed, but only expressed. Nothing surely can be
more prepoSterous than labouring to acquire the art of
pretending to be what he is not, and, to feel, what he does

, I Dot, in order that he may be enabled, on a real emergency,
to pretend to be and to feel just -what the occasion, itself
requires and suggests : in short,· to perso'OOte himself·t

.. Some have used the ex~ression of " a conscious m~ner," to de..
note that which results (either in conversation,~ in the ordinary'
actioDi of life,-or in public speaking) from the anxious attention'
which some pel"lons feel to the opinion the c~mpany may for~ of
them ;-a consciousness P~ being watched and scrutinized in every
word and gestqre, tog~ther with an extreme anxiety for approbation~

and dread of censure.
t The Barmecide,.in the .8rabiaa Nights" ,who amused' himself by

letting down his guest to an imaginary feast, and trying his skill in
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Let all' studied reci~tion therefore, - every kind of
-speaking which from Its nature must necessarily be artifi
eial, - be carefully avoided, by one whose object is 10

. attain the only truly impresshTe,-,the Natural Delivery.
It should be observed, that the censure here pro

nounced on school-recitations, and all exercis~s of the like
nature, relates, eXclusively, to the effect produced on the
style of Elocution. With any oilier objects that may
be proposed; the present work has, obviously, no COD- '

cern. Nor can it be doubted that a familiarity with the
purest fonns of the Latin and Greek ~uages, may be
greatly promoted by committing to memory, and study.
ing, not only to understand, but to recite with propriety,
the best orations and plays in those languages. The
familiar knowledge too, and temporary.adoption, of the
characters and sentiments, for instance, of Terence's
plays, can hardly fail to produce a powerful effect on the
moral character. If the spectators of a play which
strongly inte~ests them are in any degree disposed (as' .
the Poet expresses it) to "live o'er each scene, and be
what they behold," much' more may this be expected in
the actor, who studies to give the fullest effect to his per
fonnance, by fancying himself, as far as possible, the
person be represents. If anyone, therefore, is more
anxious for his son's proficiency in the Latinity, and in
the morality) of Tere~ce, ilian for his excellence in pub-
lic speaking, he is right in encouraging such exercises.-

imitating. at an empty table, the actions of eating and drinking, did
,DOt propote tbil u an adftaable mode of inatructiDg him how to per
form thole actioD8 in reality.

• To~ who do wish their 8008 to imbibe the' morality of Te
...., 1 ha"e, of coone, nothing more to say. But if there are any,

I
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, But Jet no one seek to attain a natural, simple, and forcible
Elocution, by a practice \vhich, the inore he applies to it,
will carry him still the farther from the object he aims at.

What has been said may perhaps be considered· by
some as applicable only in the case where the design is
merely to qualify a man for extemporaneous speaking;
not for delivering a written discourse with the effect of
one that is actually extemporaneous. For it llUly be

as I must hope there are not a few, who would deprecate such a re
lult, and who yet patronize the practice in question, I cannet but
express my unfeigned wonder at their doing so: t Can they doubt
that some effect is likely to be produced on a young and unformed
mind, forwarder in passions than in reason, by - not reading mere
ly - not learning by hwrt merely - but studyin~ as an actor, and
striving to deliver with effect, the part of an accomplished debauchee?
And this too, such a character as Terence'. poetical justice never fails
to crown with success and applause. ,The foulest obscenity, such as
would create disgust in any delicate mind, would probably be less like
ly to conupt the principles, than the more gentleman-like profligacy,
which is not merely represented, but recommended in Terence; and
which approaches but too nearly to what the youth may find exemPli
fied among the higher classes in this country.

Will it be answered that because these same boys are taught to say
their Catechism - are sent to Chapel- and are given to understand
that they are not to take Pamphilus as a model, a sufficient safeguard
is thus provided, agai~t the effects of .an assiduous· effort to gain ap.
plause by a lively and spirited representation of such a character? I .....
can only reply, in the words of Thucydides, MAIUPIZONTE2
cYM.f2N TO AIlEIPOKAKON, or ZHA.orMEN TO
At1JPON.

I am aware that I run a risk of giving offence by these remarks;
but a sense of duty forbids their suppression. If the practice is capa
ble of vindication, let it receive bne : if not, let itDe abolished.

Let the 'experiment..be tried, of placing in the hands of the MOTS

_as of the boy., when· they come to wimel8 the exhibition, a mOle
traul4tioa of the play their 80ns are acting. I will be satisfied to
abide by the decision of the right-minded andjudicioUl'among them.
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.. urged,. that he woo attempts' this, must be, to a certain
-extent, ~ Actor: he may: indeed really think, and
Strongly r.fe~l at the moment, all that he is ,saying;' but
thoogh, thus far, no disguise is needed, he canDot, with
out·a distinct effort, deliver' what. he is, in fact, reading,
with the air of one who is not reading, but framing each
sentence as he deli~ers it: and to learn to do this, it I

may be said, practice -is requisite ; not ~uch practice in...
deed as that of ordinary school"r~citations, which' has a,
directly contrary tendency ; but such as might be adopt
ed, on the prInciple above laid down. And it must be
admitted, (indeed the. remark has been frequently made
in the foregoing pages,) that the task of him who deliv
ers a written discourse, is very different from that of the
troly extemporary speaker, supposing the object be to

.produce at all a similar effect.. For, as I have Ionneily
observed, what· has b~en here called the Natural De
livery" is that whi((h is natural to the real Speaker
alone; and is by no means what will· spontaneously
suggest itself to one who has' (even his own) written
composition before him. To attain the delivery I have
been recommending, he must nlake a strong and con
tinual effort so to withdraw his mind, not only from
studied modulation of voice, but from the knowledge that
.he is reading, - and so to absorb himself, as' it were,
Dot only in the general sentiments, but in each separate '
expression, as. to make it thoroughly his own at the
moment of utterance. And I am far from supposing
that in doing this he will not improve by practice ; indeed
I have all along implied, that no one can expect at·· Onoe
to attain perfection in it. But whether any such sY's
&em of recitation as would ~ord beneficial practice ~ou1d
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be adopted at schools, I am more doubtful. 8~

posing the established mode of spouting to be totally
exploded, and f!!Very effort used to make a boy deliver
a Speech of Cesar, for instance, or Lear, in the natunI
manner, i. e. according to the MlJItu-'. view of what is
aatura1, the leuner himself will be reciting in a manner,
to Aim, wholly artificial; not merely because he is read
~, or repeating from memory, what he is endeavouriag
&0 utter as if extempore ; - nor agaiD, merely because
the composition is another's, and the circnmstances fic·
titious; but because ,the compositioo, the situation, ancI.
the circumstances could Rot have been his OWD. A
8cbool-boy has no natural way of h,U ows to express
himself on the topics OD which he is made to dec}airB;
because as yet those topics form DO part of the furniture
of his mind. And thus the objed proposed, viz. to
qualify him for delivering well, on real occasions, his
own, or such a, hi, Otln, written compositions, will hue
been defeated; and we shall have anticipated, and .~
mpted, by a studied el~utiOll, ~hat would have beea
his own natural mode of expressing himself on such oe
casions.

However serviceable practice may be, there is ....
I think that wiD Dot do more' harm than good, except
the practice of reei~, either on real occasions, or OD

.ro as one can funy conceive and enter into, eql....

lions either actually his oWn, or at leEl 'meA as be would
JUIturaIly have uttered on the ~. Should the
Sehool-boy be limited to the recitation of' compolitioos
of his oWlS, or of a fellow student, and that too, compo
litieDt DOt written .. ;'8 tuk on a given~ (on lOch
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subjects at least as are usually 'set for exercises,*) but
on some real occasion interesling to a youthful mind, .(a
narrative e. g. of some recent occurrence, or the like,)'
a system of p,actice might" perhaps be adopted which
would prove' beneficial.

8\lch exercises as these, ho\vever, would make but a
sorry display, in comparison of the customary decla
mations. The" pomp and circumstance" of annual
pltblic recitations has mu~h that is attractive ~o Masters,
Par~nts, and Scholars; and it is easily believed, by those
who wish to believe it, that for a boy who is destined
hereafter to speak in pub1ic, the practioe of making pub
lic speeches, and of ~~ing I great pains to deliver them
well, must be a very beneficial exercise.

§ 3.
The last circumstance to be noticed among the' re

sults of the mode of delivery recommended, is, Natural .

that the speaker will· find it IDU«h easier, in ~e~~:e~~_ .

his Natural manner, to m~ke himself heard: ly heard.

he 'will be heard, that is, much more distinctly, - at a
greater. distance, - and with far less exertion and fa
tigue to himself. This· is the more necessary to ,be
mentioned, because it is a common, if not a prevailing
opinion, that the reverse of this is the fact. There are
not a few who assign as a reason for their adoption of
a certain unnatural tone and measured cadence, that it
.is necessary, in order to be heard by a large congrega
tion. But though such an artificial voice and utterance
will often appear to produce ~ louder Bound, (which is

,* See Introd. § o.
26

I

'-
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the cir~umstance that probably deceives such persons,)
yet a __ natural voice and delivery, provided ,it be clear,
though it be less laboured, and may even seemlow to those
who are near at hand, will be, distinctly heard at a much
greater dis~ce. The only decisive proof of this must
be sought in experience; which will not fail to convince
of the truth of it anyone who will fairly make the trial.

The requisite degree of loudness will be best ob
tained, conformably \vith the~ principles here inculcated,
not by thinking about the voice, but by looking at the
most distant of the hearers, and addressing one's self
especially to him. The voice rises spontaneously, when
we are speaking to a person who is not very near.

It should be added, that a speaker's being well heard
does not depend near so much on the loudness of the
sounds, as on their distinctness; and especially on the
clear pronunciation of the consona.ntl.

That the organs ~r voice are much less strained and
fatigued by the natural action which takes place in real
speaking, than by any other, (besides that it is, what
might be expected, a priori,) is evident from daily ex
perience. . An extemporary Speaker will usually be
much less exhausted in two hours, than an elaborate
reciter (thQugh less distinctly heard) will be, in one.
Even the ordinary tone oi reading aloud is so much
more fa~iguing th~ that of conversation, that feeble pa
tients are frequently unable to continue it for a quarter
of an hour without great exhaustion; even though they
may feel no incot;lvenience from talking, with· few or no
pauses and in no lower voice, for more than double that

time.*
* " We can at will enlarge or diminish the area of the cheat, anel
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.§ •.
He then who shall determine to aim at the :N'atut1l1

mtmner, though he will have to contend with
RecapituJa

considerable difficulties and discouragements, tion of ad-
vantages

will not be without corresponding advantages, and diead- '
vantaJel.

in the course he is pursuing. He will be at
first, indeed, rep~ssed 'to a greater degree than anoth~t

by emotions of bashfulness ; but it will be more spe~di1y

and mote completely subdued: the very system pursued,
since it forbids all thoughts of self, striking at the root
(}f the evil. H.e \vill, indeed, on the outset, incur cen
sure, not only critical but 'moral; - he 'will be blanled
for using a colloquial delivery; and tPJe' censure will
very likely b~, as far os relates to his earliest efforts,
not wholly undeserved; for his manner tDill probably at
first too much resemble that of convers~tion, though of
serious and earnest conversation : but by pe"severance
he may.be sure of avoiding deserved, and of mitigating,
and ultimately overcolning, undeserved; censure.

. He will, indeed, never be praised for a "very fine
delivery; "but his fllatter will not lose the approbation
it may deserve; as he will be the lnote 'sure of being
heard ,and attended to. He will not, indeed; meet with
many who can be regarded as models of the Natural man
ner; and those he does meet with, he will be precluded,
by the nature of the system, from minutely imitating; but

Hop, accelerate, or mtard the act of respiration. When ,we attend
to our breathing, and regulate its rate, it quickly becomes fatigeing;
but the same happens with any voluntary~d habitual action, If we
Attempt \0 perform it analytically, by directing the attention to every
"p in itl progress." Mayo" PIa,Biology, p. 107.
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he will have the advan~e of carrying within him an
Infallible Guide, as long as he is careful to follow the
saggestions of nature; abstaining from all thoughts re
specting his own utterance, and fixing his mind intendy
on the business he is engaged in.

And though he must not expect to attain perfection
at once, he may be assured that, while he steadily ad
heres to this pl~, he is in the right road to' it; instead
of becoming, as on the other plan, more and,more artifi·
cial, the longer he studies. And every advance he
makes will produce a proportional effect: it will give
him mo~e and more of that hold on the attention, the
understanding, and the feelin'gs of ~e audience, which
DO studied mod~lation can ever attain. Others indeed
may be mo~e successful in escaping censure, and en
suring.admiration ; but he will far more surpass them, in
respect of the proper object of the Orator which is,
to carry his point.

§ 5. r

Mqch need not be said on the subject of Jlction,
. which is at present so little approved, or, d&

Action.
signedly; employed, in this. country that it is

hardly to be reckoned as any part of the Orator's art.
Action, however, seems to be natural to man, when

speaking earne~tly: but the state of the case at present
~eems to be, that the disgust e~cited, on the one hand,
by ~wk\vard and ungraceful motions, and, on the, other,
by studied gesticulations, has led to the general disuse
of Action altogether; aQd has induced men to form
the habit (for it certainly is a fo~med habit) of keeping

'themselves quite still, or nearly so, when / speaking.
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This is suppo!ed to be, and perhaps is, the more: rational
and dignified \\tay of speaking; but so strong is the ten
dency to indicate vehement internal emotion by some

'kind of outward gesture, that those who do not encour
age or allow themselves in any, frequently fall uncon
sciously into some awkward trick of ,sw}nging the b~dy,·

folding a paper, twisting ',a string, 'or the like. But
when anyone is reading, or even speaking, in the Ax
tificial manner, there is little or nothing of this ten-"
dency ; precisely, because the mind is not occupied by
that strong internal emotion which occ~ions it. And
the prevalence of this (the. artificial) manner may,reason
ably be conjectured to have led to the disuse Why lLCfloa
of all gesticulation, even in extemporary speak- ~ia~:ci~

ers; because if anyone, whose delivery is
artificial, does use action, it will' of course be, like
his voice, studIed and artificial ; and savourin~ st~ more
of disgusting affectation~ from the circumstance that it
evidendy might be entirely omitted.t And hence, the
practice came to be generally disapproved, and ex
ploded.

It need only be observed, that, in conformity with the
principles maintained throughout this Book, no care
should, in any case, "be taken to use ~ceful or appro-

• Of one of th~ ancient Roman Orators it was satirically remarked,
(on accoup.t of his "aving this l1abit,) that he mUlt haTe learned to
lpeak in II boat. Of some other Orators, whole favorite action is
rising on tiptoe, it would perhaps have been said, that they badA»eeD
..ustomec1 to add~. their audienee over a high wall.•

t -(1rtIttU ifttttr 1MJUU 8Yf".p'IuntiA iliMIw8,
..Et craaum .....-., c Beru eutJI tntlU 1JlI1I&W'
QleAdAmt i poteat duci qaiac~ sine istie.

Horace, .ar. PolL
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priate' action; which, if Dot perfectly unstudied, will
always be (as has been just remarked) intolerable. But

if anyone spontaneously falls into any gestures that are
unbecoming, care should then be taken to break the
habit; and tha~, not only in public speaking, but on aD
occasions. The case, indeed, is the same with utter
ance: if anyone has, in common discourse, an indis
tinct, hesitating, dialectic, or otherwise faulty, delivery,
his Natural manner certainly is not· what he should adopt
in public speaking; but he should ,endeavour, by care,
to re~edy the defect, Dot in public speaking only, but
in ordinary conversation also. And so also, with respect
to attitudes and gestures. It is in these points, prin
cipally, if not exclusively, that the remarks of an intel
ligent friend will be beneficial.

If, again, anyone finds himself naturally and spon
taneously led to use, in speaking, a moderate degree of
action, which he finds ~om the observation of others
DOt to be ungraceful or inappropriate, there is no reason
that he should study to repress this tendency.

~ 6.
I, would be inconsistent with the principle just laid

Action nat- down, to deliver any,precepts for gesture : be
=~! lhr:- cause the observance of even the best con
words. ceivable precepts, would by destroying the
natural appearance, be fatal to th~ir object: but the~

is a remark, which is worthy of attention, from the
illustration it affords of the erroneousness; in detail,-as
well as in prin~iple, of the ordinary systems of instruc
tion in this point. -Boys are generally taught to employ
the prescrib~~ action either after;, or iluring the utter-

..\ l ,;
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, ance of the words it is. to enforce. The best an~ most
appropriate actio~ must, from this ~ircumstance alon,e,
necessarily appear a feeble affectation. It suggests. the
idea of a person speaking to those 'who do not fully un

derstand the language, and striving by signs to explain
the meaning of what he has been) saying. The ve~

same gesture, had it come at the proper, that is, the
natural point of time, might perhaps have added greatly
to the effect; viz. had it preceded somewhat the utter
ance of the words. That is always the natural order of I

action. An emotion,* struggling for utterance, produces
a tendency to, a bodily gesture, to express that emotion'
more quickly' than words c~ be frained; the. words fol
low, as soon as they can be spoken. And this T>eing
always the case with a real, earnest, oostudied speaker,
this mode ~f placing the action forem~st, gives, (if it be
otherwise appropriate) the appearance of earnest emotion
actually present in the mind. And the reverse of this
natural order would alone be sufficient to convert the
action of Demosthenes himself into unsuccessful and
ridiculoustlIlimicrY.

• FlYrmat enim Natura prius 1&OS'i~ ad omnem
FortunaNtm luibitum j jU'Dat, aut impellit ad iram
I1ut ad !I,umum mArore gram deducit, et angit :
Post eJftrt animi 'mOf:u,s interpr8te liagud.

Horace, Ars Poll.
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Page 29, [A.]

" . . . . • . there is a distinction to be made 'bet,veen the
unnatural and the merely itnprobable: a fiction is unnatural
when there is some assignaltle reas~n. again~t the events
taking pl~ce 8:s, d~scribed,-when. men are represented as
acting contrary to the characterassigned them, or to human
nature in general; as when a young Jady of sevente~n,

brought up in ease, luxury, and retirement, with no com-
I panions but the narrow-minded and illiterate, display~ (as a

heroine usua~ly does) under the most trying circumstances,
such wisdom, fortitude, and kno,vledge ofthe world, as the
best instructors and the best examples can rarely produce
without the aid of more I:Ilature age and longer experience..
-On the otheJ: hand,'a fiction ~ still il'{lp'robable, though
'ftOt unnatural, \vhen there is no reason to be assigned ,vhy ,
things should not take plac..e as represented, except that the
O1Jerbalance of chances is against it; the hero meets Ll his
utmost distress, most opportunely, with the yer.r_ person to
whom he had formerly done a signal service, and who hap
pens to communicate to him a piece of intelligence which
sets all to rights. 'Vhy should he not meet him as ,vell as
anyone else? al~ that can be said is, that there is no reason
why he should. The infant who is saved from a wreck,. and·
who afterwards becoDles such a constellation ofvirtues and
accomplishments, turns out to be no other than the nephew
of the very genUeman, on whose ~state the waves ~ad cast
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. him, and whose lovely daughter he haa 80 long sighed for
in vain: there is no reason to be given, except from the
calculation ofchances, why he should not have been thrown
on one part of t~e cea. as well as anotAaer. Nay, it would
be nothing unnatural, though the most determined novel
reader would be shocked at its improbability, if all the
hero's enemies, while they were conspiring his,fuin, were te
be struck dead together by' a lucky flash of lightning: yet
many denouements which are decidedly unnatural, are bet
ter tolerated than this would be. We shalt, perhaps, best
explain our meaning by examples, taken from a novel of
great merit in many respects. When Lord Glenthom, in
whom a most unfavourable education has acted t>n a most
unfavourable disposition, after a life of torpor, broken only
by short sallies of fbrced exertion, on a sudden reverse of
fortune, displays at o~ce the most persevering diligence in
the most repulsive studies, and in middle life, without any
-previous habits of exertion, any hope of early busineB9, or
the example 'of friends, or the stimulus of actual Waht, to
urge him, outstrips every competitor, though every eomp~
titor has every advantage against him; this is unnatural.
When Lord Glenthorn, the instant he is 8tripped of his e&
tates, meets, falls in love with, and is conditionally accep-
ted by, the very lady who is retnotely entitled to tboHe
estates; when, the instant he has fulfilled the conditiol18 of
their marriage, the family of the person possessed of the
estates becomes extinct, and by the concurrence ofcircum
stances, against everyone of which the chane~ were en
ormous, the hero is re-instated in all his old domains; this
is merely improbable. The distinctio~which we have beea
pointing out may be plainly perceived in the events of real
life; when any thing takes pla..c~ of such a nature as we
should call; in a fiction, merely improbable, because there
are many chances against it, we call it a lucky or unlucky
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FIRST, not to proceed to a comparison of the corresponding
terms as they' are intrinsically in themselves or in their own
nature, bot merely as they are in relation to the o~her terms
respectively; and, SECONDLY, not to presume that because
the relation is the same or similar in one or two points,
therefore it is the same or similar in all.

" The FIRST of these errors cannot be committed in the
instance befo.re us, because the two things are of sach dif=
Cerent natures that they have no one point of resemblance.
But when the first and the third term are not only corres
ponding in relation, but chance also to be of a kindred
nature, or when, from the circumstance of one being visible
and the other invisible, their discrepancies do not strike us,
it often happens that a comparison is pursued between the
things themselves, and this is IQne cause of the promiscuous
use of the terms 3imilitude and analogy. As for example,
when Locke, having once established the comparison, "'0
ceeds to talk of Ideas as if they yere really i1nageB in the
mind, or traces in the brain.

" It is from observing this tendency in men to regard the
metaphorical' or analogous name as bJ:inging along with it
something of the nature of the thing it originally signified,
that Mr. Stewart is led to make the remark not less original
thanjust, that it is well tor the understanding, though it may
be a loss to the fancy, when a metaphorical word has lost its
pedigree *-that is, when it no longer excit~s the primary
idea denoted by it, and is reduced by custom to a plain and
direct appellation in its secondary sense. He suggests alsot

• Philosophical Essays,. Ess. v. c. ·3.
t Ibid. In.the analysis here given of a'lttllogy, it will be pereeim

bY'thoae who are conversant with Mr. Stewut'awritings, thatlha"
ventured to depart widely from his use of the word. ·lndeed M. Pre
\,ot's etymology, as given in a passage quoted with approbation by
Mr. Stewart, yolo li. c. iv. sect. 4. appeara to me quite erroneou,
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with equal ingenuity, in cases where words have not yet
been worn down to' this use; the expedient of ",tJryirag our
metaphor when speaking of the same~ubject, as a preser
vative against this dangero\ls and encroaching error. Of
the utility of this practice I have .no doubt: and I think it
may be regarded as an advantage of the same kind, that
the parabl~s of the New Testament are drawn from such a
great diversity of· objects, as to cheek the propensity in,
man, especially in matters of religion, to attach some my~
tical character to the images 80 employed, and to look
upon them as emblems p08sessing an intrinsic virtue, or
at least a ~ecret affinity with those spiritual truths, to the
illustration ofwhich they are made sub8ervient~

" When the points in which this siIDilarity of relation
holds are of secondary importance-when instead ofbeing
essential and characteristic, they are slight and superficial
-the analogy is often called a metaphor, and often a sim
ilitude, as being addressed rather to the fancy than to the
judgment, and intended rather to adorn and'illustrate, than
.to explain. But it would perhaps be better to avoid -the
name mnilitude in these cases, and to regard them as being,

. what they really are, tJoologies, although subsisting in
points of inferior moment.

"Thus when the swallow is called the herald of sum
mer, or a ship is said to plough the waves, it is etlSY to re
solve ,the phrase into the form ofanalogy or proportion: the
swallow is to the summer what the herald is to his prince;
he announces his approach. So the action of a sh~ is to
the sea, what the action of a plough is to the land. But
because in these cases the relation is fanciful rather tbaa
reGl, that is, it consists Dot in essential points but in mere

C Le mot Analogie, daM l'origiM, n'exprime que la reaembiance.
The- reverse of which I take to be the fact. But this it not the ,lace
fbr enterinc farther into the diacqllion.

27
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circumstances ofinferior importance, we leave such things
to the province of taste or amusement, and no considerate
man ever attempts to reason from them.

" , I am not of the mind of those speculators,' said Mr.
Burke, ' who seem assured that all states have the same

period of infancy, manhood, and ~ecrepitude, that are
found in individuals. Parallels,of this sort rather furnish
8imili~ude8 to illustrate or to adom~ than s~pply analogies
,from whence to. reason. The objects which are attempted
to be forced into an analogy are not found in the same
claues of e~ence. Individuals are physical beings
commonwealths are not physical ,but moral essences.' •

" A remarkable example of this kind is that argument
of Toplady against free-will, who, after quoting the ten,t
Ye also tJI li"ely stones are built up a tpiritual kotue,t tri
umphantly exclaims, 'This is giving free-will a stab UD

der the fifth rib: for can stones hew themselves, and
build themselves into a regular house?' t

" Even when we a~tribute to inanimate things the quali
ties of animals, the same analysis may be adopted as~
fore. Thus the rage of the sea denotes a sUpilarity or
effect to the effect of rage in animals. This is even more
the work of fancy than the example before given: for in
reducing it to the form of a proportion, one tenn is wholly
~upplied by the imagination. We do n~t really believe there
is a principle in the' sea producing these effects, answer
ing to rage in animals, but the imagination ,suggests such
a principle, and transfers the name of rage to it.

" In thos~ cases where the analogy is traced between
thing! petfectly heterogeneous there is little danger of con
founding the idea with that of similitude. But when. the

• Lettera on & Regicide Peace, p. 4.
t 1 Pet. ,ii. 5.
*Chriatian and PhilotIophica1 N8CeIIity Allerted, p. 66
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subjeets we are, coinparing are or" kitadred Mture, 80 that
thethings spoken ofnot only stand in,the same relation, bot
also bear ~ close re~emblance to each 'other, then jt is we
are m~8t apt to confound them together, and to substitute
reseDJhlance for analogy. Thus because the heart orthe
tooth of'an animal not o~ly serves the sam~ office to the
animal that the heart or the tooth of a man does to him, but
is also an object very nearly resembling it in structure
and outward appearance, we are apt to imagine that the
same naII,le is given to it solely on this last account. But it '
we pursue the enquiry throughout tli,e .animal creation, we
shall find that the form of th'e corresponding part~ is infi
nitely varied, although the analogy remains the same; till at
length we arrive at such divetsities, that it is only perso~s
conversant \vith comparative anatomy who can readily de
tect the analogy. And long before the difference ~as reach
ed this length, in popular discourse the analogical name is
dropped, and the scientific use or it in such cases sounds
~antic to unlearned ears. Thus the beak or a bird an
swers to the.to~th of man, and the shell .of a lobster to the'
bones of other animals. If the use and office remain the
same no diversity or fqrm impairs the analogy: but we
ought from such examples to learn, even when similitude'
ofform does exist, not to regard it as the true ground of the
comp~isonwe make, and 9f our' affixing the same nall1e.

" Thus too when we speak of qualitie3 of things which
ara not cognizable by our senses except in their effects,.
we bestow the same name on account of a real or supposed
analogy, not on account df any similarity in the qualities
themselves; which mayor may not exist, according tJI tJae
tkiAg' we speak of are more or lus of a kindred Mture. Sa
gacity, courage, fidelity, love, jealousy, revenge, are all
predicated of brute animals not less than of maD, although
they are not things or existences in themselves, but certain

I •
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world: partly no doubt for the like reasQD, that they were
really Camiliar with miracles; partly too because to them
these miracles had long been contemplated only as sub-

o Hrrient measures to the great object and business oftheir
iDiaistry-the salvation ofmen's souls. On the subject or
miracles, the means to this great 'end, they spe~k in calm,
1IDimpassioned language; on man~ sins, change of heart;
on hope, faith, and charity; on the objects in short to be
elected, they exhaust all their feelings. and eloquence.
Their hist,o?" from the narrative ofour Lord's persecutions,
to those of Paul, the abomination of the Jews, embraces
ecenes and personages which claim from the ordinary read
er a continual effusion ofsorrow, or wonder, or indignation.
In writers who were friends of the parties and adherents of
the cause for which they did and suffered so great things:
the 8hsence of it is on ordinary grounds inconceivable.

" Look at the account even of the crucifixion. Not one burst
of indignation or sympathy mixes with the details of the
narrative. Stephen the first martyr is stoned, and the ac-

'count comprised in.these few words, ~'they st~ned Stepb~n

oalling upon God, and $flying, Lord Jesus, receive my
'Pirit.". The varied and immense labours ~nd sufferings of
the apostles are slightly hinted at, or else related in this dry
and frigi~ ,yay. ." And when they had called the apostles,
BOd beaten them, they commanded that they should not
speak in the name of Jesus, and let them go. ,,-* "And
there c8.lpethither certain Jews,from Antioch and Iconium,
who persuaded the people, and having stoned Paul, drew
himout of the city, supposing he had been dead. Howbeit,
u the disciples stood round about him, he rose up, and came

. into the city; and the next day he departed with Barnabas to

Derbe."t Had these authors no feeling? lild their mode
oflife bereaved them of'the common ~Ympathies and sen-

,

* Acts Y. 40, 41. t, Acta xiv. 19, 20.
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abilities of human nature? Read sueh passages as St.
Paul's parting,address to th~ elders of :&Iil~tus; the same
apostle's recommendation of the offending member of the
Corinthian Church to pardon; and, more tha~ all, the
occasional bursts of con1lieting feeling, in which anxiOU8

apprehension for the faith and good behavio~r of his COD

verts is mixed with the pleasiitg recollection of their .con
version, and the minister and the man are alike strongly
displayed; and it will be plain that Christianity exercised
no benumbing inftuenc~ on the heart. No: their whole
80ul was occupied with' one object, which predominated
over all tlie means subservient to it, however great those
means might be. lA,the 8tonn, the pilot', eye it ped ora
d,e headland which, mUlt be weathered j iA the criBis fI!
ftctory or defeat, the general BeC8 only th.e position to be
camed; and- ,1I,e dead atad the imtrummts OJ de.h, fall
around/lim ufl1l£eded. On the salvation ofmen, on this·one
'Point, the witnesses ot Christ and the ministers of his
Spirit, expended all their ~nergyof feeling and tl.Xpression.

\ All that occurred-mischance, persecution, and miracle-- #

were glanced at by the eye of faith only in subserviency to
this mark of the prize of their high calling, as working
together for good, and all exempt from tl1e associatioDf
which would attach to such events and scenes, when con
templated by themselves, and with the short-sightedness
of uninspired men. Miracles were not t.o them objects or
wonder, nor mischances a subject of sorrow and lament...
tion. They did all, they suffered all, to the glory or
God." London Review, No. II. p. 345.

Page 134, [D.]
ce First, as to prozimity of time, every one'knows, that

any- melancholy incident is the more affecting that it is re
cent. Hence it is become co~mo~ with story-tellers, thai
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they may make a deeper iDlpression on the,bearers, CD
iDtroduce remarks IDo these: that the tale which they
relate ill not old, that it happened but lately, or in their
dWD time, or that they are yet living who had a part in it,
or were witnesses of it. Pro~ity of time regards not
only the past, but the future. An event that will probaJ>ly
BOOn happen, hath greater influence upon us than what will
probably happen a long time hence. I have hitherto,
proceeded on the hypothesis, that the orator rouses the
.passions ofhis hearers, by exhibiting some past transactioD;
but we must acknowledge that 'passion may be as strongly
excited by his re~otilitgs concerning an everit yet to come.
In the judiciary orations there is greater scope for the for
mer, in the deliberative, for the latter; though in each kind
there may occasionally be scope for both/ All the seven

I circumstances enumerated are applicable, aftd have equal
.weight, whether they relate to the future or to the past.
The only exception that I know of is, that probability and
plausibility are scarcely distinguishable, when used in re
ference to events in futurity. As in these there is no ac
cess for testimony, what constitutes the principal distinc
tion is quite ex.cl~ded. In comparing the influence of the
pull upon our minds with that of the future, it appears in j

general, that ifthe evidence, the importance, and the dis
tance ofthe objects, be equal, the latter will be greaterthan
the former. The reason, I imagine, is, we are conscious,
that as every moment, the future which seems placed be
fore us, is approaching; and the past, which lies, as it
were, behind, is retiring; our nearness or relation to the
one constantly increaseth as the other decreaseth. There
istSomething like attraction in the first case, and repulsion
in the second. ,This tends to interest us more in the fu
ture than in the past, and consequently to the present view
aggraddize& the one, ~d diminishes the other•

. .
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" What, nevertheless, gives the past a very considerable
adv8.D;tage, is ~ts being generally susceptible ofmuch strong
er evidence than the future. The lights of the mind are.
if I may so express myself, in an opposite si~uatio~ to the
ughts of the body- These discover clearly the prospect
lying before us, but not the ground we have alreadypassecL.
By the memory, on the contrary, that great luminary of the
mind, things past are exhibited in retrospect; we have DO

corresp9ndent faculty to irradiate the future: and even in
matters which fall not within the r.each of hur memoryJ

past events are often clearly discoverable by testimonyJ

and by effects at present existing; whereas we have noth
ing equivalen~ to found our arguments upon in reasoning
about things to come. It is for this reason that the future
is considered as the province ofconjecture and uncertainty.

" Local Connezion,. the fifth in the above enumeration,
h~th a more powerful effect than proximity of ~ime. Dura
ti9n and space are t\VO things (call them entities, or attri
butes, or what you please) in some respects the most like,
and in some respects the most unlike, to one another.
They resemble in continuity, divisibility, infinity, in their
being deemed essential to the exi8te~e of other thing.,
and in the doubt~ that have been raised as to their haring
a real or independbnt existence of their OWD. They differ
in that the latter is permanent, whereas the very essence
of the f~rmer consisteth in transitoriness: the,parts of the
one are all successive, of the other' all co-existent. T4e
greater portions of time are all distinguishe~ by the ,mem
orable things which have been· transacted in them, the
lDlaller portions by the revolutions of the heavenly bodies:
the portions of place, ~reat and small, (for we do not hero
consider the regions of the fixed stars and planets,) are
distinguished by the various tracts of land and water, into
which the earth is divided and subdivided; the ODe dia-
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tinction intelligible, the other sensible; the doe chie1ly
knoWD to the inquisitive, the other in a great measure
obvious to all.

ce Hence perhaps.it arises, that the latter is considered as
a firmer ground of rel~tion than the former. WJto is not
more curious to know the notable transactioDs which have
happened in hi~ own country from the earliest mtiquity,
than to be acquainted with those which have happened in
the remotest regions of the globe during the centtIry
wherein he lives? It must be owned, however, that the
former circumstance is more frequently aided by that of
personal relation than the latter. Connexion of place not
only includes vicinage, but every other local relation, such
as "being in a pI:ovince under the same government with
us, in a state that is in alliance with us, in a country well
knO\VD to us, and the like. Of the influence of this cqu
nexion in operating on our passions we have daily proofs.
With how much indifference, at least with how slight and
transient emotion, do we read in newspapers the accounts
of the most deplorable accidents in countries distant and
unknown? How much, on the contrary, are we alarmed

,.. and· agitated on being informed that any iJuch a6cident
hath happened in our own neighf)ourhood, and that, even
though we be totally unacquainted ,vith the persons con-
"c«frned? •

" Still greater is the power of relation to the persons
concerned, which was the sixth ·circumstance mentioned,
as this tie is more direct than that which attacheth us to
the scene of action. It is the persons, not the place, that
are the immediate objects of the passions love or hatred,
pity or an'ger, ,envy or contempt. Relat~on to the actors 1

commonly produces an effect contrary to that produced by
relation to the suffe~ers, the first in extenuation, the second
m aggravation, of the crime alleged. The first makes
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.lOr the apologist, the second for the accuser. This, I say,
iii commonly the case, not always. The remote relation to
the actors, when the offence is heinous, especiallJ-if the'
sufferers be more nearly related, will sometimes rather
aggravate than extenuate the guilt in our estimation. But
it is impossible with any precision to reduce these e1Fecls
to rules; so much depending on the different tempers ana
sentiments of different audiences. Personal relations are
of various kinds~ Some have generally greater infiue~ce
than others; some'again have greater influence with one
person, others with another. They are consanguinity,
affinity, frien~ship, acquaintance, being feJlow-eitizeJis,
countrymen, of the same surname, lang~age, religioD,
occupation, and innumerable others.

ee But of all the connexive circUDlstanQes, the most pow
erful is interest, ,vhich is the last. Of ~l relationlJ, per
lIonal relation, by. bringing the object very near, most en
livens that sympathy which attaches us to the concerns of
others; interest in the effects brings the object, if I may
say so, into contact with us, and makes the mind cling to
it, as a concern of its own. Sympathy is but a reflected
feeling, and therefore, in ordinary cases, must be weak~r '
than the" original. Though the mirror be ever so true, a
Ipver will not be obliged to it for presenting him With the

. figure of.his mistress, when he hath an opportunity of gIP
zing on her person. N or will the orator place his chief
confidence in the assistance of the social and sympathetic
affections, when he hath it in his power to arm the selfish.

" Men universally, from a just conception of the differ
ence, have, when self is concerned, given a di1ferent name
to what ·se~ms. originally the same passion in a higher
degree. Injury, to whomsoever offered, is to every man
that observes it, and whose sense of right is not debauched
by vicious practice, the natural object ofi~. In-

I .
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digR,WOIl always implies re,mtme,J, or a desire ofretalia
dog on the injurious person, 88 far at least as to make him
repent the wrong he hath committed. ..This indignation
in the person injured, is, from out knowledge of mankind,
npposed to be, not indeed universally, but generally, 80

much stronger, that it ought to be distinguished by anoth
er appellation, and is apcordingly denominated refJenge.
In like manner, beneficence, on whomso~ver exercised,
is the natural object of our lotre; love always implies be
~knee, or a desire of promoting the happ.ine$s of the
beBeficent person; but this passion in the person benefit.
eel mf ~ODcei~ed to be 80 much greater, and to infer 80

strollg an·obligation to a return ofgood offices to his ben
efactor, that it merits to be distinguished by the title.gnd
Wde. N ow by this circumstance of interest in the effects,

I I the speaker, from engaging pity in his favoQr, can proceed
to operate on a more powerful principle, self-pruert1ation.
The btnefJolence of his hearers h~ can work up into grati-
lade, their indignation into revenge. .

" The two last-mentioned circumstances, personal relae
tion and intere~t, are not without influence, as was hinted
in the enumeration, though they regard the speaker only,
and not the hearers. The reason is, a person present with
us, whom we see and hear, and who by words, and looks,
and gestures, gives the liveliest signs of his feelings, has
the surest and most immediate claim upon our sympathy.
We become infected with his passions. We are hurried
along by them, and not ~owed leisure to distinguish
between his relation and our relation, his interest and our
interest." Campbell" Rhetoric, p. 184-190, (b i. eh.1.
~ 6. parts 4, 6, 6, 'J~ ,
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A good illustration of what has been said is supplied by
the following extract from Mr. Milman's Bampton Lec
tures, (Leoture VI. p. 269.) "Conceivethen the apostles
of Jesus Christ, the tentmaker or the fisherman, entering, '
as strangers, into one of the splendid cities of Syria, Asia
Minor, or Greece. Conceive them, I mean, as unendowed '
with miraculous powers, having adopted their itinerant
system of teaching from human motives, and fot human
purposes.ll1one. As they pass along'. to 'the remote and
obscure quarter, where they expect to meet with precarious
hospitality among their countrymen, they survey the
strength of the established religion, which it is their
avowed purpose to overthrow. Every where they behold
temples, on which the utmost extravagance of expenditure
has been lavished by succeeding generations; idols ofthe
most exquisite workmanship, to which, even ifthe religious
feeling of adoration is enfeebled, the people are strQngly
attached by national or local vanity. They meet pro
cessions, in which the idle find perpetual occupation, the
young excitement, the voluptuous a continual stimulant to
their passions. They behold a priesthood, numerous,
sometimes wealthy; nor are these alone wedded by interest
to the established faith; many of the trades, like those of
the makers of silver shrines in Ephesus, are pledged to
the support of that to which they owe their maintenance.
They pass a magnificent theatre, on the splendour and
success of whioh the popularity oft~ existing authorities
mainly depends; and in which the serious exhibitions
are essentially religious, the lighter, as intimately con
nected with the indulgence of the baser passions. They

. 1tehold another public building, where even worse feeling8~

the cruel and the sanguinary, are pampered by the animat
is



-ing contests of wilti beasts and of gladiators, in which th8J
themselves may shortly play adreadful part,

Butcher'd to make a Roman holiday!

·Show and spectacle are the characteristic enjoyments 01
tile whole people, and every show and spectacle is either
sacred to the religious feelings, pr incentive to the lusts

/ efthe ftesh; those feelings 'which must he ,entirely eradi
oated, those lusts wbieh must be brought into total subjec
tion to the law ofObrist.. They enc·ounter likewise itinerant
jugglers, diviners, magicians, who impose upon the cred
uloU8, and excite the contempt of the enlightened; iD the
first case, dangerous rivals to those who should attempt to

'propagate a new faith by impOsture and deception; in the
latter, natural!y tending to prejudice the mind against aU
miraculous pretensions whatever: here, like Elymu, en
deavpuring to outdo the signs and wonders of the apostles;
·tliere, throwing suspicion on all asserted supernatural
agency, by the frequency and clumsiness of their delu-
sions. They meet philosophers, frequently itinerant like
lhemselves; or teachers of new religions, priests of Isia
and Serapis, who have brought into equal discredit what
might otherwise have appeared a proof of philanthropy,
the performing laborious journeys at the sacrifice of per·
sanal ease and comfort for the moral and religious im
proTement of ~ankind; or at least have so accustomed
the publi<? mind t~ similar pretensions, as to take away
every attraction from their boldness or novelty. There
are also the teachers of the different mysteries, whiclt
'Would engross all the anxiety of the (inquisitive, perhaps
excite, even if they did not satis&y, the hopes of the more
pure and lofty minded. 'Such must have been among the
obstacles which would force themselves on the calmer
mC1lllents of the most ardent; such the overpowering dif..
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ficalties, ~f which it wQuld De impossible to. overlook the
importance, or elude the force; which required no soDer
calculation to estinlate, DO laborious enquiry to discover;
which met and confronted them wherever they went" and
which, either in desperate presumption) or deliberate reli
ance on their own preternatural pow~rs, they must .have I

contetDDed and defied.
The commencement of tl1eir labours was usually dia

lteartening, and ill calculated to keep alive the Same of
uagroundedenthusiaem. .They begin their operations in

. the Darrow and secluded synagogue of their own country-, .
men. The 'novelty of their doctrine, and' euriosity, secure
them at 6rst a: patient attention; but as the more offensive
tenets are developed, the most fierce and violent passions
are awakeo.ed. Scorn a~ hatred are seen working in the
clouded brows and agitated couDtenaaces of the leaders:
if h~re and there ane is. pricked to the heart, it requires
considerable moral courage to acknowledge his conviction;
a,,'d the ne'w teachers are either cast ~forth from the in
dignant assembly of their own people, liable to I all the
~nishment'8which they are' permitted to inflict, scourged
and beaten; or, if they succeed in for'ming a party, they
give rise to a furious schism; and thus appear before the
heathen with the dangerous DOtoriety of having caused a
violent tumult, and broken the publie peace by their turb~
leDt aud (XNltentious harangues: at all events; disclaimed
by that very people on whose traditions they profess to build
taei, .doctrUies, and to whose ScriptuJes they appeal in jus
tiDeation pftbeir pretensions. They endul"e, they perse
vere, they continue to sustain the contest against J \ldaism
and paganism. \ It is still their deliberate, ostensible, and
avowed object, to overthrow all this vast system of idol
atJy: t~ WAr QP by the roots all ancient .prejudieetJ;, to
M4H1C4.•rmes, sanctified by the vener~D of ages .. .
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oracular; to consign all those gorgeous temples to decay,
and all those images to contempt; to wean the people from
every barbarous and dissolute amusement." • • • • 41= • • •

"But in one resp~ct it is impossible now to conceive
tile extent, to' which the apostles of the crucified J esU8

shocked all the feelings of manki~d. 'The public estab
.lishmen:t of Christianity, the adoration of ages, the rever
ence ofnations, has threwn around the cross of Christ an
indelible and inalienable sanctity. No effort of the imag
ination can d~sipate the illusion of dignity which has
gathered round it; it has been so long dissevered from all
its coarse and humiliating associations, that it cannot be
cast back and desecrated into its state of opprobrium and.
contempt. To ,the most daring unbeliever among our
8el~es, it is the symbol, the absurd, and irrational, he may
conceive, but still the ancient and venerable symbol of a
po.werful and influential religion: what was it to the Jew
and to the heatheri ~ the basest, the most degrading pun- ...
ishment of the lowest criminal! the proverbial terror of
the wretched slave! it was to them, what the most des
picable and revolting instrument of public execution is
to us. Yet to the cross of Christ, men turned from deities
in which were embodied every attribute ofstrength, power,
and dignit)(; in an incredibly sbort space of time, multi
tudes gave up the splendour, the pride, and the power of
paganism, to adore a Beiqg, who was thus humiliated be
neath the meanest of mankind, who had beco~e, accord
ing to the literal interpretation of the prophecy, tJ "ef'!/
,c~m of men, alld an outcat of the peopk."· Ibid. p. 2'79.

Page 140, [F.)

" Such is our yoke and our burden! Let him, who has
thought it too hard and too heavy to bear, be prepared to
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... it boldly, when Jae shaH appear side by side ~ith the
poor aad mistaken Indiaa before the throne of God at the

" day of judgment_ The poor heathen may eome forward
with Ilis woUDded limbs and weltering body, saying, C I
thought thee an austere master, delighting in the miseries
of thy creatures, and I have accordingly brought thee the
tom reumants of a body which I have tortured in thy ser
viCe. ' And the Christian will come forward, and say, c I
knew that thou didst die to save me from such sufferings
and torments., and that thou only commandedst me to keep
my body in temperance, 'soberness"and chastity, and I·
thought it too har~ for' me; and I have accordingly brought
thee the refuse and sweepings of a bedy that has beea
corrupted and brutalized in the service of 'profligacy and'
drunkeoness,-even the body which thou didst declare
should be the temple of thy Holy Spirit.' The poor Indiaa
will perhaps, shew his. hands, reeking with the blood of
his children,. saying, ' I thought this was the sacrifice with
which-God was well pleased:' and you, the Christian, will
come forward with blood upon thy hands also, ~ I knew that
thou gavest thy son for 'my sacrifice, and commandedst me
to lead my offspring in the way of everlasting life; but the

, 'command was tod hard for me, to teach them .thy statutes
and to set them my humble example:' I have let them go

, the broad ""ay to destruction, and their blood is .upon my
hand - and my heart - and my head. ' The indian will
come forward, and say, ' Behold, I am come from the wood,
the desert, and the wilderness, where I fled from the cheer
ful society of my fellow-mortals, because I thought it was
pleasing in thy sight.' And the Christian will come for
ward, and say, 'Behold, I come from my comfortable home
and the communion of my brethren, which thou hast grIP
ciously permitted me to enjoy; but I thought it too hard
te live them a share of those blessings which thou hast

28*
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bestowed upon me; I thought it too hard to give them a
portion of my time, my trouble, my fortune, or my interest;
I thought ~t too ha'rd to keep my tongue from cursing anti
reviling, my heart from hatred, and my hand from violence
and revenge.' What will be the ~nswer of the Judge to
the poor Indian, Done can presume to say. That he ~as

sadly mistaken in the means of salvation, and that what he
had done could never purchase him everlasting life, is be
yond a doubt; but yet the Judge may say, 'Come unto
me, thou heavy-laden, and I will give thee the rest which
thou couldst not purchase for thyself:' But, to the Chris
tian, 'Thou, who hadst my easy. yoke, and my light bur
den; thou, for whom all was al~eady purchased,'-
Thank God! it is not yet pronounced: - begone! and fly
for thy life!" Wolfe" 8ermof13, (BemaifIB,) Sermon X
p.371-373.

(c. Suppose it were suddenly revealed to anyone among
you, that he, and he alone of all that walk upon the face
of this earth, W~8 destined to receive the be,nefit of his
Redeemer's atonement, and that all the rest of mankind
was lost - and lost to all etemity; it is hard to say what
\vould be the first sensation excited in that man '8 mind by
the intelligence. It is indeed probable it would be joy-to
think that all his fears respecting, his eternal destiny were

, now no more;. that all the forebodings of the mind and
misgivings of the heart-all 'the solemn stir which we feel
rising within us whenever we look forward to a dark
futurity, - to feel t~at all these had now subsided for I

ever, - to .know that he shall stand in the everlasting
sunshine of the love of God! It is perhaps impossible that
all this should not call forth, an immediate feeling of
delight: but if you wish the sensation to continue, you
must go to the' wilde~ness; you must beware how you
come within sight of Ii human being, or within sound of a
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, human voice; you must recollect. that you are now alcme
upon the earth; or, if you wan~ society, you had better
look (or it among the beasts of the field than among the
ruined species to which you belong; unless indeed the
.AJmighty, in pity to your desolation, should send, his'
angels before the appointed time, that you might learn to
forget in their society the outcast objects o( your former
sympathies. But to go abroad into human socie.ty, - to
walk amongst Beings who are· now no longer your fellow
creatures, - to feel the charity of your common nature
rising in your heart, and to have to crush it within you
like a sin, - to reach forth your hand to perform. one of
the common kindnesses of humanity, and to find it wither
ed by the recollection, that however you may mitigate a
present pang, the everlasting pang is irreversible; to tum
away in despair from these children whom you have no~

come to bless and to save (we hope and, trust both here and
for ever)!-perhaps it would be too much for you; at all
events, it would be hard to state a degree of exertion ,vith
in the utmost range of hUl!lan energy, or a degree of pain
.withil\ the farthest limit of human endurance, to which
you would not submit, that xou might have one companion
on your lonely way from this world to the mansions ofh,p
piness. But suppose, ~t that moment, that the angel who
brought the first intelligence returns to tell you that there
are Beings upon this earth who may yet be saved, - that
he was before mistaken, no m~tter how,-perhaps he ,vas
your guardian angel, and darted from the throne of grace
,vith the intelligence of your salvation without waiting to
hear the fate of the rest of mankind, - no matter how, 
but be comes to tell you t4at there are Beings upon the
earth who are within the reach of your Redeemer's love,
Uld of your own,-that some of them are now before you,
and their everlasting deltiny is placed in your hands; then,
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what would first occur to your mind? -privations, -daB
gers,-difficulties? N:l: but you. would say, Lord, what
shall I do? shall I traverse earth and sea, ~hrough misery
and torment, that of those whom thou hast given the I may
BOt lose one?" ibid. Sermon XI. p. 391-59S.

Page 182, [G.]

In Dr. Campbell '8 ingenious dissertation (R1adoric.,
book ii. c. vii.) "on th~ causes that Don8e~ufc often es
capes being detected, both by the writer and the reader,"
he remarks, (see. 2.) that "there are particularly three
sorts~of writing wherein we are liable to be imposed upon
by words without meaning."

" The first is, where there is an exuberance ofmetaphor.
Nothing is more certain than that this trope, when tem
perately and appos~tely used, serves to add light to' the
expression, and energy to the sentiment. On the contrary,
when vaguely and intemperately used, nothing can serve

~ more effectually to cloud the sense, where there is sense,
and by consequence to conceal the defect, where there is
no sense to she'v. \And this is the case, not oo,ly where
there is in the same sentence a mixture of discordant met~
apbors, but also where the metaphoric style is too long
continued, and too far pursued. [Ut modicus autem 4tque
opport'Untt8 translationis /USttS illttBtrat orationem: ita fre
queM, et obst;U'·at et tredio complet; continuus ",ero in alle
goriam et renigma,ta exit. Quint. lib. viii. c. vi.] The
reason is obvious. ~n common speech the words are the

I immediate signs of the thought. But it is not so here;
/ for when a persoft, iItstead of adopting metaphOrs that

eome naturally and opportun~ly in his way, rummagesthe
whole world in quest of them, and piles them one upon
another, when he cannot 80 properly be said to use meta-

, ,
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phor, as to talk in metaphor, or rather when ',from meta-,
phor he rUDS into allegory, and thence into enigma, his
words are~not the immediate signs of his thoughts; they
are at best but the signs of the signs of his thought. His ,
writing may then be called, what Spenser not unjustly
styled his Fairy Queen, a perpetual allegory or da,'k con-

'ceil. Most ~eaders will account it much to bestow a tran
sient glance on th~ literal sense, which li~s ne1arest; but
will never think of that meaning more remote, which the
figures.themselves are int~nded to signify. It is no wonder
then that.this sense, for the discovery of which it is neces
sary to see through a dO'Ubl~ veil, should, where it iSJ\more
readily escape our observation, and that where it is wantillg
we should not so quickly miss it. ,,. 4; * :I(c * * * * • * •

" There is, in respect of the two meanings considerable
variety to be found in the tropical Style. In just allegory
and etimilitude there is always a propriety, or, if you choose
to call it, congruity, in the literal sense, as ~ell as a dis
tinct meaning or sentiment suggested, which is called the
figurative sense. Examples of this are unnecessary.
Again, where the figurative sense is unexceptionable, there
is sometimes an incongruity in the expression of the liter
al sense. This is always the case in mixed metaphor, a
thing not unfrequent even in good writers. Thus, when
Addison remarks that ' there is not '8. single view of human
nature, which is not sufficient to extinguish the seeds of
pride,' he expresses a true sentiment somewhat incongru
ously; for the terms extinguish and seeds here metaphori
cally used, do not suit each other. lIn like manner, there
is something incongruous in the mixture of tropes employ- \
ed in the following passage from Lord Bolingbroke:
, Nothing less than the heariB of his people will content a
patriot Prince, nor will he think his throne established, till
i~ is established th,ere. ' Yet the thought is excel1\)Dt. But
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·in neither or these examples does' the incongrnity of th~
expression hurt the perspicuity of the sentence. '. Some
times, indeed, the literal meani~g involves a direct
absurdity. When this is the ease, as in the quotation
from, The Principle' of Pai1lting given in the preceding
chapter, it is natural for the reader to suppose that
there must be something under it; for it is ~ot easy
to say how absurdly even just sentiments will sometimes
he expressed. But when no such hidden sense can be
discovered, ,vhat, in the first view conveyed to our minds

..a glaring ab.urdity, is righ~ly on reflection denominated' I

tIOftBtfl8e. We are satisfied .that De Piles neither thought;
DOr 'wanted his readers to think, that I Rubens. was really
the original performer, and God the copiet. ' This then
was not h~ meaning. But what he actually thought and
wanted them to think, it is impossible to elicit from his
words. His words then may.justly be styled bold, in re
spect of their literal import, but unmeaning in respect of
the author's intention. •

"It may be proper here fo observe, that some are apt
to confound the terms absurdity and nonsense as synony
mous; which they manifestly are not. An ahsurd~ty, in
the strict acceptation, is a propositio~ either intuitively or
demonstratively false. Of this kind are these: 'Three '
and t\VO make seven. ,. 'All the angles of atriangle are
greater t,han two right angles.' 'fbat the former is fnlse

.we know by intuition; that the latter is so, we are able to
. demonstro.t~. But the term is further exten.ded to denote

a notorious falsehood. If one should affirm, that 'at the
vernal equinox the sun rises in the north and sets in the
south,' ,ve shoul,d not hesitate to say, that he advances an
absurdity; but '3till what he affirms has a' meaning; inso
much, that on hearing the sentence ,ve pronounce its
~al8ity. N ow notJ,s~e is that ,vhereof we cannot say
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~r that it is true, or 'that it is false. , -Thus, when the
Thutonic Theosopher enounces, that ~ all the voices ofthe
celitstiJl,ljoyfulness, qualify, commix, and harmonize in the
fire wpich was from eternity in the g?od quality,' I should
think it, equally impertinent to aver the falsity as the truth
of this enunciation. For, though the words grammatical.
)y form a sentence, tthey exhibit to the understanding DO

judgment, and consequently admit neitfler assent nor dis.
sent- In the former instances I say the meaning, or what
they affirm, is absurd; in the last instance I s~y there ia
DO meaning, and ~herefore properly nothing is affirmed.
In popular language, I own, the terms absurdity and nOD

sense are Dot 80 accurately distinguished.. Absurd' p0si
tions are sometimes' called nonsensical. It is, not co&
mOD, on the other' hand, to say of downright nonsense,
that it comprises an absurdity. .

" Further, in the liter~l .,ense there 'may be nothiat
unsuitable, and yet the reader may be at a loss to find a
figurative meaning, to which hi~ expressions can with
justice be applied. Writers. immoderately attached to the
florid, or highly figured diction, are often misled by a
desire offlourishing on the several attributes ofa metaphor,
which they have pompously ushered intQ the discourse,

'without taking the trouble to examine whether there be
&By qualities in the subject, to-which" these attributes CaD

with jus~ice and perspicuity be applied~ This immod-:a
erate use of metaphor," Dr. Campbell observes, "is the
principal source of all the nonsense of Orators and Poets.

" The second species of wr.iting whereiQ we are liable
\ to be imposed on by words without meaning, is that where

in the terms most frequently occurring, denote thingl
whicll are of a complicated nature, and to which the miDAI
ia not sufficiently familiarized. Many of those notioDi
whieh are called by Philosophers mixedmodes, come under
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this denomination. Of these 'the instances are numero1ll
in every tongue; such 81 g~ernment, churck, state, COD

.titution, polity, potlJer, c~merce, kgislatur~, j~didUmJ

proportion, tytnmetry, elegance. It will considerably in
crease the danger ofour being dece~ved·by an unmeaning
use of such terms f ' if' they are besides (as very often they
are) of 80 indeterminate~and consequently equivocal, sig
nifications, that a writer, unobserved either by himself or
by his reader, may slide from one sense of the term to
another, till by degrees he fall into such applications of it
88. will make no sense at all. It deserves our ,notice also,
that' we are in much greater danger of terminating in this,
if the different meanipgs of the same word have some
affinity to one 8.Dother, than if they have none. In the
latter case, when there is no affinity, the transition from
one meaning to another is taking a very wide step, and
what fe\v writers--are in any danger of; it is, besides, what
will not so readily escape the observation of the reader.
So much (or the second cause of deception, which is the
chief source of all the nonsense of writers on politics and
criticism.

"The third and last, and, I may add, the principal spe
cies of composition, wherein we are exposed to this illusion

. by the abuse of'\vords is that in which the terms employed
are very abstract, and consequently of very extensive sig
nific.•tion. It is an observation that plainly ariseth from the
nature and structure of language, and may be deduced u
a 'corollary from what hath been said of the use of artifi
cial signs, that the more general any name is, 'as it compre
hends the more individuals under it, and consequently re
quiresthe more extensive knowledge in the mind that would
rightly apprehend jt, the more it must have ofindistinctDe8I
and obscurity. Thus the word lion is more distin~tly ap
prehended by the mind than' the word beat, beast tho
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~l, animal than being. But there is, in what are -....
called abstract subjects, a still greater fund of obscurity,
than that arising from the frequent mention of the most
general terms. Names must be assigned to those qualities
as' considered abstractedly, which hever subsist indepen-'
dendy, or by themselves, but which constitute the generic

. characters and the specifi~ di1ferences 6~ things. And
this leads to a 'manner which is in many instances remote
from the common U$e of speech, and therefore must be of
more difficult conception." (Book n. sec. 2. p. 102, 100.)

It is truly to be regretted that' an author who has written
so justly on this subject, should withirl a few pages so strik
ingly exemplify the ~rrors he has been treating ot: by in
dulging in a declamation against ILogie, which could not
even to himself have conveyed any distinct fdeaniftg. When
he says that a man who had learned Logic was " qualified,
without any bther kind ofknowledge,' to defend ~ny position

, whatever, however contradictory to common sense;" and
that "that art observed the most absolute indifference to
troth and error," he c~not mean that a false conclusion
could be logically proved from true premises; since, igno
rant as he was of the subject, he was aware, and has in
another place distinctly a,cknowledge~, that this is not the
case; nor could he mean merely that a false conclusion
could be proved from a false premiss, since that would J

~vidently be a nugatory and ridiculous objection. He
seemB to have had, in truth, no meaning at all; though,
like the authors he had been so ably criticising, he was
perfectly unaware of the emptiness of what he was saying.

Page 217, [H.]
cc Moses stretched forth his hand, and the waters were

divided, and became a wall unto the children of Israel, on
the right hand and on the left. Moses smote the rock with

- \ 29
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hia rod, and the waters flowed withal, and the children of1&
rael were refreshed in the wilderness, and were saved from
death. But what was there in the arm of Moses, that the
lea should obey it and stand still? Or what in the rod of
Moses, that it should turn the flinty rock into a living foun
tain?Let me freely, though reverently, speak to you ofthe
patriarch MOBes. He was indeed great, because he was
indeed good, in his generation. But except in the matter
of his goodness-except in his superior faith and trust in
his Maker - except in his more ~eady obedience to the
hoJy desires which the Spirit of the Lord inspired into his

. soul, he was no mo~ than the rest of the Isr~elites, and
the rest of men. Like them, like us, like every human
being that is born ofwoman, he was compassed with infirm
ities, and tried with afflictions, and subject to terror, and
surrounded with sorrow. Of himself he was able to do
nothing, but all the mighty acts which he did, he did be
cause 'it was God which worl\ed in hirn both to will and to
do of his good pleasure,' and becau~e Moses did not resist
the will of God, or neglec~ or abuse the power with which
be was endued. If to the Jew, God was very liberal, we
have the promise of his beloved Son, that to Christians,'
in all spiritual and necessary things, he will be still more
so. Over the world without I us he will perhaps give us no
power-because we are not called upon to save a people.
But we are called upon to save ourselves, and he will give
us a power over the rebellious world that is within us.
Stretch forth but your hands in faith and sincerity to God,
and surely he will separate between you and your lusts.
He will divide the tumultuous sea ofyour passions, and open
for you a way to escape fro~ yDur enemies into the land of
etemity. He will cause th'e waves ther'eofto stand still and
barmless on youl right hand and on your left, and makeyou
t. walk in ~afet1.and unhurt through the overflowings or
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uagodliness, which, without hiscontrolling arm, would have
drowned your souls in perdition and destruction. Be 18
never so faint and weary in the wilderness of sin, yet if in

, humility you smite upon yout breast, and say, God, be mer
ciful ,to m; a siRDer! he will melt the stony heart within
you, and turning it into a fountain of p~ety and love - of
lov~ to man aJld love to your Maker - refresh you with
the living waters of the comfort of the Spirit, and strength
en you by its po\ver for your pilgrimage through' life."
Benson's First Course of Hulsean Lectut-ufor 1820. Leet.
XIV. p.344-346.

Page 265, [I.]
" For the benefit of those who are desirous of getting

ove.r their bad habits, and discharging that~impo~an~ part
of the Sa~red o~ce, the Reading the Liturgy with due de
corum, I shall first enter into a minute examination ofSOIlM

parts of the Service, and afterwards deliver the rest, ac
companied by such marks as will enable the Reader, in a
short time, and with moderate pains, to make himselfmas
ter of the whole.
. "But first it will be necessary to explain the marks

which you \vill hereafter see throughout the rest of this
eourse. They are of two kinds; one, to point out the eJll,- ·
phatic words, for which I shall use tke Grave accent of
the Greek, ['].

" The other, to point out the different pauses or stops,
for which I shall use the following marks:

,,'For the shortest pause, marking an incomplete line
thus'.

" For the second, double the time of the former, two /I.

, "And for the third or full stop, three /1/

"When I would mark a pause longer than any b&
IDnging to the usual stops, it shall be by two horizontal
lines, as thus =. .
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~'When I would point out a 8yllaWe that is to be dwelt
on lOIIle time, I IIhall use this -, or a short horizontal over
the Syllable.

"When a Syllable should be rapidly uttere«!, thU8~, or
a curve turned upwards; the usual marks of long and
short in Prosody.

'~ The Exhortation I have often heard delivered in the
following manner:

" , ~arly beloved brethren, tJie Scripture moveth us in
sundry places to acknowledge and confess ourmanifold sins
and wickedness. And that we should not dissemble nor
cloke them before the face of Almighty God our Heavenly
Father, but confess them with an humble lowly penitent and
obedient heart, to the end that we may obtain, forgiveness
f)f the same, by his infinite goodness and mercy. And
although we ought at all times humbly to ackn6wledge -our
sins before God, yet ought we most chiefly so to do,
when we assemble and meet together. To render thanks
for the great benefits 'we have received at his hands, to set
forth bi8 most worthy praise, to hear his most holy word,,
and to ask those things that are requisite and necessary,
u well for the body as the soul. Wherefore I pray and
beseech you, as many as are' here present, to accompany
me with a pure heart and humble voice to the throne or
the heavenly grace,· saying after me.'

" In the .latter part of the first period, 'but confess them
with an humble lowly penitent and obedient heart, to the
end that we may obtain, forgiveness of the same, by his
infinite goodness and mercy,' there are several faults com
mitted. In the first place, the four epithets preceding the
word' heart,' are huddled together, and pronounced in a
monotone, disagreeable to the ear, and enervatjng to the
sense; whereas each word rising in force above the o*her,
>ought to be marked by a proportional rising ofthe Dotes in
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the voice; and, in the. last, there should be such a~
used as would declare' it at the same time to be the last-
e with an humble' lowly' penitent and obediep.t heart,' &c.
At first view it may appear, that the words.' humble' and
, lowly,' are synonymous; but the word " lowly,' certainly
implies a greater degree of humiliation than the word
C humble.' The word' penitent' that follows,' is of stron
'ger import than either; and the word t obedient,' signify
ing a perfect resig,~ation to the will ofGod, in consequence
of our humiliation and repentance, furnishes the climax.
But if the climax in the ,vords be not accompanied by a
suitable cliInax in the notes of the voice, it cannot be rpade '
manifest. In the following part of the senteD;ce, 'to the
end that we may, obtain' forgiveness of the same" there are
usually three emphases laid on the words, end, obtain, same,
wherethere should p.ot be any, and the only emphatic word,

jorg1tJeness, is slightly passed over; whereas it should be
read-' to' the end that we may obtain forgiveness of the
same,' keeping the words, obtain, 'and fOt-peness, clos~ly

together, and not disuniting them, both to the prejudiee
of the Sense and Cadence, 8tc. &c.

" I shall now read the whole, in the manner I have re
commended; and if you will give attention to the marks,
you wjIl be reminded of the manner, when you come to
pra,etise in your private re.ading. 'Dearly beloved breth
ren'! -:- The Scripture moveth us' in sundry places' to ack
nowledge and copfes! our manifold sins and wickedness" '
and that we should not dissemble nor cloke them' before
the face of Almighty God' our Heavenly Father" but eon-

" fess them' with an humble' lowly' penitent' and obedient
'heart' to the endtbat we may obtainforglveness ofthe same'
by his infinite goodness and mercy''' And although we
ought at all times' humbly to acknowledge our ,sins before
GOd" yet ought we most chiefly 80 to clef wilen we ...em-

29-
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ble and~~t together' to render thanks' Cor the great bene
fits we have received at his hands" to let forth' his fJlOBt
worthy pri.ise'" to hear' his most holy ~rd and to uk
those things' which are requisite and neceuary' as.weB fOr
the ~dy' as the souf" Wherefore I pray ad beseech you
u many 88 are here present' to accompany'me' with a pUre
heart' and hUmble voice' to the throne of the heavenly
g~ce' saying,' &.c." Sheridon, Jlrt of~Pf'ON~

The generality of t,he remark. respecting the way in
..,hich each passage ofthe Liturgy should be read, are cor-

, reet; though the mode recommended for attaining the pro
posed end is totally di1Ferent from w~at is suggested in the
present treatise. In some points, howelfer, the author is
mistaken as to the emphatic words: 8. g, in the Lord's
Playe'r, he directs-the following passage to be read thus;
n thy ~r b~ done' on earth' as it Is' in Heaven, U witli the

, emphasis on the words " be " and " is;" these, i\owever,
are not the emphatic Iwords, and do not even eNt i" tAe
original Greek, but are supplied by the translator; the Iat-

'Iter of them might, indeed, be oIQitted altogether1without
aoy detriment to the sense; "thy will be done, as in Heav
en, 10 also on earth," which is a more literal translation,
ill perfectly inten~ble. A passage in the second Com
mandment again, he directs to be read, aecording indeed
to the'u8ual mode, both ofreading' and pointing it, - " visit
the sins of the fathers' upon the children' unto the third
8nd fourth generation of them that hAte me ;" whic~ mode
of reading destToyS the sensf), by making a pause at " chil
dren," and 'none at "generation;" for this implies that
the third and fourth generations. who suffer these judg
mente, are tAau.,. such as hate the Lotd, instead or

,b1riog mer~ly, as is meant to be expre8Bed, t~ cltAldnn '01
8liCh; "of tJiem that hate me," is a genitive govemed not
IJy " generatioD," but by " children:" it ahould be red
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according to Sheridan's marks) II visit. the sins of the'
athers' upon the children.unto the third and fo~rth g~n

eration' of them that hate me: " i. e. "visit the sins of the
fathers who hate me, upon the third and fourth g~neratio~

of their desoendants." The same sanction is given to an
equally CODlDlon fault in reading the fifth Comman~tnent;

"that thy daya' may be long-in the land' which the Lord
thy God giveth thee:" the pause should evidently be at
" long." not .at "land:" Noone would say in ordinary
conv.ersatioD, "I hope you will find enjoyment in the gar
den' -'-whieh you have planted." He has also strangely '\
omitted an emphasis on the word " covet," in the tenth
Comm~d~ent. He has, however, in the ~egative, or
prohibitory comqtaods avoided the common fault of accent- ,
ing the word "not." - And here it may be worth while to
remark, that in some cases the Copula ought to be made
the emphatic word; (t e. the "is," if the proposition be
affirmative, th~ " not," if negative;) viz. where 'the pro
position may be considered as in opposition to its comra- ,
dictory. If, e.. g. it had been a question, 18hetlJ,er we ought
to steal or not, the commandment, in answer to that, would
have been rightly pronounced, "thou shalt not steal:"
but the question being, what things we are forbidden to'do,
the answer is, that "to steal" is one of them, "tho.
shalt not steal." In such a case as this, the proposition
is considered as opposed, not to its contradictory, but to
one with a diffe.rent Predicate: the question being, not,
which Copula (negative or affirmative) shall be employed,
but what shall b.e affirmed or denied of the subject: e. g.
'~it is lawful to beg; but Dot to Bteal:" in such a case,
the Predicate, not the Copula, will be the emphatic word.

One fault worth noticing on account of its commonness
8 the placing of the emphasis on" neighbo~r" in the ninth
and tenth Commandments; as if there u:Ulht be some per
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sons precluded from the benefit of the prohibitions. One
would think the man tc whom our Lord addressed the par
able -of the good Samaritan, had been used to this mode
of delivery, by his asking " and who is my neigkbour'l "

The usual pronunciation of one part of the " Apostles'
Creed" is probably founded on some misapprehension of
the sense of it: * "The holy Catholic Church, the Com
munion of Saints, " is ~ommonly read as if these were two
distinct articles; instead of the la~er clause being merely
an explanation of the former: "The holy Catholic
Church, [riz.] the Communion of Saints."

* See Sir Peter (afterwards Lord) King's History or the Apost1el'
Creed; a work much more valuable (in proportion-to ita size) than
mOlt that are Itudied by theologiau.
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Effect, (Argument from,) p
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Plain, (ambiguity of the
word,) p. iii. ch. i. ~ 3.

Plau~ible, p. i. ch. ii. § ~.
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and ·ch. iii. ~ 2.

Imagination, p. ii. ch. i. ~2•.
Indirect (Argument), p. i.

(J~. ii. § 1. and ch. iii. ~ 7.
Induction, p. i. ch. ii. § 6..
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· from Conviction strictly

so called,) p. 1. ch. i. ~ f.
Integrity (of the speaker's
· ~haracter,) p. ii chap. iii
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Poetry, (characteristic of;)
p. iii. cQ.,iii. ~3.

Practice .(in' composition,)
Introd. ~ 5.

Presumptions, p. i. eh. iii.
~2.

Prolixity, p. iii. eh. i. § 2.
and ch. ii. ~ 7.

'Proper terms, p. iii. ch. li.
~ 1.

Propositions, (to find,) part
i. ch. i. § 3.

Reading, p. iVa ch. i. ~ s.
and ch. iii. § 1.

Recapitulation, p. i. ch. iii.
§ ~.

Recitation, p. iVa ch. iVa ~ 2.
Refutation, p. i. ch. iii. ~ 7.
Repetition, (conducive to

perspicuity,) p. iii. ch~ i.
'§2.

Rhetoric, (why in greater re
pute amongthe Ancients,)
Introd. ~ 3, 4.

Rhetorician (art of; practiS
ed by a wise man on him
self;) p. H. ch. i. ~ 2.

Sign, p. i. eh. ii. ~ 5.
Simile, p. iii. ch. ii..§ S.
Sound, (imitative,) p. iii. ell.

ii. ~ 5. .

Speaking, (distinguished
from Reading,) p. iVa ch.
i. ~ s. and ch. iii. ~ 1.

Substantives, (excessive use
ot;) ,po iii. ch. ii. § 8.

Suggestive (Style,) p. iii.
ch. ii. ~ 9.

Subjects (fur learners,) In
trod. ~ 5.

Sympathy, (reflex,) p. iVa
ch. iii. § 8.

"
Tautology, p. iii. eh. ii.
~ 8.

Technical terms, p. iii. ch.
ii. ~ 6.

Testimony, p. i. ch. li. § 4.
Theological Style, p. iii. ch.

il. ~ 6.
Tone, p. iv. ch. i. § 3. note,

and ch. ii. ~ ~.

Tropes, p. iii. ch. ii. § 2.

Verbosity, -p. iii. cb. ii. ~ 8.

Sequence, (physical and Waiving (a question,) p. L
logical,) p. i. ch. ii. § 3. eh. iii. § 4.
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